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FOREWORD 

By Dr. Frederick H. Todd 

This report is a wide-ranging account of the fundamentals of the potential flow of 

frictionless fluids, and its value is greatly enhanced by the large number of actual examples 

included in the text. It will be of great value both to the practicing engineer concerned with 

fluid flows and to the student. 

Dr. Earle H. Kennard was formerly Chief Scientist in the Hydromechanics Laboratory at 

the David Taylor Model Basin, and later head of its Structural Mechanics Laboratory. Through- 

out his service at the Model Basin he devoted his efforts to the advancement of knowledge in 

these fields and to the physics of underwater explosions. The value of his work in these 

areas and in the associated one of structural vibration is well attested by the many papers 

and reports which he has published. 

He has also devoted much time to the education and training of the younger members of 

the staff. His educational work, indeed, began much earlier as a professor at Cornell Univer- 

sity, and unnumbered students have profited from his well-known text book on physics. 

His colleagues have learned to respect his judgements, to enjoy his friendship and to 

appreciate his wit, even though it is sometimes somewhat sharp! 

This report is a typical example of Earle Kennard’s clear, explanatory writing, com- 

bined nevertheless with an admirable economy of words. It is a great pleasure to his many 

friends and admirers to see it published while Dr. Kennard, though over 80 years of age, 

is still active and still continuing to work in the field of structural vibration. We look for- 

ward to the privilege of making more of his work available to the profession of naval archi- 

tecture through the medium of Model Basin reports, for it is upon such people as Dr. Kennard 

and the results of their research that the reputation and image of the establishment depends. 
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NOTATION 

Constants 

Constants; semi-axes of ellipse or ellipsoid 

Ellipticity of an ellipse 

Force on a body 

Force per unit length on a cylinder 

Constant; sign of a function of a variable 

A constant 

A constant, real or sometimes complex 

Moment of inertia 

Equivalent moment of inertia of fluid moving irrotationally around or inside a 

rotating body 

Symbol denoting that only the imaginary part of the expression following it is to 

be taken, with omission of the factor 7 

Vom 

A real constant; inertia coefficient 

Direction cosines, or constants 

Mass of a body 

Equivalent mass of fluid moving around a body that is in trans latioggggnotion 

Values of M, M’ taken per unit length of a cylinder, in cases of two-dimensional 

motion. 

Torque per unit length on a cylinder 

Pressure in the fluid 

Magnitude of particle velocity in the fluid 

Component of the velocity in direction normal to a curve or surface 

Components of velocity in the directions of polar coordinates 7, 0, w 

Component of velocity in the direction of the tangent to a curve 

Components of velocity in the directions of cylindrical coordinates z, @) @ 

Radius of a circle 

Symbol denoting that only the real part of the expression following it is to be 

taken 

A polar coordinate; in two dimensions, distance from a line; in three dimensions, 

distance from a point 

Denotes a surface 
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Kinetic energy of the fluid 

In two-dimensional motion, kinetic energy of the fluid between two planes of 
flow unit distance apart 

Time; also, an auxiliary complex variable 

Uniform stream velocity at infinity; velocity of translation of a body 

Component of velocity in the z-direction 

Same as U but always specifically parallel to the y-axis 

Component of velocity in the y-direction 

In three dimensions, component of velocity in the z-direction; in two dimensions, 
w=h+ iw 

Components of force on a body 

Components of force per unit length on a cylinder 

Cartesian coordinates 

In three dimensions, the third Cartesian coordinate; in two dimensions, z = x + ty 

Constants, usually angles 

Circulation around a curve or about a cylinder 

An angle 

For two dimensions, a complex variable; ¢ = A - ip in secs 88-90, €= &+ én in 

secs. 81-86 and 106, and ¢ =- dz/dw in secs. 111-117; for three dimensions, a 
spheroidal coordinate in secs. 137-138 

An elliptic coordinate in Secs. 81-86, 106 

An angle 

A special coordinate in Secs. 88-90, 136, 141 

Parabolic coordinates in Sec. 87 

Moment of a point dipole, or moment per unit length of a line dipole; a special 

coordinate in Secs. 88-90, 107, 136, or a spheroidal coordinate in Secs. 137-138 

Dipole strength per unit length in Sec. 132; a special coordinate in Secs. 107, 136 

An elliptic coordinate in Secs. 81-8 and 106 

Distance from a line, sometimes used as a cylindrical coordinate 

Density of the fluid, in dynamical units 

Velocity potential 
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Ww Stream function, for either two-dimensional or axisymmetric three-dimensional 

motion 

ra) Angular velocity, in radians per second; angle about a line, used with x, @ as 
a cylindrical coordinate or with ¢, » as a spheroidal coordinate 

Oxy Wy, @, Components of angular velocity about the z-, y-, 2-axes 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the work of the David Taylor Model Basin a need was felt some twenty 

years ago for a collection of the known types of the potential flow of frictionless 

fluids having a uniform and invariable density. The following report was intended 

to meet that need in a form convenient for reference. 

In Chapter I the chief principles needed in dealing with the potential flow 

of a frictionless fluid are described. In this chapter, but not elsewhere, variation 

of the fluid density is sometimes allowed. In Chapter II the use of mathematical 

complex functions in dealing with two-dimensional problems is explained. Then 

Chapter III deals with two-dimensional cases and Chapter IV with three-dimensional 

cases. Sometimes boundary conditions in the form of vortices or vortex lines are 

allowed. Chapter V lists coefficients of inertia. 

The fluid velocity in potential flow is assumed to equal the negative grad- 

ient of the velocity potential, as in the textbooks of Lamb and of Milne-Thomson. 

An older assumption was that the velocity equals the positive gradient of the 

potential. The formulas given in this report can be adapted to this older assump- 

tion by reversing in all formulas either the potential or all of the fluid velocities 

wherever these occur. 

It was found necessary, however, to limit somewhat the field that is covered. 

The extensive literature in which incidental use is made of potential flow in treating 

practical flow problems is not even listed. Curved line vortices have not been 

included, nor interacting spherical boundaries, nor the thin curved stratum that is 

discussed in Article 80 of Lamb’s Hydrodynamics. 

This report was finished during the last war, but its great volume was con- 

sidered to make publication impractical at that time. Publication has finally been 

effected. No additions have been made, however, to take account of literature 

published since the war. 
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CHAPTER | 

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE IRROTATIONAL FLOW OF FRICTIONLESS FLUIDS 

In this chapter the nature and properties of the irrotational or potential flow of friction- 

less fluids will be discussed to the extent that is desirable for the understanding and use of 

the material that forms the body of the report. This chapter may be regarded as an introduction 

to the subject, but it does not aim at a complete exposition of the mathematical theory of the 

potential. Further information on the mathematical side may be found in the textbooks of 

Lamb! and Milne-Thomson,” in MacMillan’s or Kellog’s ‘‘Theory of the Potential,’?!? or in the 

periodical literature. 

1. PARTICLE VELOCITY AND STREAM LINES 

The velocity of the particles in a fluid may vary from point to point in a complicated 

manner. By a particle of the fluid is meant a portion so small that both its linear dimensions 

and differences in the motion of its parts may be neglected. The motion of the fluid at any 

instant can be described completely by specifying the particle velocity at each point. 

At any given instant, a set of curves can be drawn such that at every point on a curve 

its tangent has the direction of the particle velocity at that point. These curves are called 

streamlines; the aggregate of them is sometimes called a flow pattern. Thus at any given 

instant the particles are all moving along the streamlines as they exist at that instant. 

If the streamlines remain fixed in position, the particles will continue to follow them, 

and the streamlines will then represent the actual paths of the particles. If the motion under- 

goes changes, however, the actual paths of the particles may be quite different from any of the 

instantaneous streamlines. Thus in Figure 1, curves a, b, c may represent streamlines at a 

time ¢, and curves a’, 6’, c’ may be the streamlines at a later time ¢’, whereas the actual paths 

pursued by particles P,, P, from time ¢ to t’ are as shown by the heavy curves. 

An important case in which the paths of the particles coincide permanently with the 

streamlines is the case of steady motion. The motion of a fluid is called steady when the 

particle velocity at each point in space remains constant. The velocity of a given particle 

may vary, however, as it moves from point to point. Motion may be steady when referred to 

one frame of reference and variable when referred to another. Thus the motion of the air 

around an airplane in steady flight is a steady motion as seen by the pilot, whereas at a 

fixed point above the ground the velocity of the air changes as the airplane goes past, 

References are listed on page 396. 
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Figure 1 — Two successive positions of 
several streamlines and, shown by heavy 

curves, the paths of two particles. 

Figure 2 — Relation between the velocity and 
its components. 

In addition to streamlines, the concept of tubes of flow is sometimes useful. A tube of 

flow is a slender filament of fluid whose bounding surface is composed of streamlines. 

The particle velocity is a vector quantity. Its magnitude will be denoted by q; its com- 

ponents in the directions of the z-, y-, z-axes of a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system will 

be denoted by u, v, w. Thus 

2 2 2 q? =u2 +02 + w2 [la] 

The component q, of the velocity in a direction whose direction cosines are 1, m, n can then 

be written 

q, =lut+mv+nw [1b] 

as is evident from Figure 2, in which the component in the direction OP is represented by the 

projection on OP of either the vector OQ representing the velocity or of the broken line ORSQ, 

whose segments represent u, v, and w. 

Since q, u, v, and w may vary from point to point, and also with the time, they may be 

regarded as functions of the four variables z, y, z, and ¢. In steady motion, however, every- 

thing is a function of 2, y, 2 only. 

2. THE EQUATION OF CONTINUITY 

A relation must exist between the motion of a fluid and changes in its density. If, for 

example, more fluid enters a given volume than leaves it, the density of the fluid in the 

volume must increase. 

Consider a small cubical element of sides Sz, 5y, 62 whose center is situated at the 

point (2, y, 2), as in Figure 3; let it be fixed in size as well as inposition in space. Fixing 

attention first on the increase in mass due to flow through the two faces perpendicular to the 



x-axis, the amount of mass per unit time enter- 

ing the cube through its left-hand face, per 

unit time, is 

a(pu) ba 
-—— —)dyé 

(eu Ox 2) tee 

where pu stands for the value of this quantity 

at the point (x, y, 2). The amount which 

leaves through the opposite face is 

(pu) 
(ou bore 

baz or 1 dys 
=) by be 

The net increase in mass per unit time due to 

2 

b2 
(a, Y 2) 

pa ae 

Figure 3 — Illustrating the equation of 

flow in the z-direction is the inflow minus the continuity. 

outflow or 

O(pu 
BEAGLE ere 

Ox 

In an analogous manner the net increases in mass per unit time due to flow in the y- and 2- 

directions are, respectively, 

_ 9 (pv) 
bxedyhz2, - 

rt) 
ee) ba dy 62 

The net increase in mass per unit time for all three component directions must equal the 

increase of mass per unit time within the cube, which is 
: i 
(pdx dy 6 ra a 5y 62) 

As the sides of the cube are fixed, this can also be written 

dp 
ot 

oxdydz2 

Collecting the terms and dividing through by the volume or 5¢6y6z, we obtain the equation of 

continuity, 

dp Apu) Apr) d(pw) _ 
fh et Tn t= 
ot Ox 

0 2a] 
oz 

This equation must be satisfied at all points throughout the fluid. 

In the subsequent chapters on two- and three-dimensional flow we are mainly concerned 

with fluids of constant density so that p does not vary in space or in time. For this case, 

dp/dt becomes zero and the equation of continuity takes the form, after canceling out p, 

Ou 

Ox 

wv 
oy 

dw _g 
02 

[2b] 



3. EULER’S EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

The equations of motion for a fluid are the mathematical equivalent of Newton’s second 

law of motion, which states that the resultant force on any particle equals the product of the 

mass of the particle by its acceleration. For convenience we may assume a fluid particle to 

have the form of a cube whose edges are 62, dy, 52 parallel to the z-, y-, z-axes as in Figure 4. 

Considering the cube as a free body, the forces acting on it may be considered as made up of 

three parts: compressive or tensile, shear, and external forces, such as gravity. On each 

face there may be two shear force components parallel to the coordinate axes. 

Shear forces, in a fluid, are due to a physical property of the fluid known as viscosity, 

by virtue of which it offers resistance to motion involving the production of shearing strain. 

All actual fluids have viscosity, but in some fluids, such as water, the viscosity is quite 

small. In many flow problems the viscous forces are so small as compared with other forces 

that their effect may be neglected. This greatly simplifies the mathematical treatment of the 

problem. Throughout this report, the assumption will be made that the viscosity is zero; this 

is equivalent to saying that the fluid cannot sustain a shear stress, or that it is frictionless. 

Let the pressure or force per unit area at the center of the cube be p, and consider the 

two faces of the cube normal to the z-axis. Since the pressure will be a function of a, y, 2, 

the average pressure on the left-hand face will be 

p’=p-2 be 
ox 2 

and that on the right-hand face, 

ea IP dx 
(Dal on 2 

The resultant force due to pressure in the positive z-direction will be the difference between 

the pressures on these two faces multiplied by the area of a face or 

a dx by 62 

‘Let X be the component of the external 

forces per unit mass of fluid in the x-direction. 

Usually the only source of external forces is 

gravity. The external force acting on the 

material in the cube in this direction is then 

pX dx dy 62 

where p is the mass density. Here p must be 

expressed in dynamical units, for example, in 

slugs per cubic foot or pounds sec?/ft*, As 

the viscosity has been assumed zero, there can 
Figure 4 — Illustrating Euler’s equation 

of motion. 
be no other forces acting in the z-direction, 

and the resultant force on the material in the 



cube is 
op 

pX —-— ]6z dy 62 
Ox 

This force is now equal to the mass of the particle in the cube multiplied by its acceleration 

in the z-direction, which will be denoted by du/dt. Hence 

(ox ~ P50 Sy 82 =p Bx dy 82 4h 
Oz dt [3a] 

du xy _19 
dt Pa 

In this equation, wu has reference to a certain particle of the fluid, which at a given in- 

stant occupies a certain cube but whose position in space varies. Usually, however, itis of 

no interest actually to follow a particle in its motion; it is more convenient to regard u as a 

function of position and time or 

U(L, Ys 2, C) 

without regard to the identity of the particle whose coordinates at a particular time ¢ are 

represented by 2, y, z. Viewed from this mathematical standpoint, the change in wu during the 

time dt at the particle just considered may be written 

du = dy + & dy +% dz + We at 
Ox Oy dz ot 

Here dz represents the change in the z-coordinate of the particle during the time dt; hence 

de =udt. Similarly, dy = v dt, dz = w dt. Hence, after dividing through by d?, 

du _ OU, IU, y MM, dw [3b] 
dt ot ox ay oz 

Here du/dt represents the rate of change of u at a given particle, whereas du/dt represents the 

rate of change in wu at a fixed point in space. The last three terms represent an effect due to 

motion of the particle and are sometimes called convection terms. 

Thus, Equation [3a] may be written, together with the analogous equations for the y- 

and z-directions, in the form known as Euler’s equations: 

0 BU yy My y My y Uy LP [3c] 
at ox oy dz P dx 

a] OD pid Ekg 08 anu: Lee [3d] 
at Ox oy 02 P dy 

ts) Gi ey ug, OW a nde yl OE [3e] 
ot ox oy dz P dz 

where X, Y, Z are the components of the external force per unit mass. These equations hold 

whether the density of the fluid is constant or not; in general, p is a function of x, y, 2, and ¢. 

For a fluid of constant density, Equations [2b], [3c], [3d], and [3e] constitute four 

differential equations in four unknowns: u, 7, w, and p. As arbitrary constants and functions 

enter into the solutions of differential equations, boundary conditions are required in order to 



eliminate them and so make the solution determinate. 

4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

At the boundaries of the fluid the continuity equation is replaced by special surface 

conditions. For example, at a fixed boundary it is necessary that the fluid velocity have no 

component normal to the surface. If 7, m, n are the direction cosines of the normal to the 

surface, this condition requires that 

lu+mv+nw =0 [4a] 

at every point on the surface; compare Equation [1b]. 

If the boundary is inmotion, the normal component of the fluid velocity at the surface, 

or q,, = /u + mv + nw, must equal the velocity of the surface normal to itself. This is equiva- 

lent to saying that the velocity of the fluid relative to the surface is wholly tangential, or that 

a particle on the surface remains on the surface. A method of finding 7, m, n when the equation 

of the surface is given is derived in Sec. 1385. 

5. ROTATIONAL MOTION; THE CIRCULATION 

In the kinematics of rigid bodies, a distinction is made between translational and 

rotational motion. In rotational motion, all particles not on the axis go round the axis in 

circles. An analogous but more general conception of rotational motion in a fluid can be 

developed as follows. 

Consider any closed curve C drawn in the fluid, and choose a positive direction of 

motion around the curve, as in Figure 5a. At each point of the curve, divide the particle 

velocity into a component perpendicular to the curve and a component q, in the direction of 

the tangent to the curve; let g, be taken positive when it has the same direction as the chosen 

positive direction of motion around the curve and negative when it has the opposite direction. 

In Figure 5a, q, is positive at P but negative at Q. Multiply each element of length ds along 

qs 

Figure a Figure b 

Figure 5 — Illustrating the definition of the circulation. 



the curve by the value of q, at that element and add the products, thus forming the line inte- 

gral 

6 7, ds 

where ¢ indicates that the integration extends around the whole curve. This integral is 

called the circulation of the fluid around the curve C. It may be regarded as a measure of the 

extent to which the fluid is moving in a rotational manner along this particular path. 

The integral can also be written §q,ds= $(u dx + vdy + w dz) since the direction 

cosines of ds are dz/ds, dy/ds, dz/ds and hence, by Equation [1b], 

If the fluid is actually moving like a rotating rigid body, the circulation about any closed 

curve lying in a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation is equal to twice the angular 

velocity of rotation w multiplied by the area enclosed by the curve. This is easily seen in the 

special case of a circle whose axis is the axis of rotation, as in Figure 5b; here g = q, = ar, 

where 7 denotes distance from the axis, and the circulation around the circle is 

$q,ds=§ wrds = arg ds = wr (277) = 2(@)(7r*). The same result is obtained, by evaluation 

of the integral, for a circle centered anywhere. 

Motion of a fluid in which the circulation is zero around any continuously collapsible 

curve is called zrrotational motion or flow. The significance of the collapsibility of the curve 

can be illustrated in the space occupied by the body of a doughnut. Any closed curve in this 

space that is not linked with the central hole can be shrunk down continuously onto a point, 

or can be deformed in continuous fashion into any other curve of the same type. Curves that 

link with the hole, on the other hand, although continuously deformable into each other, can 

never be shrunk below a certain minimum size. A region in which closed curves fall into two 

classes with respect to collapsibility is called doubly connected; a region in which all curves 

are completely collapsible is called singly connected. In some cases there are more than two 

such classes of curves. Regions in which there are at least two classes are called multiply 

connected. In irrotational motion in a multiply connected region, the circulation is required to 

vanish only about the closed curves that are continuously collapsible down to a point. 

The great importance of irrotational flow arises from the following dynamical theorem, 

which is proved in Sec. 33 of Lamb’s Hydrodynamics.! 

Suppose that the fluid is frictionless, and that its density, if not uniform and constant, 

is at least a definite, fixed function of the pressure. Let the external forces be conservative, 

as are those due to gravity; that is, the total work done by these forces on a given mass 

vanishes when the mass is carried around any closed curve. Then the circulation around any 

closed curve that is allowed to move with the fluid is constant in time. 

It follows from this theorem that, if a mass of frictionless fluid acted on only by con- 

servative forces happens to be moving irrotationally at any instant, it will continue to move 

irrotationally thereafter. Closed curves moving with the fluid may change their shape, but they 



remain closed, and the circulation about them must remain zero. Since a State of rest is a 

state in which the circulation vanishes about all closed curves, the application of pressure to 

the fluid can generate in it only irrotational motion. For this reason, the motion generated by 

a moving ship in the surrounding water or by an airplane in the air is roughly irrotational, 

except near the solid surfaces where friction plays a large role. 

6. THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL FOR IRROTATIONAL FLOW 

Only irrotational motion will be considered hereafter. Its mathematical treatment can 

be greatly simplified by introducing the velocity potential. 

If the motion is irrotational within a singly connected region, the integral 

P 2 
ee 

cs 

taken along any path lying in the region and connecting two given points, P, and P,, depends 

only on the positions of the points P, and P,. The integral is defined as in the last section; 

the chosen direction of motion along the path is from P, toward P,. 

To prove the statement just made, note that any two paths B, and B,, as illustrated in 

Figure 6a, when taken together form a closed curve around which the circulation vanishes, so 

that 

is P | 
{ (By) 464, +| (By) 9,4, =0 
A 7) 

But 

Figure 6a Figure 6b 

Figure 6 — Illustrating properties of the velocity potential. 
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since interchange of the limits reverses the direction of motion along the path and hence the 

positive direction for g,. Hence 

Po i) 

i (B,) asda | (By) 15%, 

A P, 

It follows that, if d is defined as 
0 

b= i q, 4, [6a] 
le 

along any path joining any point P to a fixed point P,, ¢ will be a single-valued function of the 

coordinates z, y, z of P. 

Furthermore, 

F) F) F) db\2  db\2_ (6? 
eee eee eee e=(S) +(2)+(2) [6b, c, d, e] 

ox ] dz Ox oy dz 

where wu, v, w are the components of the particle velocity at P. For, let the path be drawn so 

as to run from P straight to a neighboring point P’, which is displaced a distance dz from P 

toward + 2 without change of y or 2, as in Figure 6b. Then, if 5¢ is the difference in the 

values of ¢ at P’ and at P, 
pe « 

so=- [ands 

P 

since the path from P’ differs from that drawn from P only by the omission of the additional 

stretch PP’. But along this stretch g, =u, and is constant in the limit as P’ approaches P. 

Hence , 
P: 

bf =-U ii ds =— ude 

12 

Equation [6b] follows; and Equations [6c, d] can be similarly obtained. 

The function ¢ thus introduced is called the velocity potential. If it is known at all 

points, the particle velocity can be found from it by differentiation, The sign has been chosen 

in such a way that the potential decreases in the direction of the particle velocity. The 

relation between the velocity and the velocity potential is the same as the relation between 

the electric intensity and the electrostatic potential. 

Since the position of P, is arbitrary, the velocity potential, like the electrostatic 

potential, contains an arbitrary additive constant. A surface over which ¢ has a constant 

value is called an equipotential surface. As the derivative of ¢ with respect to any element 



of distance along the surface is zero, there can be no component of the particle velocity 

tangent to an equipotential surface; compare Equation [6f] below. Thus the direction of the 

velocity is everywhere normal to the equipotential surfaces; and, since the streamlines have 

everywhere the direction of the velocity, the streamlines cut the equipotential surfaces per- 

pendicularly. 

Certain other relations between the velocity and the potential may be noted. The 

component of the velocity in any given direction can be written 

sa [of] 

here d¢/ds is the space derivative of ¢ in the given direction or 

ap | lim A¢ 

ds AsxoAs 

where As is a displacement in that direction and Ad is the corresponding change in ¢. The 

proof is similar to that of Equations [6b, c, d]. By integrating Equation [6f] it is seen that the 

change in ¢ from one end to the other along any path is 

Ad =~fq,ds [6g] 

where the integral is taken along the path. 

It is often convenient to use spherical polar coordinates 7, 0, a. Here 7 is the distance 

from a fixed origin 0, 6 is the angle between the line Or and a fixed line or axis through 0, and 

w is the angle between the plane containing 6 and a fixed plane drawn through the fixed axis. 

The definition is illustrated in Figure 7. A set of Cartesian coordinates is also shown having 

Figure 7 — Illustrating polar coordinates. 
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the same origin, the fixed plane as the zy-plane and the fixed line as the z-axis. It is evident 

that 

zx=rcos @, y=rsin@dcos@, 2=7sin@sing (6h, i, j] 

Any point P can be displaced in such a direction that only one of the coordinates r, 6, w varies. 

The three mutually perpendicular directions thus defined may be called coordinate directions; 

the corresponding elements of distance ds are dr, rd@ along a circle through Oz, and 7 sin 0da 

along a circle of radius 7 sin 6 and ina plane normal to Oz. From [6f] the components of the 

velocity in these three directions are 

a 135 1 as 
19 ~~. 36 ga mer era Far Vee 

Aik 
or’ F 60 mal n= 

In other cases, cylindrical coordinates 27, @, w are useful. Here @ denotes distance 

from the-a-axis and w denotes angular distance around this axis measured from a fixed plane 

drawn through it; see Figure 8. If the Cartesian axes are drawn so that w is measured from 

the zy plane, 

Y=@COS@, 2=0SiN@® [6n, o] 

The elements of distance in the coordinate directions are now dz, do and @dw, and the com- 

ponents of the particle velocity in these directions are 

Ce eT ea ee eae 

In all of these equations connecting the velocity potential with the velocity, the sign 

is that of recent textbooks on hydrodynamics. An older usage must be noted in which ¢ is 

defined as ¢ = fp q, ds. Then all differences between values of ¢ are reversed in sign and 
0 

the signs in equations equivalent to [6b, c, d], [6f, g], [6k, 1, m], and [6p, q, r] are all positive. 

Figure 8 — Illustrating cylindrical coordinates. 
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7. THE LAPLACE EQUATION 

In an incompressible fluid of uniform density the velocity potential satisfies a very 

simple differential equation. If the velocity potential ¢ is substituted from Equations [6b, c, d] 

into the equation of continuity, Equation [2b], there results 

a2 a2 a2 a6 Fo a6 ee 
on? dy? _— da 

This equation must be satisfied at every point throughout the region in which irrotational flow 

exists. It is known as the Laplace equation and is often written in the symbolic formy?é = 0 

where V2 stands for the differential operator 

a2. 92 , 
V?= 

The Laplace equation is encountered in many other branches of physics, such as 

electricity, heat flow, and elasticity, and the properties of its solutions are well known.) 12, 16 

Because of the linearity of the Laplace Equation, its solutions possess the following useful 

properties. If ¢ is a solution, so is (dé where C is any constant. If ¢, and d, are two solu- 

tions, ¢, +, is another solution; the particle velocity corresponding to ¢, + d, at any point 

is the vector sum of the velocities corresponding to ¢, and to 6,. These statements may be 

verified by substitution in the equation. Finally, if ¢, is a solution, so is dy = d¢,/0x or 

dg ,/dy or db,/ 2; for, after substituting d, for d in Equation [7a], differentiating with 

respect to 2, for example, and changing the order of integration, 

a2 br, a8 My, gt My 
x2 oF ay? d& 9,2 oe 

Thus d¢,/dz is another solution of the Laplace equation. 

The problem of determining the motion of a frictionless, incompressible fluid under 

given conditions thus reduces to the problem of solving the Laplace equation subject to 

certain boundary conditions. Any solution ¢ of the equation represents a possible type of 

irrotational flow in which the components of the velocity are given in terms of ¢ by Equations 

[6b, c, d]. Since the density of the fluid does not occur either in the Laplace equation or in 

Equation [4a] expressing the usual boundary condition, each type of flow can exist in a fluid 

of any density. So long as the motion is not too rapid, gases as well as liquids can be assumed 

to move approximately as if they were incompressible. 

Once the velocity at each point is known, the distribution of pressure may be found 

from the pressure equation to be obtained presently. 



8. SOME PROPERTIES OF IRROTATIONAL FLOW 

The following properties of the irrotational flow of incompressible fluids may be noted. 

More rigorous proofs of some of them may be found in Milne-Thomson’s Theoretical Hydro- 

dynamics? or elsewhere. !? 

a. The distance between two given equipotential surfaces corresponding to slightly differ- 

ent values of ¢ varies in inverse ratio to the magnitude of the velocity q. 

For, 54 =- ¢ 68; if 6¢ is constant, eee 
q 

b. The streamlines are concave toward the side on which the magnitude of the velocity q 

is larger. 

For on the concave side of a streamline neighboring equipotential surfaces, being per- 

pendicular to the line, must converge, as at P in contrast to Q in Figure 9a; hence, by (a), ¢ 

is greater. 

c. The velocity g increases in the direction in which the streamlines converge, and hence 

is greater near the concave side of an equipotential surface than near its convex side. 

For, if the streamlines converge in a certain direction, such as ?S in Figure 9b, the 

associated tube of flow diminishes in cross section in that direction; but the same volume of 

an incompressible fluid must flow across every cross section of a tube; hence q increases in 

this direction. 

d. In any given region, the maximum velocity must occur at a point on the boundary. The 

same is true of the minimum velocity unless it is actually zero. 

For, suppose a maximum value of g occurred in the midst of the fluid, as at T in Figure 

9c. Then g would decrease in all directions from this point. But then the tube of flow contain- 

ing this point would have to flare in both directions from T by (c), and would also have to be 

concave inward over the sides of the tube, by (b), which is impossible. The proof for a nonzero 

minimum is similar. 

$3 
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Figure a - Figure b - Figure c - 

Figure 9 — Illustrating some geometrical properties of streamlines and equipotential surfaces. 
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e. Within a single connected region the streamlines must begin and end on the boundary. 

Hence, if the boundary is entirely stationary, so is the fluid. 

For, otherwise, closed streamlines would necessarily occur, and this is impossible 

under the conditions assumed; since, in going around a closed streamline in the direction of 

the flow, the velocity potential would decrease continually, and hence it could not return to 

its initial value upon returning to the starting point. Furthermore, no streamline can end on a 

stationary boundary, since there the normal component of the velocity must vanish. 

f. The flow within any region is uniquely determined if the velocity is given, in magnitude 

and in direction, at all points on the boundary of the region. 

For, if two different distributions of velocity satisfying the given conditions were 

possible, a third one would also be possible in which the velocity is the vector difference of 

the velocities in the given distributions. In this latter distribution the velocity would be zero 

at all points on the boundary; hence, by (d), the velocity must vanish everywhere. It follows 

that the two original distributions of velocity must be identical. 

g. Ina singly connected finite region, the flow is uniquely determined if the normal com- 

ponent of the velocity is assigned at all points of the boundary. 

The proof is similar to that of (f). The difference between two types of flow satisfying 

the given condition would be another in which the normal component of the velocity vanishes 

over the boundary, so that no streamlines could begin or end there; hence, as explained under 

(e), there can be no streamlines, and the two assumed distributions of velocity must be identi- 

cal. 

In all cases, the word boundary may refer either to a physical boundary or merely to a 

geometrical surface drawn through the fluid. Furthermore, except where the contrary is 

specified, the boundary may lie partly or wholly at infinity. 

It may also be noted that differentiation of “quations [6b, c, d] leads to the equations 

Ue! 0, sau _ 9, ab a0 6 (eaganel 

These differential equations may be regarded as an alternative characterization of irrotational 

motion; for it can be shown by means of a theorem known as Stokes’ theorem that the circula- 

tion vanishes around any closed curve drawn in a singly connected region in which Equations 

[8a, b, c] are satisfied. The three left-hand members of the equations are the components of 

a vector, which is called invector analysis the curl of the particle velocity and in hydro- 

dynamics is often called the vorticity. 

From Equations [8a, b, c] it can be shown, furthermore, that in irrotational flow the 

motion of any particle is compounded of a motion of translation and one of pure strain. Ina 

pure straining motion there are three mutually perpendicular lines through any particle of the 

material which do not change their directions; these lines are the strain axes. In rigid- 

rotational motion, on the other hand, only one line through a given particle retains its 
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direction, namely, the line parallel to the axis of rotation. 

9. THE PRESSURE EQUATION FOR IRROTATIONAL FLOW 

Let the external forces per unit mass be given by 

SS AS oe [9a, b, c] 

in terms of a potential function Q, as is true for forces due to gravity; and let the fluid have 

the property that its pressure is a definite function of its density. Then, if the motion is 

irrotational, the equations of motion for a frictionless fluid can be integrated. 

On these assumptions, Equation [3c] can be written, after replacing uw by — dé/dx in the 

first term, 
2 

- FO 4 My yM yy WU, IO _ 
otdxe ox oy 02 of poz 

or, by means of Equations [8b] and [8c], after changing signs, 

0 Ab _y dU_y9Y_ 4 Qw_dQ_1 PF 
dx ot x Ox dz ox p dz 

Equations [3d] and [3e] become similarly 

0 rt) Of e gu, 00 od 00a eh 
dy at dy dy dy day p dy 

and 

Let these last three equations be multiplied through by dz, dy, dz and added; and let the time 

t be held constant. Then the first terms give 

0 0 He OM ay con Os aia 5-45] 
dx ot dy ot dz dt ot 

a) Cd) ne 
In general, d < would contain also a term ar3(—*), but here it is assumed that dt = 0. The 

t 

next terms in the equations give in the sum 

Ou OU dy 4 y Md 2 2) de .....=a(2 oA) 
Vag Ca ay eae 5 Ox 2” 2 

The remaining terms give similar results. Thus the final result is 

2 2 2 d a(t) - a(x Mos +a) Eee 
at ee er ae A 

This can be integrated to give 

[P-S le 04 Fw) [9d] 
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where Ge =u? +07 + w? 

Here f(dp/p can be evaluated when the law of variation of p with p is known. The 

integration ‘‘constant’’ F'(¢) must be regarded as an arbitrary function of ¢, for the mathemati- 

cal reason that the integration involved only 2, y, and z, and also for the physical reason that 

¢ itself contains an arbitrary ‘‘constant’’ which may be supposed to vary with the time. The 

presence of this arbitrary term in ¢@ limits the usefulness of Equation [9d] in the general case. 

If the density is uniform and constant, 

dp p 
Ve = mai + constant 

and 

Fa 1e2_o4F(s), [9e] 

where the arbitrary constant in the integral has been absorbed in F(¢). In this case the 

pressure itself contains an arbitrary additive constant; for it is well known that a uniform 

pressure p, applied to the boundary of an enclosed mass of incompressible liquid merely 

raises the pressure throughout by the amount p, without affecting the motion. To fix the 

pressure completely, therefore, its value on the boundary must be known. This value then 

fixes F(t) after the arbitrary additive function of ¢ that occurs in ¢ has been chosen. The 

equation thus obtained is very useful. 

If the only external forces acting are those due to gravity, it is sometimes convenient to 

simplify the last equation by considering the pressure to be made up of two parts, p= p, + Dy 

where p, is the hydrostatic pressure that would exist if there were no motion and p, is the 

dynamic pressure due to changes in velocity. When there is no motion, Equation [9e] gives, 

with p, substituted for p and F(¢) assumed to be constant, 

Pp, + pQ = constant. [9f] 

If, then, p is replaced by p, + p, in Equation [9e] and p, then substituted from Equation [9f], 

the result is 

eS eg re) [9g] 

where the constant in Equation [9f] has been absorbed in F'(¢). In Equation [9g], p is some- 

times written for pj. 

When the only external forces are gravitational, if the z-axis is drawn vertically upward, 

X = Y =0, Z =-g, where g is the acceleration due to gravity. Hence Q is a function of 2 only, 

and integration of [9c] gives 

Q = gz + constant. 

Dynamical units are to be understood in Equations [9e] and [9g]. The pressure p or py 

may be in pounds per square foot, p in slugs per cubic foot, g in feet per second, and ¢ in 

seconds. The potential d would then be in feet squared per second, since the dimensions of 

¢ are those of length times velocity or L? T~!. 
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10. THE BERNOULLI EQUATION FOR STEADY IRROTATIONAL FLOW 

If the motion is steady, the constant of integration in ¢ can be chosen so that dd/ot = 0. 

Then F(t) reduces to a constant, and the pressure equation [9d] can be written 

dp yj ee ye = i at 5 qo +Q=C [10a] 

where Cis a constant. Similarly, if pis uniform and constant and if the pressure at infinity 

or on the boundary does not vary with time, Equations [9e] and [9g] become, respectively, 

Beale = [10b] 
pts? +0 =C, 

Pd 12 ap ta! a Crs [10c] 

The value of C, which is not necessarily the same in these three equations, may be 

found from the known values of the other quantities at some one point, such as a point on the 

boundary. 

In many problems, the motion at infinity is one of uniform flow and Q = 0. Then, if U 

is the particle velocity and p, the pressure at infinity, 

and from Equation [10b], for incompressible fluid, 

P~ Px, = 5p (U? — 9”) [10d] 

It is important to note that the pressure difference, p — p,,, at any point depends only upon the 

relative motion between the fluid at the point and the fluid at infinity; in particular, it remains 

the same if a frame of reference is substituted relative to which U is zero. It is physically 

obvious that p — p,, cannot be altered by a mere change of the frame of reference; and it is 

easily verified that the resulting changes in Uand q are such that the difference Gifs 

remains unchanged. 

These are various forms of what is commonly called the Bernoulli equation for irrotation- 

al motion. For any type of steady flow, whether irrotational or not, equations identical in form 

can be obtained for any one streamline, but in general the constant may vary from one stream- 

line to another. In irrotational flow the constant C has the same value for all streamlines. 

The Bernoulli equation holds throughout any region, large or small, throughout which 

the motion happens to be irrotational. The region may even surround one or more cylinders 

about which there is circulation; irrotationality in the neighborhood of each point of the region 

is all that is required. 
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11. THE PRESSURE EQUATION FOR ROTATING BOUNDARIES 

The following special case may be noted for reference. Suppose that incompressible 

fluid is set into irrotational motion by the steady rotation of a solid boundary, internal or 

external, the fluid being otherwise unbounded. Then the flow pattern will obviously be always 

the same relative to the boundary but at any point fixed in space variations will occur. The 

distribution of values of the potential d can be imagined to rotate with the boundary, but 

otherwise to remain unchanged. Since the motion is not steady in space, the Bernoulli equa- 

tion cannot be used. Let the density p be uniform. 

Let @ denote an angle of position about the axis of rotation and let the angular velocity 

of rotation be w. Then that value ¢, of @ which, at time ¢, is at a point P is carried forward 

by the rotation during an interval d¢ to a point P’ at which @ is greater by dO = wdt. At time ¢, 

on the other hand, the value of ¢ at P’ was 

e a a $=, + 2do= 9, +o Sade, 

Thus, during dt, ¢ changes at P’ by 

dp ap 
dd = - ( — dt) =-w — dt 
aa als ze ° 90 

Hence, at any fixed point in space, 

le) Op 
— a oO lla 

ae gem 40 as 
where @ denotes the distance of the point from the axis of rotation, and qy = -(1/0) 046/00 

and represents the transverse component of the particle velocity; see Equation [6r]. 

Thus Equation [9e] for the pressure p can be written, when the boundary rotates steadily, 

p=p (oS 4g-+ 9-2) +g [11] 
or, if Q =0, 

Pp = pla Tag-50)+ Po [1lc] 

where p, is either a constant or at most a function of the time. 

These equations can also be written in terms of velocities relative to axes that rotate 

with the boundary. The radial component of velocity g,” is the same as q,, the same component 

taken relative to fixed axes, but the transverse component is gg’ = qg- o@. Writing 

q? = q2 + 16 and then substituting for qo, 

p =+p (0G? ~ 9") + Bg [114] 

where q’? = i + Ig 
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12. THREE-DIMENSIONAL SOURCES, SINKS, AND DIPOLES 

Some important types of flow in incompressible fluid of uniform density will now be 

discussed briefly in preparation for the detailed studies to be made in later chapters. 

Suppose that incompressible fluid is flowing radially outward from a point P with a 

velocity g that is a function only of the distance 7 from P. Then, if a sphere of radius 7 is 

drawn with its center at P, a volume 477r2q of fluid flows outward from this sphere per second. 

Since this volume must be the same for all spheres centered at P, r7q must be a constant, and 

it is possible to write 

qg-4 [12a] 

where A is a constant. The volume of fluid flowing outward per second from P is then 47A. 

A velocity potential ¢ exists; for, if 

At P, q is not defined and a singularity is said to occur. It may be imagined that there 

is a source at P in which fluid is being created at the rate 47A. In Lamb’s Hydrodynamics, ! 

47A is called the strength of the source and is denoted by m; in Milne-Thomson’s Theoretical 

Hydrodynamics,? the symbol m is used for A itself and is called the strength. If A is negative, 

the flow is inward and a sink may be imagined to exist at P, in which fluid is being annihilated 

at the rate 47A. The term ‘‘source,’’ when not specifically contrasted with ‘‘sink,’’ will be 

intended in an algebraic sense, covering both sources and sinks. A flow of this type could be 

produced by a sphere with fixed center whose radius varies with time. 

To find the distribution of pressure in the fluid, substitute in the pressure equation or 

Equation [9g] g = A/r* and 

Then 

if for simplicity p is written for pj. Atr=~,p=pF(t). Hence if p, denotes the pressure at 

infinity (in excess of hydrostatic pressure), assumed uniform all round, 

edd ee, [12c] 

Other types of flow having a singularity at P can be obtained by differentiating Equation 

[12b], in accordance with the principle stated in Section 7. Thus, in Cartesian coordinates 

with origin at P, replacing ¢ by ¢,, 

1, 



dg = oy nie A Wes Ax east 
(x2 + y2 a 22) 1/2 Ox (a2 +y2 i, 22)3/2 

and 0¢,/dz is also a solution of the Laplace equation. Here 2 can also be replaced by 7 cos 6 

in terms of spherical coordinates with origin at P and the z-axis as axis. Thus, another solu- 

tion of Laplace’s equation is (—/A)(d¢ ,/dx) or 

é pe pe COS 6 [124] 

(a? + y? + 22)3/2 r2 

where p is a new constant. 

The type of flow thus defined is said to be due to a point dipole or double source at P, 

also called a point doublet, because it can be produced by placing a source and sink of equal 

strength close together and letting their distance apart decrease to zero while the product of 

distance and the strength of the positive source is kept equal to ». The line from which @ is 

measured is called the axis of the doublet. 

13. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW 

The flow is two-dimensional when there is no variation of anything in a certain direction, 

and when the component of the velocity in that direction is everywhere zero. Thus, along any 

line having this direction, the pressure and the particle velocity are uniform. Each fluid 

particle moves in a plane perpendicular to the direction of uniformity, and the motion is the 

same in all of these planes. It suffices to study the motion in a single plane, which may be 

taken as the zy-plane. Then the z-component of the velocity w is 0, and the components wu and 

v, like the pressure, are functions of x, y and perhaps the time ¢. 

Alternatively, it is sometimes convenient to consider the fluid between the zy-plane and 

a parallel plane at unit distance from it. This part of the fluid remains permanently between 

the two planes, and its motion is typical of the motion of the whole. 

For the two-dimensional flow of incompressible fluids it is convenient to define another 

function known as the stream function. Choose a fixed line perpendicular to the zy-plane, 

intersecting it in the point A, and a parallel line intersecting the xy-plane in P, as in Figure 

10a. Let the lines be joined by an open cylindrical surface parallel to 2 and having the lines 

as two of its generators; this cylinder will intersect the zy plane in a curve, as illustrated by 

one of the curves in Figure 10a. Let w denote the volume of fluid that passes per second 

across the part of the cylindrical surface that lies between the zy-plane and a parallel plane 

unit distance away; let uy be called positive when the fluid crosses in the positive direction 

of rotation about A, or in the direction from Ox toward Oy. 

The quantity uw thus defined may be described briefly as the volume of fluid that passes 

per second across any curve, per unit of thickness in the 2-direction. Its value must be the 

same for all curves joining A and P, since no fluid is created or destroyed between the 
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Figure 10a Figure 10b 

Figure 10 — Illustrating the definition of the stream function w. 

corresponding cylindrical surfaces. If A is held fixed, therefore, is a function of the coor- 

dinates z, y of P, and also perhaps of the time, or (za, y, ¢). This function is called the 

stream function. Its dimensions are those of volume per unit time per unit of length parallel 

tog, ork 7". 

If the base point is moved from 4 to some other point B, then all values of u are changed 

by a fixed value representing the flow across BA. Thus w contains an arbitrary additive con- 

stant. 

If the values of + at two points P,, P, are v4 and y,, the rate of flow across any curve 

P,P, as in Figure 10b, in the positive direction around P,, per unit of length in the z-direction, 

is WU, —W,- If P, and P, lie on the same streamline, the rates of flow across AP, and across 

AP, must oe the sane, since there is no flow across a streamline. ence w has a constant 

value along any given streamline. The family of curves defined by wu = constant is thus the 

set of streamlines, and the streamlines themselves can be identified by means of the 

associated values of w. It follows in particular that y must have a constant value over any 

stationary boundary, which is necessarily composed of streamlines. 

Simple relations exist between the stream function and the particle velocity. For, if P 

is displaced an infinitesimal distance dz in the x direction, w increases by the flow across dz 

or by vdz; whereas if P is displaced a distance dy in the y direction, dy = —uwdy, in view of 

the convention as to the sign of yw; see Figure 10a. Thus 

Os ow [13a, b] 
dy ” da 

Or, more generally, let dy/ds denote the space rate of variation of uw in a chosen positive 

direction along any curve drawn on the zy-plane, and let q, denote the component of the 

velocity normal to the curve, taken positive ina direction rotated counterclockwise through 

90 degrees from the positive direction along the tangent to the curve. Thus, if g, > 0, the fluid 



crosses from right to left as the curve is traced positively; 

ow see Figure 11. Then 

as ema [13¢] 
Oks 

“le The stream function exists for any type of flow in an 

incompressible fluid, even when the motion is rotational. 

If the flow is irrotational, then the velocity potential ¢ 

also exists, and the two families of curves, ¢ = constant and 

Figure 11 — Illustrating the vy = constant, cut orthogonally, since the velocity at any point 

relationship between the is perpendicular to a curve ¢ = constant through that point and 
space rate of variation of 

stream function dy/ds 

and particle velocit ; fe) fe) p ngs ee eee (134, e] 

tangential to a curve wu = constant. Then also, as in [6b, c] 

Comparison of these equations with Equation [13a, b] leads to the following relations between 

& and wy: 

db ow dd Our 
—=>, — =-— {13f 
Ox doy doy Ox él 

The Laplace equation for ¢ or Equation [7a] becomes, in two dimensions, 

2 0? Pps Pi aig: [13h] 
dx? dy? 

and differentiation and subtraction of Equations [13f, g] yields also the result that 

2 Dep. RAT [131] 
dx? dy? 

Thus in irrotational, two-dimensional flow the velocity potential and the stream function 

are both solutions of the two-dimensional Laplace equation. Solutions of this equation, 

related as stated in Equations [13f, g], are called conjugate solutions or functions. If either 

é or w is known, the other can be found, except for an arbitrary constant, by integrating 

Equations [13e, f] 

The two orthogonal families of curves, ¢ = constant and w = constant, are called a flow 

pattern. If closely spaced curves of both types are drawn, they divide the plane into small 

areas approximately rectangular in shape; such a diagram is called a flow net. If the same 

equal spacing is used for both sets of curves, the rectangles become squares; for, by the 

definitions of ¢ and x, between two adjacent ¢ curves 5¢ = — 76s where 5s is the distance 

between them, and similarly between two w curves 5 = g6s’, hence if |5¢| = |Sw|, 5s = 58’. 

This property of flow nets is sometimes made the basis of a graphical method for the 

construction of an approximate flow net to satisfy given boundary conditions. The ¢ and w 

curves are sketched in smoothly by estimation and are then corrected repeatedly while keeping 

them in harmony with the boundary conditions, until they divide the area as nearly as possible 
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into small squares. The procedure was discussed in detail by Closterhalfen,?2 and a machine 

for use in such graphical constructions was described by Fettinger.?4 

Obviously wv itself could be the velocity potential for another type of irrotational flow, 

satisfying a different set of boundary conditions. The stream function to accompany it would 

then be -¢. For, if the new potential and stream function are ¢’= W, = — ¢, by Equations 

[13f, g] 

which are simply Equations [13f, g] written for 6’ and w’ and show that these functions stand 

in the relation to each other that is characteristic of a potential and its associated stream 

function. 

Thus the two-dimensional types of irrotational flow occur in associated pairs, which 

might be called conjugate pairs. At a given point, velocities in two conjugate flows have per- 

pendicular directions but equal magnitudes; in fact, the vector velocity in the second type is 

merely rotated, relative to that in the first type, through 90 degrees in the counterclockwise 

direction, or from z toward y. For, in the second type of flow the components are 

Oe AOL SM ee Oech cee [13], kK] 

by Equations [13a, b]; the magnitude of the velocity is thus g = (uw? + v*)”, and the directions 

are as Stated, as is illustrated in Figure 12. 

All of the equations written down in this section are linear and homogeneous in the 

dependent variables. For this reason it is easily seen that if 6,, w, are the potential and 

stream function for one type of irrotational flow and $5, Ww, for another, then the sums, 

$3=b, +69, wg=ty th, 

represent the potential and stream function for 

a third possible type. In the latter type, which 

is said to be formed by superposition of the 

first two, the velocity as a vector is easily 

seen to be the vector sum of the two component 

vector velocities. Again, both potential and 

stream function may be multiplied by the same 

constant. 

Finally, if 

Figure 12 — Relation between particle 
velocities in two conjugate flows. 
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4 and w, are the potential and stream function for still another possible type of flow; for, as 

was shown for ¢ in Section 7, d, and w, will satisfy Equations [13h], [13i] and [13f, g]. 

Instead of 2, y or 2 may be substituted in both derivatives. 

It should be remarked that when the older convention mentioned in Section 6 is employed 

for the sign of the potential, the stream function uv is measured by the volume of fluid crossing 

a curve in the clockwise direction, so that in a given case differences in the values of u have 

opposite signs, and the signs before the derivatives in Equations [13a, b] and [13], k] are 

reversed. The positive direction for g, in Equation [13c] is likewise reversed. The relation 

between @ and w as stated in [13f, g], however, remains the same. The simplest way to 

summarize the difference between the two conventions is to say that all velocities are reversed 

when a change is made from one to the other. 

14. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW IN MULTIPLY CONNECTED SPACES 

In cases of two-dimensional flow, boundaries often occur which have finite dimensions 

in directions parallel to the planes of motion. These are called internal boundaries. They 

have the physical form of cylinders of unlimited length and are represented on the zy-plane 

by closed curves, which may or may not be circular. The presence of an internal boundary 

makes the space doubly connected; more generally, if two or more separate inner boundaries 

occur, it is multiply connected. 

In irrotational motion, the circulation is required to vanish only around closed curves 

which do not surround any inner boundary and hence can be contracted continuously down to a 

point, in accordance with the explanation in Section 5. An example is curve C in Figure 13, 

where A represents an obstacle with a boundary that the fluid cannot penetrate. Around a 

curve that encircles A, such as DEF in Figure 13, the circulation may or may not vanish. 

Let the positive direction along all curves that encircle boundaries be chosen in the 

same direction; it will be convenient to adopt the convention that, as a point traverses such 

a curve positively, its projection on the zy-plane eventually goes round the boundary 

in the counterclockwise direction, or in the 

direction of rotation from the z-axis toward 

the y-axis. Then the circulation has the same 

value for all closed curves that encircle A 

just once and do not encircle any other finite 

‘boundary. 

To show this, let DEF and GHK be two 

such curves, and introduce a connection GD 

between them, as illustrated in Figure 13. 

Then the combined curve DEFDGKHGD, 

traced in this order, can be collapsed con- Figure 13 — Curves in a doubly connected 
tinuously to a point; to do this, the space. 
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twice-traversed segment GD is first separated into two parallel segments. Then the circula- 

tion around this combined curve equals zero. But this circulation is the difference of the 

circulations in the positive directions about DEF and GHK; for GHK was traversed in the 

negative direction, so that its contribution to fq. ds was reversed in sign and the contribution 

of GD, which is traversed twice but in opposite directions, cancels out. Hence the circulations 

around DEF and GHK are equal. 

In the same way it can be shown that the circulation about a curve that encircles 

several internal boundaries is the sum of the circulations around the separate boundaries. 

If the velocity potential at any point P near A is now defined by 

1) 
i) 

b> fads 

P 

as in Section 6, its value for a path of integration such as PRP, in Figure 14 is easily seen 

to exceed its value for a path such as PQP, by the circulation [ around A. For, geometrically, 

these two paths together make up a closed curve encircling A. Other paths may encircle A in 

the negative direction, or several times. Thus, if d is the value for one path, other paths of 

integration may give any one of the values 

ptnt 

where n is any positive or negative integer. 

The potential is thus many valued in a multiply connected space; to each point P there 

belongs an infinite number of values of ¢, spaced I apart. The particle velocity as calculated 

from ¢ is, however, single-valued, since all branches of the potential, characterized by various 

values of n, have the same space derivatives. . 

If several internal boundaries are present, the potential is many valued in a more com- 

plicated fashion. Inany case it follows from Equation [6g] that in going around any closed 

curve in the positive direction the potential decreases by an amount equal to the circulation 

around the curve. 

An alternative prodedure sometimes 

adopted is to introduce enough imaginary 

barriers extending to infinity so that, if these 

barriers are never crossed by any path, the 

integral defining 4 remains single-valued. 

Such a barrier is shown at ST in Figure 14. 

But then discontinuities in d may occur at the 

imaginary barriers; and, if the velocity at a 

point on a barrier is to be represented by 

derivatives of ¢, the barrier must be moved 
: : Figure 14 — Illustrating the definition of the 

vemporetilyibocone ede: velocity potential in a doubly connected 

space. 
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15. TWO-DIMENSIONAL OR LINE SOURCES, SINKS, VORTICES, AND DIPOLES 

A two-dimensional source or uniform line source is said to exist on a line when the 

fluid flows uniformly away at right angles to the line. In the diagram that represents the flow 

in a particular plane, the line is represented by a point. By considering the flow across a 

circular cylinder having the line as its axis, it is easily seen that, because of the assumed 

incompressibility of the fluid, the velocity is 

q -A [15a] 
3) 

where A is a constant, positive or negative, and @ denotes distance from the line. The 

volume flowing outward per unit time per unit length of the cylinder is thus 27A; either this 

quantity or A itself may be called the strength of the line source or sink. On the line itself 

the velocity is not defined. 

The corresponding velocity potential is 

¢=-Alno [15b] 

where In stands for the natural logarithm, since then v = - df/d@. It is impossible by adding 

a constant in d to prevent it from becoming infinite at infinity; this complication in two 

dimensions is sometimes annoying. 

The line source can also be built up by distributing infinitesimal three-dimensional 

point sources uniformly along the line. The constant A then represents twice the point-source 

strength per unit length of the line, if by source strength is meant the constant A in such 

formulas as [12a, b]. 

The potential of a two-dimensional line dipole can be obtained by differentiating that 

of a line source. Since @ = (a + y?)% in terms of Cartesian coordinates defined in a plane 

parallel to the flow, a possible potential for a line source at the origin is 

$,=-Aln (a? + y2)4 

By differentiating ¢, with respect to z and using the principles stated in Section 7, the 

following solution of the Laplace equation is obtained, representing a line dipole of strength 

pi: 
pe = =n Coo [15c] 

: aye Te 

Here yp is a constant and @ is a polar angle measured from the z-axis, so that cos 6 =2/("? +y?)4. 

In using this formula, irrespective of its mode of derivation, 9 may conveniently be 

defined as the angle between two planes intersecting along a fixed line, on which the line 

dipole is situated, and @ as a coordinate representing perpendicular distance from this line; 

one of the planes, from which @ is measured, is fixed in position, the other rotates about the 

fixed line. When the motion is studied in a plane parallel to the flow, the intersection of this 

plane with the fixed plane is a line called the azis of the dipole. 
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As in three dimensions, the dipole can be formed by placing two simple line sources of 

equal and opposite strength close together and allowing them to approach each other while 

their strength increases without limit. It can also be formed by distributing infinitesimal 

three-dimensional point dipoles uniformly along the fixed line, with their axes all parallel] and 

perpendicular to the line. The constant » then represents twice the sum of the three- 

dimensional dipole moments per unit length along the line. 

In Lamb’s Hydrodynamics,’ Section 60, m/2z is written for A and p/2z for p. 

A third type of flow in which a line singularity occurs is one in which, again, 

q =A [15d] 
@ 

but in which the streamlines are circles having a common axis, like the magnetic lines around 

a long straight current. In this case, along any one of the closed streamlines there is 

obviously circulation of magnitude [' = 27@ (A/@) = 27 A; and it can be shown that T’ has the 

same value around any closed curve that encircles the axis. Around a curve that does not 

encircle the axis, on the other hand, [ = 0. Thus the motion is irrotational everywhere except 

at points on the axis, where the velocity becomes infinite and is undefined. 

Because of the resemblance of this type of flow to the motion in actual vortices, an 

ideal line vortex is said to exist on the axis. Its strength is measured by the circulation I 

around it. In actual ‘‘vortices’’ the central portion either is missing or is rotating more or less 

like a rigid body. 

The corresponding velocity potential is discussed in Section 40. 

The line dipole itself can also be interpreted as a vortex dipole, since it can be pro- 

duced by allowing two vortices with equal and opposite circulations to approach coincidence 

while their circulations increase without limit. The axis of the resulting dipole is perpendi- 

cular to the line joining the vortices. 

16. AXISYMMETRIC THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW 

Another important case is axisymmetric flow, in which axial symmetry exists. Hach 

particle of the fluid is confined to one of a set of fixed planes intersecting along the axis; 

and, at every point of any circle whose axis is the axis of symmetry, the pressure and the 

magnitude of the velocity have the same values and the direction of the velocity is equally 

inclined to the axis. 

In this case, also, a stream function exists, but it is somewhat different from that for 

two-dimensional flow. 

In any plane through the axis of symmetry, take an arbitrary but fixed point A on the axis, 

and any other point P joined to A by any curve AP, as in Figure 15. Consider the surface of 

revolution generated by the rotation of this curve about the axis. It is evident that the volume 

of fluid crossing this surface per second, taken positive toward the assumed negative direction 

along the axis, is a function only of the coordinates of P; let it be represented by 27u. The 
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stream function wy thus defined, often called 

the Stokes stream function, represents the flow 

between P and the axis taken per radian of 

rotation about the axis. 

As in two-dimensional motion, however, 

it is often convenient to relax the definition 

somewhat by adding an arbitrary constant to uw. 

The dimensions of wu are volume per unit time 

or L3/t. In any plane through the axis, the 

curves, Ww = constant, are again the streamlines. 

As coordinates, take distance x along 

the axis measured in the positive direction, and 

the distance @ from the axis, and let the 

corresponding components of the particle 

velocity be q, and gz. (Thus the x- component 
Figure 15 — Illustrating the definition of the 

stream function in axisymmetric 
three-dimensional motion. are employed.) Then, if P is displaced a dis- 

is denoted by wu only when Cartesian coordinates 

tance dz parallel to the axis, the flow across 

AP is increased by 278 q~dz, and this equals 27d. Or, if P is displaced a distance da ) IG q P 

outward from the axis, the flow in increased by — 270 q,d@°= 27dwW. ‘ence 

Ou 
,=-l =, => [16a, b] 

@ dO @ Ox 

In a similar way it can be shown that 
ous 

— [16c] 
@ On 

where g is the magnitude of the velocity and dw/on is the space rate of change of w in that 

perpendicular direction which is obtained by a clockwise rotation through 90 degrees from the 

direction of the velocity. 

If a velocity potential ¢ exists, from Equations [6p, q] 

Vx =———, C= i {16d, e] 

— : [léf, g] 

It is to be noted that in the axisymmetric case ¢ and wy do not have the same dimensions. 

Since x and @ are really Cartesian coordinates, and ¢ does not vary in the third direc- 

tion, ¢ will satisfy the usual Laplace equation in terms of 2 and @ alone. The differential 

equation for u is found by substituting from [16f, g] in the identity, d*¢4/dxz d@ = 0*¢/dD Oz. 



Thus, when a velocity potential exists, ¢ and w are associated solutions of the two equations 

2) 2 

Cea elneier 2h <) +2 (2%) =o font al 
Ox? daz i Ox\@O Ox do @ 00° : 

A surface over which w is constant, or a stream surface, is necessarily a surface of 

revolution. A streamline may follow the axis up to a stagnation point, at which it divides into 

a sheaf of streamlines which then diverge and form a stream surface. The distance between 

two given stream surfaces for slightly different values of ws varies as 1/(@), as is evident 

from Equation [1l6c]. 

The older convention as to the signs of ¢ and w, mentioned in Sections 6 and 13, has to 

be recognized again in the present connection. According to it, the signs before the derivatives 

would be reversed in Equations [16a, b] and [16d, e], but not in Equations [16f, ¢], and the 

direction for du/dn would also be reversed. 

17. KINETIC ENERSY OF THE FLUID 

A useful formula in terms of the potential can be obtained for the kinetic energy of the 

fluid. The following simple deduction may be of interest; a more rigorous proof is given in 

Milne-Thomson’s book.? 
Let the fluid be homogeneous and incompressible, and let it be moving with zero 

circulation about all closed curves. Suppose, first, that the region is enclosed within a moving 

finite boundary. Then the entire region can be divided up into slender tubes of flow, such 

that the boundary of each tube consists of streamlines. As illustrated in Figure 16, each tube 

must start and end on the boundary, for the reason stated in Section 8. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid in unit volume is (1/2)pq?; hence the energy in a single 

tube can be written 

ST =[ge9 (SA) ds [17a] 

Figure 16 — Illustrating the kinetic energy of the fluid. 



where gq is the velocity, 5A is the cross-section of the tube and ds is an element of distance 

along it, taken in the direction of g, so that 5Ads represents an element of volume. But pqg5A 

represents the mass of fluid that passes a given cross section of the tube per second and is 

constant along the tube, since no fluid crosses its sides. Hence p qSA can be put in front of 

the integral sign. Furthermore, gds = —d¢ in terms of the velocity potential 4, by Equation 

{6f]. Hence 

st 2 p99A{ade-—4 pq 5Afas =50954 (dp ~ $9) [17b] 

where ¢@p and bo denote values of ¢ at the ends of the tube. Now let 5S denote the element 

of area on the bounding surface that is enclosed by the tube, and let q, be the Sp of® 

the velocity normal to 5S, taken positive toward the fluid. Then, at the end P where q, is 

positive, either g, 5S or q 5A represents the rate at which fluid is flowing away from the 

instantaneous position of 5S; hence at this end ¢5A = q, 5S. At the other end, where q, is 

negative, g, 58 =-—q5A. Thus 

BT = 4p (5 Iq 98)p + (6 In 8)g1 

Summation of this expression for all tubes gives for the total kinetic energy 

T=+ [6% as=- fo“ as, {17c] 

in which dS stands for an element of area on the bounding surface, whereas qg, represents the 

component of velocity normal to the boundary, taken positive toward the fluid, and equals 

—d¢/dn by Equation [6f], where ds is replaced by dn, representing an elementary displacement 

away from the boundary and along the normal. The integral extends over the entire boundary. 

For ¢wo-dimensional motion, let 7, denote the kinetic energy of the fluid between two 

planes drawn parallel to the planes in which the particles move, and unit distance apart. The 

integral in Equation [17c] may then be taken only over the included part of the boundary; and, 

since the motion is the same in all planes, dS may be given the form of a strip of unit length 

and width ds, where ds is an element of distance along the curve representing the boundary in 

a typical plane. Thus, provided there is no circulation, 

T, = $bq,48 =-> $4 $2 ds == pgddi [17] 
Here the curve is assumed to be traversed with the fluid lying on the left; d6/dn is the space 

rate of change of ¢ toward the fluid along the normal to the boundary, and the last expression 

results from Equation [13c] and the relation (dW/ds)ds = dw. 

If circulation is present, the formula for 7, must be modified. In the case of a station- 

ary cylinder inside a stationary cylindrical shell, only circulatory flow is possible, and the 

tubes of flow are all closed on themselves. Here, in Equation [17b]; P and Q coincide and 

bp - dQ =T[,, the circulation, which is the same for all tubes; also, 2g6A, summed for all 

tubes between two planes unit distance apart, equals yy, — Ww, where y, is the value of the 

stream function on the shell and yw, its value on the enclosed cylinder. Hence in this case 
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T, = Sel (h, - 4) [17e] 

If the cylinder and shell are in motion, it is only necessary to superpose upon the 

circulatory flow F, as just described another flow F, having a single-valued potential ¢, such 

as is caused by the motion of the boundaries when I’ =0. The kinetic energies associated 

with these two flows are simply additive, giving a total of 

1 Nae fer anas +00 (Wigs ~ Hoe) [17f] 

where the first integral extends around both shell and cylinder and wv, is the stream function 

for F, alone. For, if at any point in the fluid the particle velocity due to ¢, has a component 

41, normal to the direction of the velocity g, due to F,, and a component 1p parallel to q,, 

then 

2 G7 Gen + (ig t Wade tH My 2p Vo 

If, now, p Ip I 6 A is integrated along any tube of F,, just as p q°/2 was in Equation [17b], 

pq7,0A is again constant, and q1 p48 q = — (change in g,) =0. Thus the product term 11 p%% 

contributes nothing on the whole to the kinetic energy. 

If several cylinders are present inside the shell, the flow can be resolved into F, and 

a number of circulatory flows, in each of which there is the same circulation about all paths 

encircling a certain one of the cylinders once and zero circulation about all paths not en- 

circling it. Then the argument can be extended to prove that the total kinetic energy is 

simply the sum of the energies associated with each of these component flows. 

In the azisymmetric case, the element of area dS may take the form of a ring cut out of 

the bounding surface by two neighboring planes perpendicular to the axis; see Figure 17. The 

width of the ring is the length ds of the arc 

that is cut out by the planes from the curve 
Boundary 

representing: the boundary on a typical plane 

through the axis, and its perimeter is 27a 

where @ denotes distance from the axis; hence 

its area is dS = 276ds. Thus, from Equation 

[17c] Axis of Symmetry 
? 

T=nrpf[oq,S=rpf[ody {17¢] 
_-—. ——— 

after substituting dS = 270ds, q, = (1/0) 

dy/dn from Equation [16c], dy/dn = dyy/ds, 

se ea Figure 17 — Illustrating the kinetic energy of 

the fluid for an axisymmetric surface. 

These formulas can all be shown to 

hold also for an infinite mass of fluid surrounding a moving internal boundary, provided the 

velocity vanishes at infinity and provided there is no circulation. Here the integral is taken 

only over the internal boundary. 
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Two-dimensional circulatory flow about an internal boundary immersed in infinite fluid 

leads to an infinite value for 7,. This circumstance, although inconvenient, does not invali- 

date other conclusions from the theory, since a cylinder of infinite length is in any case an 

abstraction introduced in order to simplify the mathematics. 

18. UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

In all cases, a consistent set of dynamical units is assumed to be employed. In using 

each formula, any unit of length may be used, but the same unit must be used for all linear 

dimensions, the square of that unit must be used for areas, and the cube for volumes. A 

common unit of time must be employed for all velocities and accelerations. 

If forces are measured in pounds, time in seconds, and linear dimensions in feet, then 

pressure is in pounds per square foot; mass is measured in slugs, or pounds times seconds 

squared divided by feet, and equals weight in pounds divided by the acceleration of gravity or 

by 32.2; density is in slugs per cubic foot; energy is in foot-pounds. 

If forces are measured in pounds and time in seconds, but linear dimensions in inches, 

then pressure is in pounds per square inch; mass is in pounds times seconds squared divided 

by inches and equals weight in pounds divided by 386, which is the acceleration due to 

gravity expressed in inches per second squared; density equals pounds per cubic inch divided 

by 386; energy is in inch-pounds. 

The velocity potential has the dimensions of velocity multiplied by distance; hence it 

will be in feet squared divided by seconds if lengths are expressed in feet and time in seconds, 

or in inches squared divided by seconds if inches are substituted for feet. The same units 

apply to the circulation as to the velocity potential. 

Angles may always be measured in radians, and this unit is always understood when an 

angle is added or equated to a quantity that is not an angle, as in Equation [138f"] in Section 

138: this holds whether the angle is represented by a single symbol, such as @, or indirectly 

by a symbol such as sin~!. In equations between angles, like Equation [88b], or when a 

trigonometric function such as sin @ is indicated, degrees may be used instead of radians. 

It may be remarked that the symbol VP will be used to denote the positive square root 

of any expression P whenever P represents a positive real number; and such angles as sin lz 

or tan—!z will be understood to be in the first quadrant whenever z is so limited by the circum- 

stances of the case that this interpretation cannot fail. Otherwise these symbols are to be 

interpreted as many-valued except insofar as a special rule is stated for their interpretation. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE USE OF COMPLEX FUNCTIONS IN HYDRODYNAMICS 

In two-dimensional hydrodynamics extensive use is made of functions of a complex 

variable. In this chapter, therfore, the mode of application of the theory of complex variables 

in hydrodynamics will be discussed, and a summary will be included of the principal relevant 

parts of the mathematical theory. 

For convenience of reference, a short table of formulas pertaining to the hyperbolic 

functions is appended; and some useful series are also listed. 

19. COMPLEX NUMBERS 

The so-called imaginary numbers were invented in order to solve certain algebraic 

equations, such as 22 =- 1. A solution of this equation is x = 7, where z is a symbol having 

the property that <2 = -— 1. In other respects 7 is assumed to behave like a real number. Ob- 

2 ~~i, it = (i7)* = 1,1/i =-i. The product of 7 by a real number is called an viously i? = i 

imaginary number. 

The sum of a real number and an imaginary number is called a complex number; it can 

be written 

Z2=2+y 

where « and y are real numbers. : 

The number 2* = 2 — zy is formed from z by changing the sign of the imaginary part and 

is called the complex conjugate of z. It is often denoted by 2. 

Complex numbers are conveniently represented on a plot called the Argand diagram. 

In this plot the real part z is plotted as abcissa and the imaginary part y with ¢ omitted is 

plotted as ordinate, as in Figure 18. Either the point (x, y) or the vector drawn from the 

origin to this point may be regarded as representing the complex number. 

In labeling points and lines on such 
y 

diagrams, it is convenient sometimes to use 

special symbols representing geometrical 

quantities only, and sometimes to use sym- 

bols that stand for numbers, real or complex. 

This leads to no difficulty in spite of the 

logical difference between geometrical mag- 

nitudes on a plane and complex numbers. 

It is often convenient to express a 

complex number in terms of the polar co- 

ordinates Figure 18 — Argand diagram. 
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r= V2? + y? 20, @= tant 2 

The geometrical significance of 7 and @ on the plot is shown in Figure 18. Here r is called 

the modulus or absolute value of 2 and is denoted by |2| or mod z. The angle @ is called the 

amplitude, or sometimes the argument of z; it is denoted by amp 2, or arg 2. 

The amplitude is multiple-valued, since if 0, is one value, another possible value is 

0, + 2nm where n is any positive or negative integer. A complex number is completely speci- 

fied when its modulus and amplitude are given; for, in terms of 7 and 6, 

zZ2=x2+ty=r (cos 6+7sin 6) 

In referring to the amplitude, however, it is often necessary to specify which of its many 

values is meant. The value of the amplitude @ such that 

—-7 <0 = 7 

is called its principal value; this value is often tacitly understood. It should be carefully 

noted that no ambiguity attaches to the value of the complex number itself; the ambiguity 

attaches only to its polar representation. 

Numbers for which 7 = 1 are represented on the diagram by points lying on the unit 

circle, or a circle about the origin of radius unity. 

Two complex numbers are equal only when their real parts are equal and their imaginary 

parts are also equal. For this reason every equation between complex numbers is equivalent 

to two real equations, one containing the real parts, and the other the imaginary parts with z 

omitted. Equal complex numbers have equal moduli, and their amplitudes can differ only by 

an integer multiplied by 27. 

In the diagram, the sum of two complex numbers is represented by the vector sum of 

the vectors representing the two numbers, as in Figure 19. For, if 

2, = 2, +tYy, 2, = + 1Yy, 

then 

2, +2, =8%, +2, +7 (y; + Yo) 

It should be noted that the amplitude of the sum or difference of two numbers is not uniquely 

fixed by an assignment of the amplitudes of the two numbers; it is partly arbitrary and must be 

separately chosen if needed. 

The product, on the other hand, has nothing to do with the ordinary vector products of 

the corresponding vectors. Multiplication and division can be done in cartesian form, thus: 

2129 = Bly - Yn te (21YQ + %QY)s 

i een ey 21 a ee aa 
2 2 

a. * 9 
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In the latter formula the separation of the 

quotient into real and imaginary parts has 

been effected by the usual and important 

device of rationalizing the denominator, that 

is, both numerator and denominator are multi- 

plied by the complex conjugate of the de- 

nominator or 2, — iy,. 

Substitution of 

2, =17, cos 6,, y, =r, Sin 0, 
1 1 

Figure 19 — The addition of two complex @, =f, cos 0 =f, sin 0 
2 2 29 V2 2 2 numbers 2, and 2: 1 

gives, after some trigonometric substitutions, 

2,2, = 1,7, [cos (6, + 6,)+7sin (0, + 0,)] 

eS [cos (6, - 6.) +z sin(0, - 6,)]. 
ae 

Thus the modulus of the product is the product of the moduli of the factors; and the amplitude 

of the product is naturally obtained as the sum of the amplitudes. Similarly, the modulus of 

the quotient is the quotient of the moduli; whereas the amplitude of the quotient may be taken 

to be the difference between the amplitudes of numerator and denominator. This convention 

as to amplitudes of product and quotient will be retained throughout. An example is illustrated 

in Figure 20. 

Multiplication of a complex number by 

z merely increases its amplitude by 7/2, or 

rotates the representative vector on the dia- 

gram counterclockwise through 7/2. Multipli- 

cation by —z decreases the amplitude by 7/2 

and rotates the vector clockwise. 

The following formulas may be noted: 

z2* =(x + ty) (x — ty) = x2 + y? = r2: 

a+a*=27, 2-3* = 2ty; 

|2"| = |2|" for real n, |2,2,| = |2,| 213 

|2,/2,| = |2,1/l2\ 

Figure 20 — Illustrating the product and 
quotient of 2, and z,. 
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20. SOME COMMON FUNCTIONS OF z 

Functions constructed by means of algebraic processes, perhaps with the addition of 

the process of taking a limit, can be taken over at once from the field of real numbers into the 

complex field. It is convenient to begin with certain transcendental functions defined by 

means of series. 

In the defining series 

E x e @ ore cae mn eee [20a] 

substitution of 26 for x gives 

. 2 3 
PT Big rary eke gs dat [20b] 

2! 3! A! 

Comparison with the series for sin @ and cos @, which are stated in Equations [33b, c] shows 

that the following important formula holds: 

9 _ cos 6+7zsin 0 [20c] 

Thus 

e't/2_ 4, ea tt/2 = _ jG, enim =-1l 

It follows that any complex number can be written in the alternative forms 

Z2=2x+ity =r(cos 9+ isin) =7re'? 

Its conjugate is 

2* =2-iy =r(cos @-7sin@) =re'0 

Two other useful functions are the hyperbolic sine and cosine: 

3 5 7 
sinh @ =1(e% —e-*)=274 242424... [20d] 

2 ~ a1 bt a! 

2 4 6 
cosh 21 (e% 4 e7*) = 142242424... [20e] 

2 Q! 4! 6! 

From the series it is easily verified that 

sin (ty) =7z sinh y,_ cos (zy) = cosh y, 

sinh (¢y) =z sin y, cosh (zy) =cos y 

Finally, writing 2 = re’9 and In for the natural logarithm, 

In 2=Inr+ id= 4 In(a? + y2) +¢ tant 
x 

Here In r or In(x? + y”) is to be interpreted as the ordinary real logarithm. Thus In z is 

many-valued. Its imaginary part has an infinite number of values spaced 277 apart, namely, 

written in terms of any one of them 20, 10 + 272, 10 + 4i ..., 20 — 277, 40 — 477... Even if 

z = « and is real and positive, for complete generality In 2 = In @ = (In 2) real + 27nz, where 

n is any integer, positive or negative. 
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21. POWERS OF z 

Writing 2 = re iO 

2% =7%einO _ p®(cos nO +i sin n@) 

by [20c]. If n is an integer, positive or negative, 2” is single-valued; in particular, 2° = 1, as 

for a real number. For nonintegral n, z” is many-valued, because of the ambiguity of 6. 

gi/2 -r1/3[ cos t6)\+ isin(4 6 
i) 9) 

But, if is replaced by 6 + 2mz where m is an integer 

2/2 _ 7l/2 cos(4 0+ mz) +7 sin(t 0+ nz) 

If m is even, the expression in brackets reduces to cos (1/2 6) + 7 sin (1/2 @) and the same 

For example: 

value of z!/2 is obtained as before. If, however, m is an odd integer, positive or negative, 

gV/2 __ -l/2 [eos(2 7 +4 sin(d 0) 
2) 2 

Thus, as for a real number, 2!/? has two values, each the negative of the other; see Figure 21. 

Similarly, 21/3 has three values, with applitudes spaced 27/3 radians apart; and, in 

general, if k is a positive integer, z!/* has & different values with amplitudes spaced 27/k 

apart. If n is not a rational number, that is, the ratio of two integers, 2” has an infinite number 

of values. 

In working with many-valued functions 

such as ln 2 or 2”, the value that is to be 

employed for amp z must be clearly established. 

If possible, amp z is usually so chosen that 

the given function varies continuously as 2 

is allowed to vary through such sets of values 

as are of interest, and is also continuous with 

the same function as ordinarily understood when 

2 becomes real and positive. Thus, for real 

z > 0, In z is made to become the ordinary real 

In z, and 2” is real and positive. 

Special care is needed when a more 

complicated function of z is involved, as, for 

example, in In [(2+a)/(z+6)]. Every sum or 

difference represents a new entity for which a 

special rule must be adopted for the determina- 

tion of its amplitude. Algebraic changes are 

Figure 21 - The various values of 2!/? and 2!/3, 
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treacherous; for example, In [2?/(—2)] 4 In (—2), even In [1/(-1)] 4 In (-1), if the same rule is 

used for amp (-2) or amp (—1) in both places. The safest procedure here is to calculate In 2 

from the amplitudes and absolute values of the separate factors. 

22. REGULAR FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEX VARIASLE 

If, in the complex number, 2 = x + zy, 2 and y are allowed to vary, z becomes a complex 

variable. If a value of another complex variable w is associated by means of some rule with 

each value of z, then w is a function of z. It is also possible to regard w as a complex function 

of the real variables 2 and y, of which its real and imaginary parts are likewise functions. Thus 

w= f(2)=9(%,y) = b (ay) + tu (2,y) [22a] 

where ¢ and y are real functions of zx and y. 

Some functions of z are single-valued, thac is, there is only one value of the function 

associated with each value of 2; others are many-valued. A function which, at all points within 

a certain region on the z-plane, is both single-valued and differentiable, is said to be regular 

or analytic or holomorphic within that region.* Such a function is also said to be regular or 

analytic or holomorphic at any point in the interior of the region. Many functions are regular 

except at certain points called singular points. 

In dealing with many-valued functions, a particular branch of the function can often be 

defined so that, taken by itself, it is regular within a certain region. Thus, if 2 = re 10 and 

6 is kept within the range —7 < 0 <7, In z is an analytic function of 2, except where 6 = 7, since 

st such points In z cannot be differentiated without overstepping the bounds set for 6. 

It can be shown that regular frunctions necessarily posses derivatives of all orders.The 

reason for this special behavior lies in the fact that a point on the 2-plane can be ap- 

proached from many different directions. Thus, in the formula 

df lim Af 

dz Az+0 Aa 
if 2 is a real variable, Az can vary only in magnitude, whereas if 2 is a complex variable the 

increment Az may vary also in amplitude, or in the direction of the representative vector on the 

diagram; nevertheless the limit is required to have a fixed value, real or complex. This re- 

quirement imposes a Severe restriction upon the behavior of the function. 

The existence of a derivative with respect to 2 requires, in fact, that certain differential 

equations in terms of z and y must be satisfied. Consider 

f(2) =f(a+ty)= (zy) + tv (ey) 
where @ and y are real. Regarding f(z) on the one hand as a function of z and on the other hand 

as a function of z and y, by the ordinary rule for the differentiation of a function of a function, 

*Some writers call a function analytic within a region when it has the properties stated except at a finite number 

of singular points. 
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Of _af dz _ af of df da _;af 

oz dzde dz’ dy dz oy dz 

Hence 

Of ofee 7 OF 
dz oz oy 

or 

of 06 5; 9H __ 5 OD , OW [22b] 
dz oa ox oy oy 

and, equating real and imaginary parts separately in this last equation, 

so 7 Ses [22c,d] 

These equations are known as the Cauchy-Riemann relations. They hold necessarily 

wherever f(z) is differentiable; and it can be shown that they guarantee the existence of a der- 

ivative with respect to z wherever the derivatives of ¢ and y are continuous functions of x and y. 

From [22b] and [22c,d] it follows that 

of 
dz 

2 2 2 2 2 (2) BY =) @) ee 
where | | denotes as usual the absolute value. 

If w = f(z), then 2 = F (w) where F denotes another function known as the inverse of 

the function f. If f(z) is a regular function at any point z, so is F (w) at the corresponding 

de _(dw\-1 
dw dz 

23. CONFORMAL REPRESENTATION OR MAPPING 

value of w. As in real variables, 

Assume that a = 2 + ty 

and 

w=f(z)=d+iw [23a] 

where f(z) denotes a regular function of 2 and ¢ and y are real functions ¢(z,y), y (z,y). 

Suppose that the values of w are plotted on the same plane with those of 2, with a common real 

axis. Then the transformation from 2 to w displaces each point on the plane, representing a 

value of z, into another position where it represents a value of w. Curves are displaced and, 

in general, changed in shape. 

Often, however, it is more convenient to plot w on a separate plane called the w-plane. 

Then, to each point or curve on one plane there corresponds a point or curve on the other. The 

configuration on the z-plane is said to be transformed into that on the w-plane, or to be repre- 

sented by it, by means of the transformation w = f(z). A diagram on the w-plane can be re- 

garded as a kind of map of the corresponding 2 diagram. The comparison is facilitated if the 

two planes are thought of as parallel, and with parallel axes for real and imaginary numbers. 

Corresponding curves on the two planes will usually differ both in linear scale and in 

direction. Let z undergo a small increment 62 along a curve, as from P, to P, in Figure 22. 
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Then w will receive a small increment Q, Q, or 

dw bw ==—5 
dz i 

Here dw/dz and §z are complex numbers; they can be written 

a, Rei,,52 = |62| e'8 
dz 

in terms of real numbers FP, a, |62| and B. Then 

dw = R |S2| ei (B +a) 

Suppose that R 4 0 so that dw/dz £0. Then this last equation shows that the line 

element Sw can be formed out of the line element 62 by first stretching or shrinking it in the 

ratio represented by , or by the modulus of dw/dz, and then rotating it through the angle a, 

which is the amplitude of dw/dz. 

Thus the vector representing dw makes with the axis of reals on the w-plane an angle 

greater by a than the angle that the vector representing 52 makes with the real axis on the 

z-plane; see Figure 22. Any other line element at P,, such as P, P,, is changed in scale in 

the same ratio and is rotated through the same angle and in the same direction. The derivative 

dw/dz can be thought of as an operator that transforms the line elements in this manner; it 

stretches the local area in the ratio R and rotates it through the angle a. 

It follows that, if the two curves interesect at an angle y on the z-plane, the transformed 

curves will intersect at the same angle y on the w-plane. Furthermore, the angle is not turned 

over; a rotation in the same direction through an angle y swings the tangent from one curve te 

the other on either plane. Thus a transformation by means of a regular function f(z) completely 

preserves the angles between intersecting curves at all points at which df/dz # 0. Infinitesimal 

figures also keep the same shape, although they may be changed in scale and rotated through a 

certain angle, without being turned over. 

Figure 22a Figure 22b 

Figure 22 — Illustration of conformal mapping. 
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A transformation or representation which preserves angles and the shape of infinitesimal 

figures is called isogonal; if the angles are also not turned over, it is called conformal. Mer- 

cator’s projection represents a conformal mapping of the earth’s surface on a plane 

A figure of finite size, however, does not usually retain its shape under a transforma- 

tion, since the change of scale and the rotation are usually different at different points, be- 

cause of variation in the value of dw/dz. 

The angle between two curves may fail to be preserved if they intersect either at a 

singular point, where df/dz does not exist, or at a point at which df/dz = 0. 

It should be noted that as 62 is rotated in direction, by changing its amplitude, dw 

rotates in the same direction, and by an equal amount. Hence, as the z-point traverses a curve 

in a certain direction and the w-point traverses the corresponding curve on the w-plane, the 

area on the left-hand side of one curve corresponds to that on the left-hand side of the other, 

and the area on the right of one to the area on the right of the other. For example, in Figure 23, 

rotating 52 as shown off the curve and toward the area S causes 6w to rotate toward the area T; 

this shows that points lying near the curve and in S transform into points in T. Similarly, 

nearby points in U transform into points in V. This rule is very useful in the study of con- 

formal mapping. 

The transformation can also be viewed from the inverse standpoint, as a mapping of the 

w-plane on the z-plane by means of the inverse transformation, 

2=F(w) 

where F is the inverse function obtained by solving Equation [23a] for 2. Then 

z=2 (dw), y= y (dy) 

Two families of curves on the z-plane that are of particular interest are those defined 

by ¢(z#,y) = constant and yw (z,y) = constant. From the conformal property of the transformation, 

it follows that these two families of curves intersect orthogonally, wherever dw/dz is finite 

and not zero, as illustrated in Figure 29, page 48. For, this is obviously true of the corres- 

ponding curves on the w-plane, which are straight lines parallel to the axes. The orthogonality 

can also be verified directly from Equations [22b,c]. 

Figure 23 — The correspondence of regions adjoining a curve in conformal mapping. 
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The values of ¢ and of yw that are thus associated with each point on the 2-plane can 

be employed as curvilinear orthogonal coordinates on that plane. Thus each regular transfor- 

mation furnishes in ¢ and y a special set of orthogonal coordinates. 

If w = f(z) is a many-valued function but such that any one branch of it, taken by itself, 

has a unique derivative, then each branch maps an area of the z-plane onto the w-plane, inde- 

pendently of all other branches. 

Finally, a device pointed out by Maxwell may be mentioned that is sometimes useful in 

drawing the curves. Suppose the curves, w = constant, are to be drawn, and that y is the sum 

of two terms: 

wb (ey) = f(y) + 9 (@,Y) 

First draw the two sets of curves, f(z,y) = constant, g(z,y) = constant, using the same equal 

spacing for the constant values of f and g. These curves divide the plane into approximate 

parallelograms. Then it is easily seen that curves, w (2,y) = constant, for equally spaced 

values of yw, pass through opposite corners of these parallelograms as illustrated in Figure 24, 

Figure 24 — Maxwell’s construction for curves defined by the sum of two functions. 

24. EXAMPLES OF CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

(1) Consider first the linear transformation 

w=Az+B 

where A and B are fixed numbers, perhaps complex. Let A = a + 7b where a and db are real. 

Then 
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itan” ! (b/a) 

do _ 4 = fa? +3? e 

Since dw/dz does not vary from point to point of the 2-plane, even finite figures will transform 

conformally under this transformation; their linear dimensions, however, will be changed on the 

w-plane in the ratio a? +6? and they will be rotated, relatively to the real axis, through an 

angle equal to amp A or to tan~1(b/a). They will also be displaced in the direction of the 

vector representing B. 

(2). Another interesting transformation is the inverse transformation 

or 

The transformation from the z-plane to the w-plane may be imagined to be made in two steps. 

First, let each point P at 7 distance from the origin of z be moved to a position P’ lying on the 

same radius from the origin but at a distance 1/r; that is, each point is displaced to its inverse 

point in the unit circle, r=1. Such a geometrical transformation is called inversion with re- 

spect to the circle. It can be visualized by imagining the plane to be turned inside out while 

the unit circle stands still. Then let each point be moved to its mirror image in the real axis; 

this changes the sign of 9. Thus the inverse transformation is equivalent geometrically to 

inversion in the unit circle plus a reflection in the real axis. These two steps may be taken 

in either order. The changes may be imagined to be executed on the z-plane, which is then 

rechristened the w-plane; see Figures 25 and 26. 

Figure 25 — The transformation w = 1/z Figure 26 — The transformation w = 1/2. 
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The exterior of the unit circle on the z-plane is thus mapped onto the interior of this 

circle on the w-plane, and vice versa. Radial lines transform into radial lines with reflection 

in the real axis. 

It is easily shown that a circle passing through the origin transforms into a straight line 

not passing through the origin, whereas any other circle transforms into a circle. If the circle 

is centered at the origin, so is the transformed circle, but they lie in inverse positions with 

respect to the unit circle. 

It is sufficient to prove these statements for the inversion. Referring to Figure 27, for 

P ona given circle C, 

72 +h2-2 br cos 6 = a?. 

The result of substituting r = 1/r, where 7, is the value of r at the inverse point P,, may be 
1 

written 2 hg 

24 2-2 cos 9 = ur) (42 ~a2) peNepe: (h2 a2)? 

which locates P, similarly on another fixed circle. If h = a@ = 6 as for C’’ in the figure, 

= 2b cos €, 7, cos € = 1/(26) where 7, = 1/r, so that P, is located on the line ST. 

The point z = 0 is a singularity to which, in strictness, the transformation does not 

apply. It is often convenient, however, to speak of a single ‘‘point at infinity.’’ If this is 

done, it can be said that the transformation w = 1/z transforms the point 2 = 0 into the point 

w=oo. If z is allowed to approach z = 0 in a certain direction, w recedes toward oo in a cor- 

responding direction, and vice versa. If 2 goes around z = 0 along a curve of very small 

diameter, w goes around w = ~ along a curve on which | w | is everywhere large, and vice versa. 

The transformation w =1/z is single-valued in both directions; any point of the z-plane 

is transformed into a definite point on the w-plane, and the inverse transformation z = 1/w 

transforms any point on the w-plane into a definite point on the z-plane. 

Further formulas for this transformation will be found in Section 37. 

The most general transformation that transforms all lines and circles into lines or circles 

is the bilinear transformation, sometimes called linear, or 

_az+b 
c2a+d 

Ww 

where a,b,c, and d are constants, real or complex 

(3). The Transformation 

w= 2/2 

on the other hand, is double-valued, transforming every point on the z-plane except 0 and o 

into two points on the w-plane. 
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Figure 27 — Circles go into circles under the transformation w = 1/2. 

In terms of 2 = re 0 the two values of w are 

; = gl/2, pi/2 [eos(4 6 +7sin 14] 
2 2 

, 22 =~ r¥/2 eos 1 6)\+isin(+ 6 
9 2 

As 2 moves about on its plane, w, and w, both move about on the w-plane; their values 

S ! 

iS I 

are said to constitute different branches of the function 2!/2, The relationship is not like that 

of the branches of a tree, however, but rather like that of the various loops of a string tied in 

an open knot. 

To study the situation more closely, let z start from the positive real axis and explore 

the z-plane without ever passing directly from the negative real axis to points below it or vice 

versa; it may move along curves such as ab, ac in Figure 28. The 2-plane may be thought of 

as cut apart just below the negative real axis. Let @ be defined so that -7 <6< 7. Then 

w, will explore the right-hand half of the w-plane, including the positive half of the imaginary 

axis, while w, explores the other half of the plane. In this way w, maps the entire z-plane 
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Figure 28 — The transformation w = 2¥/2, 

onto half of the w-plane; and w, maps it again onto the other half. So long as the motion of 

2 is restricted in this manner, w, and w, behave as distinct single-valued and regular functions 

of 2. 

Yet w, and w, cannot be regarded as completely separate functions. For, if @ is 

allowed to vary without limit, and if 2 goes completely around the origin and returns to its 

starting point, as along curve efg (Figure 28), w, and w, will have just changed places; and, 

if 2 then explores the plane as before, w, and w, interchange roles. It is thus clear that, as 

z moves freely, both w, and w, move continuously and freely on the whole w-plane. Further- 

more, the location of the half plane on which the entire z-plane is mapped by either value of 

21/2 can be varied at will by changing the position of the line, or curve, along which the 

z-plane is cut. 

At z= 0, w, =w, = 0, so that the two branches come together. For this reason the 

point 2 = 0 is called a branch point for the function 21/2, If 2 actually passes through the 

branch point along a continuous curve, the function 2!/2, approaching along a given branch, 

may be assumed to emerge without discontinuity along either branch. 

The point z = 0 is also a singular point of a certain kind, and at this point angles are 

not preserved in the transformation from z to w. 

The inverse transformation 2 = w? is single-valued. But each value of z except 

2 = (0 and 2 = » occurs twice among the possible values of 2 = w?,. 

The function In z is discussed in Section 40, and 2” in Section 39. 

25. RELATION OF REGULAR FUNCTIONS TO TWO-DIMENSIONAL 
IRROTATIONAL FLOW 

Consider the regular transformation [22a] 

w=f(2)=o+id 
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By differentiating Equations [22c,d] once more, it is found that 

5H 9, Be ay 
Thus every regular function of 2 furnishes at once two real solutions of the Laplace equation 

[7a] in two dimensions; they are obtained, respectively, from the real part and the imaginary 

part of the function. This principle furnishes a powerful means of discovering such solutions. 

Furthermore, as has been seen, the two families of curves, ¢ = constant and w = constant, 

intersect everywhere orthogonally, as illustrated in Figure 29, except perhaps where dw/dz 

vanishes or at a singular point. 

Obviously either ¢ or UW can be employed as the velocity potential for a type of 

irrotational flow. 

If @ is the potential, the z and y components of the velocity are 

t) r) eee, eee [25a,b] 
Oz Oy 

Thus, using Equation [22c,d], 

] Ou ee eae [25¢,d] 
Oy Ox 

also. The agreement of these equations with Equations [13a,b] shows that w represents the 

stream function as previously defined. 

The functions ¢ and y have thus all of the properties of the conjugate functions de- 

scribed in Section 13. The relationship is reciprocal; for, any solutions ¢ and w of the two- 

dimensional Laplace equation that satisfy Equations [22c,d] can be used to construct a reg- 

ular transformation, w =¢+2y. Thus conjugate functions can be defined, as an alternative, 

in terms of their relation to certain regular transformations of a complex variable. 

Each transformation yields two conjugate types of flow, In the second type, the velocity 

potential ¢’ and stream function w “are related to ¢ and w by the equations ¢’=y, w’=-¢, 

and the components of the velocity are 

5 | ee — et — i, ) Oe — el (25e,f] 

Use has been made here again of the Cauchy-Riemann relations, Equations [22c,d]. This 

second type of flow can also be regarded as arising from the modified or conjugate transforma- 

tion 

w=’ +iw’=-iw=-if(z)=~-i¢d [25g] 

Thus the conjugate flow is substituted for the original if in all formulas zw is substituted for 

w, since iw’ =w. 

Comparison of Equations [25e,f] and [25c,d] shows, as stated in Section 13, that the 

vector velocity in the second type of flow can be produced by rotating the velocity in the first 
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Figure 29 — Illustrating the transformation f(2) = ¢ + 7w for two families of orthogonal curves 

@ = constant and w = constant. 

type through an angle of 90 degree in the counterclockwise direction. Furthermore, the mag- 

nitude of the velocity, which has in both types the same value q = (u2+v2)!/2 =(u’? + 72) ¥?, 

can be written, in view of Equation [22e]; 

dw df 
dz dz 

[25h] 

When ¢ is the velocity potential, it is convenient to think of w or @ + 7 W as a complex 

potential. Its derivative is related to the velocity by the equation 

GH a [251] 
dz 

Equations [25i] and [25h] furnish usually the most convenient means of finding the velocity 

from Equations [22b] and [25b,c]. The points at which dw/dz = 0 are the stagnation points or 

or points of zero velocity. 

At a singular point where dw/dz becomes infinite, 7 would be infinite. In applications 

of the theory, such points must be excluded. By the insertion of a boundary they may be caused 

to lie in a region to which the fluid does not penetrate. 

So long as dw/dz is single valued, no harm results if w itself is many-valued. In that 

case a many-valued potential or stream function is obtained, or both. 

But if, also, dw/dz is many-valued, so would be the velocity, in virtue of the relation 

expressed in Equation [25i]. A many-valued velocity, however, is physically impossible. In 

such cases the z-plane must be cut or divided by a curve, representing a physical boundary, . 
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in such a way that, as 2 varies freely but without touching this curve, w varies continuously 

along one branch of its values without the occurrence of ambiguities as to the value of dw/dz. 

Examples of this procedure occur in the next chapter; Sections 40 and 61 may be mentioned. 

Many transformations are most conveniently defined in the inverse form as z = F'(w). 

Upon separating real and imaginary parts, equations of the form z = F, (y), y = F, (¢, W) are 

obtained. From these equations the equipotential curves and streainlines, defined by constant 

values of ¢ and w, may be traced. 

Finally, the physical significance of certain constants that may be introduced into a 

transformation should be noted. 

Consider, in the first place, the effect of replacing 

w =f(2) (25j] 

by 
=a 

w =f (Az+8), or w = if (z2-h) e ] [25k,1] 

where & = |A|, « = —amp A, so that A = ke~'%, and h = —Be'“/k. The value of w that is 

associated with any given value 2, of 2 by the equation w = f(z) is assigned by (251) to a 

value 2, such that : 
-171a ia 2 

k(z,-A)e let aie tel +h 

Thus the vector representing 2, is obtained from that for 2, by changing its magnitude in the 

ratio 1/k and also rotating it through the angle a, and then adding the vector representing h. 

The resulting change in the plot of w on the z-plane.can thus be described by supposing the 

vlot to be changed in scale in the ratio 1/k and also rotated counterclockwise through an 

angle a , without moving the origin, and then to be given the translation represented by the 

real or complex number A. The entire flow is thus rotated and displaced on the z-plane in the 

manner described. This constitutes an important means by which the solutions of hydrodynamical 

problems can be modified to suit new conditions. 

The changes produced in ¢ and w regarded as functions of z and y by the rotation and dis- 

placement of the plot are the same as would result from an opposite rotation and displacement of 

the « and y axes and thus possess in themselves no novelty. The change of scale, however, 

is less familiar. It leads to the useful rule that all functions or expressions resulting from 

a transformation w = f(z) may be generalized by replacing everywhere 2 by kz, or a, y by ka, 

ky, where & is any real number. 

In the second place, consider the effect of replacing w = f(z) by 

Cw +D = f(z) [25m] 
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Writing C = C, +7 C, where C, and C, are real, Cw = C(h+iw) = Ci b-Ciy + 7(C,$+C yp). 

Thus C changes the potential and the stream function from ¢ and yw to 

6°=C,6-Cib, w’=Cyw+C,¢g 

Here, in the terms containing C,, y may be regarded as a second possible potential and - 

as the corresponding stream function. It is already known, however, that a new potential and 

the associated stream function can be constructed by making a linear combination of other 

potentials and the same combination of the associated stream functions. 

The addition of D to Cw then merely adds constants tog’ and y’, which, as hydrodynami- 

cal quantities, contain arbitrary constants in any case. 

In view of all these results, it is often convenient to study a transformation in skeleton 

form, with the omission of constants such as A, B, C, D. The equations thus obtained may not 

be dimensionally balanced, from the physical standpoint. The results can then easily be gen- 

eralized as desired by adding constants to ¢ and wW, or by multiplying both of them in all 

equations by the same real constant, or by making suitable combinations of these functions, 

or by changing axes on the z-plane, or, finally, by multiplying z, 2, and y in all equations by 

the same real number. In this way, also the dimensional balance can be restored if desired. 

In practical problems a boundary condition is usually specified. If the fluid is confined 

by fixed bounding surfaces, the streamlines must be tangential to these surfaces, and over 

each of them ys must have a fixed value. The mathematical problem is then to find a trans- 

formation w = f(2) such that the curves representing these surfaces on the 2-plane transform 

on the w-plane into straight lines parallel to the ¢ axis, along each of which w has a constant 

value. 

No practical general method of discovering the necessary transformation is known. It 

can sometimes be found by means of the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, which will be de- 

scribed presently. Many types of flow have been discovered by assuming some transformation 

and then investigating the flow that it represents. 

26. THE TRANSFORMATION OF IRROTATIONAL MOTIONS 

The solution of a new problem can sometimes be obtained by transforming the known 

solution of an old one. Thus, let w= 4 +7 yw = f(z) be the complex potential for a known 

problem; and let z be connected with a new variable Z by the transformation 

z=a2+ty=F(Z),Z=X+itY 

The result is equivalent to a single transformation from Z to w: 

w = fl2z(Z)l = 9 (2) 
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Hence, when ¢(za,y) and us (z,y) have been expressed in terms of X and Y, they may be taken 

as the potential and the stream function for a new motion described in terms of X and Y. The 

original boundaries on the 2-plane become transformed into boundaries of a different shape on 

the Z-plane; and the curves, ¢ = constant and yw = constant, transform into curves for the same 

constant values of ¢ and yon the Z-plane. Thus the known flow described in terms of 2 is 

transformed into another type of flow satisfying different boundary conditions. 

An alternative mathematical statement is the following. Let ¢(z,y), w(z,y) be a known 

pair of conjugate functions, and let x(X,Y), y(X,Y) be any other pair of conjugate functions in 

terms of the variables X and Y. Then a new pair of conjugate functions in terms of X and Y 

can be obtained by substituting in ¢(za,y) and us (a,y) the expressions for z and y in terms of 

X and Y. They may be written J[z(X,Y), y(X,Y)], wla(X,Y), y(X,Y)] 

Any boundary that is a streamline on the z-plane remains a streamline on the Z-plane. 

Sources and sinks also remain sources and sinks of the same strength; and the circulation 

around any closed curve retains the same value around the transformed curve. For, the volume 

of fluid emitted from a line source, per second and per unit length, is represented by the de- 

crease in w as the source is encircled once in the positive direction, according to a principle 

stated in Section 40, whereas the circulation around a closed curve is similarly represented by 

the decrease in gas the curve is traversed in the positive direction, and these changes in ¢ 

and w are invariant under the transformation. 

27. THE LAURENT SERIES 

Many series of positive powers are limited in-their range of convergence. For example, 

2 = hte) toate elle 6 
e -2 

converges only within the unit circle defined by |z| =1. On the other hand, negative powers 

such as 1/2 or 1/2? are regular functions of 2 except only at z = 0. These observations 

suggest that series containing both positive and negative powers might be useful. 

In books on functions of a complex variable it is shown that, if f(z) is regular at all 

points near a given point z = c, it can be expanded in a series of the form 

f(2) =... b, (2-c)"? + 6, (2-c)"1 + a) +a, (2-0) +a, (2-0)? .... 

where the a’s and 6’s are constants and all positive and negative powers of (2—c) may occur. 

This is called a Laurent Series. It converges at any 2 ¢#c throughout the interior of a circle 

drawn about c as center and passing through the singularity nearest to c; if f(z) has no singu- 

larity except perhaps at c itself, the series converges for all 2 =c. 

If the series contains negative powers of unlimited order with nonvanishing coefficients, 

(2) has an essential singularity at 2 = c; if the series begins with a term containing a definite 

negative power, namely, b, (2-c) ™, f(z) has a pole of order m at 2 = c; if m = 1, the pole is 
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called simple. If f(z) is regular also at c, the negative powers disappear and the series be- 

comes a Taylor series, converging also at z = c. 

The series exists also if f(z) is assumed to be regular merely outside of a given circle 

centered at c, or between two such circles. Then the series converges at least at all points 

outside of the given circle, or between the two circles, respectively. 

In any case, if a Laurent Series or Taylor Series representing a function w(z) converges 

for all large z, then it can be shown that either values of |w| exceeding all limits occur when 

z goes to infinity in certain directions, or else the series contains no positive powers of 2. 

28. COMPLEX INTEGRATION 

An integral with respect to the complex variable z = x + ty is defined in the same way 

as with real variables, but it has some novel properties. 

The indefinite integral of f(z) or { f(z) dz is a function F(z) of 2 whose derivative is 

f(z), as with real variables. If F(z) is many-valued, care must be taken to select a branch of 

this function that varies continuously with 2. 

In defining the definite integral, it is necessary to specify, in addition to the limits, a 

definite path of integration connecting them. This may be indicated by adding to the integral 

sign a symbol designating the path. For example, the integral of f(z) along the path APB in 

Figure 30 is 

i f(z) dz = im_ syz)az 
(APB) Az>0 ; 

Here the sum on the right is formed as follows. 

Choose a large number of points scattered 

along the curve, and let Az stand for the 

difference in the values of z at any two 

successive points; thus, in Figure 30, one 

Az =2, - 25, the next Az = 2, 

on. Multiply each Az by the value of f(z) at 

— 25, and so 

any point on the corresponding segment of the 

curve; for example, if Az = 2, — 2,, f(2) Az 

may stand for f(2’) (2,-2,), where 2’ is the 

point shown in Figure 30. All the products 

thus obtained are to be added, and the limit of 

this sum is to be taken as the number of points 

is increased indefinitely in such manner that 

all of the differences Az approach zero. 

The value of such an integral is usually 
Figure 30 — Illustrating the definition of 

a complex integral. a complex number. It can also be written in 
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terms of two real line integrals in which the variables of integration are z and y. Thus, if 

f(2) = ¢(x,y) +7 w (x,y) where ¢ and y are real functions, since d2= dz + idy, 

J tte) de~ f (dru ay +i fu de sg dy [28a] 

Here dz and dy may be interpreted as components of successive elements dz, and values of 

¢ and wv are to be taken at points lying on the corresponding elementary segments of the path. 

Negative values of dz and dy may occur as well as positive values. 

The integral of f(z) along a closed curve is often denoted by ¢ f(z) dz. This symbol 

will be understood to imply that the curve is traversed in the positive or counterclockwise 

direction, that is, in such a direction that its interior lies on the left. 

29. THE CAUCHY INTEGRAL THEOREM 

As in the case of integrals with respect to real variables, reversing the direction of 

integration along the path reverses the sign of the value of {f(z) dz. But integrals of f(2) 

along different end points, such as APB and AQB in Figure 30, may or may not be equal; and 

g f(z) dz taken around a closed path or contour, such as M in Figure 30, may or may not vanish. 

If an integral around a contour does not vanish, its sign is changed if the direction of integra- 

tion around the contour is reversed. 

The following important theorems can, however, be proved. The first two taken together 

are known as Cauchy’s integral theorem. y gr 

(a) If f(z) is regular at all points both inside of and on a closed contour, then around the 

contour ¢ f(z) dz = 0. 

(b) If f(z) is regular at all points between and on two paths joining two end points P and P’, 

then be “t(2) dz has the same value along both paths. 

(c) If f(z) is regular at all points between and on two closed contours of which one 

encloses the other, then ¢ f(z) dz has the same value around both contours. 

In all three cases, it is also sufficient if f(2), instead of being actually regular on the 

contour or path itself, is merely continuous from the contour or path into the region in which it 

is required to be regular. 

Cauchy’s second proof of (a) is instructive enough to be repeated here. It is open to a 

certain logical objection, however; a more satisfactory proof can be found in books on functions 

of a complex variable (for example, E.T. Copson !3), 

Let the first of the Cauchy-Riemann equations or [22c] be integrated with respect to z 

and y over the area on the z-plane enclosed within the contour, giving 

x ju aoe 
= (he OI ill tL 

i] da Y dy 
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Now 

| [Sax ay fay < ae=/ (S — $4) dy 

provided d¢/dz is continuous in z, Here ¢, and ¢, denote values at opposite ends of 

the range for z, for any given value of y, as illustrated in Figure 31. 

The integral in y is then to be carried out between the extreme limits for y, and dy is 

is here understood to be positive. This integral can also be written 

[2-day = Sady 
where ¢denotes as usual the integral taken around the contour in the counterclockwise direc- 

tion. For ¢, dy equals the corresponding ¢dy in the contour integration, whereas ¢, dy = - ¢ dy 

since all dy’s are negative along the left-hand side of the contour. Hence 

ob iz If ae de dy= §p dy 

J fopae ay = f de feg-ty) dy = -$ 0 de 

the sign is negative here because it is at point number 2 that dz has opposite signs in the two 

Similarly, 

integrations. 

Hence 

gdy=- gu dx 

Similarly, by integrating [22d] 

- f§pde=--gudy 

From these two equations it is obvious that the right-hand member of Equation [28a] vanishes, 

Hence 9 f(z) dz = 0. 

Theorems (b) and (c) are corollaries of (a). 

To deduce (b), let APB and AQB denote two paths of the kind specified in (b). Then 

APBQA is a closed path to which (a) applies, so that 
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Figure 31 — A closed path of integration Figure 32 — Two alternative closed paths 
of integration. 

B A 

(P) f(2) dz + (Q) f(z) dz =0 i i 
Here (P) and (Q) are inserted to specify that the paths of integration pass respectively 

through the points P and Q, But 

A B 

[@1@ a@=- ‘) (Q) f(2) de 
B A 

hence 

B B 

(P) f(2) dz = (Q) f(2) dz | i 
To obtain theorem (c), connect any two contours ABDA, EFGE, by a cross-path BF, 

as in Figure 32. Then the path BDABFEGEFB is a closed contour around which, under the 

conditions assumed in theorem (c), ¢ f(z) dz=0. But the path BF is traversed twice, in 

opposite directions, and hence its net contribution to the integral vanishes. The contributions 

made by the original contours are thus equal and opposite. But the contour EFGE was trav- 

ersed with its interior on the right, or in the negative direction; if traversed positively, its 

contribution to the integral is reversed in sign. Hence g f(z) dz has the same value around 

the two original contours. 



These theorems are of enormous value in the evaluation of complex integrals. The 

evaluation can often be rendered very easy by deforming the path into a suitable shape; the 

path can be deformed at will so long as it is not deformed past any point at which f(z) ceases 

to be regular. 

30. SINGULAR POINTS AND RESIDUES 

An important case in applications of the theory is that in which f(z) is regular through- 

out a certain region S except at one or more internal points. These excluded points may be 

singular points, or they may be points at which nothing is known or assumed about the function. 

Suppose that S contains one excluded point. Then g f(z) dz has the same value for 

all closed curves lying in S$ which encircle this point once. This follows from theorem (c) in 

Section 29, in view of the fact that no excluded point occurs either between or on the two 

curves. The number 

roe d aa $f (2) dz 

is called the residue of the function f(z) at the excluded point. 

If more than one excluded point occurs in S, the value of ¢f(z2)dz around a curve en- 

circling any finite number of them is 277 times the sum of the residues of (z) at the encircled 

points. This is proved by deforming the original curve until it consists of separate curves 

encircling one singular point each and connected by paths that are traversed twice, as illus- 

trated in Figure 33, where Q and Ff represent two excluded points and the outer curve is the 

original one. The connecting paths contribute nothing to ¢ f(z) dz taken around the combined 

curve. 

As an example, consider 

Lye 
(2-a)" 

where n is a positive integer and a and & are constants. This function has one singularity, at 

z=a. Let the path of integration be a circle of radius R about 2=a as center. Then, for values 

of z on the circle, |z-a| = R, and, if @ is the amplitude of z-a, 

Z2-a= Re, dz =ike® ao 

since Ff is constant along the circle. Thus 
27 

f kdz aul ike! dé is RRi-s ik eit) 6 ag 
(2-a)" (Rei 9)” 0 

e?i-ne” =27 

Ifn>1, 

kde _iz4pi-* =0 

a i(l-n) | gao 
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since, for integral n, 

e'(—7)27 ~ cos [(1-n) 27] =1 

But if n = 1 the integral becomes 

2 

kd2 _ iz ‘ dQ = 2n ik [30a] 
) 

Thus the residue of k(z-a)~" is 0 for n > 1 but equal to & form =1. Often f(z) can be written 

in the form 

gale 

(2-a)”™ 
i@)= 

where m is a positive integer and the function g(z) is regular both at 2 = a and in its neighbor- 

hood. Then g(z) can be expanded in a Taylor series near z = a: 

g(2) =a) + a, (2-a) +4, (g@=a)7 + .%. 

By substituting this series for g(z) and using 

the results just obtained, it is seen that the 

residue of f(z) atz=aisa,_, or the coef- 

ficient of the power (2—a)™~! in the series. 

Or, the residue of f(z) at 2 = a also equals > 

g\ (a)/n! where g(” (a) denotes the value 

of the n*” derivative of g atz=a. 

Figure 33 — Integration around two 
singular points Q, R. 

31. THE SCHWARZ-CHRISTOFFEL TRANSFORMATION 

This transformation is useful in two-dimensional hydrodynamical problems that involve 

boundaries in the form of flat surfaces, so that their trace on the zy-plane is a polygon. It 

may be an ordinary finite closed polygon, such as A, A, A, A, A, in Figure 34, or the bound- 

ary on the zy-plane may consist of one or more broken lines each of which extends to infinity 

in at least one direction. Boundaries of the latter sort can be formed out of a finite polygon 

by allowing one or more vertices to recede to infinity and perhaps to spread out there; they 

are often regarded as closed polygons with vertices at infinity. 

The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation maps the sides of such a polygon onto the real 

axis in another complex plane, and maps the interior of the polygon into the upper half of this 

plane. If the polygon has vertices at infinity, the space on either side of it may be defined 

as the interior. 
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Figure 34 — Illustrating the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation. 

Let the polygon be drawn on the z-plane and mapped onto the plane of the variable ¢, 

which is also shown in Figure 34, ¢ being complex. 

The appropriate transformation is most simply stated in terms of the inverse derivative, 

thus: 

as =a -a -a 

Th =K(t—-a,) ; (t-a,) : 2+. (¢-a,) i {81a] 

Here K is a constant, real or complex; d,,4,+..a@, aren real numbers in ascending order of 
2 

magnitude; and a, % +... °@, are another set of n real numbers. 

The powers that occur in [31a] must be made single-valued by a suitable convention 

concerning the amplitudes. Let a denote any one of the constants a a, and @ the toc? 
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corresponding @,...a When ¢ is real and ¢< a, ¢-a@is a negative real number. As ¢ te 

explores the upper half plane and comes down to the real axis where ¢ > a, as illustrated in 

Figure 35, the amplitude 6 of ¢- a@ decreases by 7. Let @ be so chosen that 

Then, for the values of ¢ under consideration, 

@ varies continuously between 0 and rz, and 

(¢-a) @ 9 is a continuous function and is ae 

differentiable by the ordinary rule. Actually, sy 

t may be allowed to go anywhere except to : f : 
j . i Figure 35 — Path past a singular point. 

t = a, but it must not cross the vertical line 

extending downward from ¢ =a. 

Let all of the points ¢=a,,a@ a,, be treated in this manner. Then dz/dt and the pees 

function 2(¢) obtained by integrating dz/dé¢ will be regular functions of ¢ above and on the real 

axis except at the points ¢ = a a 

Finite Polygons. Let a, - a, be such that BOR 

~lsa,<1, FS UGe Goo 

+...a,<2 l<a,+a@ as 
2 

The meaning of the first statement is that all of the @’s lie within the limits specified. 

Under these conditions, the transformation defined by Equation [31a] transforms the 

real axis of ¢ into a closed polygon on the z-plane. To show this, the equation must be inte- 

grated along the real axis. 

As t advances a distance §¢ along its real axis, the z-point on the z-plane undergoes 

a displacement 

ee 5-2? 
dt 

Since S¢ as a vector is directed toward ¢=¢+, the direction of 52 will make with the real axis 

on the z-plane an angle equal to the amplitude of dz/dt. This amplitude is in turn the sum of 

the amplitudes of the various factors in the right-hand member of Equation [31a]. 

So long as ¢ is to the left of a,, the amplitudes of all factors such as (¢-a)~ “remain 

constant, and so does amp (dz/dt). Thus, as ¢ moves from — ~ up to @,, 2 moves along a 

straight line, as illustrated, for example, by A, A, in Figure 34. 

The total complex length of this line is 
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Al —o, -a -a 
2 n 

Kk ih (¢-a,) (t-a,) 2+ (t¢-a,) dt 
00 

The integral is an improper one, but under the conditions assumed it converges at both limits 

and has a finite value. 

For, in the first place, over a short range of ¢ from some value t, up to a,, variation of 

the remaining factors can be neglected and the corresponding part of the integral is nearly 

proportional to 
a, -a l-a a 

i (t-a,) pace =(1-a,)"' (¢-a,) : i [31b] 

hi 

Since by assumption a, <1, this integral is finite. 

In the second place, for large negative ¢ the constants a,, a . may all be dropped in Bice 

comparison with ¢. Thus the integral toward ¢ = — « reduces approximately to 

—(@, +a, +... a,) r pec ier nates. 

K (2) dt = t = — co 

wee 1-(a@,+a@,+...a,) 

[31c] 

which is finite since the sum of the a’s has been assumed to exceed 1. 

As ¢ increases past a,, the amplitude of ¢ — a decreases from 7 to 0, as is clear from 

Figure 35. Hence the amplitude of (t—a)~ “1 increases from - a, 7 to 0, and the amplitude of 

dz/dt likewise increases by a, 7. Thus from ¢ =a, to t = a,, 2 travels along another straight 

line making an exterior angle a, 7 with the first line. This line, too, is of finite length, as 

illustrated by A, A, in Figure on 

It cannot be concluded immediately, however, that these two lines join at A, For it 

may not be possible actually to integrate past the point ¢ = a,, at which dz/d¢ is infinite if 

a, is positive. To avoid this difficulty, we adopt the standard device of letting ¢ pass above 

a, along a small semicircle centered at a,, as illustrated in Figure 36. As ¢ traverses this 

semicircle, 2 cuts across from one straight line to the other, along a curve such as that drawn 

near A, in Figure 34. The change in z along this curve is given by the integral of da/dt along 

the semicircle. 

In terms of polar coordinates, as illustrated in Figure 36, on the semicircle 

iO, i 

since f, is constant. For an approximate estimate, all other factors in dz/d¢ can be treated 

as constants; let their product, multiplied by K, be denoted by Q. Then the change in z as ¢ 

goes around the semicircle is, from [81a], 
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Since %, <1, the exponent of 7, is positive. Hence, as the semicircle is shrunk down onto 

=a, and 7, > 0, Az + 0. On the 2-plane, therefore, the two lines must meet at a point. 

By proceeding in this manner it can be shown that, as ¢ traverses its real axis from 

— © to + ~, 2 moves along a broken line with corners corresponding to t =a,, @,...a@,, at 

which exterior angles a, 7, a, 7... ,7 occur. To form a finite polygon, the ends of this 

broken line must coincide. 

Now the distance between the ends is equal to fe (dz/dt) dt along the entire real 

axis, calculated with avoidance of all the singular points in the manner just described. The 

value of the integral can be found more easily by the following indirect method. 

Let ¢ trace the following contour, as illustrated in Figure 37. Beginning at a point 

t =—R where P is a large positive real number, let ¢ trace the real axis to the point ¢ = R, 

except that it goes round above the points a,, a . a, along small semicircles. Let ¢ then 

return to its starting-point along a large Pca Bi of radius R. On this contour and everywhere 

inside it, dz/dt is differentiable. Hence, by the Cauchy integral theorem, f (dz/dt) dt around 

the contour vanishes. But it can be shown that the contribution of the large semicircle decreases 

to zero as R + ~. For, on this semicircle, the absolute value of ¢ equals FR and is so large 

that a,, a a,, are relatively negligible and may be omitted. Let eee 

i@ id 

t=Re ,dt=iRe dé 

and write 

Figure 36 — Semicircular path past a singular point. 
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6 

aly aA 2 3 % R 

Figure 37 — A large semicircular path. 

Then, from [31a], around the large semicircle, approximately, 

da - ia 1-La7% iai-Layd 
muck fe dt =iKR ite dé 
dt a 

[31d] 

K 1-La i(1-LOQ)z 

R e ) 

Since by assumption £ a > 1, this last expression goes to 0 as R + ~. 

The remainder of the contour integral, therefore, must likewise become zero as Ff > ». 

But if the small semicircles are allowed to shrink down onto their centers, the remainder 

becomes in the limit the desired integral. Hence it must be that this latter integral itself 

equals zero. It follows that Az = 0 between the ends of the broken line, so that they join and 

complete a finite polygon, at A, in Figure 34. 

The last segment of the broken line makes an angle (X@) 7 with the first, or the first 

makes an angle 
One, 7 =(2-La) 7 2 [2 -(a, +4,.-- a,)]7 

with the last; in Figure 34 this is the exterior angle at A,. The number of actual vertices then 

depends upon the value of 2@. 

If la = a, +a)... a, <2, the polygon has an actual vertex corresponding to ¢ = ~, 

with an exterior angle a The two adjacent sides A, A, and A, A, in Figure 34, have 
n+17 

lengths 
a 1 co 

dz dz 2 dt 1] == dt ll [real] Fra I [real] ;F 

n 
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where [real] indicates that the integral is taken along the real axis. Thus, in general, n 

factors in dz/dt produce a polygon with n+1 vertices and sides, and with ¢ = ~ at one vertex. 

If a, ta,+... @,=2, however, a = 0, so that the first and last segments of the 
n+1 

broken line coalesce into a single straight line. In this case the polygon has only n actual 

vertices and sides, and ¢ = » occurs somewhere on one side; the total length of this side is 

a co 

: dz dz 
it [real] “© dé + f [real] 3 dt 

at ee é 
n 

This case may be regarded as a degenerate one in which the exterior angle at the (n+1) st 

vertex is zero. 

Thus it has been shown that the real axis of ¢ is transformed into a finite closed polygon. 

It remains then to show that the arbitrary constants in the transformation can be chosen so as 

to fit an arbitrarily chosen polygon on the z-plane. 

The general expression for 2 will be 

-a -@ -a n 

2 =K [(t-a,) SGea) the Sao.) dt +L 

Now changing the integration constant L merely translates the polygon on the 2-plane; changing 

|K| stretches all of its sides in a certain ratio, and changing amp K rotates it about the point 

z=L. By adjusting K and L, therefore, one side of the transformed polygon can always be 

made to coincide with one side of the given polygon. The two polygons will then coincide 

completely provided they have the same shape. The necessary similarity can be secured in 

either of two alternative ways. 

1. For a polygon of m sides, m-1 factors may be employed in the expression for dz/dt, 

with a@ a as 
1 2 a 

order, each divided by 7. The external angles then come out correct. For the lengths of the 

m— 1 made equal to m—1 external angles of the given polygon taken in 

sides, m integrals are obtained, two of them extending to ¢ = +. Elimination of the factor 

K from these integrals leaves m-1 ratios between them. By a suitable choice of a,, a)... 

a, -17 these ratios can be made equal to the m—1 ratios of the lengths of the sides of the 

given polygon to the length of a chosen side. These latter ratios cannot all be independent, 

however; for the last two sides, whose directions are already fixed, will automatically come 

into the correct ratio when the other ratios have been adjusted. In Figure 34, for example, 

A, A, and A, A, are fixed in length when their directions have been assigned and when the 

sides A, A, and A, A, have been constructed in the proper ratio to A, A,. Hence two of the 

a’s can be chosen arbitrarily, the remaining a’s being then chosen so as to give correct values 

to m-3 of the ratios of the sides. In practice, it is usually most convenient to determine K 

and L by substituting the values of 2 at two corners. 
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2. As an alternative, m factors may be employed in the expression for dz/dt, with a@’s 

representing all of the external angles. In this case only one integral to infinity is obtained, 

representing the length of one of the m sides, at some point of which ¢ = «© occurs. The a’s 

are again subject to m—- 3 conditions; but here their number is m. Hence in this case three 

of the a’s can be chosen arbitrarily. 

Infinite Polygons. A corner of the polygon can be displaced to infinity in either of 

two ways. 

Day EE Sal G5) chee, eats 

verge, as is illustrated by Equation [31c]. Thus the broken line extends to infinity at both ends. 

a, < 1, the integrals to ¢ = + « and from ¢ = — » no longer con- 

The integral along the semicircle at infinity, in Equation [31d], also no longer vanishes. 

If a,+a,+-..a,=1lya,,, =2-(a, +--+ &,) =1 also, and the first and last 

segments of the broken line, on which ¢ < a, or ¢ > a@,, respectively, differ in direction by 

O41 7 =7 and so are geometrically parallel. In this case [31a] can also be written 

dz 1 n 
pee ie) oe - (a, -%) 

Thus on the first and last segments dz/dt has opposite signs, so that these segments are 

traced in opposite directions. For their distance apart, measured from the last to the first, a 

fresh evaluation of the integral in Equation [31d] gives 

7 

ae =ik [ dd@=ink 
0 

Were the factor 7 causes Az to be perpendicular to both segments, whose directions are those 

of + K. This case is illustrated in Figure 38a. 

Examples in which -1< 4, +a@,... a, <1 are illustrated in Figures 38b, c,d. Here 

Az, estimated as in Equation [31d], is infinite. In Figure 38d the geometrical polygon is re- 

duced to a single semi-infinite line and its ‘‘interior’’ includes all the remainder of the 2 plane. 

2. As an alternative, one of the @’s may itself exceed 1. Then the integrals up to the 

corresponding point a, as in [31b], diverge, and both adjacent sides extend to infinity. No a 

should be made greater than 2, however. Two cases are shown in Figures 38e and 38f; in 

38f the polygon consists of two unconnected infinite lines. 

As with finite polygons, a given infinite polygon can be transformed into the real ¢ 

axis in different ways. 

In any case, as ¢ traverses its real axis positively, the upper half of the ¢-plane lies 

to the left; hence, as explained under conformal mapping, the corresponding region on the 

z-plane lies to the left as 2 traces the perimeter of the polygon. In the case of finite polygons, 

the region on the left is the interior; with an infinite polygon, the region on the left is that 
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Figure 38 — Some infinite polygons. 
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which is transformed into the upper half of the ¢-plane and hence may appropriately be defined 

to constitute the interior. An infinite polygon can be traced in either direction; if the direction 

is reversed, the exterior angles are replaced by their supplements, and the former exterior be- 

becomes the interior. 

Detailed discussions of a number of cases will be found in the next chapter. 

32. THE HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS 

The following formulas are collected here for convenience of reference. Where + occurs 

twice in the same formula, the upper sign is to be taken throughout the formula, or the lower 

sign throughout. The positive square root is always meant, and In denotes the logarithm to 

base e. 

sinh = (e*-e7*), cosh @ => (e*+ em) 

. x —<*x : be 
tanhe =Simh e_e"-e 7 coth # = COS #'= e% +e ‘d 

cosh 4x, —-* sinh @ 4x _ )-% 

sech x = 1 a Cech 7 = ee 
coshz e+e sinha e*-e 

sinh (ety) =sinh « cosh y £ cosh @ sinh y 

cosh (2ty) = cosh zcosh y + sinh x sinh y 

sinh 2z = 2sinh z cosh 2, cosh 2a = cosh? 2 + sinh? « 

tanh Q7 =_2tanh® ~ oth 22 =1 (tanh z + coth z) 
1+tanh? z 2 

inht ez =t JL (cosh 2-1 cosht «= 1 (cosh 2+1 sin a vi (co ) 5 Vou ) 

(The sign is + or — according as the value of z is + or —) 

tanh 1 , = Sinhe Cathe sinh « 
cosh ¢+1’ 9 cosh z-1 

sinh™! z = In (# + Vz? + 1), tanh7! 2 “5 In 3 
—z 

cosh~! 2=+In («+ x? -1), coth” ! == In 2+ 
ZL- 

# sinh 2 = cosh x 4 cosh x = sinh x 
dx det 
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4 tanh z = sech? « 4 coth x = -csch? « 
dz dz 

4 sech x = — sech « tanh x 
dz 

4 osch x = —csch 2 coth ¢ 
dz 

sin (22) = 7 sinh x sinh (tz) =7 sine 

cos (iz) = cosh x cosh (zz) = cos # 

tan (¢v) = 7 tanh x tanh (tz) = 7 tana 

cot (tz) = —2 coth z coth (tz) =-zcotez 

sin (2+ iy) = sin zg cosh y+i cos @ sinh y 

cos (x t iy) = cos ze cosh y ¥2 Sin 2 sinh y 

Bd + . . 

tan (x t iy) = 1 Sin 22 =¢ sinh 2y 
( ¥) 2 cos? +sinh?y 

cot (at iy) =1 singe Fé sinh By 
sin? x + sinh? y 

a cos z cosh y ti sin z sinh y 
BOC (Dit) = a Nera aye ae oe 

cos? x + sinh? y 

sin z cosh y #7 cos 2 sinh y 
esc (x + ty) = == == 

sin* 2 + sinh*y 

sinh (a + iy) = sinh z cos y ti cosh gz sin y 

cosh (2 t iy) = cosh ze cos y ti sinha sin y 

sinh 2¢ +7 sin 2 

2 sinh* 2 + cos* y 

sinh 22 #7 sin 2y 
coth (2 £ ty) = 4 ———"__— 

2 sinh2 2 + sin?y 

lose cosh z cos y +7 sinh & sin y 
secli(e=ty) =——-_ 5 

sinh* # + cos“y 



sinh z cos y +7 cosh z sin y 
+ > CSCW (2/50) == aay ee 

sinh* z+ sin“ y 

sinh? 2 sin? y + cosh? x cos? y = sinh? & + cos? y 

= cosh? x - sin? y -> (cosh 2 z + cos 2y) [32a] 

sinh? z cos? y + cosh” g sin? y = sinh? x + sin? y 

= cosh2 x - cos? y = (cosh 2 2 -—cos 2 y) [32b] 

The first six of these formulas may serve as definitions; the others can be deduced from 

them, or, for functions containing z, from results obtained in Section 20. In some cases deno- 

minators are rationalized. In the last two formulas, the second and third members may be added 

and divided by 2 in order to obtain the fourth. 

The first four functions are plotted in Figure 39. 

Figure 39 — Plots of four hyperbolic functions. 
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33. SOME SERIES 

22 2 
x _ — — e ora (33a] 

; ne a 2 
Sl? aa aite nt ier Piaqiciens [33b] 

a2 gt 76 
cos x = ai oR eh [33c] 

oS Teese On aS Ni ae7i 7 Gan at Se eee ce ee eer) il pone 33d 
3 15 3815 Iz 2 

cotea=i -@-1 232 35... [\2|) <7] [33e] 
e738) 45 945 

x23 2 a7 

Se a ai ee (33f] 

a2 at 76 
poste a ea Laer [33¢] 

tanha=a2—-L 7342 5-17 97, fe) Ke [33h] 
3 143) 315 2 

cotha =14 2-1 934 2. a>... (le) <7] [331] 
ze 3 45 945 S 

sin! g =24+ 1 73 413 25 4_1:3°5 we? ... [le] <1] [33]] 
23 2-45 2 +4667 

tant e=e-2 as tees a es occ |el <1) 

[33k] 

a_i 1 1 se) AE eens -— =... [jz| >1 
2 2 323 52° Pe 

sinh7! ¢ =2 —_L 23 4_1: 2... [lz] <1] (331) 
2-3 24-5 

tanh} g = 74193 +125 teele. a7... [le] <1] [33m] 

In(l+2)=2 a2 el gs a1 phn. [|z| <1] [33n] 
2 3 4 

xcept as indicated, the expansions hold for all values of 2. See Smithsonian Mathematical 

Formulas!8 for other series. 
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CHAPTER Il 

CASES OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOW 

The principal known types of two-dimensional flow, including all that are treated in 

Lamb’s Hydrodynamics,! will be described or listed in this chapter. The important formulas 

will be deduced and plots of the streamlines or sometimes the flow net will be shown. 

As the theory of complex variables is particularly suited for two-dimensional problems, 

it will be used consistently. Acquaintance with the theory will be assumed, to the extent of 

the summary in Chapter II, and also with hyperbolic functions, for which some formulas are 

listed in Section 32. As arule the standard formulation described in the next section will 

be adopted. 

34. NOTATION AND FORM OF PRESENTATION 

The given boundaries pertaining to a particular problem are assumed to be drawn on the 

plane of the complex variable z = x + zy, on which @ and y are real Cartesian coordinates. Dia- 

grams on this plane will be labeled indiscriminately with symbols representing geometrical 

magnitudes, such as points or distances, and with symbols representing complex numbers. 

The appropriate mathematical transformation is represented in each case by 

wu (2) a d (x,y) +7 Us (x,y) ; 

where ¢ and yw are real functions of «and y. Except as stated, the fluid is assumed to be at 

rest at infinity. For simplicity, each transformation is regarded as giving rise to two conjugate 

types of flow. 

In one type of flow, ¢ represents the velocity potential and yw the stream function; the 

equipotential curves are given by 4 = constant, and the streamlines by wy = constant. The 

x and y components of the velocity are then 

UWa=-—H=-—, Ve-—=— [34a,b] 

In the conjugate type of flow, the velocity potential ¢’ and the stream function w ’ are 

related to ¢ and w as follows: 

$=, wb’=-¢ 

The equipotential curves and the streamlines are interchanged; and the velocity components u’, 

v’ are: 

U's -— =-4¥,) V°s=-— =4 [34c,d] 
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Thus the vector velocity (u’, v’) is rotated positively or counterclockwise through 90 degree 

relative to (u,v). The second type of flow also constitutes the first type as furnished by the 

modified transformation, 

wi (2)=h’+ty"=-iw (2) 

The flow net, or the pattern of equipotential curves and streamlines, is geometrically 

the same for both types of flow. The magnitude of the velocity is also the same in the two 

types, namely, 

q = (u2 + v2)4 = (u’2 +:0°7)% = | [34e] 

Furthermore, since dw/dz = dw/dx = df/dr + i dW/da, 

_ aw Sone dw dw, 
ee -—wu so CH ca (34f,2] 

Usually wu and v are most easily found from Equation [34f] by separating dw/dz into its 

real and imaginary parts; in order to do this, it may be necessary to rationalize a denominator 

by multiplying by its complex conjugate. Frequently, values of wu and v obtained in this manner 

will be given without writing down dw/dz. In some cases, however, use of Equations [84a, b] 

iS more convenient. 

Stagnation points occur in both types where dw/dz = 0 and hence q =0. At such points 

the transformation may fail to be conformal, and equipotential curves and streamlines may meet 

at other angles than 90 degree. 

Singular points for the transformation occur wherever dw/dz + ~. Since at such points 

q + «, they must be excluded from the body of the fluid by inserting suitable boundaries. It is 

convenient, however, to allow a singularity to fall on a boundary; in a physical case, it can 

then always be imagined to be removed from the region of the fluid by slightly altering the 

shape of the boundary. 

When polar coordinates 7, 9 are employed, the component of the velocity in the radial 

direction is denoted by q,, that in the transverse direction of increasing 6 by qg; these 

components are calculated as 

Many-valued functions are to be understood as defined so that they vary continuously 

with z, or with z and y, in all variations that are possible without crossing any boundaries 

that may be present. If it is appropriate in a given case to choose a single set of values for 

such a function, this is to be done in such manner that the function takes on its ordinary values 

at points on the positive z-axis, or the positive real axis for 2. 

The symbol / will be used only for the positive square root of a positive real number. 
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In many figures the curves which are streamlines when ¢ is the potential will be marked 

with arrows. For the conjugate flow the arrows are then to be supposed transferred to the other 

set of curves. Curves are always drawn for equally spaced values of ¢ or of w, and in flow 

nets the same spacing is used for both ¢ and yw. Sometimes, however, an intermediate curve, 

for a value midway between those for the adjacent curves, may be shown as a broken line. 

Physical cases can be constructed as desired by inserting a rigid boundary along any 

streamline; this does not disturb the flow, since friction is assumed to be absent. If the bound- 

ary extends to infinity so as to divide the field completely, the flow can be assumed to occur 

only on one side of it, or to differ by a constant factor on the two sides. Special cases cor- 

responding to different possible positions of such a boundary are not usually illustrated. 

The positive direction for angles, and for tracing closed curves, is taken as usual to be 

counterclockwise. Thus, in tracing a closed curve positively, its interior lies on the left. 

This direction is understood in the symbol ¢, denoting the line integral around a closed curve, 

and in the fundamental definition of the circulation. 

The circulation I around any closed curve is also equal to the negative of the algebraic 

change in the velocity potential on going once around the curve in the positive direction. 

Many types of two-dimensional flow possess one or more planes of symmetry, which are 

represented on the zy-plane by a line of symmetry. Two types of symmetry may be distinguished. 

In one type, which will be called symmetry of flow, the actual motion on one side of the 

plane is the mirror image of that on the other side. At points symmetrically located relative to 

the plane of symmetry, the values of qg and ¢ are the same, also those of the pressure p, and 

of the component of velocity parallel to the plane; whereas the component of velocity perpendic- 

ular to the plane is oppositely directed. The difference between the value of y and its value 

on the plane, which is necessarily composed of streamlines, is equal and opposite at the two 

points. 

In the other type of symmetry, the flow net is again geometrically symmetrical, but the 

motions have a different relation; p, w, and the vector component of velocity perpendicular to 

the plane of symmetry have equal values at corresponding points, whereas the component of 

velocity parallel to the plane, and also the algebraic excess of ¢ above its value on the plane, 

have equal and opposite values. 

Many examples of the two types of symmetry may be found in succeeding sections. The 

contrast is specifically mentioned, for example, in Sections 41 and 55. 

The kinetic energy of the mass of fluid that is contained between two planes parallel 

to the flow and unit distance apart will be denoted by T,. Its dimensions are those of kinetic 

energy divided by distance or ml/t?. 

Formulas for the pressure p will not usually be given. When the boundaries are station- 

ary and the motion of the fluid is steady, the pressure is given by the Bernoulli equation, 

ps 5 P(U? 9?) + p= [34h] 
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in which p is the density of the fluid, assumed uniform, U is the particle velocity, and p_, the 

pressure in the fluid at infinity. In many figures the difference, p—p,, or p(U?-g?)/2, along 

selected lines or curves is shown on an arbitrary scale. The pressure along the y-axis is some- 

times plotted horizontally, with positive values toward the right. Any case in which the bound- 

aries are in uniform translatory motion may be reduced to the corresponding case in which they 

are at rest by a suitable change of the frame of reference, or by imparting to everything an equal 

velocity in the opposite direction. Such a change does not alter the distribution of pressure or 

the forces. 

Results will commonly be stated in terms of a particular choice of axes, and sometimes 

in terms of particular units of length and of velocity. The use of special units permits the math- 

ematical developments to be made in compact form; but the equations may not be dimensionally 

balanced. It is to be understood that the formulas, if too specialized, may always be general- 

ized by substituting k,2,k,x,k,y,k,r for 2,2, y,7, also kW, kp kyu, for w,¢,u, and k,u/k,, 

kyv/k 1, koq/k,, for u,v,q, where k, and k, are any real numbers, provided these changes 

are made consistently in all formulas. Velocities are thereby changed in the ratio k,/k,, since 

u, v, 7 are then given by the original expressions each multiplied by &,/k,; and all linear 

dimensions similarly become i/k, times as great. Even the velocity at infinity is changed in 

the ratio k,/ky3 and the kinetic energy in a layer of unit thickness perpendicular to the planes 

of flow or Tr, is multiplied in proportion to velocity squared times area or by Ike. The dimen- 

sional balance may then be restored, if desired, by assigning the proper dimensions to k, and 

k,. One type of change without the other may be made by letting either *, or &, be unity. 

In addition, of course, the axes may be moved into any other position by means of the 

usual formulas. The method of doing this in terms of 2 is important and was explained in 

Section 25. To displace the flow and all boundaries through distances A, in the z-direction 

and h, in the y-direction, without rotation, it suffices to replace x by e—A, and y by y-A, in 

all formulas, or 2 by 2—A where h =h, +th,. To rotate everything through an angle a about the 

origin, which requires rotation of the axes in the opposite direction relatively to the flow field, 

replace z by x cos@ +y sina and y by -z sin@ +ycosa@ or z by ze— iO and wu and 2, there- 

fore, by ucosa +v sina and-usine +¥v cosa, respectively, in all formulas. To effect 

first the rotation, about the initial origin, then the displacement, substitute (2—-A)e* for 2; 

or, if 2 = f(w), take 2 =h +e! f(w). 

Where w(z) contains a real multiplicative constant, often A or U, it is to be understood 

that reversal of the sign of this factor merely reverses all velocities, with an accompanying 

change of sign of 4 and but without any change in the geometrical equipotential curves and 

streamlines and without change of the pressure. Arrows drawn on the streamlines in the plots 

refer in each case to a positive value of this constant. 

It should be remembered that states of flow of an incompressible fluid may be superposed 

freely to form new states of flow. The potential, stream functions, and velocity components 

add algebraically, the velocities themselves, vectorially. The pressures and forces, however, 
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are not additive. Out of all the cases that can be constructed in this manner, only the most 

interesting will be mentioned. 

The section on units in Chapter I, Section 18, may be noted. 

The older convention as to the signs of ¢ and w described in Sections 6, 13, and 16, 

may also be noted; it is often encountered in the literature. Formulas based on this older 

convention may be obtained by changing the sign before every symbol representing a velocity 

component. 

SOME SIMPLE TYPES OF FLOW 

35. UNIFORM MOTION 

w=Az+C, Az=a+ib 

where a and # are real constants and C is another constant, real or complex. This transforma- 

tion was discussed mathematically in Section 24. Since w=h+i vs, 

hb=ax-by, w= be+ay 

u=-a, v=6b, 7-|— = |A| = (a2 + 5?)% 
dz 

The flow is thus one of uniform translation. The flow net, illustrated in Figure 40, consists 

of straight lines. 

If the fluid is moving at velocity U in a direction inclined at an angle @ to the negative 

-axis, as in Figure 41, A=U,u=-a=-Ucosa ,v=b=-U sin a, and, with omission of 

the physically meaningless constant C, 

w=U (cosa —i sine) 2 = Uze® [35a] 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 2, Section 6.0.) 

Figure 40 — Flow net for uniform flow. 
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Figure 41 — Definition of U and a in 

Equation [35a]. 

Figure 42 — Flow net in aright angle: 

w = A2?, 

36. HYPERBOLIC FLOW 

w= Az? [36a] 

where A is areal constant. Then ¢ +7 y = A(z +%y)?, 

6 =A(e?-y?), p=2Aay [36b,c] 

Both the equipotential curves and the streamlines are rectangular hyperbolas, the former with 

asymptotes inclined at 45 degree to the z- y-axes, the latter with the axes themselves as 

asymptotes. 

In the conjugate flow 

g’=2Aay, w= A(y?-27) [36d,e] 

In both cases q = » at infinity, q = 0 at the origin. 

The flow net is the same in all quadrants. One quadrant is shown in Figure 42. It may 

be used to give an approximate idea of the flow past a square corner. 

The two conjugate flows differ only in that the flow pattern is rotated through 45 degree. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 63; Reference 2, Section 4.70.) 

37. LINE DIPOLE 

w= zh , is a real constant, [37a] 
zZ 

Ie u(x -ty) px . BY 
Cie eee eae aD ore , 

at+iy (x+ty)(@-ty) x+y a+ y? 
[37b,c] 

$ per BY 

a2 4y2’ aay? 
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dw 1 -1 m 
q=|— |=# |- —\j= «| =. ————_ [37d] 

dz 22 a? —y?4+2 ivy! [(#?-y?) +4 2? y?] 

or 

y Ll 1/2 
q= 5) 3 =-5, 7 = (2? +7) (37e,f] 

e24y2 

Thus q = ~ at the origin, where z = 0 and a singularity occurs. 

In terms of polar coordinates 7 and 9, with 6 measured from the z-axis so that z =7 cos @, 

y=rsin 0, 

cos @ sin 9 
= —, y--— [37g,h] 

r is 

The equipotential curves and the streamlines are circles through the origin; their equa- 

tions are obtained by assigning a constant value to ¢ or % in Equations [37b,c] or in the equiv- 

alent equations 

(2-£) «2 -Fiet et) 6 (371,j] 
2h 4¢ QW 4yy 

The radius is p/(2 ||), or p/(2|v|). See Figure 43, 

This is the flow due to a uniform line dipole or doublet, It is obtained in more elemen- 

tary fashion in Section 15. The axis of the dipole is here the z-axis, which represents a plane 

of symmetry. The constant » represents twice the point-dipole moment per unit length; it may 

be called the line-dipole moment. The dipole axis is regarded as directed toward the side of 

maximum 4; if p > 0, this is here the positive z-axis, if » < 0, it is the negative z-axis. 

The components of velocity in the directions of z and y, or of r and 6, respectively, are 

pay ined, 9 fl ae —y Qyry cos 6 sin 0 
Uc [Lineage ra, CoS 4 ; ae ar ea aa [37k,l,m,n] 

The conjugate flow represents a line dipole with axis along the y-axis, directed toward 

negative y if» >(. It is also obtainable from the transformation 

ees Gai? eareeae as <9) [370,p,q] 

pee 

a= Zo 

where y an! @ are real and 2)=2) +?yg, represents a line dipole located on a line cutting the 

zy-plane at (z,, y,), With its axis inclined at an angle @ to the positive z-axis; see Figure 44. 

Since 

ee cosa +isina (cosa +7 sine) [x-2x,-7t(y-Yp)] 
—— oo 

ea 25 LX, +t (Y-Yo) 7 (w- 29)? +(Y-Yo)” 
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Z 
\ 

Figure 43 — Flow net for a line dipole: w =p/2. 

by substituting in terms of polar coordinates with origin at (z,, y)) so that 

% ; 
r=[(#-2,)? +(y-y,)?] ,%-2) =1rcos 6, y-y, =r sin 0 

it is found that 

cos (9 - @) ; sin (0 -a) 
aa a RS ara [37s,t] 

cos (9 -a@) sin (6 -a@) 
al ae a (05 aaa [37u,v] 

The singularity now occurs at z = 2), or at (#9, Yo), and the plane of symmetry passes through 

£5, Yq and is inclined at an angle a to the w-axis; these facts verify the statement made as to 

the location and orientation of the dipole. 

The geometrical properties of the transformation are discussed in Section 24. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 63; Reference 2, 

Section 8.23.) 
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Figure 44 - Definition of a, Zo» Yoo in Equation 

(37r] 6 

38. LINE QUADRUPOLE 

Ipr= vA 

32 

where A is a real constant. If 2 = re? 9. 

’ v-2_ A ae 
oti =A(re®9) =< (0s 26 -é sin 26) [38a] 

r 

A A. =1.¥ 
& =z cos 20, J = -— sin 26, 6 = tan™* — (38b,c] 

r r "2 

i dw QA -—3i0 QA ae 

-ut+tw=—=- Te =- (cos 39 -7 sin 36) (38d] 
dz r 7 

hence 

2A Bel 
u=—z cos 30, v= sin 360 [38e,f] 

r r 

du| 2A % 
C= aaa r= (27 +y) [38g,h] 

This type of flow can be produced in the limit out of that due to two opposing dipoles 

placed close together, hence the name quadrupole. The origin is a singular point, a pole of 

the second order. 

The equipotential curves and streamlines are lemniscates. The first quadrant of the 

flow net is illustrated in Figure 45; other quadrants are geometrically similar, with changes 

of sign in g and w that are easily determined. 

( For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 63.) 
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Figure 45 — Part of flow net for a 
line quadrupole: w = A/2?, 

39. FLOW IN AN ANGLE 

w= Az [39a] 

where A and @& are real constants and & is positive. If z = re 0 

y hbapadre oy ee Art/e (cos x 4 +7 sinz =) a a 

- 6 
fb = Art/e cos r~, = Arle Sinn =: [89b,c] 

7 rd 
= yy - dW_ 4™ val Sesre tae. SHON pa ee ae ‘ T=Ars [39d,e] 

The origin is a Singular point, unless 7/@ is an integer. If @ > 7, dw/dz becomes 

infinite at 2 = 0. In any case, as 2 goes round the point z = 0, the amplitude of w increases by 

(27)7/a and that of dw/dz by (27) (7/a -1). Hence, if 7/e is not an integer, both w and dw/dz 

are multiple-valued in the neighborhood of z = 0 or e = y = 0. In applications, therefore, a 

boundary must be introduced excluding the origin and also extending to infinity, in order to 

make dw/dz and the components of the velocity single-valued. 

The diagram of the equipotentials is the same as that of the streamlines but rotated 

through an angle #/2. 

The principal application is to represent the flow between two planes meeting at an 

angle of aradians. On one plane let @ =0 and on the other 0 = a@ ; then y = 0 on both planes, 

and they cut the zy-plane along a streamline. On these planes ¢ = + Art /e , 

One sector of the streamline diagram for & = 7/3 is shown in Figure 46; that for 

@ = 37/2 is shown in Figure 47. 
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- 
Figure 46 — Streamlines in an angle of Figure 47 — Streamlines around a right 

a=7/3radians: w = Az. angle: a = 37/2, w = 27, 

If «= 27, the flow is around the edge of a semi-infinite plane. In this case 

1 

w=Az”2, 4 = Arl/2 cos g, y = Arl/2 sin’, q -4 r 2 (39f,g,h,i] 

Streamlines for this case are shown in Figure 48. 

A uniform flow parallel to the plane may be added, producing streamlines as shown in 

Figure 49; see Cisotti, Reference 24. 

The mathematical transformation z’= 2”, where n is real, is useful in constructing 

transformations for special purposes. Geometrically, it merely rotates all radii from the origin, 

except the positive real axis, about the origin as center until on the z*plane they make an 

angle with the positive real axis n times as great as on the z-plane. The change is like the 

opening or shutting of a fan. If n is an integer, the z-plane is mapped n times onto the z-plane; 

the mapping is backwards if 7 is negative. If |n| <1, the entire z-plane is mapped onto a 

sector of angle 27n radians. If 7 is not integral, the transformation is many-valued, with z = 0 

as a branch point. In any case, circles centered at the origin transform into arcs of similar 

circles. 

The more general transformation 2’= Cz” also stretches all radii from the origin ina 

ratio equal to |C| and rotates everything through an additional angle equal to amp C. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 63; Reference 2 Section 

6.0.) 
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Figure 48 — Symmetrical streamlines around the edge of a semi-infinite 
plane: a = 27, w= Az!/2, 

y 

—— 

(, Figure 49 — Asymmetric streamlines around 
st ho, the edge of a semi-infinite plane. 

} ve ee (Copied from Reference 24.) 

Zp 
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40. LOGARITHMIC FLOW 

w=-Alnz [40a] 

Let 4 be real. Then, if2=2 +ty = re! 9 

b +iw=-Aln (re) =-Alnr-i 46 

[40b,c] 

¢ =-Alnr, vu =- AO 

wy vie —1 ‘ 

where r = (x2 aye 6 = tan y/ es 

ay epee ad tee 6 [40d] 
dz 2 r 

u=4Acos Oho -Asin 6, 9 ae (40e,f,¢] 
r r r 

The origin, 2 = 0 or e = y = 0, is a Singular point. 

Line Source 

The equipotential curves defined by ¢ = constant are circles about the origin, each 

defined by a constant value of 7 or by 

w2 +42 = erent 

The streamlines, defined by w = constant, are radial lines from the origin; see Figure 50. 

This is the flow due to a uniform line 

source, as described in Section 15. The vol- 

ume emitted by the source per second, per 

unit of its length, is 27rqg =27A. The veloc- 

ity becomes infinite as the origin is approach- 

ed and is undefined at the origin itself. This 

type of flow is physically impossible in in- 

compressible, indestructible fluid, but it is 

useful mathematically in building up by 

super-position the solutions for more com- 

plicated problems. 

The stream function-y is many-valued. 

In going around the origin in the positive 

direction, @ increases by 27 and uv decreases 

by 27 A. Thus the volume of fluid emitted 

by the source per second and per unit length, Figure 50 — Flow net for a line source 
or vortex: w=-Alnz 

(Copied from Reference 7) represented by 27 A, is equal to the decrease 



in w upon going positively around any closed curve that encircles the source. The decrease 

in w% is also equal to the volume of fluid that flows outward across the cylinder represented 

by such a curve, between two planes of flow unit distance apart. 

It may be noted that, if the flow due to a line source located at a point P is superposed 

upon another flow in which the velocity at P is finite, the resultant streamlines approximate 

more and more to those due to the source alone as P is approached, since in the flow due to 

the source g + ~ at P. 

The equations could be balanced dimensionally by writing w = — A ln (2/a) where a is 

a constant having the dimension of length. Then 7 is replaced by r/a in ¢, which merely adds 

a constant to all values of ¢. 

Line Vortex 

For the conjugate flow the circles become the streamlines and the radii the equipoten- 

tials. The potential 4’, stream function uJ’, and velocity are given by 

o==AG, b’=Alnr (40h, i] 

u’= -Asin 6, v’ =Acos 0, Q a [40j,k,1] 
r r r 

The corresponding complex potential is 

w= 6+ ty’ =7tA nz [40m] 

It is now the potential 4’ that is many-valued; in going counterclockwise once around the origin, 

dé’ changes by -27 A. The velocity, however, is single-valued, as is dw/dz, except at the 

origin; for ¢ + 2n7 has the same space derivatives at any point as has ¢ itself. The circula- 

tion, taken around any closed curve encircling the origin once, is [ =27A. Treated as an 

ideal case, the flow may be regarded as due to a line vortex at the origin, as described in 

Section 15. 

In this type of flow, the singular point can be excluded by inserting a cylindrical 

boundary along any one of the circular streamlines. Then ¢’ and y’ represent a pliysically 

possible irrotational circulatory motion about this cylinder. The circulation vanishes taken 

around any closed path that does not enclose the cylinder. If the path goes positively once 

around the cylinder, however, the circulation [’ around it is 27A. Thus the constant 

A= 
PIS 

If the flow is steady, the pressure is given as usual by the Bernoulli equation. 

The velocity increases without limit as the vortex is approached, and is undefined at 

the location of the vortex itself. Hence, if the flow due to a line vortex at P is superposed 

upon another flow in which the velocity is finite at P, the resultant streamlines near P 
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Figure 51 — Symbols for source or 

vortex at (a,b). Figure 52 — Streamlines for a superposed 
line source and vortex: 

w=-(A, -1A,)lnz. 

approximate those due to the vortex alone and consist of closed loops surrounding P; as P is 

approached, these loops approximate circles centered at P. 

To locate the source or vortex at (a,b) instead of at the origin, it is only necessary to 

replace in the formulas 2 by z2—a-7b, hence z by x-a and y by y—3, and to write 

” 
r=[(@-a)? + (y-5)?], 8 = tan [(y-5)/(2-a)] 

Thus @ is measured from a line drawn in the direction of positive z, as illustrated in Figure 51. 

Combined Source and Vortex 

A line source and vortex may be imagined to coexist on the same line. The combined 

potential and stream function and the resultant velocity may be written 

6=-A,Inr-A,6, J=-A,0+A,In4r [40n,o] 

A A %, 
Q,=—, ag=—*, g=t (47 + AZ) 0pra-e 

The corresponding complex potential is w =-(A,-74,)Inz. The streamlines are equiangular 

spirals defined by 6 = (A,/A,) Inr + constant, as illustrated in Figure 52. The equipotential 

curves are a Similar set of spirals turning in the opposite direction, 

Rigid walls might be inserted along any one of the spirals on which vw is constant. If 

walls are inserted along n of them, chosen to be equally spaced about the axis, a first step is 

taken toward the idealization of a radial centrifugal pump; see Section 97. 
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A different type of flow between such walls, in which there is no source on the axis 

and hence no net outflow of fluid, was derived by Lowy from the transformation w = 2”+ *” 

where m and n are real constants. 

Geometrical Properties of the Transformation 2’ = In z 

If 2 = re? and 2’=2'+ ty’, then 2’=Inr, y’= 9. If 6 is kept in the range -7 <0<7, 

the entire z-plane is mapped onto a horizontal strip of the zplane extending fran but not in- 

cluding y’ = — 7 up to and including y’= 7. The negative half of the real axis of 2 is mapped 

onto the upper edge of the strip at y’= 7; the positive half becomes the parallel line y’ = 0. 

All radii from the origin of z, in fact, become lines parallel to the real axis of 2’, each defined 

by a certain value of @ or y’. Circles about the origin of z, on the other hand, being defined by 

fixed values of 7 or of x’ become lines parallel to the imaginary axis of 2’, the annulus between 

two such circles becomes a strip in the same direction. All other straight lines on the 2*plane 

correspond on the 2-plane to logarithmic spirals with focus at the origin. 

The transformation can be visualized by imagining the z-plane to be cut just below the 

negative z-axis and partially shut up like a fan, while the origin is spread out over a width 27 

and simultaneously displaced to minus infinity. 

By selecting for 6 a different range of magnitude 27, the strip may be displaced verti- 

cally into any other position. Or, if @ is restricted to a range of widtha , where 0 < @ < 27, 

the corresponding sector of apical angle « is transformed into a horizontal strip of width & on 

the z*plane. Finally, if @ is allowed to range without limit, the z-plane is mapped once on 

every successive strip of width 27. The complete transformation is thus infinitely many-valued. 

Sometimes it is convenient in such cases to*include both boundaries of the transformed 

area. Thus, if -7< 0< 7, the negative z-axis is used twice; with 6 = — 7 it transforms into 

the lower boundary of the strip at y’ = —- 7, with @ = 7, into the upper boundary at y’=7. 

A simple closed curve not surrounding the origin on the 2z-plane becomes a simple closed 

curve on the 2’-plane, but one that surrounds the origin becomes an endless curve that is per- 

iodic in the y’ direction, with a period 27, provided amp 2 is allowed to increase indefinitely 

as the 2 curve is traced repeatedly in the same direction. If amp 2 is restricted to a limited 

range, a closed curve about the 2’ origin becomes an open one on the z-plane, traced once for 

each traversal of the 2’ curve. 

The more general transformation, 2’ = A ln (az) = Alnz + Aln qa, includes also rotation 

about the origin through an angle equal to amp A, a uniform change of scale in the ratio |A|, 

and the displacement represented by A In a. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 64; Reference 2, Section 

8.11, 13.10, 13.20, 138.21, 13.33.) 
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LINE SINGULARITIES IN COMBINATION 

41. LINE SOURCE AND SINK; LINE VORTEX PAIR 

w = A[ln(z+c) -— In (2-c)] [41a] 

O 
2=ccoth-” 

2A 

For simplicity, let the constants A and c be real. 

Writin 
: id, iO, 

Z-C=,e °, 2+c=f,e 

as illustrated in Figure 53, and z = 2 + vy, 

a 

w=h+iv=Aln2 +4A(6,-96,), 
AY 

r> a 2cy 
@=Aln—, w=-A(O,-0,)=-A tan ~ >—y— [41b,c] 

ae ge +y*—c* 

ae Baie mae 

~usiv= aa - ) 
dz ro fc 

cos 9 s 0 2 _y2 —¢2 us ( eet a) = 24 == [41d] 
Fy up) ie) 

ee sin 6, a sin 6, . 4Ac xy [416] 

eT up) re oe 

Circle 2 

Circle 1 

Figure 53 — Illustrating the variables for Sections 41-42 
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where F . 

r= [@-c)? +97)", 1, = [(e+ oy? +9? J [41,2] 

Here sin 6, = y/r,, cos 0, =(z-c)/r,, Sin 0, = y/tj, COS 9, = (x+C)/r, from which tan (@,-6,) 

may be found. Also 

q = (u2 + 02)" = 204 [41h] 
Ta %9 

since 

(22 — 42 —¢2)" +4 x2 y2 =[(x+c)*+ y7] [(x-c)? + y7] 

On the z-axis, u = 2Ac/(x? —c?); on the y-axis, u = — 2Ac/(y* +¢?). 

Singularities occur at (c,0) and at (-c,0), where dw/dz > ». 

The ¢ curves are circles with centers on the z-axis, each enclosing one of the singular 

points. The w curves are circular arcs with centers on the y-axis and ending at the singular 

points. The equations of these curves can be written either 

wo) u ae JA i ea! gs 

r = ee ry 6, 8, = A [41i,]] 

or 
2 

(2 -¢ cot © ) + y? = 0? esch? 5 [41k] 

 \? Uy) 
2 c cot] = c2 esc? — 411 ae ( + 6 cot ose? [411] 

The first of these equations in z and y is obtained*by substituting from [41f,g], squaring, 

dividing by e?/A, and rearranging. The second equation comes from the second expression 

given for w. 

The flow net is illustrated in Figure 54. 

The curve for dG = 0 is the y-axis. If A > 0, 6 > + & at (c,0) and - ~ at (-c,0). 

The function w is many-valued with a period 27 |A|. As the point (z,y) goes positively 

once around (c,0) without encircling (-—c,0), 6, increases by 27 and w changes by Aw = — 274; 

if the point encircles (—c,0) instead, A 6, = 27 and Av = 274. If, however, both singular 

points are encircled, or neither, then Aw = 0. 

The curve for y% = 0 (or — 274 or 277A) is the z-axis outside of (c,0) and (—c,0), provided 

6, and 9, are measured from the same reference radius, as shown in Figure 53. Assume A> 0. 

Then successively smaller values of y are represented by the circular arcs above the axis 

taken in descending order. On the z-axis between (c.0) and (—c,0) 6, =7, 6, =0,p=- 7A, 

The arcs below the z-axis represent successively smaller values of yw down to — 277A, for which 

the curve is again the outlying part of the z-axis. 

When ¢ is the potential, so that Equations [41d,e] hold, a uniform line source occurs 

at each singular point, one being a positive source and the other an equal sink; if A > 0, the 
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Figure 54 — Flow net for equal line source and sink, or for a pair of equal and 
opposite line vortices, or, in Section 42(A), for the circulating flow 

around and between two circular cylinders. 
(Copied from Reference 1.) 

positive source is at (c,0). The streamlines run from the source to the sink, and the stream 

function is many-valued. There is flow symmetry about the z-axis, mere geometrical sym- 

metry about the y-axis. 

Vortex Pair 

In the conjugate flow, it is the potential 4’ = wy that is many-valued in the manner just 

described; the stream function “= — ¢ is single-valued. Consequently there is circulation 

of magnitude 

Tl =-Ad¢’=27A 

around any curve encircling (c,0) once, or of magnitude —27A if the curve encircles (-c,0) 

once, whereas the circulation vanishes around curves encircling both points the same number 

of times. A simple line vortex may be supposed to exist at (c,0) and another of equal strength 

but opposite sign at (-c,0); these are called a vortex pair. The components of velocity for 

this case are u’=— v, v’= u, where wu and v are given by [41d,ej. There is flow symmetry with 

respect to the y-axis, geometrical symmetry with respect to z. 
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Figure 55 — Streamlines for a vortex pair. The arrows indicate the direction of 

motion of the vortices if they move with the fluid; see Section 41. 

If the flow is assumed to be steady, the vortices are stationary. Alternatively, each 

vortex may be supposed to move with the average Velocity of the fluid in its neighborhood, as 

a vortex does in a real fluid; in the present case, this velocity is simply that due to tne other 

vortex, or, by [401], U = Ac =I'/47¢e, directed toward negative y if A and I’ are positive. 

The pair of vortices thus advances without change of the distance between them; see Figure 55, 

where the direction of advance according to this assumption is shown by an arrow. The formulas 

will continue to represent the motion at each instant provided the axes are allowed to move 

with the vortices. 

A pair of vortices of the same sign was discussed by Greenhill?®. Trains of vortices 

were introduced by von Karman27; the streamlines for a typical Karman’; the streamlines for 

a typical Karman colum or ‘‘Karman street’’ are shown in Figure 56. 

The transformation w = A [In(z+ic) - In(z-ic)] represents the same flow rotated 

through 90 degree, with the source and sink or the vortices at (0,+ ce). 

It may be remarked also that toward infinity 

20 3 
in — ~In(i+g -~Infi-2)\=2242£..., 

2-C 2 2 2 3 23 

so that toward infinity the fiow due to either a source and sink or a vortex pair approximates 

that of a dipole; compare Equation [37a]. 
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Figure 56 — Streamlines due to a Karman vortex train or ‘‘street.’? 

(Copied from Reference 28.) 

Further Geometrical Notes 

Any given ¢ circle has a radius Ry = c csch |(¢/A)|, and its center is at  =c coth 

(¢/A). Thus the points (+ c¢,0) are inverse points with respect to each of these circles; for, 

the distances of the points from the center of any circle are d, = |c — c coth (¢/A) | and d, 

= | -c —c coth (¢/A)|, and d, d, = c? [coth? (6/A) -1] = R2. The equation of the circle 12 p q 
might be written, from [411], 

1, @ 
[iret es ne ih : aay sinh Ry (41m] 

the sign depending upon whether r, or 7, is the greater. 

The yw arcs, on the other ee have a radius Ry = c csc |(W/A)\and are centered at 

y =-—ccot(w/A). The region between any two of these arcs is mapped onto a strip of the 

w-plane lying between the corresponding values of u. The entire z-plane is thus mapped onto 

a strip of width 274A, between w = —- 7A and w = 7A, and it is mapped again on each successive 

strip of the same width. | 

The arcs for YW =—- 7 A/2 and vw) =- 37 A/2 are semicircles which together form a circle 

of radius ¢ centered at the origin and passing through the singular points at (+ c,0). Thus the 

transformation can also be used to transform the interior of a circle into an infinite strip. The 

strip is 7|A| wide and parallel to the real axis of Ws; it can be snifted so as to lie between the 

lines YW = +7 A/Q by adding z 7A to the value of w and hence 7 4 to that of w, and, since 2 7 

= In(-1), the transformation can then be written 

w =A [In (c +2) - In (c-2)) [41n] 

i(0,-7) 
1@ 

shown in Figure 57; thus now y = A (0,-0, +z). The quantity 7 - 6, also equals the internal 

Here amp (c-—2) has been chosen so that c- 2 =7 and In (c- 2) = In (2-c) — zz, as 

angle 9, between c0 and cz measured positively clockwise; in terms of this angle, 
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Figure 57 — Diagram to illustrate the transformation of the interior of a 
circle into an infinite strip, by Equation [41n]. 

c-2=7, e~ #9; and b=A (6,'+ 6). 

The z-axis between + ¢ now transforms into the entire real axis or uv = 0. The trans- 

formation can be visualized by imagining the interior of the circle to be drawn out into a strip 

as the points c and - ¢ recede in opposite directions to infinity. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 64, 155; Reference 2, 

Sections 6.50, 8.22, 13.30.) 
« 

42. CIRCULATING FLOW: CYLINDERS, VORTICES, A WALL 

The flow due to a vortex pair, as described in the last section, maybe used to represent 

a circulating flow around parallel cylinders. ‘ere the potential and stream function are ¢’ 

= Ws, w= -4, but it will be convenient to drop the primes. Then the new ¢@ and % may be 

derived from the modified transformation 

w= htt =7A [In (2-c) - In (z2+0e)] [42a] 

whence, in the notation of the last section, 

‘ 
=-A(0,-9,), J=-A ln [42b,c] 

T 1 

sin 6, sin @ 4Acxz u=-af eagle sas [424] 
r ry ate 

cos 6, cos 6 2_y2_¢2 
v=A (see a 2) = 2Ac -__* [426] 

5 t5 io} 
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where 
% "~ 

r, = [(e-c)? + y?] : r, =U(e+e)? + 92)” 

and the angles 6, and @, are shown in Figure 53. The value of q is again given by Equation 

[41h]. 

The equipotential curves are now the circular arcs ending at (+ c,0), while the stream- 

lines are the circles about these points; the equations of the arcs and circles, respectively, 

are, from [41k,1], 
¢ \? dh 

ee + yt+e cot | = c? esc? a = Rg? [42f] 

ub 
(= +¢ cot) + y2 = c? esch?— = Ry? [42¢] 

where Rg, Ry denote the corresponding circular radii. The points (+ c,0) are inverse points 

with respect to each circle; and the equation of any w circle can also be written in terns of 

geometrical quantities, from [41m], as 

r Cc 
In? = + sinh™! — 

r R 
{42h] 

aS 

If A > 0, Ww has everywhere the opposite sign to z, whereas ¢ is many-valued. If ¢ is 

assumed to be zero on the z-axis wherever | z | > c, it decreases in passing above the points 

(+ ¢,0), becomes — 7 A on the z-axis between these points, and decreases further to — 27 A on 

returning below the points (+ ¢,0) to the starting point, where | z | >c. Thus there is circula- 

tion of magnitude I’ = 2 7 A about (c,0) and of magnitude —27 4 about (- c,0). 

By inserting cylindrical boundaries along one or two of the w circles, a number of cases 

of motion with circulation can be handled. In order to apply the formulas to a given case, it 

is necessary to find 4 and c, and the location of the origin of coordinates, in terms of given 

quantities. 

A. Two Circular Cylinders 

Two circular cylinders neither enclosing the other, with axes D distance apart, may be 

represented by causing two of the y circles to coincide with the circles representing the 

cylinders. For example, the circles may be those labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 54, where number 1 

encloses the point (c,0) and number 2 the point (—c, 0). Let the given circulation around any curve 

encircling cylinder number 1 just once in the positive direction, but not cylinder number 2, be 

[, and that around any curve encircling number 2 only, -I’. Let y have values y,, and y, on 

the two cylinders, respectively. Draw the z-axis from 2 toward 1, as in Figure 54. Then A = 

eine 

In this case yy, has the sign of 4 or I’, and yy, has the opposite sign; for, r,/t, <1 near 

cylinder 2 and foirs >1 near cylinder 1. If A > 0, y& increases from 1 to 2, corresponding to a 

downward flow between the two cylinders. Hence, whatever the sign of A, 



uw uy : 
R,=-eccsch a , &,=c csch ae [42h,i] 

u uh | 
@, =- ce coth ve 3 eau 1G coth oi (42j,k] 

or 

t= Vez + jie » By =- vez + rides [421,m] 

Then D = 2, - @,, and, after eliminating all radicals by squaring twice, 

2 2) 
4c? D? = [0 -(R,+ r,)'| [o2-, -R,)) [42n] 

This formula fixes c when D, R,, and R, are given, and the values of z, and x, then locate 

the origin of coordinates. 

The singular points (+ c,0) lie inside the cylinders. Hence a valid representation is 

obtained of purely circulatory flow between and around two parallel cylinders. The difference 

w,-wW, represents the volume of fluid that passes between them per second, per unit of their 

length. 

B. Line Vortex Outside a Circular Cylinder 

If cylinder number 1 is omitted and the formulas are continued down to the point (c,0), 

the ideal flow is represented due to a line vortex outside a rigid cylindrical boundary of 

circular cross-section. The vortex, located at (c,0), is at a distance / from the axis of the 

cylinder, which is located at (z,,0), where A =c —a,. If F is written in place of R, for the 9° 

radius of the cylinder and Ur, as before for the valye of uw on it, using [42i] and [42m] 

(Figure 58), 
h2—R? n2 + R2 

R=c esch—2, h=c+Jc?+R?, c= aa Ge heer [420,p,q,r] 

The last equations serve to fix ¢ and ty when / and RF are given, and A = [‘/27, where I is the 

assumed circulation around the vortex. The circulation around a curve encircling the cylinder 

once in a positive direction is -I’. 

Figure 58 — Illustration of a line vortex of circulational strength I’ near a 

circular cylinder with circulation '’—T around it; see Section 42B. 
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The term —2A In (z2+C) in the expression for w as given in [42a] represents the potential 

due to an image vortex of equal and opposite strength located at (—c,0), or at a distance h’ 

from the axis of the cylinder where 4’ = —c -2, = /c?+R? -c. Thus hh’= R2, so that the 

vortex and its image are located on inverse lines with respect to the cylinder. 

The stream function has the same sign as [' or A near the cylinder, the opposite sign 

near the vortex. 

If the vortex is assumed to move with the fluid, it revolves around the cylinder at the 

fixed distance A from its axis, in the opposite direction to that suggested by its own circula- 

tion and with a linear velocity equal to the fluid velocity caused by the image vortex in the 

cylinder, or with a velocity A/2c or I'/4m7c. The formulas continue to represent the flow at 

each instant provided the axes rotate with the vortex, as does also the image vortex in the 

cylinder. 

The circulation around the cylinder can be changed by superposing the flow due to 

another imaginary vortex located on the axis of the cylinder. Let the circulation due to this 

vortex be ['’. The total circulation around the cylinder is then ’—TI’, and thus vanishes if 

[’=1T. From [42b,c] and [40h,il, if 7, 6 are auxiliary polar coordinates with origin on the axis 

of the cylinder and coordinate axis parallel to z, as in Figure 58, potential and stream function 

for the resultant flow are: 

e Tr 1s 

¢=-A(6,-0,)-L 6, p=-Aln2+— Ine [428,t] 
2Q0 r Q¢7 

The added components of velocity are u’= —-[I’ sin @/(277),v°=[T'’ cos 6/(27r). The added 

term in w is (t/27) 1" In (2-2,), where 2-2, = re 10. 

If the original vortex is now assumed to move with the fluid, it revolves about the 

cylinder as before but at a linear velocity [/(47c) -['’/(47A). The revolution is clockwise 

if l’< AT /c, otherwise counterclockwise; if [’= ATI /c, the vortex is stationary. 

C. A Cylinder of Radius &, enclosing one of Radius F, 

For this case, use is made of two circles lying on the same side of the origin of 

coordinates. Let the circulation around the inner cylinder, in the space between the two, be 

[’. Let the z-axis be drawn in the direction from the axis of the inner cylinder, called number 

1, toward the axis of the outer, called number 2; and let their axes be at a, and z,, respective- 

ly. Let y have values y, and y,, on the two cylinders, respectively. Then, using [42h] and 

[421] for both cylinders, 
I 

Rk, =- ce esch 4, Rk,=-¢ esch 2 >R, [42t,u] 

aT = Vc? + RA, Ly = /c? + R2 > dy [42v,w] 
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Si 
RCH] 

Figure 60 — Representation of a line 

vortex within a cylindrical shell. 

: See Section 42(D). 
Figure 59 — Streamlines between two 
rigid cylindrical surfaces, centered 

at z,, 2. See Section 42 (C). 

Here the distance D between the axes of the cylinders equals x, - 2,, but c is found to be 

given by [42n] as before, and A=I'/27. The value of #, Or x, locates the origin of coordi- 

nates. In the region between the cylinders w and A have opposite signs. 

The formulas represent circulating flow in the space between the two cylinders. A 

case is illustrated in Figure 59. 

5. Line Vortex Inside a Cylinder 

In the case just described, if the inner cylinder is omitted and the formulas are contin- 

ued down to the point (c,0), the ideal flow is represented around a line vortex inside of a rigid 

cylindrical shell. The vortex is at (c,0) and there is circulation [ = 274 about any closed curve 

lying inside the shell and encircling it once in the positive direction. If R is written for the 

radius of the shell, W, instead of y, for the value of y on it, and A for the distance of the 

vortex from the axis of the shell, which is at (@,,0), then A = x, -c and from [42u] and [42w], 
Z 

v/ 

R =-ccsch (“3 h= Vc7+R2 -c, c= (R*-h?)/2h [42x,y,z] 

which fixes c when FP and A are given. The origin lies outside of the shell, at a distance 

h + c toward negative z from its axis, and inside the shell wu has the opposite sign to A; see 

Figure 60. 

If the vortex is assumed to move with the fluid, it revolves about the axis of the cylin- 

drical shell at velocity A/2c, as in Case B; but here the direction of revolution is the same 

as that suggested by the circulation around the vortex. If it is located on the axis, the vortex 

is stationary. 
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Figure 61 — Streamlines between a 

circular cylinder and a wall. 
See Section 42 (E). 

E. Cylinder and Plane Wall 

By expanding the outer circle in Case C until it coincides with the y-axis, circulating 

flow is represented between a circular cylinder and a plane boundary or wall. Writing & in- 

stead of #, for the radius of the cylinder, H for the distance of its axis from the wall, and Wo 

instead of v;, for the value of w on it, it is found that H = 2, and 

wu 
R=-ccsch (“), H = Vc2+R2, ¢ = JH2-R? [42a’, b’, c7] 

which fixes c when R and H are given. The circulation around any closed curve encircling the 

cylinder positively. once but not crossing the wall is I or 27A. 

Since = 0 on the wall, - W, represents the volume of fluid that passes between unit 

length of the cylinder and the wall per second, taken positive in the direction of counterclock- 

wise motion around the cylinder. See Figure 61. 

F. Line Vortex and Rigid Wall 

If, in Case E, PR is allowed to shrink to zero, the flow is represented due to an ideal 

line vortex parallel to a rigid wall and distant H or c from it. The wall is at 2 = 0; the vortex 

is at (H,0), and the circulation around it is [ or 274. The terms in ¢ and y that involve refer- 

ence to (-H,0) can be regarded as arising from an image vortex at (-//,0). 

The velocity at the wall, from [42e], in which now 

e=H, r,=1, =(y*+H?)* 

2 AH 1Py H 

y2+H? op y24H? 

If the vortex is again assumed to move with the fluid, it moves parallel to the wall with 

the velocity due to the image vortex, which is 4/2H or I'/(47H), toward negative y if A> 0. 

The axes must be assumed to move with the vortex. 
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The forces on the cylinders in any of the preceding cases, when the motion is steady, 

are most easily found from the Blasius theorem, which will be proved in Section 74. When 

only the two original vortices are present, from [42a] 

2 2 

dw\  _- 42 ee = ) 
dz Z2-c 2+C 

Substitution for (dw/dz)* in Equation [74g] gives, after a slight algebraic change, 

1 1 tt 1 
Nev == Ae [no-sense |” 
ee a ; (2-c)? c(z-c) c(z+c) (2+e)? 

where X, and Y, represent 2 and y components of the force per unit length on any cylinder due 

to fluid outside it, and the integral is to be taken around the circle representing the cylinder. 

The integral is easily evaluated by the method of residues as explained in Section 30. If the 

cylinder encloses the singular point (—c,0) but not (c,0), 

de: 9; 
2+C 

whereas all other terms of the integrand give zero. Thus 

ap A _e ihe 

c 4me 
X,-iY,= 

where ° = 27A and represents the circulation around the cylinder. Since pl'*/4mc is real, 

Y, = 0, and the total force per unit length on the cylinder is 

= —— [42d’] 

dz 

and the sign of X1 is reversed. 

If another cylinder or a wall is present, as in Cases A, C, E, an equal and opposite 

force acts on it. The force on a wall is easily verified by direct integration of the Bernoulli 

term in the pressure, 

If there is only an ideal line vortex at the point (c,0), the reactive force may be imagined 

to act on the vortex, but the formula for the force is correct only if the vortex is assumed to be 

stationary. If the fluid and stationary vortex are inside a cylindrical shell, the force on the 

shell is the same as if an inner cylinder were present with a circulation [’ around it equal to 

that around the vortex. 

The direction of the force on a cylinder or on the wall is in all cases such as to draw 

it toward the other cylinder, or toward the wall or vortex, along the shortest path between them. 
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In the extended example case considered under Case B, where a vortex is near a 

cylinder having total circulation [’-— TI around it, w contains another term and 

The poles at 2 = — ¢ and z = z, both lie inside the cylinder and contribute to the integral. The 

product terms can be treated as before; for example, 

eee earn ee oe aa 2 
(2-c) (2-2) c-2, (4 +) 

The latter product, arising from two poles that lie inside the path of integration, gives zero 

in the integration, as is always the case with included poles. The force on the cylinder is 

thus found to be, using A = [‘/27 where I is the circulation around the vortex, 

pi pr lr * 

dye. Ih x, 

A positive value of X,, means that the force acts toward the vortex. 

Finally, in the case of a vortex moving freely parallel to a wall as described under 

Case F, the motion can be made steady without altering the force by imparting to everything 

a velocity equal and opposite to that with which the vortex is moving. The fluid velocity at 

the wall is then 

On the assumption of zero pressure at infinity, the force on the wall is, from [34h], in which 

U = /47H here, 

2 7 ae 2 1 BE A\ Os Sl, a 8 16H qe 
p Fr CGY PAN Da apja” (ae TN 2 40H 2 4a wo NY tHe (y*+H*) 

To evaluate the second integral, put y = H tan @. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Articles 64, 155; Reference 2, 

Section 13.30, 13.31, 13.40, 13.41; for line vortex and cylinder, Muller?® and Morris. 29 

43. LINE SOURCE AND PLANE WALL 

w = — A [In (2+h) + In (2-A)] [43a] 

A and f real constants. 

Some problems are easily solved by superposing known types of flow. 

Consider for example, a uniform line source in fluid that is bounded, at a distance h 

from the source, by a plane rigid wall parallel to the source, as in Figure 62. If the flow is 
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Figure 62 — A line source near a wall. 
Image h 

first assumed to be the same as it would be in unbounded fluid, the velocity has a component 

normal to the wall. Upon this flow let there be superposed the flow that would be associated 

in an infinite mass of fluid with an equal and parallel line source located on the opposite side 

of the wall, at a distance A from it and on the perpendicular from the given source to the wall 

produced. Then at the wall the normal components of these two flows will cancel and the 

boundary condition will thus be satisfied. These two partial flows are assumed to exist only 

on the side of the wall on which the original source lies. The imaginary second source is 

called an image of the first in the plane of the wall. 

Let the z-axis be drawn through the source and its image, being thus perpendicular to 

the wall, and the y-axis along the wall. Then, from Section 40, the complex potential is as 

given above and the resultant potential ¢ and streamfunction yw are 

@=-Aln(r,f,), w=-A(O,+9,) [43b,c] 

the significance of r,, 7,,0,,0, is exhibited in Figure 62. If it is desired to balance the equa- 

tions dimensionally, r, 7, can be replaced by r, t/a" in ¢, thereby merely adding a constant to 
P) 

all values of ¢. The volume of fluid emitted by unit length of the line source per second is 

27A. 

Some of the streamlines are shown in Figure 63, above the z-axis only, relative to which 

the flow is symmetrical. The source is at S. The streamlines are arcs of rectangular hyperbolas 

with centers at the origin 0, given by 

us 
a? +2 2y cot ri - y* = h? [43d] 

as is easily verified by writing out tan (6, +6,). The equipotential curves are Bernoullian 

lemniscates. 

Since za=2 + 2y 

dw |? |2|? ; a +y? 
aS i aus reer aac aa eee re: 

dz |22 -A2| (x2 -y?-h?) + 4a7y 

whence 

q = 2Ar [43e] 

Sie) 



where 

r=? + y?, 2? = (@—-A)? + y?, 2% = (eth)? + y? 

Thus at infinity g + 2A/r, as in the flow due to a single source of double strength at 0. On the 

wall 2 =0, r= |y| and g = 2A |y|/(A? + y”); 0 is a stagnation point. 

The components of velocity are, from Equation [43b], 

- & 6, : cos 4 oa = 6, : aa (43f,e] 

5 To a Tr 

The net force per unit length on the wall due to the Bernoulli term in the pressure is 

| ea | ee prea | eee any, |e aenceer 43h 9? q y 9? (h2 4 y2)2 y h [ ] 

The source can be said to attract the wall. 

[For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 2, Sections 8.31, 8.41; also 

Reference 5] 

44. ROW OF EQUAL SOURCES OR VORTICES; SOURCE MIDWAY BETWEEN WALLS 
OR ON ONE WALL; CONTRACTED CHANNEL 

uw =-Aln sinh 72, aand A real, [44a] 
a 

2 2 
= aA In (cost sua cos =) [44b] 

a a 

y =-A tan! (ion =) tanh a [44c] 

from hyperbolic formulas in Section 32 and In (re?) =In7r+2z6. In d a constant term is dropped. 

In J, tan~! is to be interpreted so as to vary continuously with z and y. Then tan7! 

and y vary in the same sense if z is held fixed at a positive value, whereas they vary in op- 

posite directions if z is kept negative. While z remains positive, tan! may be assumed to 

vanish with y; then, continuity being assumed, either tan~! and 7 y/a are both positive angles 

in the first quadrant, or they are both negative angles in the fourth. The effect of letting z 

become negative is easily seen if tan( 7 y/2) is kept finite and not zero. For example, let both 

tan~! and 7y/2 be positive and in the first quadrant, with z= 2, > 0. Then, if zis decreased 

to —, without change in y, tan~! increases to 7 — tan~! [tan (7y/a) /tanh (7x,/a)]; whereas, 
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0 5 = Figure 64 — A row of equal line sources 

Plane of Symmetry or vortices. 

Figure 63 — Streamlines due to a line source 

S near a wall. 

if 7 y/a and tan~! are both negative and in the fourth quadrant, tan~! decreases with decreas- 

ing z to — 7 + tan! [tan (7 y/a)/tanh (7 t,/a))ate=-2@ 1° 

Hence, 

A Qrax A 2 
u =—— sinh allay v= sin aud [44d;e] 

a a aH a 

genie Qre Qny Qre Qry 
q* = cosh——¥4 cos — ,» H = cosh — - cos — [44f,¢] 

a?H a a a a 

The expressions for ¢, u,v, and q are periodic in the y direction with a period equal to 

a. The y-axis and the lines y=0, + a/2, +a,+3/2a,+2a....... all represent planes of 

flow symmetry. 

The flow is that due to equal line sources spaced a distance a apart along the y-axis; 

at each of the points (0,0), (0, + a), (0, + 2a), etc., there occurs a line source emitting a volume 

27 A per second per unit length. For, as the origin, for example, is encircled positively, tan7! 

increases by 27 and wy decreases by 27 A. If A < 0, line sinks occur at these points. See 

Section 40 and Figure 64a. 

In the corresponding conjugate flow, with potential 6’= w and stream function y’=-4, 

the sources are replaced by line vortices with circulation [ = 27A about each. The velocity 

components are u’=—v, v’=u. At large distances from the row of vortices u*=0, v’+7 A/a = 

['/2a, since sinh (27 2/a)/cosh (27 2/a) > +1. See Figure 64b. Thus, if a large width h of the 

plane containing the vortices is encircled by a path, the circulation about this path is 

2h1'/2a = hV’/a, in agreement with the fact that 4/a vortices are encircled. The substitution 
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w =-34/2 2 w=-34/2 

Figure 65 — Flow net due to a line source between walls, or forming one member of a 
row of sources; the source mentioned is at the origin. 

See Section 44. (Copied from Reference 253.) 

sin 72/a for sinh 7z/a rotates everything through 90 deg, with the sources or vortices on the 

@-axis. 

A number of interesting physical cases can be constructed by the suitable insertion of 

walls. 

(A) Line Source Between Parallel Walls 

According to Equation [44c], w is constant along each of the lines y = + a/2. (Note 

that tan 90 deg = + «, tan 270 deg = + ~.) Rigid walls may be inserted along these lines, and 

the formulas then represent flow due to a line source midway between two wails separated by 

a distance a. The flow net is shown in Figure 65. As indicated on the figure, a consistent 

set of values of yu, which is many-valued, is as follows: w = 0 on the positive @-axis; 

u = — 7 A/2 along the positive y-axis to y = a/2 and then in both directions along the wall 

that lies at y = a/2; y» =-7A on the negative z-axis; WU = — 3 7 A/2 on the negative y-axis 

and along the other wall at y = —- a/2; w > — 27A just below the a-axis. 

Asa>to, v+0, u- (7 A/a) tanh (272/a) +> +7 A/a. Thus the flow becomes uniform, 

and the total rate of outflow from the source is 2(a |u|) = 27A, as found before. In general, on 

the w-axis v = 0 and 
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7A sinh (7 $) oA 
Be eee ataeaet ae Nenesen COL = 74 eoth 2% 
Bg cosh (27 =) =i @ oe a be 

a 

On the y-axis u = 0 and 

v= 74 cot TY [441] 
a a 

On the walls at y = + a/2, v=0 and 

u= 7A tanh 7 [44j] 
a a 

(B) Line Source in a Stream Between Parallel Walls 

If a uniform flow parallel to the walls is superposed, the resulting formulas can be written, 

in terms of real constants U and a real positive constant g: 

2 
gb = uf ie wz [s#-4 In(cost 2k _ cos =) | } [44k] 

Qr,{a 2 a a 

yy = ofy + Bk [2 ~ tan! (tan oe tanh =)] } [441] 
27La a a 

Qne U 2) 
u= u[- 1 +s (2 sinh == -1)} vas sin ony {44m,n] 

The uniform velocity that is here superposed is U(1+g/2a), but the resultant stream velocity 

at a=+e is U, since, as r+~, ux—U. As re—m, u»—U (1 + g/a). On the walls at y=ta/2, 

u= v[-1+2 (tanh % - )] [440] 
2a a 

v= u[-1+£ fom 22-1)] {44p] 
2a a 

and a stagnation line occurs at z= @&¢ where 

On the z-axis 

[44q] 
a 

2 taphs 
Qa 2a+g 
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With a suitable definition of tan~!, = 0 occurs on the z-axis and also on the dividing 

surface § defined by 

x 
(1 + 22 ee tan! (tan ay tanh — ) [44r] 

g a a a 

This surface passes through the point (z,, 0), and toward z = — ~ its sides become parallel and 

a distance L apart where L represents twice the limiting numerical value of y or 

| emp te [44s] 

Figure 66 — Flow past a semi-infinite cylinder 
between walls a@ apart, or along a channel 
narrowed in a certain manner. Constructed 

with use of a line source at 0. 

See Section 44. 

Here, for continuity, tan”+(- tan (7L/2a)] is interpreted as 7 - 7L/2a. On the walls, y = aU/2 

at y = a/2, and w = - aU/2 at y =- a/2. 

A semi-infinite cylinder can be inserted along S, and ‘the flow is then represented 

between the walls and past this cylinder. The fluid approaches from z = + » at velocity U 

and leaves, at x = — », at velocity U’= U (1+ g/a) = aU/(a-L). 

Streamlines for g/a = 1 are shown in Figure 66, for y > 0 only, since the z-axis repre- 

sents a plane of symmetry. On the cylinder, g = U at P, where x = 0.087a. Other possible 

forms of the cylinder, for 7/a = 1/2 and g/a = 3, are shown by broken curves. 

A wall could also be inserted along the positive z-axis up to a) and then along S, 

forming, with a wall at y = a/2, a channel narrowed in a certain nianner. foe) 

If the sign of U is changed, all velocities are reversed without change in the geometri- 

cal flow net or the pressure. The diagram can be most easily reversed from left to right by 

reversing the positive direction for z. 

(C) Line Source in One Wall or Corner of a Channel 

In Case A, an additional wall can be inserted along the y-axis. It is then convenient 

to take yy = - 7 A/2 for y > 0 and & = 7 A/2 for y < 0, so that yw is continuous on the positive 

x-axis. The formulas of Case A, and the right-hand half of Figure 65, will then represent the 

flow in a semi-infinite channel with plane walls a apart, due to a line source along the middle 

of its base. See Figure 67a. The source may represent approximately fluid entering or leav- 

ing through a narrow slit; a volume 7 A passes through the slit per second, between any two 

planes of flow unit distance apart. 
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Figure 67 — Line sourceon a rectilinear boundary or in a corner. 

See Section 44(C). 

Or, alternatively, walls may be inserted along y = 0 and y = @/2 only. Then the line 

source, of the same strength, hes on a side extending to infinity in both directions, as in 

Figure 67b, and the streamlines are illustrated by the upper half of Figure 65. 

Finally, walls may be inserted again along y = 0 and y = @/2, and also along y = 0. 

Then the formulas and one quarter of Figure 65 represent the flow due to a source or sink in 

one corner of a rectangular channel of width @/2, as in Figure 67c. The source emits 7A/2 

units of volume into the channel per unit time, between planes of flow unit distance apart. 

(BD) Channel with a Smooth Contraction 

The mathematical formulas can be extended upward to y = a without passing any singu- 

larity. The diagram between y =0 and y =a is then symmetric with respect to the line y =a@/2. 

Let a uniform stream be superposed, as in Case $$, and let curved infinite walls be inserted 

along any two streamlines lying between y = 0 and y= a. Then the diagram between these 

lines represents flow along a two-dimensional channel whose cross-section changes smoothly 

at a certain place along its length. See figure 68, where any two curves may represent the 

walls. 

Equations [44k] to [44p] are applicable. Assume w = 0 and tan7! [(tan zy/a) /tanh 

(7 x/a)|=0o0n the aaxis. Then, for continuity, tan! passes froni the first quadrant into the 

second as y increases past y = a/2, provided x > 0, but, if # < 0, these two quadrants are 

interchanged. Thus, as z+ and tanh (7 2/a) > 1, tan7! [(tan (7 y/a)/ tanh (7 2/a)] > 7 y/Q; 

whereas, as 4>-—o, tan-!+7-(zy/a). Hence 

as fxt+o, wr Vy; 

as 2>x-—0, i> o[(+2)y ae 
a 2 

Thus, if v/, and v,, are the values of 1 on the curved walls, their distance apart, given by the 

difference in y, is 

uy -w 
L ie 



2a 

Figure 68 — Streamlines in a channel narrowed !D’ A’ 
in a certain manner, as constructed (a) (b) 

with use a line sources. Figure 69 — Line source on a rectilinear 

See Section 44(D). boundary. See Section 44(E). 

The ratio of contraction or L,/L, is in all cases a/(a+Q). 

If the z-axis is drawn along the central line of symmetry or y = @/2, then in [44k], 

[441], and [44m,n] tan7! is replaced by cot7!, tan by cot, sin by — sin, and cos by - cos. 

If infinite plane walls are inserted along y = 0 and y =a, they form a straight channel 

with a source in each wall. 

(E) Source Anywhere on Wall of a Rectangular Vessel 

More general cases can be constructed by combining two flows of the type described 

in this section. Two examples may be noted. 

To represent approximately flow into or out of a small slit at £ in the side of a rectan- 

gular two-dimensional vessel ABCD, as sketched in Figure 69a, flows may be superposed due 

to two equal rows of sources or sinks perpendicular to the side AA’ of an infinite channel, with 

sources or sinks at EF and £’on this side, and a partition may then be inserted along the 

plane of symmetry BC. 

To represent approximately flow through a small slit located in the bottom of a rectan- 

gular vessel ABCD but displaced a distance 6 from the center, combine two rows of equal 

sources, with the sources 2a apart in each row but the rows differing in position by a — 2b, 

where @ is the width of the vessel, and insert partitions along two consecutive planes of 

symmetry, such as AB and CD in Figure 69b. 

In both cases, of course, only the flow inside the vessel is represented. (For notation 

and method; see Section 34; Reference 2, Article 10.4, 10.5; Jaffe (30); Cisotti (31). 
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45. ALTERNATING VORTICES OR SOURCES; VORTEX MIDWAY 
BETWEEN WALLS 

w =i In tanh i , aand I real [45a] 
7 a 

h 2+ cos tl rz [T cosh — = 
& =-— tan7! [sin 2) sinh =], rn eee ee [45b,c] 

Qa a a 4a osh 2% - cos 7Y 
a 

wate EY cosh T2 sin 22 , v=— sinh 22 cosa [45d,e] 
2aG a a 2aG a a 

z 
q Saae: @ = sinh? + sin? [45f,¢] 

For the interpretation of tan~!, see Section 44. 

On the z-axis u =0, v= rylea sinh 2) [45h] 
a 

On the y-axis,v =0, u=-I/ (20 sin zy [451i] 

On the lines y=+0/2, v=0, u=FT/ (20 cosh =) [45j] 

The tan~! is to be defined so as to vary continuously with z and y; let one of its values on the 

positive a-axis be zero. 

There is circulation I around the origin, since tan~! increases by 27 and ¢ decreases 

by I’ as the origin is encircled. Furthermore, if y is increased by a, all functions merely 

change sign; hence there is circulation — IT about (0,a). Finally, everything repeats when y 

is changed by 2a. Thus the formulas represent the flow due to a row of vortices spaced a 

apart along the y-axis, all of equal strength but alternating in direction of rotation. Part of 

the flow net is shown in Figure 70. 

The conjugate flow with 6’= uv, w’=- ¢ represents a row of alternate sources ‘and 

sinks of equal strength, spaced a@ apart along the y-axis. 

Parallel plane walls may be inserted along the lines y = a/2, on which w = 0. Stream- 

lines for this case are shown by the central section of Figure 70. 

The substitution of tan (72/2a)for tanh (72/2@) rotates everything through 90 degrees, 

with the sources or vortices on the z-axis. (For notation and method; see Section 34; Jaffé?°, 

Reference 32.) 
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Figure 70 — Flow net due to a row of vortices ' 
or sources of alternating sign, or due to a 

vortex between walls a apart. 

(Copied from Reference 253.) Fuad 

Bae 
46. ROW OF EQUAL LINE DIPOLES ON A TRANSVERSE AXIS; DIPOLE 
MIDWAY BETWEEN WALLS, WITH PARALLEL AXIS; FLOW PAST 
CYLINDER BETWEEN WALLS OR TH.ROUGH A GRATING 

oe Ox Rott ean ae 
ary, 

; ae Le 
w) oe Cx ov x S Ls ge Ss 

w = B coth = aand B real; [46a] 

d =< sinh = u = Sa sin = [46b,c] 

hs 2n8 (cost ms ae Bay - 1] v= 208 sinh ae sin = [46d,e] 

H=2 [ sinh? = + sin? =| = cosh = — cos = [46f] 

All functions are periodic in the y direction with a period a. The lines y=0,+a/2,+4a,.... 

represent planes of flow symmetry; the y-axis represents a plane of geometrical symmetry. 

At each of the points (0,0), (0 + a), (0 2a)... . on the y-axis there occurs a line 

dipole with line-dipole moment equal to @B/m and with its axis directed toward positive « 

(if B > 0). For, near the origin, for example, w =B cosh (72/a)/sinh (72/a) > aB/72 by use 

of the series [33f,g]; this represents a dipole, as in Section 37; see Figure (ole 

In the conjugate flow the axes of the dipoles are directed along the y-axis; this is the 

flow of Section 47 rotated through 90 degrees. 
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Figure 71 — Row of equal line dipoles with 
transverse axes. 

(1) Dipole Between Walls 

On the lines y =+ a/2, w =0. Walls may be inserted along these lines, which are 

drawn broken in Figure 71. Then the flow is represented due to a dipole placed midway 

between parallel walls separated by a distance a; the axis of the dipole is parallel to the walls. 

9 -1 
On the walls at y=+ 0/2, v=0, uw=-— (cosh lila 1) [46g] 

a a 

27B 2 FH 
On the z-axis, v=0, u=—— (cosh alia [46h] 

a a 

2nB Qny\—* 
On the y-axis, » =0, u=- salle (1 -— cos =H) [461] 

a a 

(2) Dipole in a Stream Between Walls 

If a uniform stream at velocity U toward negative xis superposed, terms Uz, Ua, Uy 

are added in w, 4, w, respectively, and a term - U in u. Assume that B/U>0. Then w = 0, 

not only on the z-axis or median plane between the walls, but also on an oval cylindrical 

surface S whose equation is 

[46j] 

nr? 7B B uP, 
sinh —! = , ?, =— cot — 46k,1 

a au 2 U a 
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Figure 72 — Nearly circular cylinder between 
walls, obtained with use of dipoles in 

a stream. See Section 46. 

To obtain the first of these equations, divide (46j) through by y, then let y + 0, noting that sin 

(27y/a)/y + 27/a, and solve for =7,. The second equation has a root 0 <r, < a/2 for any 

B/U > 0. 

A cylinder may be inserted along the surface S. Then, if walls are also inserted along 

the lines y = + a/2, the formulas, modified as stated, represent a stream that flows between the 

walls and past this cylinder. 

Equation [46k] may be solved for r, by using the series [331] for sinh}: 

mt, (#2) 1/2 1 6 3/2 3 (ee 
soo lee sae -+ [— +~ {(—j] ..... 
a aU 6 \aU 40 \aU 

or 

2 4 1 [fo 3 (1) aB 
far —= {— se viene isle t= — 46m,n 
1 aL 1 (=). 3 a} 0 a eo 

To obtain a similar series for r,, assume that 

4 t\2 r 
f, =f [2 + ¢, (=) + @, (~2) Beye ] 

write [461] in the form 
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use series [33e] for cot, substitute for r, in terms of Tos and determine Cy) Coe eres by equa- 

ting coefficients of like powers. The result is 

Y} 

Elgon 0) ay | rte: 1 (= 2 560 Pigg Wao [460] 

Thus, when @B/7U is small, so that 7P,/a is small, so that m)/a is small, ts and r 

agree to the second order, and S closely approximates a circle. Its radius becomes 7, as 

aB/U +0. Even if r, = a/4, 7, exceeds 7, by less than 2 percent, although both are ana 

10 percent smaller than r). 

The kinetic energy of the fluid, when the cylinder moves at velocity U in translation 

parallel to the walls while the fluid at infinity is at rest, is easily found from Equation [76a] 

in Section 76. For such motion the complex potential, obtained by dropping again the term 

Uz, is was given by [46a]. Let the path of integration be displaced outward from the contour 

of the cylinder until it becomes a long rectangle with sides lying along the walls and ends at 

a=+], Then on the walls dz = dz and w =0; hence the walls contribute nothing to (/’) $ wdz. 

On the ends, dz =z dy and 4 » + B sinh (2z1/a)/[cosh (27 1/a) + 1] = + B tanh (7//a) > +B as 

1 + 0, so that the ends contribute 

a/2 “ 

2B | dy =2aB 
—a/2 

Thus the kinetic energy of the fluid, per unit length of the cylinder, is, from [76a], 

ji -3 p U (2aB - US) = +p U? (203 - s) [46p] 

where S is the cross-sectional area of the cylinder. If 7)/ais small, the radius of the cylinder 

can be taken to be, from [46m,o], t= 15 [1 - (77)/a)"/6], so that 7) = r [1 + (77/a)* /6], approxi- 

mately; and S = 7r?. Then (see Taylor?) 

1 2 772 9 far? f, “3? at U E 2) TENG GS One | [46q] 

(3) Flow Through a Grating. When the stream is present, a similar surface 

S surrounds each of the points (0, 0), (0, + a), (0, 4£2a).... On the surface surround- 

ing (0,a), for example, y = aU, and the equation of the surface can be written 
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Figure 74 — Row of equal line dipoles 
with longitudinal axes. 

Figure 73 — Streamlines between two nearly 
circular cylinders, mounted in walls or 

forming two members of an infinite 
grating. See Section 46. 

27 (y-@) 
Wlj= ay! Sin (46r] errs 5 

Thus, if no walls are inserted, the formulas represent a stream flowing at normal incidence 

through a grating whose bars are represented by the surfaces S. The bars are nearly circular 

in section provided their diameters are smaller than the intervening spaces. Some streamlines 

for this case are shown in Figure 73. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 64.) 

47. ROW OF EQUAL LINE DIPOLES ON A LONGITUDINAL AXIS; 
FLOW PAST A GRATING 

. 

ESB COU , a and B real [47a] 
a 

BR ..- Qr2 B Ty . 
é@ =] sin —, uw =-2 sinh — [47b,c] 

H a a 

x 2 2 
H=2 [sin? a + sinh? 7] = cosh eh cos sles [47d] 

a a a a. 
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Qra 2 27B ‘ 
27B (1 — cos = cosh cst Die yaene sinh aay 

aH a 

[47e,f] 

All functions are periodic in the direction of x with the period a, and the z-axis represents a 

plane of flow symmetry. The lines x= 0, + a/2,+a,........ represent planes of purely 

geometrical symmetry. 

Near the origin, as in Section 46, w reduces to aB/72, so that there is a dipole at the 

origin with line-dipole moment equal to @B/z, and with its axis directed toward positive a if 

B > 0, toward negative vif B <0. Similar line dipoles occur at y = 0 and =a, DD ase tc0s 

Hence the formulas represent the flow due a row of such dipoles spaced a apart along the 

z-axis; see Figure 74. 

27B Q7a\~} 
On the z-axis, v=0, w= mie (i — cos =") {47¢] 

a a 

On the lines x =0, + a, + 2a, etc., v = 0, 

27B ~1 
u“u=-— (cosh sit i [47h] 

a a 

In the conjugate flow the dipole axes are directed parallel to the y-axis; this is the 

flow of Section 46 rotated through 90 degrees. 

Flow Past a Grating 

If a uniform flow at velocity U toward negative zis superposed, a term —U is added 

in wu, Uzin uw, and Uz in @, and the formula for y becomes 

2 y= Uy ~% sinh [47i] 

Assume that B/U is positive, so that the dipole axes are oppositely directed to the stream. 

Then w = 0 on the z-axis and on a dividing surface S, symmetrical with respect to both axes, 

given by 

B 2 2 
y =— sinh any i (cosh Le cos = [47}] 

U a a a 
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If 7B/aU > 1, S consists of two undulating surfaces enclosing_the plane y= 0. This 

appears from Equation [47k], which cannot be solved for 7, if 7B/aU > 1, so that S cannot cut 

the a-axis. 

If 7B/aU <1, S breaks up into a set of similar cylindrical surfaces with axes at 

@ = 05 2a, & 2a, sss The semidiameters of each cylinder in the 2 and y directions, found as 

in Section 46, are 7, and 7, where 

r B 228 a2 ain tea 2 i es [47k] 

Stagnation lines occur on the cylinders where y = 0. 

1 

The formulas will then represent streaming flow past a grating whose bars have the 

contours of the cylinders. If the diameter of the bars is smaller than the spacing between 

them, they are nearly circular in section, the y-diameter exceeding the z-diameter by less than 

2 percent. Streamlines for such a case are shown in Figure 75; only half of the symmetrical 

diagram is illustrated. If the diameter is small, 7, = 7, = (aB/7U)” , nearly. 

(For notation and method, see Section 34.) 

48. ALTERNATING LINE DIPOLES; DIPOLE MIDWAY BETWEEN 
WALLS, WITH PERPENDICULAR AXIS 

12 ; 
“= B/(sink 7) {48a] 

a 

B x B fis 
¢ == cosh @ sin au , vw =— sinh Se GOs bs [48b,c] 

G a a G a a 

z Qe 2 
G2} sinh? =ce sin2 Ee (cost 608 =z) [48d] 

a a 2 Sol a 

7B 2 1X 2 Ty . Tx | omy 
U= “alcosh — +cos* — } sinh — sin — [48e] 

aG a a a a 

7B. 9 72 . 9 TY 12e Ty 
v = - —,{sinh* — - sin*= }) cosh — cos — [48F] 

aG a a a a 

Near (0,0), « + ia B/rz, representing a line dipole of moment @aB/7 at the origin with 

its axis toward positive y (if B > 0). See Section 46. The entire field represents a row of such 

dipoles spaced a apart along the y-axis and with their axes directed alternately toward positive 

and toward negative y. 

In the conjugate flow the dipole axes are parallel to the z-axis. 
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— 
Figure 75 — Streamlines past a grating of 
nearly circular cylinders; see Section 47. 

(Copied from Reference 253.) 

Figure 76 — Row of line dipoles with axes 
longitudinal but alternating in direction. 

On the lines y = + a/2, y =0. Hence parallel plane walls may be inserted along these 

lines. Then the flow is represented due to a dipole placed midway between walls a apart, with 

its axis perpendicular to the walls; see Figure 76. 

A 7B 12 72 
On the z-axis, u =0, v = — — coth — esch — [48] 

a a a 

7B 1X Te 
On the walls at y = + @/2, u=+ — tanh — sech — [48h] 

a a a 

B x G 
On the y-axis, v = ES éote=cs6 [481] 

a a a 

(For notation and method, see Section 34.) 

49. LINE SOURCE, VORTEX OR DIPOLE ANYWHERE 
BETWEEN PARALLEL WALLS 

If the line singularity between walls, as considered in Sections 44, 45, 46, and 48, is 

at a distance 6 from the median plane between the walls, the complex potential is modified as 

follows: 

Line source: 

; —ib ib ~ia 
w=-A [1 sinh mes) + ln sinh sede [49a] 

Qa Qa 

Line vortex: 

aw —ib 1h —ta 
w=— [m sinh Riera) — lm sinh oe) [49b] 

7 Qa Qa 
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Line dipole with axis parallel to walls: 

C -ib Lb —4 
a [cots mest) ey ee) #2) [49¢] 

? Qa Qa 

Line dipole perpendicular to walls: 

. ve sau 
ees [oth me Seth ae [49d] 

2 2a Qa 

The walls are assumed to be at y = + a/2 as before, where a/2 > |5|. If no walls are present, 

there are two rows of singularities displaced a distance 26 relatively to each other, the spac- 

ing in each row being 2a. A, TI, and C are real; the volume emitted per unit length from the 

source is 27A, the circulation around the vortex is I’, the line-dipole moment is @C/z. 

Expressions for ¢, w, wu, and v are easily constructed by substituting first y — 6, then 

y + b —4a, for y, and 2a for a, in formulas given in Sections 44, 45, 46, or 48, and combining 

the two terms thus obtained. For the line vortex the formulas for the conjugate flow of Sec- 

tion 44, not those of Section 45, are to be used, with A = I'/27; the corresponding complex 

potential is w = ¢Aln sinh (72/a). Similarly, for the fourth case, the conjugate flow of Sec- 

tion 46 reversed in sign is to be used, with a complex potential 7B coth (7z/a); B is to be 

replaced by C/2. (Reference: Jaffe’3°, Caldonazzo32). 

50. TWO LINE DIPOLES IN OPPOSITION; 
DIPOLE AND A WALL 

ei@ eta 

w= pb - , wand c real and c > 0, [50a] 
Z2-c Z+¢e 

[50b,c] 

cos ((,-a) cos (6, +a) sin (6,-@) sin (4, +0) FOO a tan P A f, r f; 
2 : 1 2 

where the significance of 1,, 7, 6,, @, is adequately shown in Figure 77. 

Figure 77 — A line dipole at (c,0) and 
its image in a wall along the y-axis. 
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From Section 37 it is seen that these formulas represent a line dipole of moment pn, 

located at (c,0) and having its axis directed at an angle a@ with the positive z-axis, together 

with another of equal moment located at (—c,0) and having its axis inclined at a clockwise 

angle o from the negative z-axis. To obtain the second term as here written from [37r], re- 

place @ by 7—eand note that e'” =-1. 

The particle velocity is easily found by adding vectorially the velocities due to the 

two dipoles. 

Along the y-axis, where 0, = 7 — 6, and 7, =7,, W =0. Hence a rigid wall may be in- 

serted along the y-axis; then either half of the field represents the flow due to a line dipole 

in the presence of a parallel rigid plane boundary. The other dipole may be regarded as an 

image of the first in the wall. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 2, Section 8.42.) 

51. LINE SOURCE AND CYLINDRICAL BARRIER 

The problem of a uniform line source parallel to a cylindrical barrier of circular cross- 

section is easily soluble by the method of images. 

Let the source be at P, distant , from the axis of the cylinder, whose radius is @; see 

Figure 78. Add, outside the cylinder, the flow that would be due to an equal and parallel line 

source on the inverse line Q in the cylinder, which lies in the plane containing the axis of the 

cylinder but at a distance h, = a*/h, from the axis. Add also the flow due to a line sink of 

equal strength located on the axis 0 itself. 

Figure 78 — A line source at P 
outside a circular cylinder. 

The resultant stream function is from Equation [40c] in Section 40, 

w (@,y)=-A (0, + 6, - 8) [51a] 

where A is a real constant and @,, 0,, @ are variable angles defined as shown in Figure 78. 

At any point S on the cylinder the triangles OSQ and OSP are similar; hence angle OSQ equals 

angle OPS or 7—6,, whence 0, = 6+ -—06,. Thus at points on the cylinder 0, + 0, -@0=7 

and y = —Azn and is constant. The streamline for y = —Az thus proceeds from P to the nearest 

ally ¢ 



point on the cylinder, divides, passes around it, and then continues along the extension of 

PO. The extension of OP to the right of P is the streamline for w = 0. 

The velocity potential is, from Equation [40b], 

?, f. 

§=-Alog (+), [51b] 
r 

or, in a dimensionally balanced form, 

fe ihe 

p=-A lox ( : 2) [51c] 
ar 

where r,, r,, and 7 are distances as shown in Figure 78. The complex potential, with the 

origin on the axis of the cylinder and the source at (/,,0), is 

w=-A [toe (2 — hy) + log (2 —4,) — log | [51d] 

The components of velocity may be written down from Equations [40e,f]. 

On the cylinder, taking ds = ad 6, 

since 

ti =a? + h?2 —9ah, cos 6, r¢ =a? +h? -2ah, cos 0, 

or, using the similar triangles again to show that r,/r, = a/h,, 

Ay 
q=2A— sin@. [51¢] 

2 
val 

Half of the flow net, which is symmetrical with respect to the OP axis, is shown for 

h, = 2a in Figure 79. The source is at P. 

The total force per unit length on the cylinder is 

Qnpa2 A? 

h, (h2 - a2) 
F= [51f] 

and is directed toward the source. This result is easily obtained from the Blasius theorem 

and the residues at 2 = 0 and 2 = h,; compare Section 42. 
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Figure 79 — Streamlines from a line source at P near a circular cylinder. 

The equations will represent also the flow inside a cylindrical shell of radius a due 

to a line sink along the axis and a parallel line source of equal strength distant h, from the 

axis; then in the formulas the constant A, stands for a*/he , 

If A is made negative, sources become sinks and vice versa, and all velocities are 

reversed. (See Reference 1, Article 64; Reference 2, Sections 8.61, 8.62.) 

52. LINE DIPOLE AND CYLINDRICAL BARRIER 

Near a circular cylinder let there exist both a parallel line source and a line sink of 

equal strength. Then, upon superposing the flows as described in Section 51, it is noted 

that the images at the origin cancel each other and there remain only the image source and 

sink at the inverse points. By imagining the external source and sink to coalesce while 

suitably increasing in strength, so as to form a dipole, the conclusion is reached that the 

image of a line dipole in a circular cylinder with parallel axis is a dipole located on the in- 

verse line with respect to the cylinder. 

Let the given dipole be at a distance b, from the axis of the cylinder, whose radius is 

a, and let its axis make an angle @ with the line drawn from the axis of the cylinder through 

the position of the dipole, as in Figure 80. Then, using [37r] for the potential due to a line 

dipole, 
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Figure 80 — Image of a line dipole in a 
circular cylinder; see Section 52. 

a2 

) 9 b ia. 9 [52a,b] 

cos (0,-@) a? cos (6, +e) sin(0,-4) a? sin (6, +4) fey ecties nan a e e 
ry by ro ry bt i) 

where the significance of r,, r,, 0,, and @, is as shown in Figure 80. The real constant p 

is the line-dipole moment of the given dipole. The dipole and its image have axes equally 

but oppositely inclined to the line joining their positions. 

On the cylinder itself, since r,/r, = 4/b, andr, sin 9, =7, sin 6,, expanding the 

sines 

2 = 6, a cos =) 

2 r bt r, 

But, also, on the cylinder 

7, cos 0, = (a2 -b2 -r? 26, 

and 

1 1 
?, COS 0, =—— (0-03 -73) == (03 -a? - 73) 
2 2 2 2 1 1 2b, 2b, 

Hence 

sine deep eas ; [52e] 
1 

and thus has a constant value, so that the cylinder forms part of a stream surface. 
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The formulas may represent the flow due to a dipole outside of such a cylinder, or, if 

b, <a, the flow inside a cylindrical shell of radius a caused by a line dipole inside it. In 

either case the subscript 1 refers to the given dipole, and the other dipole may be regarded 

as the image of this one in the cylinder. 

The force on the cylinder can be found, as in Section 42, from the Blasius theorem 

and the method of residues. Here 

dw ei a2 eta oe (2-5,)? 32 (2-6,)? 

If 5, >a, inside the cylinder there is only a singularity at 2 = 5,, and, expanding at 2 = 4,, 

as in Section 30, 

if 1 2(2-5,) 
———— =(b,-b,+2-b,)? = —— -———— 
Gabi" foe ; (b,-3,)? (by -5,)3 

If b, <a, the singularity is located at 5, and (2-b,)? is expanded; the path of integration 

is then traversed in the negative direction, so that ¢ (2- ba dz =-2zi. In either case the 

force per unit length on the cylinder is found to be directed toward the dipole and to be of 

magnitude 

4npy2ab, 

Fk = ———— [52h] 
(b2—a?)3 

The force is thus independent of the direction of the dipole axis. (See Reference 2, Section 

8.81, 8.82.) 

53. LINE SOURCE IN UNIFORM STREAM 

Upon the flow due to a line source at the origin let there be superposed a uniform flow 

at velocity U toward negative z. From Equations [35a] and [40a] the resultant w, d, and w 

may be written 

w = U(z-glnz) [53a] 

p=U(e-glnr), p=U(y-99) [53b,c] 

r= (a7 +y2)%, 6 =tan—1 (y/2), 

where g is a real positive constant, |6| $7, and @ has the sign of y; see Figure 81. Thus 
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Figure 81 — Line source at 0 in a 
uniform stream; see Section 53. 

sin 0 
v= gU ars P [53d,e] 

dw g a+iy-g dw] 1471 , 

Pak ade meee Gl eee a i 
where r, is the distance from the stagnation point at (g,0). Note that dr/dz = x/r = cos 0. 

The only singularity occurs at the origin; and the z-axis is an axis of flow symmetry. 

The value & = 0 occurs on the positive z-axis and also on a curve S defined by 

y= 90, or r= g6/sin 8, [53h,i] 

As 6+ 0, y> 0; also 6/sin 6 +1, so that r+ g. Hence S passes through (g,0). Toward 

z=- oc, |9| +7, and |y| increases to a maximum of zg. 

Thus the streamline for & = 0 follows the z-axis to the nose of S, where it divides and 

continues along both sides of S. Every other streamline undergoes a lateral displacement of 

+ mg from + ~ to — ~, or from = 0 to @=+7. All fluid coming from infinity remains outside 

of S, and all fluid emitted from the source remains inside S. 

An infinite solid cylinder may be inserted along S, extending to infinity also toward 

negative z, where it has a maximum thickness of 27g. The formulas then represent flow past 

this cylinder. They may also be used to represent the flow due to a line source inside a cy- 

lindrical shell having the form of S. 

If the motion is steady, the values g = |U| and p = p,, occur on S where r,=7,@=9/2, 

from [53g]. On the z-axis ahead of S, r = 2, r, =x -g, g = |U| (1-g/z), and 

29g? 
PP = kp u2(— -£) [53]] 

zx ze 
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The net force on the cylinder is parallel to the z-axis, by symmetry; taken positive 

toward negative z, it is, per unit of length perpendicular to the flow, 

F = {fp cose ds 

where p is the pressure on the cylinder at any point, ds is an element of distance along S, 

and € is the angle between the normal to ds and the z-axis; see Figure 81. But, also, ds cos 

€ = dy where dy is the element of y corresponding to ds. Hence 

F = fpdy [53k] 

Inserting p = - p g?/2, also if =r? + g? —2gr cos @, and using [53h,i], the contribution 

of the Bernoulli term to the pressure is found to be 

7 

2sin@cos 6 sin? 6 
Fy =~ oat { oe J 

me 6 6? 

But 

aS. 2 sin? 6 ‘ T ein @ cos @ eT in 6 cos @ 
{ ELSA eee | sof do-af pee agG 
a e 9 1 —7 g —7 g 

Hence 

aT . 

Fy =~ Koad? | d0 =—npgU? 

—T 

The same result is obtained with p = -p U?/2. Hence the total force on S is the same as if 

the pressure in the fluid were uniform throughout. 

Half of the symmetric diagram of streamlines outside of S is illustrated in Figure 82. 

The excess of pressure p — p,, along the z-axis and then over S is shown on an arbitrary 

scale. 

y 

Figure 82 — Streamlines past a cylinder S ee ee of semi-infinite cross-section, only half of ee 

which is shown, of width 27g at infinity; — 
also, the distribution of pressure along the ¥=79 
plane of symmetry and over the cylinder. 
Constructed with use of a line source at 0. Plane of Symmetry 
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Changine the sign of U merely reverses all velocities, the source becoming a sink. S 

may be reversed in space by drawing the z-axis in the opposite direction. (For notation and 

method; see Section 34; Reference 2, Section 8.21.) 

54. LINE SOURCE AND SINK IN UNIFORM STREAM. 

Let a line source be located at (a@,0) and an equal sink at (—a,0), and superpose uniform 

flow at velocity U toward negative x; see Figure 83. From Equations [35a] and [40a] the re- 

sultant potential and stream functions can be written, in terms of a real positive constant g, 

Figure 83 — Cylinder whose cross-section 
Sis a Rankine oval, obtained from a line 

source at (a,0) and a sink at (—a,0). 
See Section 54. 

w=Ulz+g[n(2+a)-n(z2-a)}} [54a] 

A 2 2 

b-U (sgn) au (22m Grr) [54b] 
ry 2, (2 — a)? + y? 

w =Uly-9 (0, - 6,)] =U (y-g'tan~ | [54c] 
22 42 — a2 

where 

r2=(e-a)?+y2, r2=(et+a)?+¥ [54¢] 

tan 6, = y/(z - a), tan 6, = y/(@ + a) 

and all angles may be supposed to lie between -7 and 7 and to have the sign of y. Also 

we [149 (2-224) [54d] 
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1 a 
vegdy (= -=), [54e] 

yy cata 

2 2 4ag 2 Di, 2 q? = U2 {1 +—— (a? +49 -— 2? + y?) [54f] 
2,2 

Py Fs 

Singularities occur at 2 = + a; and stagnation points Qi5 a, occur where dw/dz = 0 or 

z2=2=+land 

1 = a2 +2ag [542] 

On the z-axis where x > a, 7, = 2 -—a, r, =x +4, and g = |u| where 

v= (-1 eee ) [54h] 
Py le 

Thus the streamline for y = 0 follows the z — axis from + » to Q,, where it is joined by an- 

other branch coming from the source; then it divides and proceeds along the two halves of the 

curve § that is defined by 

2a 
y = tan gL [541i] 

aw? + y? — q2 7 

From @,, one branch of this streamline proceeds to the sink, the other follows the z — axis to 

-— oo, The surface S divides the fluid into that which is coming from infinity and that which is 

on its way from the source to the sink. 

The curve S is symmetrical about both axes, and is called a Rankine oval. Since an 

angle in radians and its tangent are nearly equal when the angle is small, the symbol ¢an can 

be omitted in [54i] when y is small; then, after canceling y, it becomes clear that the curve 

crosses the z — axis at the stagnation points. It is broadest in the middle, where 2 = 0. Its 

half-width A can be found by putting y = & and & = 0 in [54i] and solving the resulting quad- 

ratic for h; the result can be written 

a h 
eh (54j] 
h 29 

On the middle circumference of S, g = |u| and 

2 ey (+ = ) [54k] 
a? + h2 
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Equations [54g] and [54j] can be written 

U V g a (= =) 
—=/l+2—) = =tan [= ——]/> 
a a h a 2g 

which shows that the shape of the oval as fixed by 4/a and //a depends only on the ratio g/a. 

As g/a increases, the oval comes to resemble an ellipse and finally approximates a circle; 

but for small g/a it is much more flat-sided and resembles the profile of a ship having a 

rounded bow and stern. 

The formulas may represent the flow past a cylinder whose cross-section has the shape 

of the oval. In Figure 83 the oval is drawn for g = a. An example of the streamlines for 

g/a = 0.17 is shown in Figure 84. Here l//a = 1.15, h/a = 0.41, h/l = 0.35. Details of the con- 

struction according to the Maxwell-Rankine method are shown as described in Section 13; the 

parallel lines represent streamlines for the uniform flow, whereas the circular arcs diverging 

from @ represent those for the flow due to the source and sink, all drawn for equal increments 

of yw. In the original figure, however, twice as many lines and curves were drawn, for greater 

accuracy. The heavy curve is the cylinder S. Only one quarter of the diagram is shown, 

since it is symmetric with respect to both the z- and y-axes. According to the Bernoulli 

principle, the pressure excess, p — p,,, sinks from pU?/2 at (1,0), to zero at about the point 

indicated as P, and thenremains negative to the middle, where, from [54f] with z = 0, y =h, 

q=|u|=1.29 |U|, p - p,, = p(U2 - 9?)/2 = — 0.33pU?. 

WA : 
0 Plane of Symmetry a l 

Figure 84 — One quarter of the streamline plot for a more slender Rankine oval. 

Construction of the plot by the Maxwell method is shown. See Section 54. 

(Copied from Reference 254.) 

Another plot, also containing some of the construction lines and arcs, is shown in 

Figure 85. Here g/a = 0.27, l/a = 1.24, h/a = 0.57, h/l = 0.46. 
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Figure 85 — Streamlines past a broader 
Rankine oval with construction curves. 

At P the pressure equals that at 
infinity. See Section 54. 

(Copied from Reference 7.) 

Useful forms resembling the outlines of ships can be obtained in this manner; see 

McEntee?*, and Taylor?5. 

The formulas may also represent the flow due to a line source and an equal line sink 

inside a cylindrical shell having the form of S. 

Changing the sign of U merely interchanges source and sink and reverses all velocities. 

Kinetic Energy 

If the cylinder S is moving through fluid at rest at infinity, the term Uz is missing from 

w. Then, at large 2, 

w=guio[(1+2)/f-2)] -guin(1s™....) Je eee 
2 2 2 2 

Hence, in Equation [76c] of Section 76, 5, = 2ag U, and, from [76d,f], the energy of the fluid, 

for unit thickness perpendicular to the flow, is 

T , = Yop(4aag -S) U? [54k] 

where S is the cross-sectional area of the cylinder. 

(For notation and general explanation; see Section 34; Reference 2, Section 8.30.) 

55. VORTEX PAIR IN A UNIFORM STREAM 

The complex potential for a pair of line vortices with equal and opposite circulations, 

located at (0,+c) and superposed upon a uniform flow at velocity U toward negative 2, is 

w =7A[In (2 — ic) - In (2 + ic))] + U2 [55a] 

where A is a real constant. The circulation about (0,c) is [ = 27A, that about (0,-c), 

F = =27A. See Equations [401] and [35a]. Hence - 

: 

¢=-A(6,-0,)+ Uz, y=Aln ave Uy [55b,c] 
r 
2 
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Figure 86 — Vortex pair in a 
transverse stream. 

% -c +¢ 
m= [et+o-074 » ty = [22+ore09| 6, = tan7! ee 6, = tan! ue 

z x 

See Figure 86. Also 

in 0 sin @, Mey Phy) 1 +C*— 

u=-4( ) -v-24¢ 2*2=¥ Sal - U, [55d] 
r Dige 1 2 rr ts 

cos, cos 6, yee 
ene | (— = —). eee, [55e] 

r r 

On the a-axis, u = — U +2Ac/(x? + c?); on the y-axis, u = — U +2Ac/(c? -— y?). Hence, 

stagnation points occur; they are on the z-axis at x = + oa) if A/U > c/2, or on the y-axis at 

y=t Yo if A/U < c/2, where 

QA 2A f 
zg =f —-1, yg =f -= (55f,¢] 

If A/U = c/2, there is a single stagnation point at the origin. 

The x-axis represents a plane of flow symmetry, the y-axis, a plane of geometrical 

symmetry for the flow net. 

A dividing surface S always occurs, passing through the stagnation points. If 

A/U $ c/2, it consists of two loops, each surrounding one vortex. If A/U > c/2, it consists 

of a single loop surrounding both vortices, defined by the equation, 

AL's 
y= 7 In—', or 22 +y? +c? =2cy coth (Uy /A). [55h,i] 

P 1 
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In this case the streamline for y = 0 follows the z-axis and the curve S. That S passes 

through the stagnation points at (F209, 0) can be verified by first replacing coth (Uy/A) by 

A/Uy from the first terms of the hyperbolic series [831]. 

The formulas may represent noncirculatory flow past a cylinder represented by the un- 

divided curve S, or flow past two cylinders of a certain shape with circulation t 27A about 

them. 

The most interesting case is that in which the vortices, when assumed to move with 

the fluid, actually stand still. This is realized when A/2c = U or A/U = 2c, so that the ve- 

locity at either vortex due to the other just cancels the stream velocity U. Streamlines for 

this case are shown in Figure 86. The large oval curve is S; its semidiameters are 2.09c 

and 1.78c, approximately. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 155; Reference 2, 

Section 13.30.) 

56. OTHER COMBINATIONS INVOLVING LINE SOURCES OR DIPOLES 

The following cases may be mentioned. 

(1) Sources or dipoles only. Streamlines due to three equal and symmetrically placed 

line sources, with the fluid at rest at infinity, are shown in Figure 27 of Durand’s Aerody- 

namic Theory?, and for two sources and a sink in Figure 28. For a source and a dipole at 

the same point, see Reference 36. 

(2) Source near a cylinder whose contour is elliptic or of certain other types: Morris?? 

and Wrinch37; parabola-like: Sharpe?8; a circular arc: Caldonazzo?? and Sestini?9; see 

Figure 87 for streamlines in one case with the source at the center of the circular arc. 

Ay) 
(3) Source inside a rectangular cylinder: Jaffe?° and Muller.4! 

Figure 87 — Line source on axis ofa ZN 

circular-are shell. (Copied from Yy 

Reference 39.) : 

NR The eA 

ae —- 

4 \ 
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(4) Source or dipole on vertex of an angle (or sharply bent lamina): Agostinelli4?; 

(5) Lamina, plane or bent along the median line, with a centered line source on one or 

both sides, and immersed in a stream: Colombo.*? The velocity may be finite at the edges. 

For a similar combination including circulation or a vortex, see Section 98. 

(6) Sources or sinks in a stream. Boundaries of many other shapes then those described 

in Sections 53 and 54 can be obtained by inserting various combinations of sources and sinks 

into a uniform stream. There will always be a dividing surface along which a cylinder may be 

introduced. This surface is closed if the total strengths of sources and sinks are equal; oth- 

erwise it extends to infinity, in the direction of the stream if the sources are in excess, or in 

the opposite direction if sinks predominate. Although it is not always possible in this manner 

to match exactly the shape of an arbitrarily given cylinder, sufficiently close matches may 

often be secured. Uniform sheets of sources, as described in the next section, may be 

employed. 

57. SHEETS OF LINE SOURCES OR VORTICES 

Let sources be distributed uniformly over an infinite plane strip of width c. Let tne 

source strength per unit area be @, so that a volume of fluid 27ais emitted per second from 

each unit area of the strip. Draw the zy-plane so that the given strip cuts it perpendicularly 

along the segment of the z-axis from z = a to 2 = 6; thus c = 6 — a. The resulting flow will 

then be parallel tothe zy-plane. | 

On the strip, let z be replaced by x’, and consider the sources on a substrip of width 

dx’ extending from x’ to 2’+ dx’, see Figure 88. Since the volume of fluid emitted by these 

sources is 27adz per second, per unit of length perpendicular to the planes of flow, their 

contribution to the complex potential is, from [40a], in which now A = edz and 2z is to be re- 

placed by 2-274 

dw=- aln(z- 2’) dx’ 

Figure 88 — A plane sheet of line sources. 
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where z = x + zy and refers to a fixed point (z,y). Thus 

va af 
b b 

In(2-2’) de’ =@[ (2-2’) In(z-2’) + 2] / 

or 

w=h+ itp =al(z-5) In (2-5) -(2-@) In (2 -@)] 

after dropping a constant term. Hence 

a) 

@ = [(z-b)Inr,-(2-a) Inr,-y(0,- 9.) |, = 2 (2-2)0,-(2-5)6,+ 9h =| [57a,b] 
6 

where 

% Y 
Ul [(zw-a)? + y?] , r, =[ (2-5)? + y?] 5 6, =tan} —., 9, =tan~? 

ct z-a 

and 6, and @, may be allowed to vary continuously without restriction. Also 

"a 
ee ere pan Ley? -0_) [57c,d] 

Oz rh oy b & i 

The conjugate flow is that due to a uniform sheet of line vortices; the vortex strength 

or circulation per unit of width of the sheet is Qre, and the circulation around the entire sheet 

is 27ac; see Section 40. 

If is negative, the sources become sinks, or the direction of the circulation around 

the vortex sheet is reversed. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 3, p. 81.) 

58. SOURCE SHEET IN A UNIFORM STREAM 

Let the sheet of sources described in the preceding section be immersed in a uniform 

stream flowing at velocity U toward negative z. For simplicity let a =-c, 6 = 0, so that the 

sheet, of width c, extends from x = —c to r= 0. Adding, from Section 35, a term Uz for the 

stream, and replacing a by gU, where g will be assumed to be positive: 

w=U l2+ glelnz-(2+0e)In(2+0)} [58a] 

¢ = Ulex +glalnr- (24 +c) In7r, - ¥(6 - 0,) 33 [58b] 

mr) 
= 0{y + o[ 20 (e+e) 0, - vin | } [58c} 
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Figure 89 — Cylinder with semi-infinite 
cross-section S, obtained from a 

source-sheet in a stream. 

See Section 58. 

ol 
veu(-1+0), v=gU (0-94;), (58d,e] 

where 

ve) 
ra(er+y2 Ae f= [@ic) 47)", \ (O= tan” a O.= tan" as : 

te +C 

and @ and 6, may be assumed to lie between — and z and to have the sign of y; see 

Figure 89. 

A stagnation point Q occurs on the a-axis, which represents a plane of symmetry, at 

t= 29> 0 where, to make w= 0, since r=2,7r, =%+0C, 
1 

wo = c(e/e -1)71 [58f] 

On the positive z-axis, 0 = 0, = 0 and y = 0, also, y = 0 on the dividing surface S 

defined by 

ts 
y+ 9 [20- 9,)-¢0, -yln =|. 0 [58g] 

: r 

By expanding all terms in powers of y it can be shown that S crosses the z-axis perpendicu- 

larly at @. Since v has the same sign as y, the surface S, being a stream surface, must be 

broadest at 4 + -. At large distances from the origin, 6 - 6, > c sin @/r and In(r,/r) > 0, 

also, « >7 cos 6. Hence, Equation [58g] becomes, in the limit, 

y+g(c sin @ cos 6-c0)=0 

Thus as ¢ > — », y remains finite; hence 0+ 7 and y cgz. Hence, toward negative z, S 

becomes asymptotic to a cylinder of radius 

R=ncg [58h] 
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The flow is thus represented past a semi-infinite cylinder whose profile in cross sec- 

tion is S. The cylinder has a sharper edge then that obtained with a line source in Section 53. 

Its shape is determined by g, its size by c, since increasing c and all coordinates in the same 

ratio leaves Equation [58g] satisfied. The half width at 2 = — c/2, or at the middle of the 

source sheet, where r = 7, and 0=7-9,, is 

y = h =1cg/2 = R/2 [58i] 

An example is illustrated in Figure 90, for g = 0.15; RF = 0.47 c, x = c/800, approxi- 

mately. The distribution of the excess of pressure above that at infinity, p — p,, and of the 

velocity g, along the cylinder and along the plane of symmetry in front of it, are shown on 

arbitrary scales. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 8, p. 81.) 

59. THE SIMPLER SINGULARITIES AND THEIR TRANSFORMATION 

A simple type of singularity is the following. Suppose that at z = c the complex poten- 

tial w becomes infinite in such a way that near c it approximates the function B In (2 - c) 

where B is a constant; let the difference w — B In (2 — c) be a finite regular function of z even 

at 2=c. Then, from the formulas in Section 40, it is clear that, if B = A, where A, is real, 

a line source exists at 2 = c, emitting 27 A, units of volume of fluid per second and per unit 

length, whereas if B = 7A, where A, is real, a line vortex exists there with circulation 27 4, 

around it; if B = A, + 2A,, both source and vortex occur. Again, if w approximates similarly 

ee, (2 —c), where p and @ are real, then Equation [37r] shows that a line dipole exists at 

z = c, with line-dipole moment p and with axis inclined at an angle @ to the positive x-axis. 

Pressure 

Figure 90 — Streamlines past the cylinder 
shown as Sin Figure 89. The inner 

streamlines are those due to the 
source sheet alone inside a cylindrical 

shell of contour S. The pressure and oe re aS 

the velocity are shown, along the SS ee 
axes and over the cylinder. See SSS 

Section 58. (Copied from e 
Reference 7.) 

Velocity 
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The flow due to the source, vortex or dipole may be regarded as superposed upon a flow that 

has no singularity at 2 =c. 

If a transformation is now made to the plane of a new variable ¢ = f (z), then any line 

source or vortex preserves its nature and strength on the ¢-plane, provided it occurs at a con- 

formal point for the transformation at which and near which d ¢/dz exists and does not vanish. 

A dipole also transforms into a dipole, but, in general, with a different moment and axial di- 

rection. 

For, if y = f(c), so that y is the point on the ¢-plane corresponding to 2 = c, 

f(z) - f(e) 
Bln(¢ - y) = Bln [f(z) - f(c)] = Bln(2 —c) + Bln - 

nC 

The last term reduces to Bln [df/dz ] at z = c and hence represents a regular function at and 

near this point; and the coefficient of In (¢ - y) is the same as that of In (2 —c). Thus a 

source and vortex are conserved in the transformation. 

Similarly, 

WET Se ey wees) 
g-y f(z) - fle) 2-¢ 

in which 

fle)- fe) af _ ag 
z2-c dz dz 

as 2>¢; 

or, 

pee pete 

C-y ~ z2-c 

where p’ = 7p and @’= @+ @, r and o being modulus and amplitude of d¢/dz = re?9, Thus a 

dipole transforms into a dipole with its strength increased in the ratio of the modulus, and 

its axial inclination to the real axis increased by the amplitude, of the transformation. 

(For notation; see Section. 34) 

60. LINE SINGULARITY IN AN ANGLE 

Consider the transformation 

f= 2", BmeGle, (60a,b] 
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where 7 is a real number not less than 1/2. In terms of ¢ = re 0 | 

g=pl/n eiO/n [60c] 

Thus the real axis of ¢, corresponding to 6 = 0 or z, is bent at the origin into two radii on the 

z-plane enclosing an angle 7/n, and the space above the real axis of ¢ is transformed into the 

space in this angle. The angle is concave if n > 1, convex if 1/2 $n <1. Under the trans- 

formation, the upper half of the ¢-plane may be imagined to expand or contract as the negative 

half of the real axis rotates into the proper position. 

An infinite wall lying along the real axis of ¢ thus becomes an angle formed by two 

semi-infinite planes joined at their edges. Suppose that there is also a singularity in the flow 

on the ¢-plane, such as a source, vortex or dipole, located at a point which lies above the 

z-axis and is represented by € = A eB or (A™cos Bn, h™ sin Bn). Assume that 0S 8 Sz7/n. 

This singularity will have a line image in the plane wall, located as if behind a mirror or at 

Gn eB", The effect of the transformation [60a,b] will then be to transform this singu- 

larity into a similar one on the 2z-plane, located at z =A e*B or (A cos B, A sin B) inside or 

on the angle. 

Equations [43a], [42a], and [50a] are readily adapted to the geometry of the present case by 

changing 2 to € and making the proper substitution for c or A. Let all amplitudes 0, except that of 

ei Bn be taken in the range 0 < 9 <27. The complex potentials w on the z-plane thus obtained 

are, when written in terms of 2, 

Source: w =— A [In (2®-A"e#B) + In (2"—A"e~B%)] , 

Vortex: w = 2A [In(2”~A"e'B*) — in (22-A"e#B%)). 

Dipole: w= yp [e* (a? Aref Bayt — emioyzn _7me-i Bayt], 

According to the results of the last section, the source on the z-plane emits a volume 

of fluid equal to 27A per unit length, and the circulation around the vortex is still T = 274, 

as on the ¢-plane. The transformed dipole moment, however, is p/(nh"—1), and its axis is 

directed at an angle &-(n-1)8 to the positive z-axis on the z-plane. For, as 2 > he iB 

wei : pei = | i pei (2 =) _ eile—(n-1)B]) 

ar _AreBn 2 _ peB 2—-he® 2-he® dz hei nh®—-1 2 — he 

If n = 4, the ‘‘angle’’ becomes a semi-infinite plane, as in Section 39. A few of the 

streamlines due to a symmetrically placed vortex near sucha plane are illustrated in Figure 

91. In this figure B = 7, so that on the ¢-plane the vortex lies on the y-axis and its stream- 

lines are circles, like those shown in Figure 61 and suggested briefly in Figure 92. Refer- 

ences: Greenhill2®, Hamel44, Paul4#5»4®, and for the vortex, Miyadzu*4’; with flow past the 

corner and perhaps finite q at the edge, Uslenghi*®; with a line source on the edge, 

Kucharski*9. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34: Reference 2, Section 8.51.) 
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Figure 91 — Streamlines due to a line vortex at P, opposite a semi-infinite 
rigid plane extending from 0 toward the right. 

Imag 

Figure 92 — The vortex of Figure 91 before 

transformation to the z-plane. 

Real 

TRANSFORMATIONS DEFINED INVERSELY 

61. ELLIPSES AND HYPERBOLAS 

z=c coshw [61a] 

Here c¢ is a real positive constant. Since z=%+2y, w= + ty, 
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z=ccosh ¢cos yy, y=csinh¢ sin y, [61b,c] 

dw ele 1 1 

dz \dw “sinh w  ¢(sinh¢ cos y +icosh¢ sin w) 

2 dw 2 aL ‘ 2 A 
qg= |=—| =—, G =sinh? ¢cos? y + cosh? ¢ sin? y, [61d,e] 

dz c2G 

or 

G = sinh? f+ sin? w = %(cosh 24- cos 2y), [61f] 

by the use of hyperbolic formulas listed in Section 32. 

By substitution it can readily be verified that the solutions of [61b,c] for gand y can 

be written 

cosh ¢ = os {te +c)? + y?] ae [(2 - ¢)? + y?] *}, [61g] 

cos y= anf [(e + oP + 92)” a [(@-cP +y?] t [61h] 

Here the positive square root is meant. The sign of ¢and the value of y must be chosen to 

fit [61b,c]. 

Singular points occur wherever both ¢ = 0 and sin wy = 0, so that dw/dz > ~, hence at 

(c, 0) and (—c, 0). Furthermore, two types of multiplicity occur: y is many-valued with a 

period of 27; and the same point on the z-plane corresponds to -¢,, —-wW,, as to 4,, Wy. 

The latter multiplicity extends to dw/dz, which has opposite signs for -¢,, —,, and for d,, 

ty 
By elimination of dor y it is found that 

aaa i ee: ae [61i,]] 
c? cosh? ¢ c? sinh? ¢ c2 cos? yc? sin? 

x 

Thus the curves ¢ = constant are ellipses, while the curves y = constant are hyperbolas; 

both families of curves are confocal, with common foci at (+c, 0), and, as usual, they cut each 

other orthogonally. They are illustrated in Figure 93, also, in more detail, in Figure 129, on 

which € may be identified with ¢ and n with yw. Two of the hyperbolas degenerate into parts of 

the z-axis: 

uy = 0,2=c cosh¢?>e; yp =7,2=-c cosh ¢<-—e, 

using [61b,c]. Again, on the y-axis, = 7/2 or 37/2 and y = £esinh¢. The ellipse for ¢= 0 

degenerates into the z-axis between + c, on which x = c cos w. 
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Figure 93 — Confocal ellipses and 
hyperbolas; the flow new on the 
2-plane for z = c cosh (¢ + zw). 

In the hydrodynamical applications, the double-valued character of dw/dz makes it 

necessary to insert boundaries so as not only to exclude the singular points but also to pre- 

vent the fluid from circulating around just one of them. When this has been done, a choice 

can be made for the values of ¢ and w such that they vary continuously throughout the fluid 

and such that their derivatives represent a single-valued velocity. The singular points can- 

not be interpreted as representing a source and a sink, either simple or compound; mathemat- 

ically, they are not poles but branch points. 

Flow between Hyperbolic Cylinders 

If ¢ is taken as the potential, boundaries may be inserted along any two of the w hy- 

perbolas. The formulas then represent the flow between two hyperbolic cylinders. Conven- 

ient ranges for the variables are: 

—-%2< qd <o, OS Wn. 

Since dw/dz = -— u + iv, from [61a—f] 

eee 1 : 
u=-—  (sinh¢cosy), v=-— cosh¢siny. (61k,1] 

cG cG 

On a boundary defined by wy = yw,, from [61c,d] and [61f], 

c? sin? 

1 2 a2 
-- (sin? ae y -) [61m] 

yy 

On the y-axis, w = 7/2 and g=1/,\c? + y?. In the plane of the opening ¢ = 0 and the veloc- 

ity is from Equations [614d,f,bl, 
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1 if 

Sein maa 

The volume of fluid that flows per second through unit length of the slot is represented by the 

i= {61n] 

increase in w from one hyperbolic face to the other. 

Flow through a slot 

If the cylinders are allowed to shrink onto the z-axis, the flow becomes that through a 

slot of width 2c in a plane solid sheet extending to infinity on both sides, as illustrated in 

Figure 94a. The volume passing per second, per unit length of the slot, is then. On either 

face of the solid sheet cos y = +1, x = +c cosh ¢ and, from [61d,e] 

1 1 

ue c |sinh ¢| ~ a 
a? — ¢2 

Thus g > ~ at the edges of the slot. 

If, for generality, ¢ and y are replaced in all formulas by ¢/k and w/k, all velocities 

and the issuing volume are multiplied by &. 

Circulatory Flow Around an Elliptic Cylinder or Plane Lamina 

For the conjugate flow, with potential ¢’ = y and stream function y “= —¢d, an ellip- 

tical cylinder may be inserted along one of the “or ¢ curves, or a plane lamina of width 2c 

along the z-axis between + c. The irrotational flow around such a cylinder or lamina is then 

represented. This is illustrated in Figure 94b, where any one of the curves may represent the 

y 

S\€ 
Y 

Figure 94a Figure 94b 

Figure 94 — Streamlines for (a) flow through a slot in an infinite plane wall, 
(b) circulatory flow around a plane lamina. 
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cylinder, or the line the lamina, the outer curves then representing streamlines. For this case 

it is most convenient to keep ¢ > 0, hence w“< 0. Then from [61b,c] it is easily verified that, 

as ¢’or w& increases continuously from 0 to 27, the point (z,¥) passes once around the cylinder. 

Thus the many-valuedness of ¢’ implies the existence of circulation around the cylinder of 

magnitude 27. 

On an elliptical cylinder defined by y “= -¢ =-¢,, with major semiaxis a, = c cosh 

> from [61d,f,b], after inserting sin? y = 1 — cos? y, 

-% ae) 2 2 
il 2 a? a SY boc Ved 

g =— {cosh SS = —— [61p] 

" ce? cosh? ¢, CMG? a2 

At large distances the elliptical streamlines approximate circles, and, since sinh d 

becomes large and nearly equal to cosh ¢, it is readily seen with the use of [61e] that 

1 
(= 

(G7 74 

approximately. Thus the flow approximates that of a line vortex (Section 40) at the origin. 

If 6’ and yw’ are replaced in these last formulas by ¢’/k, w’/k, then all velocities are 

multiplied by & and the magnitude of the circulation becomes 27k. 

The variables ¢ and y, defined in terms of z and y by [61b,c], can be used as coordi- 

nates on the zy-plane; this use, and the geometrical properties of the transformation, are dis- 

cussed in Section 82. 

Among other possible forms, 2 = 7c cosh w gives the same field of flow rotated through 

90 deg, with the foci at (0,+c); 2 = c cos w or 2 =c cosh (iw) is the conjugate transformation, 

in which ¢, w are replaced by y, —¢; and z =c sinh w gives the original field rotated through 

90 deg and with w increased by 7/2, to which the conjugate transformation is 2 =7c sin w. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 66; Reference 2, Sec- 

tions 6.10, 6.30.) | 

62. STRAIGHT SPOUT 

Z2=w+e, [62a] 

Since 

eM=jeP tiW —~ eS (cosu+isinyw), 2=a+ iy, and —-u+ iw =dw/dz, 

e=$+eP cosy, y=wr+ePsin Ww, [62b,c] 
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dw ae il 1 

da, = \.dw tee” 1+e% (cosy +isiny) 

d 1 
q= es =~, G=(1+e2% +2e% cos w)” [62d,e] 

dz G 

i 1 ; 
u=-—(1+e? cosy), v=-—ePsiny. [62f,g] 

G? G2 

Since 1 - 2e%+ e2¢ = (1 - e?)2 2 0), it follows that 2 e? $14 2, and the equality 

sign holds only if ¢ = 0. Hence G = 0 and dw/dz > ~ only if 6 = 0 and cos y =-1. Thus 

singular points occur atz=-1andy=+17,+387,+57..... 

The streamline for y = 0 is the z-axis, on which z = ¢ + eP, Along this streamline, 

while ¢ is negative and numerically large, ¢ = z, approximately. As ¢ increases, z increases, 

and at é=0,@=1; as d6s+~, ++. Again, if p=ta, y=+7 and x= o-e%. Here « in- 

creases to a maximum of -1 at ¢ = 0, and then returns toward — ~ as 6 > + ~. The two 

straight lines on which y =+ 7 and z S -1 may be regarded as streamlines bent back on them- 

selves. The intermediate streamlines, for —7 < Ws < 7, lie between these straight lines; for 

large negative ¢ they are almost parallel, but for large positive ¢ they fan out and cover the 

entire z-plane. Half of the flow net, which is symmetrical about the z-axis, is shown in Fig- 

ure 95. For |y|>z, curves are obtained which overlap some of those already obtained; since 

this results in multiple-valued velocities such values of y cannot be used. 

If plane, semi-infinite boundaries are inserted along the two straight streamlines, a 

motion is represented in which the fluid is flowing into and through a spout or mouthpiece 

bounded by two parallel walls 2 7 apart. 

y 

Sie ya 
ea \ aN 

a \ eee: 
va ee Seat 

/ Se \ \ 
id BS a 

[Ly ee 
Figure 95 — Ilalf of the symmetrical flow he oh Pe 

. 5 ? ‘ 1 

net for fluid entering a straight two- ee yh Se alan 
. . g a is -4- =: 

dimensional spout extending toward i were “et > 
the left to infinity. i pagugeguemensnemsryununyyscng Wy t to infinity. (Copied from Eeiotaeieieriaase 

Reference 253.) pstssngeescuscsceegeasssee 

| a 
-1 0 * 
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Within the spout, except near the entrance, ¢ is large and negative and q = 1, approxi- 

mately. The total volume of the inflow per second, per unit of length perpendicular to the 

flow, is the value of Ay between the walls or 27. Along either wall g = |u| =(1- e?)-1; 

hence at the edge, where ¢ = 0, g > ~. Inside the spout, d > — © as # + — and q > 1, where- 

as outside ¢ > + © along any streamline and g > 0. On the central or z-axis, g = |u| = (14+e%)72. 

The more general transformation 

z= c(gw + e&”) [62h] 

or 

a=clgp + e&? cos (gv)], y = elgp + e6? sin (g)I, 

where ¢ and g are real constants and c > 0, represents a spout 27c wide; for, when gy = tn, 

y=*tac. All velocities are changed from the values stated previously inthe ratio 1/cg. If 

g < Othe fluid is issuing from the spout, but the flow pattern is the same. On the walls, 

wy =+7/g, and the volume of outflow is 27/g. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 66.) 

63. DIVERGING SPOUT 

2a Ey omy 4 oO, Onc us [63a] 

t= —— [1 —e7"? cos (mp)] + et cos [(1 - nV], [63b] 

y = : — e"® sin (nw) + eh -™¢ sin [(1 - nw], [63c] 

~ =(1-n)(1+ °) enn 

This is a generalization of the preceding transformation, to which it reverts if n > 0. 

The streamline for yw = 0 is again the z-axis. If wy = +7, since cos (1-n)m = — cos na, 

sin (1-n)z = Sin nz, 

1-a 1-n 
re ~ ( +e) e-"? cos nt, 

n 

n 

1-” 
y=*( +6) e~"% sin na 

or, as may be verified by substituting the formula for z, 
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Thus the streamlines for y = + 7 are straight lines inclined at angles F nz to the positive 

z-axis. These lines do not cross the axis but end at the points 

3 

(— cos nm , sin 2) Be ee ee 
n n n 

at these points dz/d¢ = 0, ¢ = 0, and x as a function of ¢ has its maximum value. 

The fluid is thus flowing into a diverging channel or spout with parallel walls inclined 

at an angle 27 radians to each other. The opening is (2 sin nz)/n wide. The volume of fluid 

that flows out per second, per unit of length perpendicular to the zy-plane, is the total incre- 

ment of w across the opening or 27. Part of the flow net for n = 1/4 is shown in Figure 96. 

If in the formulas ¢ and y are replaced by ¢/k and w/k, respectively, y = + 7k on the 

walls and the volumetric rate of outflow is 27k. If & < 0, the flow is reversed. If the expres- 

sions given for 2, z, and y are all multiplied by c, the opening is (2c sin nz)/n wide. Both 

changes may be made. Velocities are multiplied by & or by 1/c, or, if both changes are made, 

by k/c. 

For n = 1/2, the spout becomes a slotted plate and the transformation reduces to a mod- 

ified form of that in Section 61. For 1/2 < <1, the transformation merely repeats itself with 

changes of scale, orientation, and direction of flow. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 66.) 

64. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PITOT TUBE 

2=w+inw. [64a] 

Figure 96 — Flow net for fluid entering 
a diverging spout. See Section 63. 

(Copied from Reference 255.) 
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This transformation may be obtained by superposing a uniform velocity upon the flow 

out of a spout having parallel walls in such manner as to reduce the fluid to rest within the 

depths of the spout. It is convenient first to reverse the flow through the spout by substitut- 

-w, for w in Equation [62a], which gives 

g2=—W,+e ee [64b] 

For uniform flow at unit velocity toward negative 2, the complex potential is w, = 2, 
2 

with ¢, =z. Combining the two flows, the complex potential is w = w, +w, =w, +2. Sub- 

stitution of w, = w —2 in Equation [64b] gives 2=-w+2+ e +2 or w = e “+2, which is 

equivalent to Equation [64a]. 

Then, from z=2+ty,w=¢+ w, 

1 2 2 =] M4 z=h+%ln(o* +W*), Yy=pr+tan a [64c,d] 

; (ie w pti 
—u +iv = | — = = ————_., 

dw Ll+w l+¢+tW 

Se re 
PN Ga 2088 Sai pee ae [64e,f] 

(1+)? +p? (1+¢)? +p? 

Since y changes sign with %, symmetry exists with respect to the z-axis. Furthermore, 

the expression for y is many-valued, with a period of 27. To make y single-valued, let 

tan~! (y%/) have always the sign of y and be numerically less than z. 

Assume that Wy > 0. Then, if w is large, sois y. Furthermore, along any streamline or 

curve for constant y, as ¢ ranges from + » to — ~, y continually increases, with a total in- 

crease of 7, while x decreases on the whole from + ~ to-—. If y >, 

since the equation, 2 + ¢ + 2 = 0 has no real roots for ¢; hence z varies always in the 

same direction along the streamline. If 0< yw < %, however, 2 retrogrades for a time as ¢ 

decreases, giving an S-shape to the streamline, as illustrated in Figure 97. 

To locate the streamline for y = 0, keep ¢ constant and let y+ 0. Then, if d > 0, 

from [64c,d] ystan—!(~/¢)»0, 2+ +Ind. Hence, with y = 0, as ¢ varies from + ~ to 0, , 

x traces the entire z-axis and¢ > 0 as 2>-. If, however, ¢ <0, y> tan"! (W¥/d)+ +7 

and x > @ + In(-d). Here (In¢?)/2 is written as In(-d) rather than as In g because ¢ < 0 

and the real logarithm is intended. Hence, as ¢ decreases from 0 to — ~, 2 first increases 

from — to a maximum value of -1 at 6 = -1, where dz/d¢ = 0, and then decreases again to 
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Figure 97 — A few streamlines for fluid flowing past a two-dimensional 
pitot tube. The z-axis is drawn along the median plane of the tube. 

(Copied from Reference 256.) 

— oo, For, a positive number always exceeds its logarithm, and toward infinity their ratio in- 

creases without limit. Furthermore, the lower half of the diagram is symmetrical with the up- 

per. Hence, to sum up, the streamline for y = 0 follows the z-axis to 2 = — ~, where ¢ = 0, 

returns along both of the straight lines y = 7 and y =-7 to x = -1, where ¢ = -1, and then 

retraces these lines to 2 = — «, where 6 =- ~. 

Streamlines for a value of w close to 0 dip a certain distance into the space between 

the two lines and then emerge again. : 

Singularities occur only at (-1, +7), where ¢ =-1, w = 0 and g> ~. With the defini- 

tion of tan~! that has been adopted, however, the velocity is discontinuous across the lines 

y = +7, because of the discontinuity in ¢@. In the space between these lines, g > 0 as r+-~, 

since both ¢ and y then vanish; but elsewhere toward infinity g > 1, since |f| > or |y| > » 

or both, so that dw/dz > 1. 

In a physical case, therefore, boundaries must be inserted along the straight lines 

a<-—-1,y=+7n. They form a two-dimensional pitot-tube with parallel plane walls 27 apart, 

placed in a stream of fluid approaching at unit velocity in a direction parallel to the walls. 

A few of the streamlines above the z-axis or median plane, labeled with values of yw, are 

shown in Figure 97. Along the walls and also along the z-axis, r= ¢ + In||, ¢ = |u|, 

Uu=- ; on the walls ¢ <0, on the a-axis, ¢ > 0. 
1+¢ 

The results may be generalized, as in Section 62, by replacing z, 2, y, w, d, w, in all 

formulas by 2/c, 2/c, y/c, gw, g¢, gw. The tube is then 2 7c wide, and the values of all 

velocities are divided by cg. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 66.) 
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65. LAMINA BETWEEN WALLS 

sinh w =g sinh z, grealandg>1. [65a] 

sinh ¢ cos w =g sinh a cos y, cosh ¢ sin wy = g cosh z sin y, [65b,c] 

from w= +727, 2 =a + ty and hyperbolic formulas in Section 32. The functions ¢ and y 

are many-valued. It is readily seen that continuous values can be chosen so as to satisfy 

the following description. 

@ has the sign of 2 and y that of y; if y=0, y =0. Thus the z- and y-axes represent 

planes of symmetry. As 2 >, ¢ > ~ also; furthermore, coth ¢ > coth z+ 1, so that, since 

from [65b,c] coth ¢ tan wy = cothe tan y, wy > y. For all values of z, w = y on the lines y = 0, 

y =7/2, y = 7; then one of Equations [65b,c] is satisfied automatically and the other fixes d 

in terms of z. Furthermore, on the y-axis, wherever sin y > 1/g, in [65c]l, g cosh 2 sin y>1 

and this equation can be satisfied only if 6 > 0; then, to make x = 0, cos y =0. In particu- 

lar, cos w = 0 and & = 7/2 on the segment defined as follows: 

On this segment of the y-axis ¢ is discontinuous, since here cosh ¢ =g sin y > 1 but dé must 

change sign with z as the y-axis is crossed. 

For a physically possible case, a plane lamina must be inserted along the segment of 

the y-axis in question; and walls may also be inserted along the lines y = 0 and y=7. Then 

the flow is represented between these walls, with unit velocity at infinity where y > y, past 

a lamina of width L = 2 cos~! (1/g) placed perpendicular to the walls and midway between 

them; see Figure 98a. 

—— 

—<=— 

& } 2 eostd nT & peor tl 
g g 

| }e cos7 tL 
g 

Figure 98 — (a) Lamina between walls, or (b) a grating of laminas; 
(c) slot in a partition between walls. 

On the walls, yw =y, sinh ¢ =g sinha. [65d] 

On the median line, y = 7/2, w =7/2, cosh ¢ =g cosh @. [65e] 

On the lamina, Ww =7/2, cosh d =g sin y. [65f] 
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In the plane containing the lamina but between it and the walls, ¢ = 0, v = 0 and 

: d g| cos 
sinw =gsiny, Pap i ae EI [65g,h] 

oy V1 - g? sin? y 

Without the walls, the formulas may represent a stream falling perpendicularly upon a 

grating composed of such laminas lying in a common plane and spaced 7 apart; see Figure 98b. 

The similar transformation cosh w = g cosh z replaces the lamina between walls by an 

opening of width 2 sin7! (1/9) in a transverse partition between the walls; see Figure 98c. 

Kinetic Energy of the Fluid 

If the lamina moves in translation parallel to the walls at unit velocity, with the fluid 

at rest at infinity, the complex potential becomes w - z, where w is still given by [65a]. Sub- 

stituting w — 2 for w in Equation [76a], and U = 1, the kinetic energy of the fluid is 

1 : 
Maye) § (w-a2)dz, [65i] 

since for the lamina S = 0. Let the path of integration be displaced into a long rectangle with 

sides on the walls and ends at e = + 7. This does not alter the value of the integral; see Sec- 

tion 29. On either wall, dz =+ 2 and w —-2=¢ -2 since y = y; hence it is easily seen that 

the contributions of the walls to the integral cancel each other. Over each end, ¢ is practi- 

cally constant and equal to its value at the corners, so that, when 2 = / and / is large, from 

[65d], sinh ¢ being positive e? = ge”, approximately and ¢ = z + Ing; whereas when z =-, 

sinh ¢ is negative, e? = ge *~ and 6 = x-I1ng. Thus the integral over the two ends is 

7 0 T A 
f(w - 2)dz = A] (Ing +iu -—zy)idy+ ff (-Ing+tw-—-Zy)idy =2 al (ing) dy =27ilng. 

7 

Hence 

T, =7plng. 

Generalization 

The distance between the walls, or between the centers of the laminas in the grating, 

may be changed from 7z to a, and also the velocity at infinity from unity to U, by substituting 

in all formulas 72/a, r2/a, ry/a, rw/aUu, rh/aUu, ry/au, u/U for 2, x, y, w, dy W, Uy 

respectively. Thereby all velocities are multiplied by U; the width of the lamina becomes 

2a 1 : 
L =—cos"!—; (65j] 

g 7 

and the kinetic energy of the fluid per unit length of the lamina is 
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1 1 L 
r, Seas U2Ing ae pa? U2 In sec [65k] 

If L/a is small, using the series for cos and In from Section 33, 

a n2 L2 

T, =~ pU?L? \1+ “tue) [651] 
8 24a? 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference Love5® and Taylor .34 

66. LAMINAS OR CYLINDERS AND SURFACES 

A lamina in other positions between rigid walls was studied, with reference to the lift 

when there is circulation around it, by Rosenhead®! and Tomotika,5? and more generally by 

Tomotika and others,>3—58, and by Havelock.59 When the lamina is centered but inclined at 

an angle to the walls, with the circulation so chosen as to make the velocity finite at the 

trailing edge, the lift is increased by the presence of the walls, largely because the necessary 

circulation is itself increased. 

Cylinders of a certain shape between walls, including a first approximation to a circu- 

lar cylinder, are discussed in Sections 46 and 47. A plate near a single rigid wall was stud- 

ied by Villat,©° Raimondi,®! and Tomotika and others,®2—©5 and, with one edge on the wall, 

by Datwyler®® and Tomotika and Imai.®” The wall increases the lift, at least at small angles 

of incidence. The effect of a neighboring free surface was studied by Tomotika and Imai.®* 

A circular arc near a rigid wall was treated by Jones,®9 and, for the case of actual 

contact, by Tomotika and Imai.7° A cylinder near a wall was discussed in general terms by 

Villat, ©° 

Circulatory flow between a cylinder and a free surface was treated by Vitali.7! 

CIRCULAR CYLINDERS 

67. SYMMETRICAL FLOW PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER; DIPOLE IN 
A PARALLEL STREAM, OR INSIDE A COAXIAL SHELL 

a2 

w= u(e + ), U and a real constants, a > 0. [67a] 
2 

From w=¢+tW andz=2 + ty, 

a2 a2 
g-u(i+=)s, yeu(i-")y, r= (2? + y2)% | [67b,c,d] 

2 , 
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Figure 99 — Diagram for flow past 
a circular cylinder. 

or 

a? a? 
b= u(r+o) cos 6, y=u(r-<) sin 6 [67e,f] 

r r 

in terms of polar coordinates 7, 9, such that z =rcos @and y =rsin @as illustrated in 

Figure 99. The components of velocity are 

(ipa a2 x 

u=U (-1 +a? 7 ), v= aoe [67¢,h] 
" 74 

or 

a? a ae 
q,=U{-1+ “) cos 6, 1g =U (1 + —Jsin 0, [67i,j] 

2 72 

2a? a* 
q? = U2(1-—— cos 29 +—} . [67k] 

me) 74 

There is a singularity at the origin, where q + ~. Stagnation points occur at (@,0) and (-a,0). 

The z-axis represents a plane of symmetry for the flow, and the flow net has also a 

plane of geometrical symmetry along the y-axis. 

At large distances ¢ > Uz and the fluid is flowing toward negative z (if U > 0), or to- 

ward 9 = 7, with uniform velocity U. The formulas represent, in fact, such a uniform stream 

superposed upon the flow due to a line dipole at the origin of dipole moment » = a? U, as is 

evident from formulas in Sections 35 and 37. The axis of the dipole is directed oppositely to 

the stream. 

Along the z-axis y = 0, and w = 0 also on the circle 7 = a. This circle may be taken 

to represent a circular cylinder, and the formulas then represent a stream, uniform at infinity, 

flowing past such a cylinder. On the cylinder itself 6 = 2 Ua, q,=0, and g = |qg| where 
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Figure 100 — Flow net for symmetrical 
flow past a circular cylinder. 
(Copied from Reference 8.) 

99=2U sin 0. [671] 

The flow net is shown in Figure 100; the points A and B represent the stagnation lines. The 

streamlines for yw = 0 follow the plane of the z-axis to the stagnation line on the cylinder at 

6 = 0, divide and proceed around both sides of the cylinder to the other stagnation line, then 

continue toward negative z. 

If the motion is steady, the Bernoulli equation for the pressure p, assumed zero at in- 

finity, gives on the cylinder itself 

p=%p(U2 - gq?) =%p U2 (1 — 4 sin? 6). [67m] 

Thus p = 0 at 6 = sin~! (+4) or 6 = + 30° or 150° At @ = 0° or 180°, p = p U?/2; at 0 = 90° 

or 270°, where g = 2|U| and is a maximum, p = —-3p U?/2 and is a minimum. Because of the 

symmetry, there is no net force on the cylinder. 

On the z-axis, where 9 = 0 or z, 

2 4 
p= %pU? (2 ate ~); [67n] 

22 ot 

on the y-axis, where 6 = 90° or 270°, 

ery 2 a? a p= Yp U 2 + SS [670] 

yPinzyt 

These formulas for p are plotted in Figure 101. The lower curve shows Pp along the z-axis 

and on the surface of the cylinder, plotted against 2; the upper curve shows p at points on 

the y-axis outside of the cylinder, plotted horizontally with negative values to the left. 
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Figure 101 — Pressure in the symmetrical 
flow past a circular cylinder, along the 

axis of the flow, over the cylinder, 
and in the equatorial plane. 
See Equations [67m,n,o]. 

At points inside the cylindrical surface, the formulas may be used to represent the 

flow caused inside of a rigid cylindrical shell of radius a by a line dipole of moment p = a?U 

on its axis. In this use of the formulas, U represents merely a constant having the value 

p/a?, 

Changing the sign of U reverses all velocities, without affecting the flow net or the 

pressure. 

(For notation and method, see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 68; Reference 2, 

Section 6.22, 6.23.) 

68. TRANSLATION OF A CIRCULAR CYLINDER 

By changing to a frame of reference that is moving toward negative a at velocity U, a 

description is obtained of a circular cylinder that is moving toward positive z at velocity U 

while the fluid is at rest at infinity. The change adds to w a term —Uz, representing uniform 

flow of the fluid toward positive z, so that, from [67a], 

2 : 
aU cos @ sin @ 

w=—, d es a2U ——, Ww = -a2U [68a,b,c] 
Bi r r 

These formulas represent the dipole transformation, as discussed in Section 37. The axes of 

coordinates move here with the cylinder. The streamlines are arcs of circles, as illustrated 

in Figure 102. 

The velocity components and the value of q? are: 

x2 2 

u=a2U =e » v=a2U [68d,e] 
74 74 

cos @ sin 0 a* U2 
V od ’ 19 = a*U ) i = [68f,¢,h] 

;2 Py 74 
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Figure 102 — Streamlines around a 
circular cylinder in translation. 

(Copied from Reference 1.) 

Thus on the cylinder g = |U|. There are no stagnation points, but at the points @ = 0 and 

@ = 180° the fluid is simply moving with the cylinder. 

The distribution of pressure on the cylinder is the same as in the last section, and the 

net force on it vanishes if the motion is uniform. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid per unit of length of the cylinder is 

27 
ee ee a r= 5° al q2rdo =F paz. [681] 

a 0 

(For notation; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 68; Reference 2, Section 9.20). 

69. FLOW WITH CIRCULATION PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER 

To introduce circulation around the cylinder, it is only necessary to add appropriate 

terms from Section 40. Then [67a,e,f] are replaced by 

2Ne ook 
vau(e+ 2s ne, 2a=re!9, [69a,b] 

2 Qa a 

a? r a?\ | es 
6-0 (r+ —oos 6 > 0, yeu(r-= in 96+— lIn= [69c,d] 

r 27 P 27 a 

Here r, 6 are polar coordinates with origin on the axis of the cylinder, whose radius is a, and 

with @ measured from the positive z-axis, as in Figure 99; U and I are real constants. 

The velocity components are 

a a2\ | r 
q, =U (= +—]cos 6, qg=U (1 +—] sin 0+ — [69e,f] 

ra p2 Qqur 
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Thus at infinity g,=— U cos 6 and qg = U sin@, so that the flow is parallel to the z-axis and 

directed toward negative z if U > 0. On the cylinder g = \Zo and gg = 2U sin 6 +T'/(27a). 

The constant I’ represents the circulation around any closed curve encircling the cyl- 

inder once in the positive direction, or in the direction of increasing 9. For ¢, like @, is 

many-valued; ¢ decreases by [ in going around the cylinder. 

The streamlines for [' = 0.6 (47aU) are illustrated in Figure 103, and for I’ = 67aU in 

ey 

rH 

Figure 103a 

Log? ————— SS ap 3.7 —_ 0° 
\O 180° 270° 300 330° 

360° 

I = 0.6 (4a) 

Figure 103b 

Figure 103 — Flow net for a stream with circulation past a circular cylinder, and 
distribution of pressure over the cylinder, plotted against @. See Section 69. 

(The flow net is copied from Reference 8.) 
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Figure 104. The excess pressure on the cylinder, p — p,,, for steady motion, is shown in each 

case in terms of pU?/2 as a unit. The angle @ is plotted as abscissa toward the left from 0 to 

7, then toward the right; ‘‘above’’ and ‘‘below’”’ refer to the upper and lower halves of the cyl- 

inder as drawn. 

2 ) | 

a_—aa— 

Figure 104a 

; 180° 150° 120 gor 60° 3n i 
@\ "180° 210° gelow 360° 

-20 

= 1) eee ners a 

Figure 104b 

Figure 104 — Streamlines for flow with stronger ciiculation past a circular 

cylinder, and distribution of pressure over the cylinder. See Section 69. 

(The streamlines are copied from Reference 257.) 
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Stagnation points occur where g, = 0 and gg=0. The equation g = 0 is solved either 

by r= aor by cos @= 0. If the solution r = a is possible, stagnation points occur on the cyl- 

inder at positions such that, to make 19 = 9; 

IP 
sin 9 =- ee [69g] 

They are at A, B, in Figure 103. From [69g] and [69f] it is easily seen that the presence of 

circulation shifts both of the stagnation points toward the side on which it reduces the fluid 

velocity. 

Suppose that I’ and U have the same sign. Then, if = 47aU, the two stagnation points 

come together at 6 =- 90°. If [/U > 47a, the equation for sin @ cannot be solved; but now it 

is possible to assume that cos @ = 0, sin 6 = - 1, and to solve the equation Yq =0 for 7, Thus 

as I‘/U is increased above 47a the stagnation point moves out along the radius 9 = — 90°, oc- 

curring at 

4nU 

E 1672a2U2 
ee a) [69h] 

T2 

The streamline that passes through such a stagnation point cuts itself perpendicularly and 

encircles the cylinder, as in Figure 104; all fluid inside it remains inside, circling round the 

cylinder along closed paths. 

Changing the sign of [’ reverses the flow pattern and alters all velocities as if by re- 

flection in a mirror along the axis 0 = 0 or 7. Changing the signs of both T’ and U, however, 

merely reverses all velocities without other change. 

If the motion is steady, so that the pressure is given by the Bernoulli equation, it is 

easily seen from symmetry that the resultant force on the cylinder is a force transverse to the 

direction of the stream, or a lift. Drag, in actual fluids, is an effect of viscosity, which is 

here assumed to be absent. On an element of area of width a d@ and of unit length in the di- 

rection of the axis, the force is pad, directed toward the axis. Hence the total force in the 

direction 9 = 7/2 on unit length of the cylinder is, substituting -pq?/2 for p and the value of 

19° for q?, 

1 
L = -| (-5 00?) asin 0d0=pTU [69i] 

0 

Here — sin @ is introduced in taking a component of the force. 

If the velocity at infinity makes an angle y with the negative z-axis, and if the axis of 

the cylinder is displaced to the point 2 = 2, = a, + ty, then 
1 
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dla AP MOIS Ear 
w= ule =1B peu) z e'7| fe iln = [693] 

a? r GaN a r r 
¢ =U Fe ap EE) tae ¢ p=tU aries S(O) ie) ieee [69k,1] 

a2 a Ne r 
g-U(-1+2 cos (6 - y), qg=U\1+— |sin (0-y) + —, [69m,n] 

r 2 Qar r 

where z~2,= re 9, r=([(r - one +(y - Vaglees 

and @ is a polar angle about the point 2,,0r 0 = tan! [(y - y,)/(@ - a,)). For, it is obvious 

that the entire flow is displaced in the desired manner; and at infinity the term Uze7'Y pre- 

dominates in w and represents uniform flow at the angle y, as in Section 35. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 69; Reference 2, 

Section 7.12.) 

70. TRANSLATION OF A CIRCULAR CYLINDER WITH CIRCULATION 

By viewing the situation discussed in the last section from a frame of reference that 

moves with the fluid at infinity, as in Section 68, formulas are obtained for the case of a cyl- 

inder that has circulation around it but is moving toward positive 2 at velocity U, while the 

fluid is at rest at infinity. For this case 

a*7U if 2 
w=— ee oe [70a] 

2 7 a 

cos @ r sin 0 r r 
$ =a? : za py =-a2U alte In 7 [70b,c] 

7 i 

cos @ sin 6 Tr 
= 2U 5 ’ 16 = a? 5 oP oF (70d,e] 

r r ui 

The axes of coordinates move with the cylinder. 

A stagnation point can now occur only where cos 6 = 0 and also 

rT 
=sing=11. (70f] 

Qna2U 

For '/U > 0, 6 = —- 90°; for [/U < 0, 6 = 90°; and in either case 

r = 2na2 
U =|. [702] 
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Figure 105 — Streamlines around a circular 
cylinder in translation and with circulation 
around it; the fluid is at rest at infinity. 

See Section 70. (Copied from 
Reference 1.) 

Figure 106 — Same as Figure 105 but with 
the circulation four times as strong. 

Since, however, it is necessary that r 2 a, a stagnation point can occur only if |I’| $ Q7a|U}. 

If [ = 27aU, it lies on the surface of the cylinder. 

Streamlines for [ = 37aU/4 and [ = 37aU are shown in Figures 105 and 106. 

The pressure and the lift on the cylinder are as in the last section. 

Changing the sign of [ changes the diagram as if by reflection in the z-axis. Chang- 

ing the signs of both [ and U merely reverses all velocities. 

If the direction of motion of the cylinder makes an angle y with the positive z-axis, 

from [69j] with 2, = 0, 

au , WT 2 
w= —— eVY+—In—, [70h] 

2 Q7 a 

a2U im a2U ; Tr r as 
¢ =——' cos (6— 7) — — 6, y=- — sin(@-y)+— In; (70i,j] 

r 20 r 2Qq0 a 

a? a2U if 
= =— cos (0 =), 99 = —— sin (ly) +. [70k,1] 

2) oe Qar 

(Reference 1, Article 69; Reference 2, Section 9.60.) 
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71. CYLINDER AND VORTICES IN A STREAM 

(1) A single vortex. Let a cylinder of radius a be stationary in a stream approaching at 

velocity U toward negative 2; let there be circulation [ about the cylinder, and also a line 

vortex with circulation I’, located at the external point z = 6 = —he'Y, or (-h cos y, ~Asin y), 

the origin being taken on the axis of the cylinder. Here / and y are real, and the vortex is lo- 

cated on a radial line inclined at an angle y to a radius drawn in the direction of the stream; 

see Figure 107. This case is of interest in the theory of wakes. 

The complex potential representing the partial flow caused by the vortex is given by 

Equation [42a] with A replaced by ',/27, 2-¢ by 2-6 or 2 + he'Y, and 2 +c by 2 — 6’ where 

b’ = —(a2/h)e*Y; for, as shown in Section 42(B), the image vortex lies on the inverse line with 

respect to the cylinder and hence on the same radial line as the actual vortex but at a distance 

a” /h from the axis of the cylinder. In this flow the circulation around the cylinder is -T. 

Circulation TP + I’, must then be added in order to make the total equal to’. This can be ac- 

complished, in superposing the flow due to the stream, by using Equation [69a] with I’ re- 

placed by ' + I,. The complete complex potential thus constructed is 

a2 a(P +14) g ey 2-5 
w=U(a+% + ——— In —+ — In (T1a] 

2 Q7 a 27 Pa Ate 

Expressions for ¢, ys, and the velocity are easily derived if needed. 

The force on the cylinder may be found from the Blasius theorem, Equation [74g], pro- 

vided the vortex is assumed to remain stationary. Here 

Figure 107 — A line vortex at ‘‘d’’ near 
a circular cylinder in a stream. 
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du a a0 +1) 1 ay 1 1 
Ulieeal* sage ry? aig aoe oe {71b] 

Qa 2 Q7 

The force is obtained from the residues at z = 0 and z = 6’; compare Sections 30 and 42. It 

is found that 

pl, (- a AT, \ es 

= - cos y - — pl,U sin 2y, (Ale 
Qn h pres 2! eae oe be bite 

Pligg finals AD, a? 

Ye= OU ep ( - sin y +— plI',U cos 2y. {71d] 
20 h he a2 h2 

A negative value of z represents a force in the direction of the stream or a drag. 

If [ =-T,, the formulas are simplified. Streamlines for such a case are shown in 

Figure 108; here I is positive and the flow is from right to left. 

Figure 108 — Streamlines near a circular cylinder due to a stream with 

circulation [ about the cylinder and a line vortex of circulational 

strength -I’. (Copied from Reference 28.) 

(2) Several vortices. If several vortices are present, the forces due to them are simply 

additive; each term in X and Y that contains T’, is replaced by a sum of such terms, one for 

each vortex. In Figure 109 are shown streamlines for a symmetrical case with I = 0 and two 

vortices. (References Muller?8, Bickley’, and Morris 73.) 
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Figure 109 — Symmetrical streamlines near 
a circular cylinder caused by a stream 
and two equal and opposite vortices. 

(Copied from Reference 28.) 

Serre I I ae 

FORCES ON CYLINDERS 

72. THE DISTANT MOTION 

The fluid at infinity is usually assumed to be either at rest or in uniform motion. 

Sometimes it is of interest to know how rapidly this condition is approached. 

Suppose, for generality, that at infinity the fluid is moving uniformly at speed U, and 

that the motion is irrotational everywhere except perhaps inside a certain cylindrical surface 

S, which may enclose within it one or more solid cylinders. The cross section of S need not 

be circular. Then at large distances from S a closer approximation to the actual motion can 

be secured by superposing the following three motions: 

(a) The uniform flow at speed U; 

(b) A motion in which the velocity is everywhere directed along a radius from any chosen 

axis inside S and is of magnitude 

i [72a] =—; ; a 

qu Onn 

(c) A circulatory motion in which the velocity is perpendicular to the radius drawn from 

the chosen axis and of magnitude 

r 

Here r denotes distance from the axis, 

V is the net volume per second that flows outward across S, per unit of its length, due 

to sources or sinks inside it, and 

T’ is the circulation along any path encircling S once in the positive direction. 

V, 4,» 9p» and I’ may be positive or negative. 
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To establish this result, let the potential ¢ for the actual motion be written as the 

sum of the potential for the approximate motion thus constructed and a fourth component ¢ %, 

or 

V . 5 
¢=¢y aoe ass G+¢ 

where ¢7, is the potential for the uniform flow; see Section 40. The partial motion represented 

by #’ will then be one in which the net outflow or inflow across S vanishes, and in which the 

circulation likewise vanishes around every closed curve that does not cut §. Hence, in par- 

ticular, ¢’is singled valued, and so is the corresponding stream function y% In such a mo- 

tion, it can be shown that the velocity vanishes at infinity at least as fast as 1/r?, as it does, 

for example, in the symmetrical flow caused by a moving circular cylinder. At large distances 

from S the motion represented by ¢’ may accordingly be disregarded in comparison with the 

other components, and only motions (a), (b), and (c) remain. 

The corresponding theorem for the complex potential is that, if dw/dz is differentiable 

and single valued outside a curve S, and also finite at infinity, then, at sufficiently great 

distances from S, dw/dz can be expanded in a Laurent series of the form, 

du bs by by : SE he eee erate [72¢] 
dz 33 pe zZ 

as stated in Section 27. Hence, by integration, 

b» by 
WH 2+--—— +— +a,+eln2+ 4,2 (72d] 

gee 

where.... 0 by, 4» ¢ are constants, real or complex. The last two or three terms of this ) 

series eee the approximation just described; the real part of c gives a term representing 

the sources, the imaginary part a term representing the circulatory motion. The term in Inz 

is many valued, 

If the surface S represents a rigid cylinder, there can be no source and ¢ must be purely 

imaginary. Furthermore, the largest term that depends upon the shape and motion of S is the 

term 5, /z, which, as in Section 37, represents a dipole. Thus at large distances the effect of 

a moving cylinder with no circulation around it is that of a line dipole located in its neighbor- 

hood. 

It is of interest, finally, to consider the effect of a conformal transformation upon the 

distant motion. In an important class of single-valued transformations the plane is left un- 

altered at infinity. Such a transformation from z to 2’can be written, toward infinity, in the 

form 
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1 1 
Bem Gt are yk ey ts oeogel se [72e] 

° 2, Z Z 

Then, substituting in (72d), using the binomial theorem and also the series for /n (1 + z) after 

writing In 2=1n 2’ +1n [1 + (2 - 2’)/2'], 

b, + a,b, 
Vinee ————— + 6 +. ¢ ln 2° + a, 2% (72f] 

zg - 

Thus the equivalent dipole at infinity is in general changed, in correspondence with the 

change in the shape and size of the cylinder. The circulation and source strength remain un- 

changed. 

73. LIFT ON A CYLINDER; THE KUTTA-JOUKOWSKI THEOREM 

In Section 70 it was shown that a circular cylinder moving through fluid otherwise at 

rest experiences no drag or force opposing its motion, but, if circulation is present, there is 

a transverse force or lift of magnitude 

= plu [73a] 

per unit of length of the cylinder. Here p is the density of the fluid, U is the velocity of 

translation of the cylinder perpendicularly to its length, and [ is the circulation in the fluid 

around any closed path encircling it once. The fluid is assumed, as usual, to be incompress- 

ible and devoid of viscosity. The direction of the lift can be found by rotating the direction 

of motion of the cylinder through 90 deg in the direction of rotation suggested by I’, as illus- 

trated in Figure 110. 

U Figure 110 — Illustrating direction of the lift on a cylinder. 

It was shown by Kutta and independently by Joukowski that the same statements are 

true for a cylinder of any form. This may be shown by considering the changes in the momen- 

tum of the fluid as the cylinder passes. 

Let a frame of reference be used relative to which the cylinder is at rest while the 

fluid at infinity is moving with velocity -U. Consider the mass of fluid that les, at any time 

t,, between two planes drawn perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder and unit distance 

apart, and also between two other planes PP,, P’P,’, drawn perpendicular to the direction of 
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Figure 111 — Diagram for 
calculation of the lift. 

Q P 

U and far removed from the cylinder; see Figure 111. In time 5¢ the boundaries of this fluid 

are displaced through a distance U &¢ into new positions QQ. QQ, At the end of the dis- 

placement, the part of the fluid that lies between PP,, and @‘@),’has the same momentum as 

had the part of the fluid that occupied this position originally, since the motion is steady. 

Hence this region may be disregarded; and the net change in momentum of the mass of fluid 

under discussion is equal to the momentum present in the newly occupied layer of space 

QQ,PP, minus the momentum that has disappeared, from the layer QQ,’ PP, which has 

been vacated. 

In calculating the momentum in these two layers, use may be made of the approximate 

description of the motion given in the last section. Here V = 0, since there is no outflow 

from the cylinder. The uniform motion at velocity -U contributes nothing to the difference 

in momentum between the two layers. The velocity gp gives rise, on the whole, to no momen- 

tum having the direction of U, because of symmetry, but it does give rise to transverse 

momentum. 

Take the axis of polar coordinates in the direction of U. Then an element of cross- 

sectional area of the layer QP QP, is a parallelogram of height U St on a base of 

rd 6/(-cos 6), as in Figure 111, and, using [72b] for gp, the transverse momentum in this 

layer is 

3717/2 
T rad @ 1 

~ p|- — cos @ } USt === pl Vdc 
Qqur cos @ 2 

1/2 

Equal but oppositely directed transverse momentum was initially present in the layer 

Q°Q, PYPY. The net change in transverse momentum of the original mass of fiuid is thus 
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twice the momentum in the first layer or pI'Ud¢, in the downward direction in Figure 111. By 

the law of action and reaction, this must equal the opposite momentum given to the cylinder, 

or Lét. Equation [73a] follows; and the direction of L is easily seen to be as stated. 

74. THE BLASIUS THEOREM. 

This theorem provides useful formulas for the force on a cylinder of any shape, and 

also for the torque or moment of force, in the case of steady two-dimensional motion. 

Consider an element of the surface of the cylinder which has a width ds and unit length 

in a direction perpendicular to the xy-plane, or to the planes of motion. Let the tangent to 

ds, drawn in the counterclockwise direction around the cylinder, make an angle @ with the 

z-axis, as shown in Figure 112. Then the force on the element due to the pressure p, taken 

positive when directed toward the interior of the cylinder, has a magnitude pds and 

Cartesian components 

y 

Figure 112 — Force on element ds of the 

surface of a cylinder due to a pressure Pp. 

dX =-pdssin @, dY = pds cos 0 

But ds cos 0 = dz, ds sin 6 = dy, where dz and dy are the components of ds. Hence 

A= -|p dy, Y -| pas (74a, b] 

Also, by multiplying each component of force by its lever arm, the total moment L 

about an axis passing through the origin is similarly found to be 

pr 

N= [n¢ede +d = | pra (74c] 

where r2 = a? + y?. 
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These formulas are general. If, however, the motion is steady, then, the pressure 

being taken as zero at points where the velocity g is zero, p = — pq*/2 where p is the density 

of the fluid and 

1 ; 1 : 1 : 
Airey Gato Sine GAN ia roa q* (adx + y dy) [74d,e, f] 

It was shown by Blasius that these expressions could be transformed so as to contain 

only integrals of a certain analytic function of z where z = 2 + zy; the methods of complex- 

variable theory then become available for their evaluation. From Equation [74d,e], since 
q? =u? + v2, 

z 
X=4Y= p fou? +04 (dz — i dy) 

Now (u* + v?) (dx-i dy) = (-u+iv) (-u-iv) (de-idy). Since the path of integration is part of a 

streamline, the vector (dz, dy) is parallel to the velocity or to (u, v) at the same point; hence 

dy/dz = v/u or vde = udy. Thus 

(-u-2zv) (dx-i dy) =- udat+iudy-ivde-v dy = (—u+iv) (dx+idy), 

and, using ~w+zv = dw/dz, as in Equations [251i] and [84f], and dz = dr + tidy, 

a du 2 
X-iY=— —} dz [742] 

D, dz 

The torque requires a somewhat different artifice. Clearly 

q° (xdx + y dy) = (R) ((u? + v?) (w + ty) (dx ~ idy)] 

where the symbol (Ff) signifies that only the real part of what follows is to be taken. The 

same changes as before can be made in this expression. It is then found that, since the real 

part of any integral arises exclusively from the real part of the integrated expression, [74f] 

1 dw\ ? 
N=- 5 p (R) ae z2dz [74h] 

may be written 
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The integrals in these equations can be evaluated either for the entire contour of a 

stationary body or for any part of it, or even for part of a streamline in the fluid. In any case 

X and Y stand for the components of the total force transmitted toward the left across the 

chosen path of integration, and L for its moment about an axis through the origin. 

The new formulas are especially advantageous when the path of integration is closed. 

Then, if dw/dz is given by a mathematical function that is analytic on the path, and also 

throughout its interior except for a few singular points, the integrals are given at once by 

the sum of the residues of the integrand at the singular points. It does not matter if these 

points actually lie in a region devoid of fluid. 

As an example, the Blasius theorem may be used to prove the Kutta-Joukowski theorem. 

Under the conditions specified in Section 72, with the cylinder stationary, dw/dz is a regular 

function everywhere outside of the cylinder; hence, by the Cauchy integral theorem, the path 

of integration may be displaced toward infinity in all directions. As before, let the motion be 

steady; and at infinity let the fluid approach at speed U from a direction making an angle y 

with the positive z-axis, so that its components of velocity are -U cos y, -U sin y. Then, 

in view of the results in Sections 35 and 72, w can be written for large z in the form 

. b 
meer gee dn avin ee tecees (74i] 

27 Z gt 

where I" is the circulation about the cylinder. The origin may be located at any finite point. 

Then, in powers of 1/2, 

. b 26 du ; a 1 2 . 
oe = 10) mae Var oe AE, SEN, ety (74j] 

2 712 a2 2 

dw \ ? : ig: 2 i! Bee pectin «Ete | E* eom eat as eee 
d 1 
2 12 An? 22 

Upon substituting this series for dw/dz in Equation [74g] and noting that ¢ dz/2” =27% 

ifn=1but = 0 for other integral values of n, as shown in Section 30, it is found that 

, z . dz : 
A= tY = a p (: re) g¢ — =-iplUeY. 

2, 7 Z 

Hence 

X=-plUsiny, Y =plU cos y. (74k, 1] 

The magnitude of the force per unit length is thus (X? + Y*)% = prU. 
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For the torque, Equation [74h] gives similarly 

1 iP a dz 
N= — p(R) — + 26,Ue™'? — 

2 4n? 2 

Write 

b,= by + 7b, Die and 6,’ real. 

Then 

N = QnpU (R) (ib, e7*”) = 2apU (bj sin y - bf’ cos y). [74m] 

Thus the torque is independent of I’. 

If the fluid is brought to rest at infinity by using a frame of reference moving with the 

fluid, the cylinder is moving at velocity U, with components U cos y, U sin y, but both force 

and torque are the same as before. 

The final remark may be made that, if dw/dz contains two or more poles inside the path 

of integration, representing line sources, vortices, dipoles, or other singularities, these in- 

cluded singularities in combination with themselves or each other contribute nothing on the 

whole to the integral for the force. Consider, for example, two terms in dw/dz of the form 

A/(z-a)", B/(2-b)” where n and m are positive integers and A, B, a, 5 are constants. The 

contribution of these two terms to ¢ (dw/dz)* dz is 

A? 2AB B2 | 
— st — +s 2. 

j re (2-a)" (2-6)" (2-0)? 

Even the middle term here integrates to zero. For, the path of integration may be displaced 

toward infinity without crossing any singularity of the integrand and hence without changing 

the value of the integral; and toward infinity, using the binominal theorem, 

il 1 na 1 mb 1 
SS | et ohenens — + sece | = AP enaiis) @ 26 

(g=a)"(a— 5)" gn gh +l gm gmtl grtm 

This integrates to zero, since n+ m> 1. 

In the same way it may be seen that the same product term contributes nothing to the 

integral for the moment L provided n + m > 2. 

(See Reference 1, Article 72b, where U, V replace —-U cos y, -V sin y, anda, B 

replace 6,’, 5,’ Reference 2, Section 6.41.) 
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75. THE LAGALLY THEOREMS 

The following special case of the force action on a cylinder is readily handled by 

means of the Blasius theorem. 

Let a uniform line source be located at 2 = a, outside a cylinder of any shape, and let 

the flow of the fluid be uniform at infinity, with velocity components u = - U sin y and 

v =-Ucos y. Then, if X and Y denote the z and y components of the force on unit length 

of the cylinder, it will be shown that 

X =- pl'U sin y + 27pAu,,, Y = pl U cos y + 2mpAv,, (75a, b] 
aic? 

Here [ is the circulation around the cylinder; 27A represents the volume of fluid emitted 

per second per unit length from the line source; and u,,, v,, are the components of the 
ac 

partial particle velocity at the location of the source caused by the presence of the cylinder, 

in addition to the velocity that would exist there if the cylinder and all circulation around 

it were removed and replaced by fluid. 

To prove this theorem, the contour of integration in Equation [74g] is displaced from 

the contour C of the cylinder and transformed into a distant contour § together with a small 

contour o surrounding 2 = a; see Figure 113 and compare Section 29. The value of the 

integral remains unaffected, since no singularities are passed in transforming the contour. 

The theorem of residues is then used, as explained in Section 30. 

Figure 113 — A line source at ‘‘a’’ near 
a cylinder C 
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The complex potential can be written, from Equations [35a] and [40a], 

w=-Aln(2-a) + Uze"Y + Ww. 

where w, is the partial potential due to the presence of the cylinder. Then 

du dw du A f 
ie + Ue VY + i u : ° 
dz z-a dz ae a dz 

from Equation [25i]. 

On S, 1/(z-a@) can be expanded by the binomial theorem: 

Furthermore, dw,/dz will vanish at infinity, so that, on the contour S, w, can be expanded 

as in Equation [72d]: 

All but two of the resulting terms in the integral around S then give zero. 

On o, which is traversed in the negative direction, the residue of [-24/(z-a)] 

[dw ,/dz) contributes to the integral 477A Lau, /de) gets 4ntA (-u,, +7, .)s since dw /dz 

is analytic at z=a; see Section 30. The term in AU cancels one obtained from S. 

Thus Equation [74g] becomes 

X-iY =~ plUe"'Y + 2p A(u,, - iv [75c] 
ae 

As was seen in Section 40, A is real for a source; hence Equations [75a, b] follow. 

If there is a line vortex instead of a source at z = a, with circulation Ty around it, by 

[40m] A = —-2 T),/27; hence 

Av= = pli sin y = pl, 6.2 = plU cos y + pl, u_.- [75d, e] 
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If U = 0, a little reflection shows that the force on the cylinder is directed more or 

less towards the source or vortex. 

The torque L on the cylinder per unit of its length is given by Equation [74h]. In 

evaluating this integral around o, the factor z in the integrand can be written as (z-@) + a. 

It is found that 

1 ef PAS (ae? Me? 
CD 4niaA (-U,,+2%-) + 2% ae ge ee Ue Y 

Write 5, = [b,le*F1. Then, for a line source at 2 = a, 

L =p[A(2vav,, —-T) - 270 |b,| sin (8, - y)], [75f] 
c 

or for a line vortex, 

L =p lalyu,, — 27U|6,| sin (8, - y)I. [75g] 

To use these results, u,, and v,, must be known. 

If several sources or vortices are present, the values of X, Y, and L due to all of 

them are simply added to obtain the total force and torque, as is easily verified. The 

principle of the superposition of flows will not hold, however, since in each formula the 

values of u,, and v,, are influenced indirectly by all sources or vortices. The sources 

or vortices may be fictitious, introduced to represent the effect of another cylinder, with 

or without circulation around it; in this way it may be possible to calculate the interaction 

of two or more cylinders. 

(See Reference 2, Section 8.68, 9.53, 13.62; also Section 8.83 for an extension to 

dipoles.) 

76. KINETIC ENERGY IN TRANSLATIONAL MOTION 

By using the same stratagem as in Section 74, some useful formulas can be derived 

for the kinetic energy of the fluid surrounding a cylinder that is moving in translation per- 

pendicularly to its generators. Let the velocity of the cylinder be U with the fluid at rest 

at infinity and with no circulation around the cylinder, and first, for simplicity, let it be 

moving toward positive x Then the common normal velocity of the surface of the cylinder 

and the fluid, at a point where the z direction cosine of the normal to the surface is J, is 

q, Where q, = JU, and the kinetic energy of the fluid per unit length of the cylinder is 7, 

where, from Equation [17d], 
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1 1 1 T= Fe er LU EL Tie pU ¢ day, 

since / ds = dy. Here p is the density of the fluid and the integration is to be extended 

around the surface of the cylinder. 

Now, if 

w=d¢+itwand z=2+ ty, 

then 

$ dy = (I) (wdz) ~ wae, 

where the symbol (/’) signifies that only the imaginary part of what follows is to be taken, 

and without including the factor z; thus 

(I’) (w dz) = (1’) (6 + 7W) (dx + idy)] = d dy + w dz. 

Also, between two points on the surface ds apart, w differs by dW where dy = - g, ds =- lds 

=- U dy; whence, after integrating, Ww = - Uy + C on the surface, where C is a constant, 

Substituting, 

1 , : 

where § stands for - ¢ ydz and represents the cross-sectional area of the cylinder. Here C 

has disappeared because ¢ C dx = C 6 dz = 0. 

This result may now be generalized so as to allow the cylinder to be moving at speed 

U in a direction inclined at an angle y to the positive z-axis. Both the cylinder and the flow 

are rotated through an angle y about the origin if 2 is replaced by ze~*”, as explained in 

Secgions 25 and 34. Thus Equation [76a] is replaced by 

at 3 
t= a pU ((1’) ($ we” dz) - US), [76b] 

since the rotation does not alter S. 

Another useful form for 7, may be obtained by displacing the contour of integration 

toward infinity, which does not alter the value of the integral; see Section 29. Then w can 

be expanded as in Equation [72d], but here the last two terms of that expansion vanish, so 

that - 
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0) Sep tS a ae {76c] 

In the integral, all terms give zero except that $b, d2/z2 = 2nib,; see Section 30. Also, 

(I’) (28, e'Y) =(R) Ld, e~Y], where (R) indicates as in Section 74 that only the real part of 

what follows is to be taken. Hence 

1 bey 
ars p U*S,, S, = 20 (Ry 5 - $, (76de] 

or, if the cylinder is moving toward positive a, 

(R) b, 

i U 
- 8S. [76f] 

Finally, let the shape of the cylinder be changed by means of a transformation which 

is single valued and regular outside of the cylinder and which leaves the plane of z unchanged 

at infinity. Toward infinity such a transformation from z to a new variable z’ can be written 

2 = er + sae: [76g] 

If this series is substituted for z in Equation [76c] as it stands, however, the boundary 

condition on the flow may no longer be satisfied at the surface of the cylinder. To avoid 

this difficulty, let the moving cylinder first be brought to rest by superposing uniform motion 

in the opposite direction; then, from Equation [35a], w becomes, in place of Equation [76c], 

by ‘ : : 1 
u,=Ue "Yara, + os Ue "VY 2’+ a. +(UbfeY + b,) a aa 

The boundary condition on the cylinder is now, on the 2-plane, W = constant, and this con- 

dition remains satisfied on the 2’ plane. Removal of the term U e~’Y 2’ then sets the cylinder 

moving again, at speed U in a direction inclined at the angle y to the positive real axis of 

2°; the corresponding flow is represented by 

; 1 
w=a,+(Ub/e"Y + b,) —....... (76h] 

(0) ( 1 1) Be 



Equation [76e] for the entrained area S,’ then gives 

bey 
S’= on (PR) fore + 7 = S’ (76i] 

where S’is the cross-sectional area of the transformed cylinder. 

(See Reference 74, where a proof not employing complex variables is given by Leathem.) 

AIRFOILS 

77. THE JOUKOWSKI TRANSFORMATION 

By making a transformation from 2 to a new variable z’, the flow with circulation around 

a circular cylinder can be transformed into the flow around a cylinder of a different shape. 

The equipotential curves and streamlines on the 2-plane transform into curves on the z’-plane 

in association with the same values of ¢ and w. Since the total change in ¢ on going around 

a closed curve thus remains unaltered, the circulation around the transformed cylinder is the 

same as that around the original circular cylinder. 

It was shown by Joukowski that a first step toward obtaining in this way useful pro- 

files for airfoils could be taken by using the simple transformation 

24 si el ens [77a] 

where c is a real positive constant, 2°= 7°+ ty’, z= a+ ty. 

If ¢ is chosen equal to the radius a of the given cylinder, 2’ becomes simply the complex 

potential w for the flow past the circular cylinder itself, as obtained in Section 69. Assume, 

therefore, that c < a. 

The transformation Equation [77a] has a singularity at z= 0. Furthermore, since 

at 
el = — (2+ c)(2- 0), {77b] 

22 

the transformation is not conformal at either of the points 2 = + c, or 2’= + 2c, where 

dz’/dz =(. In fact, as 2 passes through either of these points along a smooth curve, since 

dz’/dz changes sign, the motion of z’ reverses, so that the corresponding 2’ curve exhibits a 

Cusp. 
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Let the initial circular cylinder be so placed on the z-plane that neither of the points 

z=+c lies outside of it. If one of them lies on the cylinder, an infinite velocity will occur 

at the corresponding point in the transformed flow unless the original point on the initial 

cylinder was a stagnation point. For dw/dz’= (dw/dz)/(dz‘/dz), so that, at 2=+ ¢, 

dw/dz’+~ unless dw/dz- 0. The singular point z = 0 lies inside the cylinder and can be 

disregarded. 

To study the general character of the transformation, let z’.and z both be represented 

for the moment on the same plane, with coincident axes. At infinity 2’= 2, so that the flow 

is unaltered. The transformation gives to every finite point represented by 2 = re’? the dis- 

placement c?/z = (c?/r)e79, the magnitude of this displacement is inversely proportional to 

rand its direction lies at the same angle below the z-axis as does the vector representing 

z above it; see Figure 114. Thus all points not on the z-axis are moved toward this axis, and 

all points not on the y-axis are moved away from this axis, provided r> c. Points on the 

@-axis are merely shifted along it, and similarly for the y-axis. 

Figure 114 — The Joukowski transformation, 
2’°=2+ 07/2. 

Points lying on the circle |2| = ¢ are brought on to the segment of the z-axis between 

2°=+2c. Other circles transform into curves whose shapes vary widely. A circle centered 

on the #-axis is transformed into a curve that is symmetric with respect to the x-axis. If the 

center of the circle is not on either axis, the transformed curve is asymmetric. 

The part of the z-plane that lies outside the circle |z| = c is thus mapped onto the 

entire z’plane, conformally except at 2 = +c. The transformation can be visualized by 

imagining the circle |z| = ¢ to be both flattened vertically and drawn out horizontally until 

it becomes a segment of the real axis of length 4c, accompanied by a corresponding distortion 

of all parts of the plane. Circles centered at the origin become converted into confocal 

ellipses, while the radial lines outside the c-circle become joined at the ends to form hyper- 

bolas confocal with the ellipses; see Section 81. The interior of the c-circle is likewise 

mapped onto the entire 2’-plane, as if it were turned inside out and also reflected in the real 

axis while the origin recedes to infinity. 
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The transformed cylinder. Let the center of the circle of radius a, which represents a 

circular cylinder, be located on the 2-plane at the point 

2=2,= hein [77c] 

where A and 7 are real positive constants, or at the point (A cos n, Asin 7); and let the fluid 

at infinity have a velocity U inclined at an angle y to the negative z-axis, with components 

-—U cos y, -U sin y; see Figure 115. Then, from Equation [69j], the complex potential is 

: : a2 ; a 2-hel 
w= U= N(e=he les? - ———— | epee] ee tee ee ee (77d] 

a g-hell Qq7 

By substitution for z from Equation [77a], w can be found, if necessary, as a function of 2’. 

Figure 115 — Diagram for Equation [77d]. 

The Jift on either cylinder is given by the Kutta-Joukowski formula [73a]. A simple 

formula for the torque on the transformed cylinder can be obtained from the Blasius theorem. 

For this purpose, dw/dz” must be expanded in descending powers of 2’, as in Equation [74j], 

but terms in higher negative powers than 1/z’? are not needed here. From Equations [77d] 

and [77b] 
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Solving Equation [77a] as a quadratic in z and expanding the radical, 

-1 
1 i ce? of 1 o? 
ascend = + nex == + + . 
2 2 2’? 2’4 2 2°3 

by the series, (= a)rt aed eae ne cucnoenei cree ; hence 

it he" 1 he'll 
Gael == . = ot een ; 

Z g2 2 22 

a 2 2 pike il 1 c Cc c 
(2-he'Ny*“ = — +....5= dreeraets ;{ 1- — =1+ —+....=1+ sbvoretcus 

22 2°2 a2 22 2/2 

Hence, as far as terms of order is", 

Ww : Ap al 
Se Sees 

2 Qn 2 

a : ye : 
+ E hel + U (c7 e'Y — a? “| 

20 gf? 

Thus the constant 4, in Equation [74j] with z replaced by 2” here has the value 

rf : ; 
by =- — hel -U (c7 e'Y = a7), (77f] 
1 

27 

and, upon substituting in Equation [74m] and selecting the real part as indicated by the 

symbol (#), the torque per unit length on the cylinder about an axis passing through the 

origin of coordinates is found to be 

N =-27pc*U? sin 2y + ph U cos (n - y). [77g] 

(See Reference 2, Section 7.50, where the sign of y is reversed; Reference 4.) 
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78. CIRCULAR ARCS BY THE JOUKOWSK! TRANSFORMATION 

Let the initial circle representing a circular cylinder be centered now on the y-axis, at 

(0, 4), and let it have such a radius a as to pass through the points z = + ¢, as in Figure 116. 

Then it transforms into a circular arc with ends at the points 2’ = + 2c, which may represent 

a lamina of arcuate cross section. 

a y — y” 

Figure 116 — The 2-circle goes into an arc on the 2’ plane. See Section 78. 

For, each of the following two equations is equivalent to Equation [77a] 

(2’- 2c) 2=(2- cc)’, (2’+ 2c) 2=(2+ 0)’. 

Division of these equations gives 

2’°—Y%e 2~c\? 
; = ({————__| . [78a] 

2°+ %e 2+e 

Write 

id id i0” id.” L 
= 4 1 ee iy) , = , i! , = , 2-ec="e€ “,2+e=ne “,2°-Bc=r,e€ §, 2°+%c=re 

The angles thus introduced are illustrated in Figure 116. Then, equating complex amplitudes 

on both sides of Equation [78a], 

0/- 07 =2 (0, - 4,). (78b] 
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Now, it is clear from Equation [78a] that the points 2 = + c correspond to 2’ == Qc. 

As 2, starting from z = c, traverses the initial circle positively up to 2 = — c, 0, — 0, retains 

a constant value, for a geometrical reason; hence by Equation [78b] On - es likewise remains 

constant, and z~ therefore, traces a circular arc extending from z2’= 2c to z’=-2c. As 2 con- 

tinues past z = — c, 0, changes by a, and 0, ~ 0, by 2m; this is easily seen to be equivalent 

29 SO that 2’ must now retrace the arc, arriving back at 2’ = 2c to no change at all in 0,’- 0 

as z comes to ¢. 

The constant value of 0, — @, along the upper part of the circle can be written 

A iG i= B [78c] 
2 

where the significance of 8 is shown in Figure 116a, and 

c=acos B, h=asin B = c tan B. (78d, e] 

The angle between the tangent and the chord at each end of the arc on the z’plane is 

1 ~ (0, — 6,) or 2 8; thus the arc has a total angular length of 4B. Its radius R, and its 

camber C, or the ratio of its maximum height above the chord to the length of the chord, are, 

from the geometry of Figure 116a and Equation [78d, el, 

Qe a? P R(1-cos2p) 1 

"sn06 “fo 2  “  Ohsinoe 4 9 
tan p. (78f, gl 

The interior and the exterior of the circle are each mapped onto the entire z-plane; 

the mapping of the interior is to be ignored here. 

For an application, it will be convenient to assume the fluid to approach at infinity 

from a direction inclined at an angle @ below the positive z- or z-axis, with components of 

velocity -U cos a, +U sina. Since the flow at infinity remains unaltered, the angle of 

approach is the same in the transformed as in the original flow. Then, in Equation [77d] for 

the complex potential w, y = - a; and here n = 7/2, e'7 =%. Thus 

2 ; fi 
; a ; T 2—th 

w=U [ e=m elt 4 ewia | + ~ jee, [78h] 
z2—-th 1 a 

Substitution for z in terms of 2’ from Equation [77a] then yields w as a function of 

2’, and from w= ¢+ iW, 2’= 2+ iy’, the potential ¢ and stream function w can be found; 

but the equations are complicated. The flow net is most easily constructed by direct 
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graphical transformation of that for the cylinder; a sufficient number of points on the curves 

can be transferred into their new positions by the method described in Section 77 and illus- 

trated in Figure 114. 

From Equations [78h] and [77a] 

: : , 2 2 . 

Spyies iv’= du = on Ge = rd U eit _- ies ea + ol. [78i] 

dz’ dz dz 2 2 (2-th)? 27 (2-th) 

from which the components of velocity u’.and v’in the transformed flow can be found. 

On the arc itself, since the corresponding 2-point lies on the initial circle, 2 is rep- 

resented by z = ih + ae’€ where e is a variable angle, shown in Figure 116. Hence 

F : 
pid ae te Keun (Jar (OF €))\ Sve (< sina me ), Sees : when ge Gane 27 (z2-th) 27a 

and, since 2” — c? = (2+ c) (2-) and jie~*€ | =1, 

dw 7? : Cr 
q=|—> |= 2U sin(a+e)+ 2 [78] 

dz a ane 27a 

Here r=|z|, 7, = |2- cl, 7, = |2+ ec]; and these quantities represent distances that can be 

measured on a plot. The point on the arc at which qg as calculated from Equation [78j] is the 

velocity can be found by graphical transfer of the corresponding point on the circle. 

Streamlines for 8 = 11 deg,a = 25 deg and I = 0 are shown in Figure 117; the diagram 

has been tipped up to save space. Another case of streamlines about a flattish arc is shown 

in Figure 118; see Reference 114. About a semicircular arc, streamlines for three cases of 

non-circulatory flow are shown in Figure 119; see Reference 113. 

Figure 117 — Streamlines past a circular 
are without circulation. 2 
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Figure 118 — Streamlines past a circular arc 
with no circulation about it. 

Figure 119—Noncirculatory streamlines about a semicircular arc. 

(Copied from Reference 113) 

The lift per unit length on the lamina, in the direction perpendicular to the direction of 

the steady stream at infinity, is in any case L = pIU, by the Kutta-Joukowski theorem. The 

torque about the origin of coordinates or the center of the chord, from Equation [77g], in which 

here y =-a, 7 = 90 deg, A =c tan B, is, in any case, 

N=27pc*U? sinQa-pclU tan B sine [78k] 

Here p is the density of the fluid. 

The lift and torque will be the same if the lamina is itself moving through fluid which 

is at rest at infinity; the lift is then perpendicular to the direction of motion of the lamina, 

and a is the angle between the direction of motion and the chord of the lamina, as shown in 

Figure 120. 
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Figure 120 — Symbol relations for oblique 

motion of a circular-are lamina. 

At the edges of the lamina, where z= +c, g> ©, in general. The velocity can be made 

finite at one edge, however, by choosing the ratio ['/U so that the bracket in Equation [781] 

vanishes at that edge. Then dw/dz = 0 there and the corresponding point on the initial 

cylinder is a stagnation point. In particular, let 

2 . 

a Cena es ere ; [781] 
(- c-ih)? Qn (-c-2h) 

or, since by Equation [78d, e] 

c+th=a(cos B+ sin 8) = ae'B, (78m] 

[ =47aU sin( a+ 8). (78n] 

Then, eliminating [. between Equations [78i] and [781] and at the very end using 

Equation [78m], 

2 
a HED cer gC OE) 
dz’ = (2-c)(z2-th) z2-th 

Thus dw/dz’ and q are now finite at 2 =— c, although still infinite at z = c. Furthermore, both 

dw/dz’ and z’ are continuous functions of 2 at 2 = — c, so that no discontinuity of the velocity 

can occur there; the fluid flows smoothly away from the trailing edge along the tangent. 

With this value of I’, Equation [78j] becomes 

272 U ; : 
q = ——— [sin (a+e)+sin(a+ 8)], [780] 

C=C 
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and the lift is 

L =pVU=4z7paU? sin (a+ 8), [78p] 

where a = c/cos B. The lift in this case is directed away from the convex side of the lamina 

provided a > — 8, and it is a maximum fora = 90 deg - 8. 

The flow net around such an arc-shaped lamina, with the circulation adjusted to make 

the velocity finite at the trailing edge, is shown in Figure 121. The stream approaches from 

the left at an angle of 10 deg to the chord. Because of the presence of circulation, the 

apparent directions of approach and departure differ in the figure by a few degrees. The 

theoretical pressure-differences on both surfaces of the lamina are plotted in Figure 122, 

drawn vertically from the arc as a base; the numbers represent millimeters of water in an 

airstream of 10 meters per second. The broken line represents old measurements by Eiffel. 

10. rae Eee a oo 200.20 oe 81.01. ae ATT B20 022 

Figure 121 — Flow with finite trailing velocity around an arc-shaped lamina. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid when the lamina moves in translation is easily found. 

Let it move at velocity U at the angle o with the direction of its chord, with no circulation 

around it, and with the fluid at rest at infinity. From Equation [78h], in which the term in 

ee represents the uniform stream and is to be dropped, the appropriate potential is 

2—th 2 2 

with a measured downward from the positive real axis. The transformation Equation [77a] 

can be written in descending powers of 2’ as 
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Comparison of these equations with Equations 

[76d] and [76h] shows that here 6, = Co Uinta. 

bf=- c?; also, here y = -a@. Hence from 

Equation [76e, i], in which S’= 0, the kinetic 

energy of the fluid per unit length of the 

lamina is 

Ly ce appa Wea T= Puen U* = 7p U* (a*—c* cos 2a), [78q] 

since (R) ce?! = cos 2a. A more useful form 

is obtained by writing 6 for 2c, the half-chord 

of the lamina, and introducing its central 

height d above the chord. Using Equations 

[78g] and [78d], d? = C? (4c)? = b? tan? B 

= b? (a*/c*-1), whence a* =(b7 + d?)/4. 

Thus 
Figure 122 — Pressure differences above and 

below the lamina shown in Figure 121. 

il 
T. = 

; ? 

io p7U? (12 sin? + ie) : [78r] 

(See Reference 1, Article 70.) 

79. THE JOUKOWSKI AIRFOILS 

By displacing the initial circle so that it passes through only one of the points 

z=+ cand surrounds the other, the Joukowski transformation can be made to yield a contour 

that is pointed at one end and rounded at the other. If the circulation is then chosen so as to 

make the velocity finite at the pointed end, it is finite all round. According to a hypothesis 

proposed by Joukowski, a properly designed airfoil automatically develops in the fluid around 

it, by means of friction, a circulation of such magnitude as to remove the tendency for the 

velocity to become infinite at the trailing edge, which is usually made comparatively sharp, 

and measurements have shown this hypothesis to be close to the truth. 

The general Joukowski transformation is most easily handled by a graphical method. 

It is desired to construct points representing 2’ where 
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c 
yes, ee {79a] 

B 

and cis real. If z= ret 

2 2 

om = ae Prete) 

zZ r 

Thus the point representing the complex number c?/z lies on a line inclined at the angle 0 

below the z-axis, and at a distance c*/r from the origin. The vectors representing c?/z and 

z are easily constructed and can then be added vectorially to obtain 2. 

Yor values of z representing points on the initial circle, the operation can be simpli- 

fied by first constructing the locus on which c*/z must lie. Let the center C of the initial 

circle, whose radius is a, be displaced a distance / from the origin in a direction making an 

angle 7 with the positive z-axis, as illustrated in Figure 123. Then, when z lies on the circle, 

(r cos 6 - h cos 7)? +(rsin 0 - Asin n)* = a”, 

r? — 2 hr (cos 6 cos n + sin 6 sin n) + h? - a? = 0. 

Figure 123 — Illustrating relations for a general 

Joukowski transformation. 
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Multiplying through by Sor as =e: 

c? c2h ce? j : ct 
—} +2——  — (cos 6 cos 7 + sin 6 sin 7) - = 0. 

Gene F. ae=he 

This can be written 

2 2 2 2 
c 4 g = (a > 22 (cos oa =) (- 5 sino sin} =o, [79b] 
r if 

2 2 h c 
h’= Meso ‘ et F {79c, d] 

at = A Gon he 

Now c? cos 6/r, —c? sin 6/r are the coordinates of the point c?/z. Hence, Equation [79b] 

shows that c”/z lies on a circle of radius a’ drawn about the point C’ or (—h’ cos n, A’ sin n) 

as center. Clearly OC’ and OC are equally inclined to the y-axis but on opposite sides of it. 

If, in particular, the initial circle passes through the point 2 =- c or B, C’ lies on 

the radius BC. For, the slopes of BC and BC’ are, respectively. 

Asin 7 h’ sin 7 c7h sin n 

c+hecos7n > c-h’cosn c (a2 ~ h?) - ch cos 7 

from Equation [79c]. But, from the triangle BOC, 

a® ~ h? = c? +2chcos ne 

Hence the second slore equals the first. Since the point 2 =- c or B is itself on the locus 

circle, the two circles touch at B. 

According to the results of Section 78, a circle centered at C',, the intersection of the 

radius BC with the y-axis, would transform into a circular arc of total angular length 48, 

where #3 is the angle between the radius BC and the z-axis. This arc, with ends at 

z’=+ 2¢e, lies inside the transformed contour as a sort of skeleton. 

The construction of an airfoil contour in this manner is shown in Figure 124 for 

h=0.87c, B = 34° 40%. The skeleton arc is also drawn. The graphical procedure is 

discussed further by Ruden.’° 
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Figure 124 — Illustrating the construction of an airfoil contour. 

If 6 = 0, so that the initial circle is centered on the z-axis, the skeleton arc becomes 

a straight line and the contour obtained from the circle is symmetrical about the 2’-axis. Its 

shape depends on the ratio a/c. If 8 4 0, the contour is asymmetric. 

For the flow in the surrounding fluid, nothing needs to be changed in the discussion of 

the last section except that here the velocity can be infinite only at the sharp edge or at 

2=-—c, and zh is to be replaced by 2 cos 7 + th Sin 7 = he', as in Section 77. With the 

latter change, Equations [78i] and [78j] for wu’, v’ and qg, which are expressed in terms of 

quantities on the 2-plane, hold as before. , 

If l = 47aU sin (a+ B), the velocity is again finite everywhere. Here U is the 

relative velocity of the airfoil and the fluid at infinity and @ is the angle of attack, or the 

angle between the direction of approach of the fluid and the chord of the skeleton arc, taken 

positive when the approach is from the concave or less convex side. With this value of I, 

the lift per unit length is again 

L =47paU? sin (a+ B) [79e] 

where p is the density of the fluid. 

In any case L = pI U, provided the motion is steady, as for any cylinder. 

The torque about the origin of coordinates on the 2’ plane is, from Equation [77g], 

in which here y = —- a@, 
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N =27pc?U? sin 2a + phTU cos (n +a). [79f] 

Flow without circulation past a Joukowski airfoil of a certain shape is shown in 

Figure 125. For another profile, there is shown in Figure 126 first, the flow without circula- 

tion, then the flow due to the circulation alone, and finally the resultant flow due to the super- 

position of the two; the circulation has been chosen so as to make the resultant velocity finite 

at the trailing edge. 

The trailing edge can be rounded off by allowing the initial circle to enclose both of 

the singular points (+ c, 0). A Joukowski profile constructed by R.H. Smith?5! with B = 0, 

a/c = 1.35, h/c = 0.185 is shown by the heavy curve with two rounded ends in Figure 127. 

Streamlines for the flow without circulation past this contour are shown in Figure 128. 

The extended contour with a pointed end in Figure 127 represents the profile of U.S. 

Navy strut No. 2. It can be reproduced without visible error, using the method of Section 56, 

by assuming 5 line sources and 8 line sinks of suitable strength properly disposed along the 

axis. Figure 127 shows also the calculated distributions of pressure over both theoretical 

profiles in comparison with the observed distribution over strut No. 2 in an air stream; the 

flow is from right to left. 

(See Reference 1, Article 70; Reference 2, Sections 7.20, 7.30, 7.31, 7.32, 7.40, 

7.50.) 

Figure 125 — Flow without circulation past a Joukowski airfoil. A and B 
indicate stagnation lines. 
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Figure 126a 

S 
Figure 126b 

Figure 126c 

Figure 126 — Streamlines past another Joukowski airfoil: (a) with no circulation, 

(b) with circulation only, (c) with circulation adjusted to eliminate cross flow 

at the trailing edge. 
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@ — Joukowski 

o— Sources and Sinks 

x—— Experimental 

I! 
Figure 127 — Profile of U.S. Navy Strut 

No. 2 (pointed) and closely similar 
Joukowski profile (rounded), with 

theoretical and experimental 

pressure distributions. See 
the end of Sec. 79. 

Figure 128 — Flow without circulation past 

a similar profile with rounded ends. ee ee 

80. IMPROVED AIRFOILS 

A modification of the Joukowski transformation by which the sides of the airfoil may 

be made to form a trailing edge containing a finite angle instead of a cusp is furnished by the 

circular-are transformation, which will be treated in Section 88. There is no simple graphical 

construction for this transformation. It was studied by von Karman and Trefftz’7, Muller”®, 

and Glauert!84 , and was generalized further by Betz and Keune’, who added a dipole term. 

Other closed transformations for the construction of airfoil contours were discussed by 

Blasius®°, Piercy, Piper and Preston®!, Piper®*, and Burington and Dobbie®?, More 

generally, any ordinary closed curve can be transformed into a circle by a suitable trans- 

formation; in order to make the two planes agree at infinity, the transformation must be repre- 

sentable by a Laurent series of the form mentioned in Section 76 or 

The use of transformations so defined was studied by von Mises®* and by Muller®>. 
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Simple methods for the treatment of thin airfoils were described by Jeffreys®®, 

unk®7, Glauert* 88, and Millikan®°, who also considered biplanes. 

Later work has been concerned chiefly with practical methods of making calculations 

for given profiles of any shape. See especially papers by Theodorsen and Garrick?°, and by 

Gebelein®?, also Theodorsen??, Schmieden??, Garrick?‘, Kaplan?>. Line sources on the 

axis of the airfoil are used by Pistolesi9® and by Goldstein?’, both sources and vortices by 

98 Jones and Cohen?? show how to use the Joukowski transformation itself in order Keune 

to effect small changes in a given profile. 

Approximate methods for double or biplane airfoils have been discussed by Millikan®? 

and, with use of elliptic functions, by Garrick!°, 

The theoretical literature on airfoils is naturally extensive, but most of it either makes 

little use of potential theory or deals with systems of vortices and so lies outside of the 

scope of the present discussion. 

VARIOUS CYLINDERS 

81. CIRCLES INTO ELLIPSES 

The transformation of Section 77, 

g= 274 [81a] 

can be used to convert a circular cylinder into one of elliptic cross section. 

For, consider a circle on the 2’-plane centered at the origin, which can be described 

in terms of polar coordinates r, 0 as follows: 

oe oP sn ae id 2°72 +4y =e ,.2. =2 60S 0, y= T'si1n @, [81b, c, d] 

where ris constant. For the corresponding transformed curve on the z-plane, from Equation 

[Sia], 

gaCnipere! een’, [Sie] 
r 

C2 C2 ’ 

z= {r+ —J]cos 6, y= | r—- —] sin @. [81f, g] 
r 
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The equation of the transformed curve can also be written 

; {8th, i,j] 

which shows that the given 2’-circle becomes an ellipse on the z-plane having semiaxes a, 

b. Its foci are located at y = 0 and x= @? Sipe, Soa: 
? 

Similarly, a radius from the origin of 2’, on which @ is constant, becomes a curve on 

which, from Equation [81f, g] 

x xz 2c? x? z fae eyelets pe ee Sy tee ale 
cos 0 sin 0 cos 0 sin 0 r Act cos2.6 4c2 sin? 6 

This represents a hyperbola having semiaxes 2¢ cos 0, 2c sin 6, and foci likewise at 

(+ 2c, 0). Since the transformation is conformal, the hyperbolas and ellipses are orthogonal, 

as were the original circles and radii. 

Toward infinity, 2 > 2’’ and the two planes become alike. The ellipses then reduce 

to circles like those on the 2’*plane, and the hyperbolas approach their asymptotes, which 

have the directions of the original 2”’ radii. 

In working with these curves, it is convenient to change somewhat the variables that 

characterize them. Let a new complex variable ¢ be defined by 

a= ce, C= E+. [811, m] 

Since €=I1n (2°’/c) and 2’’= rei 

&= In (t/c), 4 = 8: [81in, o] 

Substitution in Equation [81a] then gives 

2=2ccosh é [8ip] 

This latter transformation will be studied in the next section. 

Each of the ellipses previously described now corresponds to a certain numerical 

value of €. There are two different circles on the 2’-plane corresponding to each ellipse, 

however, one lying inside of the circle 7 = ¢ and the other outside of it; their radii 7,, 7, are 

such that 7, 7, = ce”, since in Equation [81i, j] two such values of r give the same a and 4, 

and Equation [81n] shows that for the larger circle €> 0 while for the smaller € <0. Each 

hyperbola corresponds to n = + 2nza where is a real number and 7 is an integer or zero. N= 14 14 8 
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The inverse transformation to Equation [81a] is 

1 % 
am — [at (27-407) ); [81q] 

the plus sign goes with r>c or €>0, and the negative with r<c or €<@, as is easily verified for 
Y, 

positive real 2; for a real z<- 2c, however, the symbol (2? -4 c”) must be understood to stand 

for the negative square root. 

(See Reference 2, Section 6.30, where c is replaced by c/2, also Section 6.32.) 

82. ELLIPTIC COORDINATES 

Let 

z2=a2+ty=ccosh G €=&+in. [82a, b] 

This transformation was studied briefly in a different notation in Section 61, and the results 

obtained there will be assumed. From Equations [61b,c, g,h,i,j] 

2=ccosh €cos n, y= c¢ sinh &sin n, [82c, d] 

t 2, 2% oes 472 cosh Sas (a+ c)*+y*] +l(2- 0c) +y*] }, [82e] 
c 

1 es Dee 2,72 COS Ta an te tc) +y°] -[(x-0)*+y7] 3, [82f] 
c 

2 2 2 2 2 ee ee Ae ee eM 
ce? cosh? € ce” sinh? € ce? cos? n c? sin? 7 

If €is held constant while 7 is given all possible values, an ellipse is obtained on 

the z-plane, with semimajor and semiminor axes 

a’=ccosh é€, 6’=c |sinh é. [82i, j] 

The same ellipse is obtained for € = - €, as for = €,. If 7 is held constant while € ranges 

from —co to «, a hyperbola is obtained with semiaxes 

a’’= c|cos q|, 6°? = ¢ |sin 7|. (82k, 1] 

All ellipses and hyperbolas have common foci at (+ c, 0), and 

Gt =? & 67, a7? 4b = 67: (82m, n] 
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See Figure 129, on which possible values of € and 7 are indicated in terms of 7/30 as a unit. 
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Figure 129 — Illustrating elliptic coordinates. See Section 82. 

The ellipse for € = 0 reduces to the segment of the z-axis between te, on which 

a= ccos yn. The remainder of the z-axis can be regarded as a hyperbola on which sin 7 = 0 

while cos 7 = 1 for x > ¢ or cos n = -1 for 2 < —c, and on which e=* c cosh &. 

The variables &, 7 can obviously be used as coordinates on the z-plane; they are 

called elliptic coordinates. They have the disadvantage of being doubly many-valued. Not 

only is 7 many-valued like an angle, with a period of 27, but the values —é, —7 define the 

same point (x, y) as do &, 7. If both & and 7 are required to vary continuously with @ and y, 

€ must change sign in crossing the z-axis between x = + c, since there |cos | < 1 and 

sin 7 # 0, whereas in crossing at |z| > c, |é| > 0 and sin 7 must change sign with y. Hence 

it is easily seen that €does not change sign but 7 changes by * 27 in going once around 

both of the points (+ c, 0); whereas, if only one of these points is encircled, upon returning 

to the starting-point, 7 has returned to its initial value but € has changed sign. In appli- 

cations it is usually convenient to suppress at least the ambiquity as to | The two most 

useful alternative conventions are the following. 
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(a) Keep €>0. Then from Equation [82c,d] it is easily seen that, as the z-axis is crossed 

between the points z = + ¢, sin 7 must change sign discontinuously without change of cos 7; 

7 itself may change discontinuously to —7, or to 27n -n where n is an integer, positive or 

negative. Elsewhere 7 may vary continuously: in this case 7 will differ on the two halves of 

each hyperbola and is many valued; in going once around both of the points (+ c,0) in the 

same direction, 7, like a polar angle, changes by + 27. 

A possible choice to make 7 single valued is the range -7<7<7. Then 7 changes 

sign discontinuously in crossing the z-axis wherever |z| <c. Values of & and n according 

to this convention are indicated in Figure 130a. 

(b) As an alternative, € may be given everywhere the same sign as y. Then & will have 

opposite signs on the two halves of each ellipse and will change sign discontinuously at 

the z-axis where |z| > c, whereas 7 may be made to vary continuously and will then have a 

fixed value on each hyperbola. A possible range is 0 <7 <a. This latter convention is 

illustrated in Figure 130b, and in more detail in Figure 129. 

In any case, if dy = 0, de = ec sinh Ecos ndé and dy = c cosh € sin nd é; if dE = 0, 

dx =-ccosh €sin ndn and dy = c sinh € cos n dn. 

Figure 130a Figure 130b 

Figure 130 — Symbolism for flow parallel to major axis past an elliptic cylinder. 

Hence the slope angles of the € and 7 coordinate directions are 

=i dy —1 -1 dy —1 Oe= tan = =tan™“ (coth €tan 7); 0, =tan a =-tan~* (tanh €cot 7). [820, p] 
71 dn=0 4 dt | gé=9 



; , ” 
Also, the elements of distance in the coordinate directions, calculated as ds = (dx* + dy”) 

with either dn = 0 or dé = 0, 

ds ¢= cGdé, ds, = cGdn, [82q,r] 

1 ak % 

G = (sinh? & + sin? nye = E (cosh 2 €- cos 2 » | ; [82s] 

by hyperbolic formulas in Section 32. Hence the components of velocity q, and Ip in the 

coordinate directions are, from Equation [6f], in which ¢ denotes the velocity potential, 

1 d¢ 1 d¢ 
=- — — =- — —. [82t, uJ 

He) GuseG cof lo eG 00h 

In applying these results it may be more convenient to substitute, in place of €, the 

semiaxes a, }, of the corresponding ellipse, always taken positive. Then, if always €> 0, 

from Equations [82c, d] and [82i, j] 

t= a’cos n, y= b’ sin n, €=1n [(a’+ 6’)/c] [82v, w, x] 

For any point (a, y), the value of a’ can be found by adding distances from the foci and 

dividing by 2; then 

Ys 
ata a7) *, tan n= a’ y/b’x. 

The components of velocity, g, along the tangent to the ellipse in the direction of 

increasing 7, and q, along the outward normal, are then, from Equations [82t, u] and [82j] 

1 d¢ 1 a¢ ” 
= =qg =— — ,h’=(b*2 +c? sin” [82y, z,a’] h’ ae > Ty h? dn ( n) ry, 

d= Teas 

The components q, and q, make angles @,, 6, with the z-axis where, from Equation [820, p], 

-1 a” -1 b° , , 6, = O¢ = tan ged ,0,= poe en ee) : (826%, ¢c7] 

Geometrically, the transformation from z to € maps the entire z-plane continuously onto 

the positive half, and again on ‘the negative half of a strip on the ¢-plane parallel to the é-axis 

and extending from 7 = 0 to 7 = Xz, as may be verified by consideration of the displacements 

on the ¢-plane that are required to reach all parts of the z-plane. The mapping is then repeated 

in this manner upon each successive parallel strip of width 27. 
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If convention (a) is adopted for the values of € and n, with €> 0 and -7<7n<n1, the ring 

between two ellipses, or the interior of any ellipse, is mapped onto a rectangle with sides at 

7 = +7 and with ends at the proper values of € The ring may be supposed to be cut along 

the negative z-axis and straightened out. Using convention (b), the area between two hyper- 

bolas is mapped onto an infinite strip parallel to the é-axis. 

(See Reference 1, Article 71; Reference 1, Section 6.32.) 

83. FLOW PAST AN ELLIPTIC CYLINDER 

By means of the transformation discussed in Section 81, or 2 = 2° + c*/2’’, the flow 

around a stationary circular cylinder can be transformed into that around an elliptic cylinder. 

The appropriate complex potential w can be obtained by replacing 2 —- 2, by 2°’ in Equation 

{69j] and then substituting for z’’in terms of z. The result will be written down in a modi- 

fied notation and verified. It is 

AR 
uw = U(a+ 6) cosh (¢-&€,-7a) + oa (¢-£)), [83a] 

g2=m"+ity=ccosh~Z, C= &+in, E> 0, [83b, c] 

where a and 6 are positive real constants, a and U are real constants, 

and 

a+b a+b 
e=a =o" 0, oo = = (83d, e] 

c a-b 

or 

. 6 a 
sinh €, = — , cosh , = — [83f, g] 

c Cc 

Here €, 7 are the elliptic coordinates of Section 82. 

Writing cosh ¢ = (eS +e 4) /2, it is found that 
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by use of the binomial expansion; hence, using also In (1 + x) = x - a?/2...., writing 
1 -€,-ia -C€+E +ia 

cosh (¢- ¢, — ta) = a (ee fon +eé Gregor! 

the first power of 1/2, 

), using Equation [838a,d, e], keeping only 

a+b 
SEE [83h] +U(bcosa@ +iasina) 

Z 

Thus at infinity w-> Uze@ and represents a stream approaching at velocity U from a direction yi Pp PP g i 

making an angle @ with the positive z-axis; see Section 35 and Figure 131. 

Figure 131 — Symbolism for flow past an elliptic cylinder. 

The variables &, 7 are the elliptic coordinates described in the last section. They are 

related to x and y by Equations [82c, d] or [82v,w]. The & curves are confocal ellipses with 

foci at (+ c, 0). Here €> 0. 

Using the hyperbolic formulas listed in Section 32, from w=¢+7y, 

¢ = U(a+ 6) cosh (€ — 5) cos (9 - @) - au ; [83i] 

r 
w = U(a+ 5) sinh (€ - &) sin (q ~@) + a (E=£); [83] 
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or, from Equations [83f, g], [82i, j], [83d,e] and [82x], 

U Un 
p= (a’a-b’b) cos (y-a) - — , [83k] 

a-b Qn 

U : Tr a’+ b’ 
y= (b’a-—a’bd) sin (7 -a) + — In [831] 

a-6b Q7 a+b 

Thus y = 0 on the ellipse = €), whose equation from Equations [82g] and [83f, g], is 

2 9} x prs a a 
a 6? 

This ellipse may represent the profile of a solid elliptic cylinder immersed in the fluid stream, 

with its major axis parallel to the flow at infinity. In going once around the cylinder, 7 in- 

creases by 27 and ¢ decreases by I. Hence there is circulation [ around the cylinder. 

If ! = 0, the remainder of the streamline for y¥ = 0 is defined by 7 =a on the forward 

side or 7 =a +7 on the rear side; it consists of hyperbolic arcs. 

The components of velocity at any point (z, y), respectively tangential and normal to 

the &-ellipse that passes through (a, y), or in the directions specified in Equations [82b’, c’], 

are, from Equations [82y, z] and [82i, j], [83f, g], 

U(b’a-a’d) 
= ——— COS (TC) 5 [83m] 

: $ (a- 6) (6°? + c? sin? 7)? 

1 ., a@a-b’b . r [83n] 
CQ ae LC ee LD ay Od) n 

u| (6°? +c? sin? n)” a-b 2Q7 

On the z-axis, where 7 = 0 or z and e=+ a’, respectively, b’= V2? - Gs 

fo U b | a| 
u=tg =- Gere cosa, [830] 

a-b BO yee? 

U alex r 
v=tq=- <= = ) sina + ——___. [83p] 

a-b eens Dan eee) 

On the y-axis, where 7 = 7/2 or 37/2, y=+ 6, a’ =\Vb'2 +c? = Jy? +07, 
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U b 1 

t 2 
y Cc s QnVy? ies + 

U 
ee ha ees sina. [83r] 

a-b\ Ary of 

On the cylinder itself a’ = a, b’= b, x= acos n, y= 6 sin 7, hence g, = 0, 

b y 2, r 
q, = ————— | U (e+ d) | — cos a - — sin a } + —— [83s] 

(a4 c? yh b a Qu 

and g = |q,|. If [ = 0, stagnation points occur where y/z = (6/a) tana. For comparisons with 

experiment, see Zahm, References 101 and 102. 

Examples of the streamlines for = 0 anda = 0 deg, 45 deg, and 90 deg are shown in 

Figures 132, 133, and 134. Here a/d = 2, £o = coth=! 2 = 0.549. In two cases only half of 

the symmetrical diagram is shown. In two cases the excess of pressure above that at infinity 

is shown, for steady motion, at points on the axes or on the cylinder, by curves labeled 

p-p,,- For points on the y-axis, p — p,, is plotted horizontally from the y-axis as a base 

with positive values toward the right. In Figure 135 the calculated pressure on an elliptic 

cylinder with T =a = 0, represented by the broken curve, is compared with observed values 

in air at 40 miles per hour, which are represented by small circles (from Reference 101). 

-¢ Plane of Symmetry cl \ = 

Figure 132 — Flow past an elliptic cylinder, incident parallel to 
the major axis (a = 0), and pressure p on the cylinder or at 

points on the z or y axis. 
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\ 

Figure 133 — Flow past an elliptic cylinder with a= 45 degrees, 

Plane of Symmetry 

Figure 134 — Flow past an elliptic cylinder, incident parallel to 
the minor axis (a = 90°, and pressure p at points on the 

cylinder or on the @ or y axis. 
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Figure 135 — On an elliptic cylinder the 
calculated pressure is shown by a 

broken curve and observed 
pressures by small circles. 

In steady motion the resultant force is a lift pI‘U per unit length, according to the 

Kutta-Joukowski theorem proved in Section 73. Furthermore, comparison of Equation [83h] 

with Equation [74h] shows that here y=a, 5, = U(a+5)(b cos a@ + za sin a)/2; hence 

Equation [74k] gives for the torque per unit length on the cylinder about an axis through the 

origin, in steady motion, 

1 2 2 Dips N=- 5 7? (a5 = 0) 0 sim Ja. [83t] 

Because of the sign, the torque tends to set the cylinder broadside to the stream. 

An elliptic cylinder in a converging stream Was considered by Oka!°7, 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Section 71; Reference 2, 

Sections 6.31, 6.32, 6.33, 6.42; Zahm and others, References 182 and 101.) 

84. ELLIPTIC CYLINDER IN TRANSLATION 

Let the cylinder described in the last section be itself in motion at velocity U ina 

direction inclined at an angle @ to the positive z-axis or to the major axis of the ellipse, 

and let the surrounding fluid be at rest at infinity. This case can be produced out of the pre- 

ceding by imposing on everything a uniform velocity U in the required direction. Then, from 

Equations [35a] and [82a], there is to be added in w the term 

—-Uze*@ =- cUVe*@ cosh & 

After inserting exponentials in place of all hyperbolic cosines and eliminating €, and c by 

means of Equation [83d,e], from Equation [83a], 

at . -¢ AB 
w=U (6 cosa +ztasina )e S+ (C= £€.)s [84a] 

a-b Q7 9 
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a+b e : —€ Ty 
¢=U Z ae OES cos n + a@sina sin n)e Tea? [84b] 

a+b fj F ee rT 
w=-U (5 cosa sing -—asina@ cos n)eS+— (€-€,),  [84c] 

a-b 27 

or, by Equations [82x] and [83d, el, 

a+b : : Pn 
¢ = U —— (db cosa cos n+ asina sin 7) - geo [84d] 

7 

a : . Geno 

y =- U ——- (6 cosa sin 7 -asina cos 7) + — In [84e] 
a’+b 20 

These formulas hold at any instant provided the axes are drawn with the origin on the axis 

of the cylinder and the z-axis along the major axis of its profile. The surface of the cylinder 

is the ellipse €= €,, or a’ =a, b’= 5, 

The components of velocity, in directions given by Equation [82b’, c’], are, from 

Equations [82y, z], [84b] and [82x], 

a+b bcosa cos7y7+asina sin 

OPUS eg a ae [s4f 
as (b’2 + c? sin? n)% 

1 y a+b (3 : : ) Tr 
= = cosa sin 7n-—asina@ cos n) + — 

Ts In (o7 ft C2 sin2 n)” Gate { on 

[84g] 

On the cylinder itself a’ = a, b’ = d. 

On the z-axis, 

n=Oora, e=ta’, b’=Va’* -c? = V2? - c?, 

and Ub(a+ b) cosa 
ena pp foresee ene [84h] 

Va? - c? (\a| + V2? - c?) 

Ua(a+ 6) sina .r ew) [sai] v=tg = Ee so74¢ ——____. 
t 

Va? — c? (|a| + Vx? - c) Qn Va? - c? 

On the y-axis, 

7 = 1/2 or 87/2, y= 0%, a’= y~ +e 
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and 

Ub (a+ 6) cosa 
See el eee [84j] 

vy" +c? (lyl + Vy? +c”) 

ia ae Ua(a+ 6) sina reat) 

Vy? + & (ly + Vy? + 0) 

The formulas for this case and the preceding are readily shown to differ by terms representing 

a uniform flow, with use of the fact that (a+ 6) (a - b) = c? =(a’+ b’) (a’- 5’. 

If there is no circulation about the cylinder, T = 0. 

For motion parallel to the major axis, a = 0 or 7; to the minor axis, @ = 7/2 or 37/2. 

If [ = 0, the geometrical flow net is the same for flow parallel to either axis; the ¢ curves 

for one case become the w curves for the other, and ¢, w and all velocities are changed in a 

uniform ratio. The general case, for which the formulas have been written, can be regarded 

as formed by the superposition of these two simpler cases. 

Furthermore, if the motion is parallel to an axis, and if I’ = 0, the velocity at a given 

external point is the same for all confocal forms of the cylinder. For the relations between 

x, y, and €, n are unaffected so long as the foci are not disturbed; and changing a and } 

merely multiplies ¢, w and hence all velocities by a uniform factor. 

Figure 188 will serve to illustrate the flow for motion parallel to either axis. The 

ellipse drawn as a broken curve, or any other ellipse confocal with it, may represent the 

cylinder. The foci are at the ends of the horizontal heavy line. Either family of curves, 

that crossing the vertical or the horizontal axis, constitutes streamlines according as the 

motion is parallel to the major or to the minor axis; the curves of the other set are then the 

equipotentials. The arrows on the curves refer to motion along the minor axis. 

No similar identities occur in motion oblique to the axes. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid, per unit length of the cylinder is, by Equation [17d], 

when [I = 0, 

2 
p pU2 a+b -2é ‘ . * 2 De du = ee (6 cosa cos 7n+asing sin n)* dn 
2 2 a-b 

0 

or, using Equation [83d, e], 

T, = = pU? (b? cos* a + a? sin2a ). [841] 

The forces are as in the last case, Section 83. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 71; Reference 2, 

Section 9.65; Ratib!°*; Krienes!°°.) 
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85. FLOW PAST A PLANE LAMINA 

If b+ 0, the cylinder of the last two sections becomes a plane lamina of width 2a, with 

its edges at (+ a,0), on which a stream impinges at velocity U and at an angle of inclination 

a to its faces. Then c= a, an = 0. The general formulas need not be repeated, but a few 

points may be noted. 

On the lamina itself, a’ = a=c, 6’= b= 0, and from 2 = acos 7 and Equation [838n], 

after expanding sin (7 -a@), 

w=. =U | cosa, 43———— sina)|\ [85a] 
qe 2 9 ps 

z 7 

where the upper sign refers to the front face, on which 0 < 7 < z, and the lower sign to the 

back face; and qg = |u|. 

Thus qg > ~ at the edges of the lamina, in general. By assigning the proper value to 

I’, however, g may be made finite at one edge. Thus, if [ =- 27aU sina, u approaches 

-U cosa as 2>- a; for, (2 + a)/Va? - 2? =[(a + 2)/(a- 2)]” + 0 as 2>-a. 

If I’ = 0, stagnation points occur on the lamina at 7 =@ and at 7 =@ + 7, or at 

z= acosa on the front face and at 2 =- a cos a on the rear face. The hyperbolic dividing 

streamline meets the lamina at the first of these points and leaves it at the second; the two 

hyperbolic arcs, with foci at the edges, are asymptotic to a line drawn through the center of 

the lamina and inclined at an anglea@ to its plane. On the front face, u= U at e = a cos (a@/2) 

and u=- U at « =- asin (a@/2). 

When [' = 0, however, a more direct formulation becomes possible. Then, from 

Equation [83a] with 6 = 0, w = aU cosh (€- ia) = aU cosh €cosa@ —iaU sinh € sina. Here, 

since c = a, the term in cos@ equals Uz cos aq and so represents a uniform flow parallel to 

the plane of the lamina, which need not be further considered. 

The term in sin @ taken by itself represents a stream flowing toward negative y and 

impinging perpendicularly on the disk. Dropping for a moment the proportionality factor sin 

a , So that the velocity of the stream at infinity is U, its complex potential is 

w = -iaU sinh ¢ = — iU (2? - a2)4, [85b] 

Ifw= 6+ ty, 

$2 - W* = U2 (a2 + y? - a”), dw =- U2 ay, [85c,d] 
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These equations can easily be solved, either for ¢ and w, or for z and y. The signs of ¢ and 

w may be inferred either from physical considerations or from a detailed study of Equation 

[85b]. 

On the y-axis; YW =0, 6=U Jas + y?; u=C0,v=—- Uy Var + y’. 

On the z-axis where |z|< a: YW =0, 6=7U Va? - x, also v = 0, u=* Ua//a? - 2’, 

where the upper sign refers to the front face and the lower sign to the rear face. Thus 

g= |u| = |U| at |2| = a//2. 
On the a-axis where |z| > a: ¢ = 0, J = U V2? - a’, where the sign ¥ is opposite to 

the sign of 2. 

In this case, where the y-axis is a streamline and may represent an infinite rigid sur- 

face, half of the flow may represent a stream flowing past a straight boundary carrying a 

straight rigid stiffener of width a and negligible thickness, perpendicular both to the boundary 

and to the stream. 

Two cases for T = 0, with a = 45 deg and a= 90 deg, respectively, are shown in 

Figures 136 and 137. In the first figure, the z-axis is rotated into a convenient direction. 

The points at which u = + U are shown by short marks. 

Figure 136 — Flow past a plane lamina 
-in a direction inclined at 45° 

to the lamina. 

Rotation of the stream and lamina through —90 deg, so that U (if positive) is directed 

toward negative z and the lamina lies along the y-axis, gives, perhaps by using Equation 

[25k] with a =~ 90 deg,k=1andhA=0, w=U (2? + a)” and 

gb? - py? = U? (x? + a? - y?), dy = U7 ay. 

In steady motion, the lift on the lamina is in any case pI'U, as on the cylinder, and the 

torque on it, from Equation [83t], is 

t 2-7)2 Nimicie, amie U* sin 2a [85e] 

where & is the angle between its direction of motion and the plane of its faces. The torque 

tends to set the lamina at right angles to the stream. 
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Figure 137 — Flow past a plane lamina at a = 90 degrees. 

It may seen strange that the lift should remain perpendicular to U at oblique angles, 

although the pressure on the lamina is everywhere perpendicular to its faces. The expla- 

nation lies in the occurrence of infinite velocities at the edges. In such cases erroneous 

results may be obtained if the forces are calculated from an integration of the pressures. 

In the present case, study of the behavior of the pressure distribution over the ellipsoid as 

it becomes progressively flattened into a lamina indicates that finite forces must be supposed 

to act on the edges of the lamina; see Morton, Reference 106. Mathematically, the limit of 

the integral giving the lift on the ellipsoid is not the same as the integral of the limit of the 

integrand, which represents pressure on the lamina. That the limit of the force must be the 

correct value for the lamina, on the other hand, is physically obvious, since no discontinuous 

change occurs in the motion of the neighboring fluid as the ellipsoid is flattened. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 71.) 

86. PLANE LAMINA IN TRANSLATION. 

If the plane lamina described in the last section moves in translation through fluid at 

rest at infinity, only its perpendicular component of motion is significant, since motion 

parallel to its plane does not disturb the fluid. Let the lamina lie parallel to the z-axis and 
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be moving toward positive y at velocity U. The relevant formulas may then be obtained from 

those of Section 84 by substituting b= 0, €) =0, c= a, a= 7/2. 

On the lamina itself 6°=0, a@’= a, e = acos 7 by Equation [82c], hence, from 

Equation [84f, g], ¢, = U and 

hele a r 
Let 7, 2S Uz — — G [86a] 

oe re 27 

where the upper sign refers to the front face and the lower to the rear face. If = + 2zaU, 

the velocity is finite at one edge. 

The flow net for T = 0 is shown in Figure 138, in which the dotted ellipse is now to 

be ignored. The arrows have reference to motion upward. 

The kinetic energy per unit length is, from Equation [841], 

pans [86b] 

Figure 138 — Flow net around a plane lamina moving perpendicularly 
at velocity U with TI = 0. 
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87. PARABOLIC CYLINDERS 

Consider the transformation 

A=iV2z2=h, +7A,, 2= a4 ty, (87a, b] 

il 
w= — (Ag ~ Ay), y =~ Ay Ad} Apar- a, Apart a, iste do 

r= Va? + y?. [87g] 

The surfaces A, = constant, or A, = constant, constitute two families of orthogonal confocal 

parabolas, with the z-axis as their axis and the focus at the origin; they open toward 2 

and 2+--, respectively; see Figure 139. The parabola for A, = 0 is the positive z-axis, that 

for A, = 0 the negative. 

The variables A,, 4, may be used as parabolic coordinates on the zy-plane. They are 

double valued, and changes of sign of A, or A, on the same parabola are necessary in order 

to cover the entire plane. 

TIN 

Sie gets rail ee es 

VN 
ae ae 

' & 

Lh 

_ 

| 

wa 
oe No 

Figure 139 — Diagram for parabolic coordinates. 
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Circulatory Flow. If w= Ad, ¢ = Ad,, W = Ad,, where A is real, the \, parabolas 

become streamlines in a type of flow in which there is a singularity at the origin and the 

velocity vanishes at infinity. For, then 

du a Je iA |A| [87h] 

Pie Gk? Gel Woe |” or: 

This might represent a sort of circulatory flow past a parabolic cylinder whose cross-sectional 

profile is represented by one of the 4, parabolas, or between two such cylinders corresponding 

to two values of A,. 

Streaming Flow. Let 

w=-U (= 2 ~ ipa) , U and B real and B > 0, [87i] 

s=-u[— 7-3) + Brg] =U(#-Byr+@ ) [87j] 

: 6 
w =- UA, (A, - B) =U (y* B Vr-@) = Uy (.-—4). [87k] 

Here, in accord with the labeling in Figure 139, continuity has been secured, except on the 

negative z-axis, by assuming that A, 2 0; then the-sign of A, and the sign before V7 = 

must be taken opposite to the sign of y, but /7 + zis positive. For the velocity 

p Uy : Sg (eit , v= —-——. 7 871, u ( + se r+a v a [ m] 

2 
ieee bles (ie rao 2). [87n] 

r 2r 

Thus toward infinity v + 0, w+ — U, and the flow becomes a uniform stream at velocity U 

toward negative 2. On the positive z-axis r = 2 and 

B 
ve-u (1-5). [870] 

The value w% = 0 occurs on the positive z-axis, where A, = 0, on the parabola at A, = B. 

On this parabola r+ @ = B so that its apex, which represents the stagnation line, is at 

z = 87/2; its semi-latus-rectum is the value of |y| when x = 0 and r= y, or B*. A solid 

cylinder may be inserted along this parabola. On the cylinder 
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2 
¢? =U? (1 - s : [87p] 

Streamlines for the flow past such a parabolic cylinder are shown in Figure 140; only 

half of the symmetrical plot is shown. The excess of pressure above that at infinity, in 

steady motion, is also shown as p — p,,, for points on the cylinder or on the z-axis ahead of it. 

This excess is everywhere positive; on the cylinder, it is pU22/4r, on the z-axis ahead of it, 

2 

| E -F). (87q] 

0} p? Plane of Symmetry 

Figure 140 — Flow past a parabolic cylinder. 

All such flow nets are similar, differing only in scale or in position; for, if B is 

changed, it is only necessary to change 2, y, w, ¢ and w in proportion to B” in order to have 

all equations satisfied. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34.) 

88. THE CIRCULAR-ARC TRANSFORMATION 

Equation [78a] of Section 78 invites generalization as follows: 

2°-ne g—-c¢\" 
aa | [88a] 

2+cC 
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where n and ¢ are positive real numbers. The points 2 = + ¢ now correspond to 2’= + nc, and 

at these points, in general, comformality fails. 

Writing, as illustrated in Figure 141, 

id 6 id, id, 
1¢ Asraihici=if,e 2h 2°—-ne = rye 1 2’+nc=r 2 

"eo ; 

2-cC=f 
2 

where -7< 6, $7,-7S 0,817, 

it follows that 

0, - 0, =1(0, - 6). [88b] 

Figure 141 — Illustration for a circular arc A, B or C. See Section 88. 

This shows that any circular arc joining z = + c, along which 6, - 6, has a constant value, 

transforms into one joining 2°=+nc. The tangent to the z arc makes an external angle 

y = 9, — 8, with its chord produced beyond z = ¢, or with the positive z-axis; the tangent to the 

z’ arc makes a similar angle y’-with its chord where 

yin Ty. [88c] 

Here -a7< ym. The respective radii of the arcs, which subtend angles 27 — 2y or 27 - 2y’ 

at their centers, are R = c/|sin y|, R’=c/|sin y’|. 

To solve for 2’ and y’, where 2’+ iy’ = 2’, write 

2+C " 

=d-ip, \=In — , p= 6, - 6). [88d,e, f] 
r 
1 

€=I1n 
oe = XC. 

Then (2°+ ne)/(2’— nc) = en and, solving for 2’, 

n 
2’=ne coth ne ; (88g) 
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ne NGi~ ~ : 
z’= —— sinh nd, y’= —— sin np, [88h, i] 

29 29 

1 nr n 
g’ = sinh” an + sin? = ey (cosh nA — cos np), [88j] 

from hyperbolic formulas listed in Section 32. Similarly 

z= ccoth <., [88k] 

c c 1 
2= — sinhdA, y= — sinp, g = — (cosh A- cos yp). [88], m,n] 

29 2g 9 

Thus p has the sign of yand-a<ysz. The variables A, » are sometimes called bipolar 

coordinates on the 2-plane.- 

The transformation can be visualized by imagining the 2-plane to be cut along the real 

axis between + ¢ and to be pulled or pushed until all arcs come into the proper position, with 

the remainder of the real axis retaining its direction. 

An important special case is that of a circle through (+ ¢, 0) on the 2-plane, such as 

AB, which transforms into two arcs meeting at an interior angle 27 - X|y‘| or (2-7) zw. If 

n = 2, these coalesce into a single arc, as in Section 78. If 0 <n < 2, the exterior of the 

circle is mapped conformally onto the part of the z’-plane lying outside of the crescent 

enclosed by the two arcs. If 0 <n <1, the ends of the ‘‘crescent’’ are reentrant; compare 

Figure 142b. 

Toward infinity, Equation [88a] becomes, by binomial expansion, 

Hence at infinity z’+ 2 and the two planes agree. 

The transformation fails to be conformal, in general, at z=+c. From Equations 

[88g] and [88k] 

dz’ dz’{dz\7} 
apt ell ees =n? sinh? £ sinh2 ne 
dz dé \ dé ) 2 

"(N= pf) SS (A pL) — (A-ip)  - — (A-itp) 
=n? \¢e? =¢ ? e? ay a 
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As 241, either 4+ or A» — ~, and in either case one exponential becomes negligibly 

small, while in the other — 7p may be ignored. It thus appears that dz*/dz> ~ if n <1, but 

dz’/dz+Qifn>1. 

The transformation has several uses; see Sections 80 and 89. 

(See Reference: v. Kérman and Trefftz?” and Miller’®.) 

89. CIRCULAR-ARC CYLINDER, BOSS OR GROOVE 

By means of the preceding transformation the flow can be found past any cylinder whose 

contour consists of two circular arcs. Only the symmetrical case will be treated here; compare 

Figure 142a and b. 

(c) 

Figure 142 — Examples of a symmetrical circular-arc cylinder (a) or (b), 
or a circular-arc groove (c) in a plane wall. 

To be streamlines, the arcs must transform into part of the real axis of w. Let the 

edges of the cylinder be at (+ c, 0) on the 2-plane, so that the arcs have a common chord of 

length 2c, and let each arc make a numerical angle y = m 7 with their common chord produced. 

Thus 0 < m <1, and the internal angle at each edge of the cylinder is 2 (1 — m) 7; the radius 

of each arc is R = c/sin y. Then the transformation Equation [88a] flattens both arcs onto the 

same segment of the real axis of 2’ provided n = 1/m; the region outside of the cylinder thus 

goes into the whole z’-plane, and at infinity 2’> 2. 
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Hence substituting also w/U for 2’, a complex potential w defined by 

1 

mu — cU Boy 
mea [89a] 
mu + cU 2+e 

will represent flow past the given cylinder, with a uniform velocity U toward negative 2 at 

infinity. Then, in terms of Z, A, and p as defined by Equations [88d, e, f, k] or [881, m,n], 

cU G 
w= — coth —; [89b] 

m 2m 

¢ a di h g Be nele [89c, d] = sinh! ——*,; = Sin == , p) 
2mG m ¥ 2mG m 

r il r 
G =sinh? — + sin? cal ae cosh — - cos Bet : [89e] 

2m 2m 2 m m 

du dwfdz\ “ U inn [sin £ 4 ee 

AS, dG NAGI Me). a Nar Diora Om 2 

dw U A U 
=) ||| = un (sinh? — + sin? ot = SEI (cosh A-cos p). [89g] 

dz mG 2 2 Im2G 

On the z-axis where |2| > c andy = 0, - 0,=0, C=A, 2= 2, g= |u| and 

U cosh A-—1 r+ec 
Se I : [89h, i] 

m2 cosh (A/m) -1 z-c¢ 

On the y-axis outside of the cylinder, A= 0, €=— tp, q= |u| and 

U 1 - cos 
qs ES gy Tor ogee oe [89j, k] 

m2 1- cos (p/m) c 

On the cylinder itself » = + mz and, from Equation [89g], 

|U| cosh A - cos (mz) q= casi eisai abil 2a [891] 
2 cosh (A/m) + 1 
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The maximum velocity occurs at the middle of the sides, where A = 0, and is 

|U| = —— (1-cos mz). [89m] 
2m? 

Im ax 

The edges are stagnation lines; for, with 0 <m <1, cosh A/cosh (A/m) + 0 as A> + 00, 

Half of the symmetrical streamlines past such a cylinder are illustrated in Figure 143 

for m = 0.88, y = 158 deg, and by the upper part of Figure 144 for m = 0.71, y = 127 deg. In 

both cases the pressure in steady motion is shown as p — p,, along the surface of the cylinder 

and the outlying parts of the plane of symmetry. The case m = 1/8, y = 60 deg is illustrated 

in Figure 157, page 232. If m = 1/2, the cylinder is circular. 

| sat 
-c c zr 

p <2 Poo 

Figure 143 — Streamlines past a symmetrical circular-are cylinder, and pressure p 
in steady flow, either on the cylinder or in the fluid along the z or y axis. 

Figure 144 — Streamlines near a thin sheet 

containing the x axis except for a circular- 
arc buckle, and also the pressure p on 
both sides of the sheet and the buckle 
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The motion of such a cylinder through fluid stationary at infinity, at velocity U 

parallel to the common chord of the arcs, can be represented by adding a term —- Uz in w. 

Then, at points where €is small and hence 2 large, using Equation [33i] in Equations [88k] 

and [89bl, 

2 G ) 
POD (6h (mee Sle ce le (3 

2 (* é ) =( 1 ) <( 1 
= — 4 —— os Ue a [eed NG nee (es oe 

m (6 6m i ae 32 \ m2 

Thus, in Equations [76c,d, f], (#) 6, = 6, = (c*U/8) (1/m? ~ 1), and the kinetic energy of the 

fluid per unit length of the cylinder is 

1 2 1 
l= Pp ee CoS. {89n] Fal 

where S is the cross-sectional area of the cylinder or 

2 c 
S = — [2(1-m)7+sin 2mm]. [890] 

sin* m7 

The case of motion perpendicular to the chord is also easily treated by noting first 

that the slightly modified transformation mz’ = Z = c coth (€/2m), with z= c coth (€/2) as 

before, flattens the outline of the cylinder into the segment of the real Z-axis from Z =- c 

to Z=c. The cylinder is thereby transformed into a lamina of width 2c. From Equation 

[85b] for transverse flow on the Z-plane past such a lamina, w =—- iU (Z? - c*)*. Further- 

more, at infinity, Z+ 2mc/C>mz, so that uniform flow on the Z-plane transforms into similar 

flow on the z-plane but with the velocity multiplied by m (since w = UZ becomes w = mU2). 

Hence, after multiplying w by 1/m in order to keep the stream velocity equal to U on the 

z-plane, and substituting for Z in terms of 2, 

zcU ; GV 
w = -—- — | sinh — : [89p] 

m 2m . 
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This is the complex potential for flow past the original cylinder at velocity U toward 

negative y. Then 

cU Nae eit cU r 
¢ = — cosh — sin —, wy =- — Sn donee 

mG 2m 2m mG 2m 2m 

du d 2zU 
Pe (ici (pce rae ee Berea ee 

dl dz fiz 2m 2m 2 

U 1 n u\|# 
= (cosh A -— cos pz) | — | cosh — + cos — ‘ [89q] 

When the fluid velocity at infinity is again suppressed, this time by adding 7UZ in w 

so as to superpose a flow toward positive y, then at large z and small ¢ writing 

z2=2c/C€+cC/6.... again, 

1 1 c7U fe A 
| +2] C=% (= +1) eee [89r] 

12m2 6 32 Im? 

Thus, from Equation [76d, e], with y = 7/2, Pee clean 

1 Q7 1 2 2 
dap = ley em — Sa Use [89s] 

2 3 2m? 

Cylindrical Boss or Groove. According to Equations [89d] and [88m], the x-axis for 

|2| > c is part of a streamline; hence semi-infinite walls can be inserted there. Provided 

m <1, half of the field then represents flow past a plane wall interrupted by a cylindrical 

boss of circular-arc section, which is 2c wide at the base and has an external angle y or 

mn between its tangent and the wall, and hence a radius R = c/sin mz. Figures 143 and 

157 and the upper part of Figure 144 may also be interpreted as showing streamlines for 

such a flow. 

If m > 1, the diagram on the z-plane overlaps on itself and the whole field cannot be 

used. Provided m < 2, however, the upper half of the w-plane taken by itself maps conformally 

upon the part of the z-plane that lies above the part of the z-axis on which |z| > c and also 

above the arc p = mz, which now lies below the axis. For this purpose take 0 < 0, < 2z, 

—7 <0, <7; then 0 <p < 27 and below the a-axis yu lies in the third or fourth quadrant. 
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A wall can be inserted along the arc and the outlying parts of the a-axis on which 

y = 0, and the formulas then represent flow past a circular-arc groove in a plane wall; see 

Figure 142c. The velocity is infinite at the projecting edges of the groove. 

The lower part of Figure 144 represents the flow past such a groove with m = 1.30, 

y = 233 deg; to match the description, the figure needs to be turned upside down and the 

x-axis reversed. The entire figure may also represent flow on both sides, with the same 

velocity at infinity, past a thin sheet with a circular-arc buckle in it. The sheet cannot be 

removed, since the pressures are unequal on the two sides; the excess of pressure p — p_, 

is shown in the figure for both sides, on an arbitrary scale, on the assumption of steady 

motion. Streamlines past a deeper groove, with m = 1.75, y = 315 deg, are shown in 

Figure 145. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 2, Section 6.51, where n = 2m; 

J.L. Taylor,?3 where m = 1/k.) 

Figure 145 — Flow past a sheet or wall with 
Bs a deep circular-arc groove. 

90. DOUBLE CIRCULAR CYLINDER, OR CYLINDER AGAINST A WALL 

If, in the formulas of the last section, m is made zero while c remains finite, both 

arcs come into coincidence with the outlying w-axis. By decreasing c as well, however, the 

arcs can be kept finite. Their radius is & = c/sin (mz), since each subtends an angle 2(7 — mz) 

at its center; and # remains equal to a fixed number a if c is kept equal to a sin (mz) as m>0. 

The arcs thus reduce to two circles of radius @ touching both each other and the a-axis at the 

origin. 

Then, at a fixed point representing a given value of z, ¢ becomes‘small in Equation 

[88k] as e+0, and 2+2c/2; substituting for ¢ in Equation [89b] and noting that in the limit, 

as m+, c/m = asin (mz)/m> an, 

7a 
w = naU coth — . [90a] 
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Hence, using hyperbolic formulas in Section 32 and z = x + zy, 

U 2 U 2 
= ue sinh nae s =- ae sin shat f [90b, c] 

Pe 2G 2 

1 Qra 2Qra % 
Cs = (cost we Eos) =) »r=(a? +47) , [90d, e] 

2 2 2 r rt 

du 1 2 
q= |—| = |U|. L90f] 

dz 1G 

These formulas represent a uniform stream flowing past two cylinders of radius a in 

contact along a common generator, which passes through the origin. The fluid approaches at 

velocity U toward negative 2 and hence perpendicularly to the plane through the axes of the 

cylinders, as illustrated in Figure 146. 

z Figure 146 — Flow past two similar cylinders 

_in contact along a common generator. 

Or, if a boundary is inserted along the a-axis and only half of the diagram is used, the 

flow is represented past a cylinder resting against a plane wall. Streamlines for the latter 

case are shown in Figure 147. The excess of pressure above the pressure at infinity, for 

steady motion, is shown in the figure as p — p_, along the positive z-axis up to the origin, 

and then around the right-hand half of the cylinder; the abscissa for the latter part of the 

curve represents the angle 0, plotted toward the left. 

On the z-axis, y = 0, r=+* a, g = |u|, and 

20? a? U 2Qra =a wat pf . ma \~? 
u=— ————— (cosh == -1) =- (sins = ) [90g] 

2 x 2 
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Figure 147 — Streamlines past a circular cylinder resting egainst 
a plane wall, also the pressure p during steady motion, along 
the wall for z > 0 and then around half of the circular surface. 

Thus uw 0 at 2 =0, the sole stagnation point; for sinh Q increases much faster than @ as 

L-> oo, 

On the y-axis, 6 = 0, r=ty, g = |u|, and 

Qn? a2 U Qna\ ~! a a2U ma\ ~2 
u=- ——— [|1-cos — =- sin — [90h] 

y y y? y 

On the cylinders, a + (y ¥ a)? = a7, or 2 =t 2ay, hence w = 0 and 

; 0 
7 |U| osc? — 

2 n a|U| 72 = 
g= ——— _ {cosh — +1 = 

ly| y 8 2 {1+ cosh (# cot 7 

in terms of an angle @ defined as in Figure 147. The maximum velocity, occurring at z = 0 

and |y| = 2a, is m7 |U!/4 or 2.47 |U]. 

[90i] 
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Flow Parallel to the Line of Aves. Equation [89p] gives similarly in the limit, with 

U replaced by V, 

, na\ —} 
w =—inaV (sins =) : [90j] 

2 

for flow at infinity at velocity V toward negative y and hence parallel to the line of axes of 

the touching cylinders. Then 

iV 2 aV a $= 4 cosh —— sin =», ee = sinh = con — 80a 
G 72 2 G 72 p2 

De % V 1 Qrazx 2Qra q= wa \VI Bet Posh = = cos 4 5 [90m] 
Pel 2 72 72 

As the origin is approached along or between the cylinders, cosh (27a 2/r’) increases without 

limit and q=0. 

The kinetic energy T, of the fluid near unit length of the double cylinder, when moving 

at velocity U through fluid that is at rest at infinity, can be found conveniently by substituting 

an for c/m in Equations [89n] and [89s] and then letting c+0. This gives, since S = 27a’: 

for motion perpendicular to the line of axes, 

1 i 2 2) 72 ery ae 2ra* U wo oe [90n] 

for motion parallel to the line of axes, 

1 n 2,2. 2 2 72 T= > \G 1) 2xa?U? = — p (1.290707) U?. [900] 

In the case of motion perpendicular to the line of axes, a wall can be inserted, as 

before; then half of 7, is the kinetic energy of the fluid near unit length of a cylinder that is 

sliding along a wall. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 2, Section 6.52.) 
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91. CYLINDERS OF OTHER FORMS 

Aside from airfoil shapes, cylinders of the following additional cross-sectional shapes 

have been studied, the cylinder being either stationary in a stream or moving through quiescent 

fluid. The kinetic energy per unit length of fluid of density p surrounding the cylinder, when 

it is moving at velocity U with the fluid quiescent at infinity, is denoted below by T7,; 

see also Section 34. 

108 09 (a) A hypocycloid, by Agostinelli!®® and Sestini.+ 

(b) Rectangular, by Riabouchinsky!!° and J.L. Taylor.°? For kinetic energy, see 

Chapter V. 

(c) Equal-sided quadrilateral of side's, moving parallel to a diagonal bisecting an internal 

angle of @ radians, by J.L. Taylor.33 Here 2 = [[w?/(u? - 1)]9/(2) du. The area is 's? 

sin 6 and 

1 ar (3/2 2 
qT, each [ ee — — sin | geU2 [91a] 

r -—|)F{—+-— 
Q7 Qn 2 

where I'(2) denotes the gamma function of z. 

(d) Two parabolic arcs meeting at right angles, by J.L. Taylor.?3 If A is the length of 

the chord joining the edges, the area is 27/8, and 

(1) For motion parallel to the chord 

3 3 
7 

b 1» he faKt 1 
ao) [ f(w? - 1)~ dwl?, 7, lage « = ) U? = = p (0.178) 4? U?; [91b,c] 

(2) For motion perpendicular to the chord, 

b aes ‘ 1 1h? /sK4 2, 1 BG 
2=— | du} ,T,=>p— - 1) U? =— (0.683) A? U?. (914d, e] 

4 1J\ 2-4 23. a3 2 
7 

Here 6 is a constant and K is the complete elliptic integral of modulus / 1/2 or 

1/2 
1 -% 

Ree i i sin? 7 do = 1.8541. 
0 

(e) Four equal semicircles, on the sides of an inscribed square whose diagonal is of 

length D, by J.L. Taylor.33 The area is (2 + 7) D*/4 and 
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t -1 
1 

De ack, Fi f a-dytar . 

aL 2 D? 2 1 2 7/2 T = eee ee ee U =p P (1.414) D Us: [91f] 

where K is as in (d). 

(f) Circle with radial plane extending to infinity on one side: 

Z a a2 

v=o (= =) (+ =) , cand v rea. 
Va Vz Z 

A few streamlines for positive values of C and U are shown in Figure 148; see Cisotti.1! 

\y 

| KY =a 
== z laa 

0<C<4aU 

: c>0,U=0 

Figure 148a Figure 148b 

Figure 148c 

Figure 148 — Streamlines around a circular cylinder attached to a 
semi-infinite plane. (See Reference 111.) 
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(g) Circle with a radial fin of finite width, by Rassani.11? 

(h) Circle with two equal radial fins opposite each other, by J.L. Taylor.?3 Let the 

greatest width between the outer edges of the fins be n times the diameter of the circle. 

Then, for motion perpendicular to the plane of the fins, 

1 1 
a 5 (vel ~ 2? + fu? 4 he), ken =u, 

n 

and 

1 
{i= aad (iteis*) a7 U7 [91g] 

where a is the radius of the circle. 

(i) Broken line, or two plane laminas joined by their edges, by Morton,!°® by Sona,115 

and, with special reference to an airfoil equipped with a rudder, by Sauer, !1© who gives 

other references. Streamlines for the flow without circulation past a right angle, approaching 

at 15 deg to the plane of one side, are shown in Figure 149. By properly choosing the cir- 

culation and the direction of approach of the stream, the velocity can be made finite at both 
115 edges of the lamina, whatever its angular aperture, as in Figure 150; see Sona. 

Figure 150 — Streamlines past an angle-lamina AB, 
Figure 149 — Flow past a right-angle. with the direction of approach of the stream and 

See Section 91(i). (Copied from the circulation around the lamina so chosen 
Retcrence 106.) that the velocity is finite at both edges. 

See Section 91(i). (Copied from 
Reference 115, Lincei 22.) 
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(j) Rectangular cross, by Westwater.!17 

(k) Arc and line joined together, by Sauer.'1° 

(1) A small circular cylinder of radius a in motion but momentarily coaxial with a 

surrounding stationary square cylindrical shell of width 2c, by J.L. Taylor:33 

1 az 

are pra> (1 +/1.719——}.. [91h] 

(m) A convex curve joined to a straight segment, by Riabouchinsky;11° 

(n) Contours described parametrically by 

2=acos u+(bcos 2u)/2, y= 6b sin u-(d sin 2u)/2, 

by Wrinch, 118 or by other analytical formulas, by Morris,’?* 119 Basset, !2° Neronoff, 12} 

Milne-Thompson. ! 2? 

A general method of modifying the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation so as to intro- 

duce rounded edges or other curvatures, by adding ‘‘curve factors,’’ was described with 
4 

examples by Leathem;’* see also page 123. 

92. TO EQUAL LINE DIPOLES WITH AXES LONGITUDINAL; FLOW PAST 
ONE OR TWO SIMILAR CYLINDERS 

1 1 
v= ver “+ i [92a] 

2 

U, » and db real constants and 4 > 0, 

cos 0, cos 6, 

d= Uxrt+p + 
r ry 

I co R + ihe 

“eS = 
ane) | 

~ 

+ 

R 

ba f 
No 1 

~~ 

prac anh eee 

ex | oOo bo 5 

where 7, = [(x - b)? + y?J¥, ro =[(x+ b)? + y?]%, and the significance of the angles 

6, and 6, is shown in Figure 151. Hence 

cos 2 6, cos 2 6, sin 2 6, sin 2 6, 
u=-Ut+y ; _ 2 ee > VEp i as a ere , (92d, e] 

“ wp) Us "9 



Figure 151 — Two equal line dipoles with longitudinal axes 
(in the direction of 2). 

ted cos 2 0, cos 2 0, eel 1 2 cos (26, - 29,) 

gq’ =U* -2nU {| ———— + ———] + p* {[— + — + ——————__ .. [92 f] 

rt r moon vars 

oh Oiig Bea eoe 
u, =— U + 2p ———— , u, =-U + 2p [92g,h] 

ne Din st,2 (z* = 57) (o° + y*) 

A. Tuo Line Dipoles Alone. If U = 0, the field of flow is that due to two equal line 

dipoles whose axes are parallel and directed along the line through the locations of the dipoles, 

which are at (+ 5, 0); compare Equation [37a]. Stagnation points occur on the y-axis at 

(0, + 6), where 0, = 185 deg, 0, = 45 deg, and y =¥ p/b. Streamlines for || <|y|/6 run 

through both dipoles; those for |W|>||/6 consist of two disconnected loops, one associated 

with each dipole. Streamlines above the z-axis are shown in Figure 152. 

B. Flow Past One or Two Similar Cylinders of Special Shape. Assume that U/p > 0, 

so that the dipole axes are oppositely directed to the stream at infinity, whose velocity is 

U toward negative 2 Then the streamline for w = 0 consists of the z-axis and the curve 

S defined by 

eee al es lcd [922, h] 
Pe 2 U 
2 

If cis large, Sis an oval curve cutting the z-axis in two stagnation points; as c+~, it approxi- 

mates a circle. If ¢ = }, it contracts in the middle to a point at the origin; for c< 6, it consists 

of two loops, one surrounding each dipole. Several possible forms of S are shown in Figure 153. 

The formulas may represent flow past a cylinder, or two parallel similar cylinders, in- 

serted along S. If c<0/2, the cross-sections of the cylinders are nearly circular; even if their 
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VIZ IU 
Figure 152 — Streamlines on one side of the plane of symmetry due to two line 

dipoles at £4. See Section 92. (Copied from Reference 124.) 

C4 

Figure 153 — Some possible forms for the dividing surface S due to two line 
dipoles in a stream. See Section 92. (Copied from Reference 124.) 



diameters are as large as the distance between their surfaces, the maximum and minimum 

diameters of each cylinder differ by less than 4 percent; if their diameters are at most half of 

the distance between them, the difference is less than 1 percent. 

In the case of two cylinders, the forces on them, which are equal and opposite, are 

easily found from the Blasius theorem. For the cylinder surrounding z = 6, write dw/dz thus: 

du al 1 (2 — b) (2 + 30) 
— =U-p, | ——— + — -~ ———~_ | .. 

ae 4b? 467 (2+ 6)? | 

Substitution in Equation [74g] and evaluation of the integral from the residues, as in Section 30, 

then gives for the force X = 7p p2/(26°). The cylinders repel each other, because of lower 

velocities between them. For the approximately circular cylinder, ne may be dropped in 

comparison with Wee and Equation [92g] then gives for its radius a@=7, = 0/2 = Vp/U. 

Thus in this case the force is, approximately, X = 7p U? a*/(2b3). 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference Muller 124.) 

93. TWO EQUAL LINE DIPOLES WITH AXES TRANSVERSE; FLOW PAST 
ONE OR BETWEEN TWO SIMILAR CYLINDERS. 

U : : [93a] w= Uz+ + a 
“ a) a+ib}.’ 

U, » and 6 real constants and 6>0; 

cos 0, cos 6, 1 1 

6=Ur+p + = Ur+pa(— +—)|, [93b] 
fy Up) ee ry 

sin 0, sin 0, 1 1 4p2 

uv =Uy-4p + =y oN are Care aoa; , [98c] 
r P 1 2 rs r. ry P 

where 

r, = (2? AE ees ee 2)" , =la* +(y- 6)°) , 7, = [a + (y+ 8)*) , [93d, e] 

and the significance of 6, and 6, is shown in Figure 154. Hence 

cos 20, cos 2 0, sin 2 6, sin 2 @, 

weds (Se ,v=p (——— + ———} ,_ [988g] 
2 2 2 

5 To 1 t% 

cos 20 cos 26 2 cos (20, -246,) 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 
gq? =U? -2nU e. + Say) (2 eS a 

2 A 2 4 
a r9 7 

bo bo oo 



4 

Plane of Symmetry 

Figure 154 — Two equal line dipoles at_(0, +6), with transverse axes 
(parallel to z). For the near-circle see Section 933. 

On the a-axis w = wu, and on the y-axis u = uw, where 1 

ON Mere x* — b u, = - U + 2p ———— __ , u, = - U - % ———_. (93h, i] 
2a ee 

(x* + 6°) (y* — 6°) 

There is flow symmetry about the plane y = 0, mere geometrical symmetry about z = 0. 

A. Tuo Line Dipoles Alone. If U = 0, the flow is that due to two equal line dipoles 

whose axes are parallel but directed at right angles to the line joining the locations of the 

dipoles, which are at (0, * 5); the dipole axes have the direction of the a-axis. Stagnation 

points occur on the z-axis at (+ 5, 0); streamlines run to these points, divide, and continue 

in opposite directions along the z-axis. Some streamlines are shown, above the z-axis only, 

in Figure 155. 
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Figure 155 — Streamlines, above the plane of symmetry, due to two equal line dipoles 

with transverse axes. See Section 93(A). (Copied from Reference 124.) 

B. Flow Past One or Between and Around Tuo Similar Cylinders of Special Shape. 

Assume U/p > 0, so that the dipole axes are oppositely directed to the stream at infinity, 

whose velocity is U toward negative z. 

The streamline for wy = 0 consists of the z-axis and also of the curve S defined by 

fee re i es Ce wey) [93], k] 

provided c? > 86%. If cis large, S approximates a circle enclosing both dipoles. As c 

decreases, S becomes compressed along the z-axis; when c? = 867, S consists of two cir- 

cular arcs defined respectively by r, = 26 and r, = 26 and meeting at the stagnation points, 

which are then at (7/34, 0). This is a special case, for n = 2/3, of the flow considered 

in Section 89. As c? becomes less than 867, the curve defined by 93(j) disappears, and the 

dividing surface splits along the z-axis to form two separate curves, each of which surrounds 

one dipole and carries two stagnation points. The curves can be found by setting u=v=0 in 

93(f, g) in order to find the stagnation points and then calculating the value of w at these points 

from 93(c); with this constant value of w, 93(c) defines the curves. They soon approximate to 

circles, whose radius, for small c/b, approximates c/\/2 = V/u/U. 

The dividing surface may represent a cylinder, or two cylinders, of a certain shape, 

immersed in a uniform stream. The limiting form of S for c? = 86? and a larger oval are 
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shown in Figure 156. Half of S for the case c = 0.945 is shown by the approximate circle in 

Figure 154. The streamlines for flow past the limiting form are shown, above the z-axis only, 

in Figure 157. If c?/8b* is rather small, there is an approximation to two circular cylinders 

in a stream perpendicular to the line joining their centers, which are 26 apart. 

The forces on the two cylinders can be found from the Blasius theorem, as in Section 

92. The cylinders attract each other, because of higher velocities between them, with a 

force F = 7py7/(26%) acting on each. For slender circular cylinders of radius a, 

F = 7p U? a4/(26), approximately. 

A rigid wall may also be inserted along the z-axis. Then half of the field represents 

flow past a cylinder of a certain shape with its axis distant } from a rigid wall. The force 

F, now directed toward the wall, remains the same. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference Muller 124.) 

Figure 156 — Two possible forms of the dividing surface S for two 
equal line dipoles at (0, + 4) in a stream. See Section 93(B). 

(Copied from Reference 124.) 
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Figure 157 — Streamlines above the plane of symmetry, outside the dividing surface S 
obtained from two line dipoles in a stream. See Section 93(B). The boundary may 
also represent a circular boss on a plane wall, with the z-axis taken along the 

wall, or half of a symmetrical circular-arc cylinder, as in Section 89. 

(Copied from Reference 124.) 

94. TWO CIRCULAR CYLINDERS IN A STREAM; CYLINDER AND WALL 

Since a cylinder immersed in a uniform stream merely adds the flow due to a certain 

dipole on its axis, as in Section 67, and the image of a dipole in a circular cylinder is another 

dipole, as in Section 52, the flow around any number of cylinders in a stream can be built up 

in terms of an infinite train of image dipoles in each cylinder. Circulation around the cyl- 

inders may be added by assuming a suitable vortex on the axis of each, and then an infinite 

train of image vortices inside each, in accord with results in Section 42. 

Only the first approximation to the solution will be given in detail here. 

Let two cylinders A and B have radii a and 4, and let their axes be located, respec- 

tively, at (0, 0) and (—d, 0) so that they are d apart, and let a/d and b/d be small. Let the 

stream approach at an angle @ with a line drawn through their axes, as illustrated in Figure 

158; and let there be circulation I’, about A and [, about B. Then a first approximation to 

the complex potential is 

zZ 2t+d 

7 2 - . : a b 2 
w=U scien ae (E ) tage eee 2+, In(z+dq)j. [94a] 

7 

bo [st bo 



Figure 158 — Two circular cylinders in a stream. See Section 94. 

The first term represents the flow past each cylinder as if the other were absent; it is con- 

structed out of Equation [69j], in which, for the term representing the contribution of the 

second cylinder, 2 is replaced by z + din order to displace its axis to (—d, 0). 

The forces on the cylinders may be found from the Blasius theorem. Here 

2 2 . In r 

ae Gere ve( = + d Pe ee ee 
dz 22 (2+)? 27 \ 2 2+d 

By proceeding as in Section 42, it is found from Equation [74g] that the force on A has 

components 5 

2 2 
es Ceo) Sa elit, Part 

i =- phi eine. 0) sine 4, + 4apU cos 2a, [94b] 
de Qnd ds 

aT, =~ 671; a? 6? 
Ye =pl,U cosa +0 ———-—— cos a= 4npU sin 2a. [94c] 

d? a 

The force X,, Y, on B can be found by substituting in these expressions ~d for d and also 

interchanging a? with 5? and T, with T,. All terms containing d thus merely change sign. 

The first terms of X and Y represent the usual lift, and the next terms a possible 

modification of the lift due to the presence of the other cylinder. The term in I, I, represents 

a first approximation to the circulatory interaction, as found for a simpler case in Equation 

[42c’] of Section 42. It indicates that like circulations cause repulsion, unlike, attraction. 

The terms not containing a? or 6” have the same values for two slender cylinders of any 

cross-sectional shapes. 



There remains in addition a force of magnitude 42pU? a2 b2/a3 inclined at an angle 

2a to the line of axes. This force is shown as F, in Figure 158. Its direction is such that 

a stream flowing parallel to the line of axes causes the cylinders to repel each other, where- 

as a transverse stream causes them to attract. When the stream is oblique the forces tend to 

turn the line of axes into a direction perpendicular to the stream. 

If the stream is abolished by giving to everything an equal and opposite velocity, the 

forces remain the same. Then the cylinders, if free from circulation, repel each other when 

moving at equal speeds along the line of axes, but attract when moving in the same direction 

transversely to this axis. 

It will be noted that no images at all have been included in this approximation, except 

those associated with the stream itself. Their inclusion leads to terms of higher order in 

1/d, for each of the three types of terms containing U?, TU, or I, l,, respectively. 

If more than two slender cylinders are present, it is easily seen that the forces are 

additive in first approximation; the presence of each cylinder modifies the lift on every other 

and contributes interaction forces upon it according to the formulas just found. 

The complete ‘solution for noncirculatory flow past two cylinders of equal radiws was 

written out in terms of images by Muller.1?4 Streamlines for T = 0, and for «= 0 and 

a = 90 deg, respectively, are shown in Figure 159. The directions of the forces on the 

cylinders are also shown. 

Se ae ~\\WIlD 
New CAIN 

Figure 159 — Streamlines for flow in two directions past two equal circular cylinders. 
The arrows indicate the directions of the forces on the cylinders, when the 

motion is steady. (Copied from Reference 124.) 

The flow was treated with no restriction upon the sizes of the cylinders except that 

they are external to each other, in terms of elliptic functions by Lagally,'?> and with use 

of bipolar coordinates and series by Endo.!?° 

Cylinder and a Wall. If the two cylinders just considered have equal radii and equal 

and opposite circulations, or no circulations at all, and if the stream approaches perpendic- 

ularly to the line of axes, then the plane that bisects the line joining the axes is a stream 
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surface and may be replaced by a rigid wall. Then half of the field represents flow along a wall 

and a slender circular cylinder parallel to it. For an exact solution, one of the treatments of 

two cylinders may be used, or an earlier direct treatment by Riabouchinsky.1?7 

A first approximation to the force on the cylinder, which is equal and opposite to that 

on the wall, is given by Equation [94b, c]. 

Put a = 90 deg, so that the x-axis is perpendicular to the wall, [, =- 1, =I where 

I is the circulation around the cylinder, and d = 2A where f is the distance from the wall to 

the axis of the cylinder. Then Y, = 0 and, writing V instead of U for the velocity of the 

stream and X for the force on the cylinder, 

2 2 4 a iB 1 a 
X=- plrv ( a eae 4 mpV2 —, [94d] 

oR? 4h h3 

where ais the radius of the cylinder. Thus the effect of V alone, or of T alone, is an 

attraction between the wall and the cylinder. The joint effect of circulation and stream is 

likewise an attraction when the two resulting components of velocity are in the same 

direction along the wall. 

95. SLENDER CIRCULAR CYLINDERS MOVING INDEPENDENTLY, 
OR NEAR A WALL 

When cylinders such as those considered in the last section move independently, the 

method of images can still be used, since a moving cylinder is equivalent to a dipole located 

on its axis, but the motion cannot be made steady by a suitable choice of the frame of 

reference. The forces can then be determined either by integration of the pressure or, more 

conveniently, by first finding the energy and then using the Lagrange equations. The latter 

method will be used here, to a first approximation only. 

(A) Two Slender.Cylinders 

Let two parallel cylinders A and B have radii, respectively, @ and 0, and let A be 

moving at velocity V in a direction inclined at an anglea to a line PQ drawn through the 

axes of the cylinders in the direction from A toward B, while B is moving with velocity W 

inclined at the angle B to the same line; see Figure 160. Assume that there is no circulation 

around either cylinder; and for the present let the fluid be at rest at infinity. 



Figure 160 — Two slender circular cylinders in motion. See Section 95. 

The first approximation to the velocity potential represents a dipole on the axis of 

each cylinder and is, from Equation [37s] in Section 37, 

cos (0, -@) cos (6, - B) 
b’ = a? V —————_ + 6? w ——_—__ [95a] 

r 

1 

where 7,, 7, 0,, 0, are adequately defined in Figure 160. The flow due to each of these 

dipoles then violates the boundary condition at the surface of the other cylinder, hence their 

respective images in the other cylinder must be added, then, for a similar reason, the images 

of these images, and so on. Only the first pair of images will be included here. 

Furthermore, to the same degree of approximation the displacement of the first images 

from the axis of the cylinder containing them may be neglected. Their contribution to the 

potential is then, from Equation [52c], 

a2 b2 cos (0, +a) a? 52 cos (6, + B) 
op’ =- V ———— W ——————=— {95b] 

2 ry re uy 

where 7 is the distance between the axes of the cylinders. 

The contribution of cylinder B to the integral in Equation [17d], which expresses the 

kinetic energy of the fluid, is then 

7 27 2 
1 1 
9 P J ends=>e f (b°+ 3°) W cos (6, - 8) bdd,. 

0 f=) 
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On the surface of B, 7, equals 6. Furthermore, to include only terms of order 1/1’, it is 

sufficiently accurate to write, by projection of the radius of B, 

1 bcos 6, 6 sin 0, 

tT, =r + > cos, 0), — = — — —————— OSL eae aa , cos 6, = 1; 
" Tr r2 

and the second term of ¢°’ may be omitted. 

The result of carrying out the integration, after adding and evaluating the corresponding 

integral over A, is the following simple expression for the total kinetic energy of the fluid per 

unit length of the cylinders: 

4a? 5? 
p [ov be = 

qe 

T 7 

1” 9 
VW cos (a+ | : [95c] 

The next step is to express the energy in terms of coordinates representing the positions 

of the cylinders. Let the Cartesian coordinates of the axes of A and B be a,, y,, and z,, y,, 

and let the corresponding components of velocity be denoted by 23 ae oo, Yo: Let the line 

of axes PQ make an angle @ with the positive a-axis. Then, by projection, 

° a re . r > 
V cosa = 2, cos 0+ y,sin 0, W cos B = 2, cos 6+ y, sin 9, 

V sina=- z, sin 6+ y, cos 6, W sin B=- 2, sin 6+ y, cos 0. 

Substitution for V and W in Equation [95c] gives 

7 e ° e e 

T, = = {« (2? 4 ¥7) + 6? (22 + ys) 

eee ae ee ere ae 
= z [(z, @ — ¥, Y_) COS 20+ (2, ¥, + £,y,) Sin 2 a} : [95d] 

Here 7 and @ are to be considered as functions of Bry Yyr Lys Yor 

Now let X,p, Y,, denote components of the force exerted by the fluid on unit length 

of cylinder B, Then the reactive force on the fluid is -X,,, - Y,p» and the Lagrange equation 

is for Ly 

where ¢ denotes the time. Hence 
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Gi (in ete Das bane eee 
-Xip = 7? ey b Ty — 5 (2, cos 20+Y, sin 20) 

Tr 

4a b2 ° ° e ° is ° o ° . or 

: [(@, 2 — ¥, Y,) CoS 20+ (2, Y, + Zy,) sin 26) . 
- 

Webs pe eee eat ee See wena 00 
- [( 2, — ¥, Yo) Sin 20 -(@, y. + 2 Y,) cos 26] —?}>. 

A similar equation is obtained for Y, p- 

For simplicity, after differentiating with respect to ¢, let the axes be rotated so that at 

the instant under consideration 6 = 0. Then it is easily seen that at this instant 

dr . dO Y2- V4 Or or 00 ce 1 

Hence, with axes chosen so that 6 = 0, the force upon B has components 

vee anh tk tA? b's ao 
X.p= 7 |-¥ By + oa ; (a? - 97) ‘ [95e] 

7? rp 

Qee 2a? b? ee 8a2 b? . 

Yop =e) —-o°y,— va cde eu [95f] 
r 7 

where two dots denote two differentiations with respect to the time, or a component of 

acceleration. Here z, = V cosa, V1 =Vsina. 

Similar expressions are obtainable for the force on A, but it is also possible to use 

the equations just found by interchanging notation between the cylinders. 

A stream at infinity can be introduced by changing to a uniformly moving frame of 

reference. This change does not affect the forces or the accelerations; the equations for 

X,, and Y, p as they stand can, therefore, be used in all cases, with the understanding that 

ae y,» V and @ all refer to the velocity of cylinder A taken relative to the fluid at infinity. 

The first term in X,p or Y,p represents the usual effective increase in the inertia of 

B due to the presence of the fluid. The remaining terms represent the effect of A upon 6, 

and are valid only if @/r and 6/r are small. It is readily seen that the errors due to the 

approximations are of an order in 1/7 that is higher than 1/r* in terms that involve the 

acceleration and higher than 1/r? in those that do not. 
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The interaction effect may be stated as follows, in first approximation: 

(1) Acceleration of either cylinder evokes a force on the other whose magnitude equals 

Qnp a*b?/r* multiplied by the acceleration, and whose direction is inclined to a line drawn 

through the axes of the cylinders at the same angle as is the acceleration but on the opposite 

side of that line; compare Figure 161. The force and acceleration have the same direction 

when they lie along the line of axes, but opposite when they are transverse. For, 5 and a 

are the components of the acceleration of A, and the ratio of the terms containing them in 

X,p and Y,p gives -¥,/2, as the tangent of the inclination of the force to the z-axis, which 

is now assumed to be the line of axes. 

b 
ree 

Figure 161 — Illustrating direction of force due to acceleration of 
another slender cylinder. See Section 95(a). 

(2) Motion of either cylinder at velocity V relative to the fluid at infinity, in a direction 

inclined at an angle a to the line of axes drawn toward the other cylinder, evokes a force 

upon the other whose magnitude is 47pa* 62 V?/r3. The direction of this force makes an 

angle 2a with the line of axes drawn as described, but it lies on the opposite side of this 

line from the direction of the velocity V. This force is shown as Fy in Figure 160. For, 

when 6 = 0, oa “ y7 = V? cos 2a, 22,4, = V2 sin 2a. 

In particular, a slender cylinder moving toward or away from another (a@ = 0 or z), or 

stationary but immersed in a stream that is uniform at infinity and directed parallel to the 

line of axes, repels the other cylinder, whereas, if the motion of the cylinder or of the stream 

is transverse to the line of axes, the force is attractive. 

If more than two cylinders are present, the forces due to the motion of each are simply 

additive, in this approximation. 

(B) Slender Cylinder and a Wall 

If 6 = a, if the fluid is at rest at infinity, and if at all times B =7-a andW=V, 

then it is obvious from symmetry that the plane bisecting the line joining the axes of the 

two cylinders remains a stream surface. A rigid wall may be inserted along this plane, and 

cylinder A and the fluid on its side of the wall may be discarded. 
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Then the formulas may be taken to refer to a cylinder of radius a moving with its axis 

distant A = 7/2 from a rigid parallel wall; a/h is to be assumed small. See Figure 162. 

Figure 162 — Slender cylinder moving 
near a wall. See Section 95(B). 

The cylinder has a velocity V inclined at an angle £ to the positive x-axis, which is drawn 

perpendicularly away from the wall. The kinetic energy per unit length is half of 7, as 

given by Equation [95c] or 

Te a 
T,=— pav" {1+ —]. [95g] 
eae 2 2h 

Let the components of the acceleration of the cylinder be denoted by gzand y. Then in 

Equation [95e, f] 

@=- 2 =-2, 9, = 9, = 9, 2, =-Vcos B, y, = V sin B; 

and the component of force X, on unit length of the cylinder, taken positive away from the 

wall, and the component Y, taken parallel to it and toward positive 8 are, from Equations 

[95e, fl, 

a Nose neve 
Xy--npa? (1+ —)es POT cos ag, [95h] 

sin 2 B. [95i] 
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The wall thus appears to repel a cylinder that is moving toward or away from it (8B = 0 or 7), 

but to attract one that is moving parallel to it (8 = 7/2 or 37/2). 

A flow parallel to the wall and uniform at infinity may be added. Then the velocity of 

the cylinder is to be taken relative to the fluid at infinity. If the cylinder is stationary, the 

stream pushes it toward the wall. 

For the general case of two cylinders, see the references in Section 94 or Basset. 

96. TWO OR THREE LAMINAS 

The noncirculatory flow past two plane laminas, placed with their central axes par- 

allel and with their faces perpendicular to the plane through their axes, has been treated by 

Nomura.!?®8 The torques on the laminas tend to turn them perpendicular to the incident 

stream. The resultant forces on the two laminas are equal and opposite; if the laminas are 

of equal width, the forces tend to separate them and are proportional to cos” ¢ where ¢ is 

the angle between the direction of the stream and the normal to their faces. See also 

Ferrari. }29 

The flow past a similar pair of laminas of equal width, with or without circulation, 

has been studied with reference to biplane theory by Kutta,”?® Schmitz!3° and Munk.}3! 

Lines of flow for two positions of the laminas, in a stream perpendicular to their faces, are 

shown in Figure 163. 

Three parallel laminas were studied by Tani.!52 

Figure 163 — Streamlines past two similar plane laminas 
in two positions. (Copied from Reference 133.) 



97. GRATINGS 

A linear grating consists of a set of parallel cylinders or laminas of any shape, usually 

infinite in number, all alike and similarly oriented, with their centers equally spaced along a 

straight line. Examples occur in Sections 46 and 47. 

Another simple case that can be treated with elementary functions is the following: 

a mw 
z2=-— Incos — , [97a] 

7 aV 

il 2 2 
t= ue In} — (cos ae + cosh =) ; [97b] 

Qr 2 aV aV 

y=r- = tan7} ( tan bhi tanh ~) ; [97c] 
7 aV aV 

V 2 V 2 
u= — sin sik ,v= — sinh slik ; [97d,e] 

2G aVv 2G V 

ai 1 Qmw ond 
Genta ane ie = ( cost Fe Coa: (97f] 

The field represented by these formulas is clearly periodic in the direction of y, 

which changes by a when ¢ is increased by aV, while z, u, and v return to their initial values. 

Assuming such a definition of tan! that 4 = 0 and w = 0 at 2 = y = 0, let w for the 

moment be kept equal to zero. Then, as ¢ increases from zero, y remains zero but 2 decreases, 

down to ~~ at ¢ = aV/2; there, let the tan? in y decrease discontinuously by 7; then, as 

¢ increases further, z returns along the line y = a to the point (0, a) where ¢ = aV, then 

recedes again along the same line, returns after a further decrease of tan7! by z along y= 2a, 

and so on. That this interpretation of tan? is in harmony with continuity is seen by assuming 

W to be slightly less than zero; then z recedes a long way toward z = — ~, tan! decreases 

rapidly almost to -7 as ¢ passes through the value aV/2, then 2 returns slightly below y=a, 

swings around (0, a) as ¢ increases past the value aV, recedes again slightly above y = a, 

and so on. Negative ¢ corresponds similarly to negative y. 

The real axis of w is thus transformed into an infinite set of lines parallel to z, spaced 

a apart and each extending from  =-~ to x=0. A set of rigid planes may be inserted along 

these lines, forming a plane grating having plates of infinite width. 

As w decreases to a large negative value, 

> +0, u>Q0, v+-V, since sinh/cosh > — 1. 

Thus, if Y is assumed to be negative, the formulas represent flow past the grating with a 

velocity V toward negative y at distant points. A few of the streamlines are shown in Figure 

164. 
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Figure 164 — Streamlines past a grating or 

grille consisting of semi-infinite plates 
symmetrically placed. (Copied from 

ee ee ee eae Reference 133.) 

The penetration into the grating spaces is small. On one of the plates, where y = 0 

and z <0, 

1% 27x ” 
TT — ee 

u=Vocot “2 =tVe ie 4 ; [97g] 

after solving Equation [97b] for ¢ in terms of z. 

A uniform stream at velocity U parallel to the plates can easily be added. Then a 

representation is obtained of a stream that approaches at velocity VU? + V? and at an angle 

tan~! (V/U) with the plates, and flows off between them. Part of the streamlines and flow 

net for such a case are shown in Figure 165, in which the plates extend off toward the right. 

Yi 
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Figure 165 — Oblique flow (without circulation) past and 
through a grating as described under Figure 164. 

(Copied from Reference 135.) 
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The transformation Equation [97a] can be arrived at by first transforming the grating 

into a cylinder represented by the unit circle on the ¢-plane, using 2 = (a@/z7) In [(¢+1/¢)/2], 

and then assuming w(¢) to represent circulatory flow around this cylinder. This is done by 

Prandtl.133 

A similar infinite grating with plates of finite width and flow past both sides was 

treated by Kutta,”?° Grammel,!34 and Engel.'3°5 Other cases are considered by Steuding,1?° 

Ringleb,!3” Konig,!38 and, with direct reference to turbine theory, by Busemann!?? and 

ette Weine see also Sedov, Reference 141. 

Circular Gratings 

Gratings may also be constructed with circular symmetry, so as to have the property 

that the grating coincides with itself after a certain integral fraction of a turn about the axis 

of symmetry. The flow through such gratings has been studied as a basis for applications 

in the theory of turbines and centrifugal pumps. For this purpose a line source and vortex 

may be assumed to exist on the axis, also circulation about the exterior of the grating, and 

perhaps other line vortices disposed with the symmetry of the grating. References: 

Spannhake,!*? Schulz,!4% Florin,!** and other references there given. 

98. VORTICES NEAR CYLINDERS OR WALLS 

In addition to the simple cases treated in Section 42, many other cases have been 

studied of a line vortex in the presence of a rigid cylinder or wall. Usually the center of 

interest has lain in the motion of the vortex itself, which is assumed to move with the fluid. 

The following may be noted: 

Vortex near a lamina: Cisotti, 145 Paul,*> 4° and Caldonazzo.!*° 

Vortex near a slit in an infinite plane: Paul.*° 

Vortices near a broken wall or in a channel of varied width: Mazet,!*7 Muller,*?> 8 

149 and Zeuli.!5° Miyadzu, 

Vortex near a semicircular lamina or near a wall with a semicircular boss: De.!*! 

Vortex inside a semicircle: Cisotti.1>? 

Vortex inside a rectangular cylinder: Jaffe,*° Muller,'4® and Seth.153 

Vortex inside a curvilinear rectangle: Greenhill,?° and Kondo.!°4 

Vortex near an elliptic cylinder or inside an elliptic shell: Coates,1°5 and 

Rosenhead;!°°® also Caldonazzo, >” Poggi,'>7 Sanuki and Arakawa,!°8 and 

Tomotika.!5° 

Vortex near a parabolic cylinder: Masotti.!©° 

Vortex near a cylinder of certain other shapes: Caldonazzo,*” a cardioid,*®! where 

the force is questionable; Morris. ?9 
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Vortices between parallel walls: Jaffé?° and Masotti;'°? trains of vortices, Glauert,!®3 

Rosenhead,!®* Tomotika,!©> Imai,!®® and Schwarz.!°7 

Two vortices and two parallel laminas: Riabouchinsky!®® and Villat.!°9 

Source and vortex near a plane lamina: Cisotti!*> and Agostinelli.17° By using two 

out of the three elements-source, vortex, and circulation the velocity can be made 

finite on both edges of the lamina. 

ROTATING BOUNDARIES 

99. MOVING BOUNDARIES 

From the properties of the stream function w, the required condition at a moving 

boundary is readily seen to take the form 

es Gn* [99a] 

Here dy/ds is the space rate of change of w along the boundary in a chosen positive direc- 

tion; g, is the component of the velocity of the boundary in the direction of its normal, taken 

as positive when directed toward the side that lies on the left as the boundary is traced in 

the positive direction; compare Figure 166a. If the boundary is at rest, g, = 0, hence 

dy /ds = 0 and, as hitherto assumed, yw is constant. 

Figure 166a Figure 166b 

Figure 166 — Relations at a moving boundary. See Section 99. 

In any given field of irrotational flow, a physical boundary may be supposed inserted 

along any chosen curve provided the boundary is assumed to move at every point as is re- 

quired by Equation [99a]; the flow will then be undisturbed by the insertion of the boundary. 

In this way the flow around moving boundaries of many forms can be found. 

If the boundary moves in translation, an alternative procedure is the familiar one of 

first solving the problem with the boundary at rest and then imposing an additional uniform 

velocity upon everything. A more useful application of Equation [99a] is to rotating 

cylinders. 
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If a rigid cylinder of any shape rotates at angular velocity w about an axis parallel to 

its generators, the velocity of its surface at any point distant @ from the axis has a magnitude 

gq = @@ and is directed at right angles to the radius. Hence, by similar triangles, as illustrated 

in Figure 166b, 

In q de 

q 

where d@ is the increment of 6 corresponding to ds. Using this value of g, and Equation 

{99a], 

ow do rede 
dw = ds — =o6 — ds= wadoa, 

Os ds 

whence 

1 eA 
w- 5 oo =C [99b] 

after integrating. Or, if the origin is taken on the axis, so that @ Pag? Pane, 

1 > 2 ; 
yw - soo (@* + y°) = C = constant. [99c] 

If any known stream function is inserted for w in this equation and any chosen value of 

C, the equation defines a certain curve. A rigid cylinder or shell may be inserted along this 

curve; then w and the associated potential ¢ will represent a possible flow around the cylinder, 

or inside the shell, when it is rotating at angular velocity @ about the axis from which @ is 

measured. 

The velocity of the fluid relative to the cylinder or shell, or relative to axes rotating 

with it, may be of interest. Let ¢,, ¢~, Yg denote components of the velocity in the direc- 

tions of cylindrical coordinates 2, @, 0, where the axis of z is drawn along the axis of rotation 

and the angle 6 is measured around it in the positive direction of rotation; and let 9,’, ga, 16 

denote the corresponding components of the relative velocity. Then any point sharing in the 

rotation has a velocity w@ in the direction of gg. Hence 

12-42) Ve = [51 19= 19-05: [99d, e, fl 

(See Reference 1, Art. 71, 72.) 
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100. ROTATING CHANNEL 

Consider the channel between two parallel plane walls of infinite extent which are 

rotating at velocity @ about an axis drawn parallel to the walls. Let there be no component 

of the fluid velocity in the direction of the axis. The walls will be represented on the wy-plane 

by two parallel lines; let these lie at distances a,, @, from the axis of rotation. Take the 

origin on the axis of rotation, and draw the z-axis perpendicular to the walls, as in Figure 167. 

(Fluid) 

Figure 167 — A channel or infinite box in rotation. See Section 100. 

Then the equation of either wall will be of the form, 2 = constant. It follows that in 

Equation [99c] y must cancel out. This condition is met if 

beer gee pes (eS y')+ As [100a] 

where A is an arbitrary constant. This is a permissible form for w, since the last term repre- 

sents uniform motion at velocity A toward positive y, and the first term is adapted from 

Equation [36e]. Using also Equation [36d], the corresponding potential and components of 

velocity are 

db=ary- Ay, U=-wYy, V=-WetA. {100b, c,d] 
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Since the velocity of a point rotating with the walls has components 

U=- OY, V=O2, 

the velocity of the fluid relative to the walls has components, taken in the instantaneous 

directions of the rotating axes, 

u’=0, v’°=-202+A. 

Thus in the relative motion the lines of flow are straight and parallel to the walls. 

The constant A is connected with the total flow through the channel; the volume passing 

per second relatively to the walls, per unit of length perpendicular to the planes of flow, is 

29 

Qo [ v’de = (a, - a,)[A-o (a, + @,)]. 

ay 

The relative velocity varies linearly from one wall to the other; it may vanish on an 

intermediate plane and have opposite directions near the two walls; see Reference 10, page 79. 

101. ROTATING ANGLE 

Consider the irrotational two-dimensional motion of the fluid in an angular space formed 

by two semi-infinite plane walls meeting at a fixed angle 2a. Let the walls rotate at constant 

velocity w about their line of intersection. With the origin taken on this line and the z-axis 

drawn along the bisector of the angle, the walls will be represented on the zy-plane by two 

radii drawn from the origin at 6=+a, where @ = tan—! (y/2). 

The following assumption, suggested by the conjugate flow of Section 36, will be found 

to satisfy Equation [99b] on the walls, with C = 0, since here @ = r: 

1 sin 2 6 al cos 2 0 
¢=-— wr? ——, p=— wr? ——.. (101a, b] 

2 cos 2a 2 cos 2a 

Then 

sin 2 0 cos 2 6 l@|r ribie de] 
= Tt 7 = — 5 = Cc e 

[ole cos 2a ig © cos 2a Z cos 2a isi: 

For the velocity relative to the walls, by Equations [99e, f], 

; sin 20 P (<= 20 1) (1018, 2] 
= (COV) conan as == (STK a 0 

ip © cos 2a es cos 2a 2 
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If, as will be assumed, a < 7/4, g,” has the same sign as has the product 9; the fluid 

thus flows inward or toward the axis along the trailing wall of the angle and outward along 

the leading wall. This is illustrated by Figure 168, in which relative streamlines are shown 

for a =9 deg. Ifa>z7/4, the flow pattern is more complicated, but such cases are of little 

practical interest. If a = 7/4, cos 2a = 0 and irrotational motion is impossible, in the ideal 

case in which the walls extend to infinity. 

Figure 168 — Streamlines for the motion of fluid relative to the walls 
in a rotating angle. (Copied from Reference 10.) 

The pressure in the fluid, from Equation [11d], is 

cos 26 1 
—_——_- - ——_] + 7, {101h] 

2D) 0 

2 cos“ 2a 

The flow within the angle can be generalized by adding one or more terms of the 

following form, derivable from a complex potential 

w= i@ g2nti)7/2a. 

n 

Qn4+1)) => 70 
w=A_r 2@ cos | (2n + 1) =, (101i, j] 

2a 

where n is any positive integer and A) is an arbitrary real constant. The corresponding 

contribution to gg vanishes at 6 = +@, so that the boundary condition, 19 = eT; remains 

satisfied. 
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Rotation Combined with Outflow 

With reference to applications in turbine theory, it is of interest to imagine a line 

source to exist along the apex of the rotating angle. By the principal of superposition, the 

source adds a radial component of velocity A/r where A is a constant, so that, in place of 

Equation [101c] or Equation [101f], 

; [101k] 

dg and gg’ are unchanged. A volume 2a A of fluid flows outward through the angle, per 

second and per unit of length perpendicular to the planes of motion. 

A stagnation line now occurs on one face of the angle, on the rear face if w and A 

have the same sign, at r= ro (A/o tan 2a Nic. Where r< rp), q, has everywhere the same 

sign, but beyond this point reversal of the radial velocity occurs from one side of the angle 

to the other, as it does in the absence of outflow. As 7 increases, the outflowing fluid that 

has come from the source becomes crowded more and more against the leading wall of the 

angle. If A <0, there is a line sink on the axis, and the fluid that is destined to be absorbed 

by it is crowded against the trailing edge. The streamlines are illustrated in Figure 169. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 10, page 94) 

Figure 169 — Streamlines for the motion of fluid relative to the walls 
in a rotating angle containing a line source at its apex, 

1.e., on the axis of rotation. 

(Copied from Reference 10.) 

102. FLUID WITHIN A ROTATING SECTOR 

Consider the fluid within a vessel whose section has the form of a circular sector of 

radius a and aperture 2a ; let it rotate at angular velocity w about its edge, or about the apex 

of the sector; see Figure 170. 

This problem differs from the last in the additional boundary condition that g, = 0 at 

7 = a, where 7 denotes distance from the axis. The solution can be constructed by adding to 



Figure 170a Figure 170b 

Figure 170 — Two sector-shaped cylindrical profiles. See Section 102. 

Equation [101a, b] a Fourier series composed of terms of the form of Equation [101i, j] and 

giving suitable values to the coefficient A. 

Assume that 

J il > Sin 2 0 2 ) yi r : (2n+1) 70 [1098] 
———— Of. = — sin | (2n+1)— |, a 

2} cos 2a > ri Nba 2a 

where 6 is measured as before from the bisector of the apical angle. Then, to make 

q, = (- Of/dr) = Oat r=a, 

To find A,, , ,, multiply through by sin [(24 + 1) 76/2a] and integrate from 6 =-a to 0 =a. 

It is found that, replacing & by n, 

32a? 
Ro ce 5 eee eal [102b] 

7(2n+1)[(2n4+1)? 7? - 16 a7] 
A 

The complete Fourier series would include also terms containing cos [(2n+1)70/2e@], but if 

these are included their coefficients are at once seen to be zero because of symmetry. 

The corresponding expression for w is 

pests 
2 1 2 cos 26 9 = r e 70 

Vee or ——— +aa } Apel os cos Lo 8 ee . [102c] 
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The relative motion in a group of three such sector-shaped cylinders rotating about their 

common edge is shown in Figure 171. 

Figure 171 —Streamlines for the motion of 
fluid relative to the walls within a 

threefold sector-form cylinder 
rotating about its apex. 

See Section 102. 
(Copied from 
Reference 10.) 

If a = 7/4 or 37/4, cos 2a = 0; but then, also, either the first or second AD. abes 

comes infinite. To handle such cases, a modified formula must be developed by seeking the 

limit forms that ¢ and W take on as w approaches the value stated. 

In Equation [17d] for the kinetic energy, or T, = (1/2)p f¢q, ds, along the side at 

6=-o, 9, = of, ds = dr, and, since sin [(2n + 1)z/2] = (-1)", 

(nei) 22 
iL 2a 

2 ¢ 2 n dh P=$_y =— wr tan 2a+@a~ & (-1) Aons1 (5) 
9 
2 

On the other side, where 6 =+a, ¢ and q,, are both reversed in sign, hence the integral has 

the same value as on the first side. Finally, over the curved end q, = 0. Hence the kinetic 

energy per unit length is T, = pw f° d_q? @, or, after integrating, 
0 

1 0° 7 —1 ; 
T, =po a‘ en 2a+$c"|ensy ope | ae [102d] 

A semicircle is obtained if a = 7/2; it is revolving about the central line of its base, 

as in Figure 170b. In this case, since (-1)?” = 1, using Equation [102b], 
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1 8 (ee 8 yt a 
i <1 (2n+38) (2n+1) [4 - (2n+1)7] 

po a ne 1 4 3 4 
= _ + SS 3 

40 Qn-1 2n+1 @2n+3B (Qn+3)* 

Of the four series into which the last sum may be broken up, the terms of the first three cancel 

each other except for one term out of the second, which equals 4. Furthermore 

1 1 
pa or) = ~ > Je 0.1558 a? | — npa? | w. [102e] 

(See Reference 1, Article 72; Reference 10, page 102.) 

103. MOTION WITHIN A ROTATING TRIANGULAR PRISM. 

If 

w=adt+ip=iAz, 2=rei?, [103a, b] 

then 

6d=-Arsin3 0, w=Ar cos 3 6, [108c, d] 

or 

y = A (2° -3 ay’) 
from 

a? = (a + iy), where x=rcos 6, y=rsin @. 

Substituting for wy in Equation [99c], 

3 2 l 2 2 A(x” -3 xy er a(@ +y° )=C. 

This is satisfied for all values of y if # = a and 

1 
83Aa+—ow=0. 

2 
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Hence, if these equations hold, the line « = a may form part of a rotating boundary. Since it is 

evident from Equation [103c,d] that everything repeats when @ is increased by 120 deg or 240 

deg, two other similar lines must exist. These three lines will enclose an equilateral triangle 

centered at the origin. 

Substituting for A in Equation [103c,d], 

(2) 

b = 2 8 sin 30, =~ — rcos 3 6; [108e, f] 
6a 6a 

whence 

YR oe @O 9 || 2 : 
aera sin 30, Varig 5.4 cos 86, q= pale ap (103g, h, i] 

These formulas represent the flow inside a vessel in the form of an equilateral triangular 

prism, rotating with angular velocity about an axis parallel to its length and passing through 

the center of its section. The vertices are at r = 2a and 6 = 60 deg, 180 deg, and 300 deg; 

the sides are of length s = 2(2a cos 30°) or's = 2\/3a. The instantaneous streamlines are 

illustrated in Figure 172. 

The pressure p, when @ is constant, is 

given by Equation [11c] with @ = 7 or, using 

Equations [103h,i], 

(r* + 4 ar? cos 30 + Po) 

[103] 

The kinetic energy of the fluid per unit 
length ‘is 

EE Nftuatp eee : ue 80/3 

[103k] 

Figure 172 — Absolute streamlines for (For notation and method; see Section 34; 

fluid within a triangular prism Reference 1, Article 72; Reference 2, Section 
rotating about its axis. 9.72.) 
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104. TWO COAXIAL CYLINDERS. 

In the flow described at the end of Section 67, at any given value of 7 such as 7 = 6 the 

radial velocity varies with @ in the same way as does the normal component of the velocity of 

a moving circular cylinder. Let such a cylinder, of radius 6, be inserted with its axis at the 

origin, and let it move perpendicularly to its axis with a velocity V toward @ = 0 where 

a 
V=U |-1+ — }. [104a] 

Then the surface of the cylinder and the fluid have the same radial component of velocity, so 

that the necessary boundary condition is satisfied at the surface of the cylinder. 

Assume that a> 6. Then the formulas of Section 67 will represent the flow between 

two coaxial cylinders of which the outer, of radius a, is stationary. After substituting from 

Equation [104a] for U in terms of V, Equations [67b,c,i,j] give for the motion of the fluid 

between the cylinders 

b2 V a? b2 V aN 
df = r+— ]cos A, = i ———— ST) 0, {104b, cl 

az = 2 He a? = 2 r 

ov | a be if ar 
q, = — -1] cos 6, gg = BS lesinid: {104d, e] 

GB? Nort Gabe Ne 

In Equation [17d] for the kinetic energy, the contribution of the outer boundary at r=a 

vanishes, since g, = 0. Hence the kinetic energy of the fluid per unit length of the cylinders, 

at the instant at which they are coaxial, is 

277 
1 1 1 2 Go be 2 

agers Ch al | a ELD Bra es eee 2 2 2 ae =e 
0 

after substituting the values of ¢ and g, with 7 = 6 and integrating. 

105. FLUID WITHIN A ROTATING SHELL OF ELLIPTIC OR OTHER SHAPE 

If Equation [99c] in Section 99 is to represent an ellipse, w must be a quadratic function 

of « and y. Consider, therefore, 

w=pr+ip=iAz* =iA(et iy)’, 6=-2Aay, p= A(x? - y’). 
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Substituting for w in Equation [99c], 

A(e? - y?) - x (x? + y2) =. 

This can be written 

ee Na 5 20 42 20 
- =- ——.. {105a,b,c] 

2) 52 o-2A ot+2A 

These equations represent a real ellipse with semiaxes a and 6 provided C < 0, |A| < @/2. 

Substituting for A in terms of o, a’, and Be, 

1 2 2 Gabe 
6 =-ak «vy, & =— ok (x -y°), k = ——. [105d,e, f] 

2 az + b2 

These formulas represent the flow inside a cylindrical shell whose cross section is an 

ellipse of semiaxes a and 4, when it is rotating at angular velocity w about its axis, on which 

the origin of coordinates has been taken. The coordinate axes must be allowed to rotate with 

the shell, but all velocities are referred to a fixed frame of reference. The streamlines are 

rectangular hyperbolas. They are illustrated in the interior of the heavy ellipse drawn in 

Figure 173, which may be taken to represent half of the symmetrical shell. 

ul 

Figure 173 — The heavy ellipse may represent half of the contour of an elliptic cylinder that 
is rotating about its axis and producing streamlines represented by the solid curves, or 
half of an elliptic shell rotating similarly and producing streamlines in the contained 

fluid represented by the broken curves. See Section 106. 
(Copied from Reference 174.) 
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In terms of cylindrical coordinates G, @ such that z = @ cos 0, y=@ sin 9, 

1 oa ak 1 2 ape ES sin 206, eres ak @* cos 20; [105¢g, h] 

hence 

Qa = ok Gsin26, gg=wk@ cos 2 6, [105i, j] 

g = lo|k o. {105k] 

At the end of the minor axis, 9 = 7/2, I = 0, 9g =- ok @, so that the fluid is circulating 

backwards. At the end of the major axis, 6 = 0, gg = wk @; but the velocity of the shell is 

w @ and so exceeds gg, since & <1. Thus relatively to the shell the fluid circulates in the 

opposite direction, in order to keep its motion irrotational in space. 

The pressure at any point, if the rotation is steady, is, from Equation [11c], 

272~2 1 p=pw kd~ | cos 26- = k| + constant. [1051] 

The kinetic energy of the fluid, per unit length of the cylinder, is 

1 2 
Te ae q dx dy, 

where the boundary of the region of integration is the ellipse defined by Equation [105a]. 

Substituting «= az’, y = by’, and the value of gq, 

1 
T, == pabo? effec a’? +b? y°*) da’ dy’, 

and the region of integration for 2’ and y’ is now a circle of unit radius. Changing to polar 

coordinates so that z”= 7 cos 6, and replacing dx’ dy’ by r dr do, 

[fr te’ ay’ {fe da’ dy’ = | ° ar f cos” 6d6 = rt . 

0 0 

Hence 

T, = - pk? ab (a? + 67) w?. [105m] 
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If the fluid rotated as a rigid body, 7, would be zp ab (a* + 67) w*/8. 

For the elliptic shell; see Reference 1, Articles 71, 72. A shell whose cross section 
171 1872 is an elliptic quadrant was studied by Sen, one composed of arcs and lines, by Ghose. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34.) 

106. ROTATION OF ELLIPTIC CYLINDER OR LAMINA. 

A transformation that yields a quadratic stream function with the fluid at rest at infinity 

is that of Section 84 with I’ = 0 or, after a slight change of notation, 

w=iA en 2S z=ccosh Z, [106a, b] 

where 2 = a+ ty, €= € +77 and the elliptic coordinates € and 7 on the z-plane are described 

in Section 82. Here €> 0 and 7 is multiple valued like an angle. The ellipse for a given 

& has semiaxes a’, 6’ such that 

a’=eccoshé, 6b’=csinh € a’+ b*=ce®, Cea SbF [106c,d,e, f] 

e2=ccosh €cos7=a’cosn, y=csinh €sin7 = b’sin 7. (106g, h] 

From w=¢+2yW 

atAien? > sit? nam aliseAen cos Orn. (106i, j] 

From Equation [106g, h] and a hyperbolic formula in Section 32, 2? + y? = (c*/2) (cosh 2 € + 

cos 27); substitution for a? + y" in Equation [99c] gives 

5 
C 

Ae~26 cos 2 Near e (cosh 2 €+ cos 2 n)=C. [106k] 

This equation is satisfied for any value of n provided € = €, = constant and 

2 2 
C. —2 Cc. 

C=-— wcosh2é,, Ae Tae 
4 0 4 

Thus for this particular value of C the curve defined by Equation [106k] degenerates into the 

ellipse defined by = €,. Its semiaxes a, 6 are such that, by Equation [106e,f], 

Gx b=ce Wl =a) a= or: (1061, m] 
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Eliminating A and bo: 

z 
w= (a+ by en 26, [106n] 

¢ => (a+ b)? e726 sin 27, Ww -> (a+ b)? en28 cos 2 7. [1060, p] 

From Equations [82s,t,u] the components of velocity, in directions given by Equations 

[820, p], are 

@ (a+ b)? -2€ @ (a+ by? ~2é 
= TOR meet es 2 [106 Eh marr e sin2 7, py SLeaeE e cos 2 n, Gr 

1 Wy? 

G =(sinh? €+ sin? 7)!/2 = S (cosh 2 €-cos 2 n) ; [106s] 

At large distances from the origin, € is large and cosh € = sinh € = e&/2, nearly, so 

that #” + y=? eS /4, Thus g vanishes in proportion to (x? + ayes? 

On the z-axis, cos 7 =+1, 2=+tecosh and u=+* qe= 0, while v has the opposite 

sign to that of x and is, since e— 28 (cosh €+ sinh £)~%, 

v=tg, =F (a- b) (a4 6) [V22 — ¢7 (ja| + Vx? ~ 0) ] {106t] 

On the y-axis, sin =4+1, y=*c sinh €, and v=+ Vé= 0, while uw has a sign opposite to 

that of y and is 

r ={ 

uaF gy =FS(a-d) (a+ PVP eA (yt VP He] (1060) 

The formulas represent the flow around an elliptical cylinder of cross-sectional 

semiaxes a and 3, rotating about its axis at angular velocity w, in fluid that is at rest at 

infinity. The origin lies on the axis of rotation, and the axes rotate with the cylinder. The 

velocities as given refer, however, to fixed axes; it may be supposed that the axes are 

momentarily stationary in their instantaneous eae 

The streamlines for i = 0 correspond to 7 = + 45° or + 135° and are easily seen to be 

asymptotic to the radii y= +. These streamlines separate those that cross the a-axis at 

their outer extremities from those that cross the y-axis. 
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On the cylinder € = €, and, from Equations [1061], m, 0, p], 

(02) 
d -T (a? pi 67) sin27, = mi (a? - b?) cos 2 7. [106v, w] 

The flow net is the same for all confocal cylinders; the values of ¢ and yw at corre- 

sponding points are proportional to (a + 6)?. For, the values of & and 7 at a given point in 

space depend only on the locations of the foci, and in particular upon c. 

If 6 + 0, the ellipsoid becomes a lamina of width 2c = 2a, rotating about its median 

axis. On its surface €=0, y = 0, x =acos 7 and 

Ge WX. [106x, y] 

Here the upper sign refers to the face toward positive y, the lower sign to the other face, and 

@ is positive as usual for rotation from 2 toward y. Thus u= 0 ata=+t a/V/2. 

Streamlines for equally spaced w are shown around the elliptical cylinder @é in 

Figure 173. The curves inside the ellipse are to be disregarded in this connection. The 

fluid is at rest relative to the cylinder at points o and 7. The curve a’b’represents a con- 

focal cylinder that would give rise to the same streamlines at external points. The flow net 

for a lamina is illustrated in Figure 174. The streamlines differ in appearance in the two 

cases only because different spacings of w were chosen. 

Figure 174 — Flow net produced by a plane lamina rotating about its median line. 

(Copied from Reference 10.) 
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The kinetic energy of the fluid per unit length of the cylinder is, from Equations 

[106v, w] and Equation [17d], 

27 2 
PON BO? 2 Ld eer ay ee T, = — (a“-b in* 2ndn = — (a* -b ; ({106z] 1 ro vfs ndn Apes ) @ 

0 

For a lamina (6 = 0) 

== phan a. [106a *] 

Circulation I’ about the cylinder or lamina can be included by adding the same terms 

containing I’ as in Section 84. 

Combined Translation and Rotation, or Rotation about Other Axes. 

Any two-dimensional motion of the cylinder or lamina perpendicular to its generators 

can be resolved into a motion of translation and a rotation about its axis. Such a motion can 

also be regarded as a pure motion of rotation about some other axis. The corresponding 

expressions for ¢ and w can be constructed by adding those for the component motions, with 

or without circulation; and the velocity can be found by adding the two velocities vectorially. 

In the case T = 0, when the kinetic energy is calculated by substituting the combined 

¢ and w, as obtained from Equations [106v,w] and from Equations [84b,c] with & = Sqn in 

Equation [17d] or in T, = — (p/2) fédw, the same terms in U? and w” are obtained as before, 

and in addition a product term in aU. The latter contains, besides constants, the integral 

feo {-2(b cosa cos 7 + asin asin 7) sin 2 7+ cos 2 7(- b cosa sin yn +asinacos n)$dn. 
0 

This integral, however, equals zero. Hence the kinetic energies of translation and of rotation 

are simply additive; their sum is the total energy. 

As an example, if a lamina of width 2a is rotating at angular velocity w about an axis 

lying in its plane, parallel to its edges but displaced a distance Ba from its median line, the 

translation to be added is one perpendicular to its plane at velocity U = Baw. Hence, from 

Equation [841] with « = 7/2 and Equation [106z], the total kinetic energy of the fluid per unit 

length of the lamina is 

1 +8? ; De omer TP a* w*. [106b*] 

Streamlines for this case are shown in Figure 175. 
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Figure 175 — Streamlines produced by a plane lamina rotating about one edge. 
(Copied from Reference 10.) 

The pressure can be found from Equation [11c¢] or [11d]. 

A lamina bent sharply along its median line was studied by Sona.!7% 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 72; Reference 2, 

Section 9.65; Zahm!’* and Consiglio.!7° 

CHANNELS 

107. FLOW PAST A SQUARE END OR AN OFFSET 

Let a stream of fluid, having a uniform velocity U at infinity, flow past an obstacle 

in the form of a two-dimensional semi-infinite rectangular box; let the box have a face of 

width 2/ perpendicular to U and two other faces extending to infinity in the direction of U, 

as illustrated in cross section in Figure 176, on the z-plane. 

Let the x-axis be taken in the median plane of the obstacle with the origin on its front 

face. Then it is obvious from symmetry that a streamline follows the a-axis to the box, 

divides, and proceeds to infinity along both sides of the box. 

It suffices to determine the flow above the z-axis; that below it is then the mirror 

image in the axis of the flow above. A rigid boundary could, in fact, be inserted along the 

z-axis to the right of the box without disturbing the flow. Thus either half of the flow will 

serve also to represent the flow past a plane wall with an offset in it of width A. 

The bounding streamline COBA constitutes an infinite polygon and can be transformed 

into the real axis of a new variable ¢ by the Schwarz-Christoffel method. The streamline 

must be traced in the direction ABOC to make the area above it correspond to that above the 



Figure 176 — A semi-infinite obstacle 
AB B’ A’, or an offset in an 

infinite wall ABOC. 

real ¢ axis. Then the exterior angle at B is ~7/2 and at 0 is +7/2. The values of ¢ at these 

two points can be chosen arbitrarily as -1 and +1. Then, in Equation [31a] of Section 31, 

a@,=-l,a, =-1/2; dy = be a, =1/2; hence Equation [31a] becomes in the present case 

dz 
oe SKE 1h eee An [107a] 

Integrating, 

Bah eo ein eee (2) et a 

To fix the amplitudes, assume that, for the values of ¢ required, 0 <amp¢<7. Then amp 

(¢ + 1) and amp (¢ - 1) can be understood to lie in the same range, so that amp (2? — 1) will 

range from 0 to 27, and amp (¢* - 1)!/? from 0 to z. Then, to preserve continuity, for negative 

real e <= 1, (7 = 1 ee aaj to <0; Also, 0 < amp [¢ + (as Tb ec < 7, for use in de- 

fining the logarithm. 

The constants K and L are chosen so as to make ¢ =— 1 at B or 2 = th, and ¢ =1 at 

2=0: 

th = K log (-1)+L=iwkK +L; 0=0+L. 

Hence L = 0, K = h/z and 

h 
A 

7 

i? = WP in Pee = 14}: [107b] 
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The flow on the z-plane is thus transformed into a flow on the ¢-plane in which the 

real axis is a streamline. A possible complex potential for such flow is w = cé. With this 

potential, as ¢ > ~, so that (¢? -1)!/? 5 ¢ and predominates over the logarithm, 2 > hé/7z and 

w= ct cr2/h. But the assumed flow at infinity requires that on the 2-plane w > Uz. Hence 

c= hU/z, and 

AU 
w=h+iw = —t. [107c] 

By substitution, 2 can easily be expressed in terms of w, but ¢ and w cannot be separated 

in terms of ordinary functions. 

The relation between w and z is more conveniently studied in terms of real coordinates 

u, v on the 2-plane defined by writing 

t = cosh (p + tv). [107d] 

Using hyperbolic formulas listed in Section 32, and also separating real and imaginary parts in 

z=a+ zy and in w, it is found that 

h 
2=—I[pt+iv+sinh(p+7v)l, [107e] 

7 

h : h ; 
z= — (z+sinh pcos v), y= — (v + cosh p Sin v), [107f, g] 

7 7 

AU AU. ; : 
¢ = — coshpcos v, w= — sinh yusin vp). [107h, i] 

7 7 

The coordinates y, v are single valued within the region of interest provided 0 < p, 

O<gv<¢am. At infinity, p > ©, sinh p> cosh p, p/sinh p > 0, and ¢ > Uz, as it must. The 

coordinate curves on which yp has a constant, positive value begin on the positive z-axis, 

where v = 0, cross the y-axis, and end on the line AB, on which v=7, y=/. The curve for 

= 0 is the segment OB. 

Some streamlines are shown in Figure 177. The point on OB at which g = |U|, or 

7/2, y = (2+ m)h/27 = 0.818A, is marked by a shortline. 

The line COBA is the streamline for wy = 0. As the streamlines proceed from right to 

= tl 

left, they all rise through a total distance h. 

From Equation [107a], and Equation [107c] and K = h/z, 

(i ore peal 
—— = oe ——x =U 

dz dt/ dt t+1 
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Figure 177 — Streamlines for the situation in Figure 176. 
See Section 107. 

and, from Equation [107d] and hyperbolic formulas listed in Section 32, 

A/D, 
2 dw| ? ae (cosh » cos v - 1)? + sinh? p sin? v 

q = | = 

cosh p cos v + + sin sin* v dz ( hu 1)? : h2 sant, 

or 

cosh p - cos 
¢ =u? —-——— (107j] 

cosh p + cos v 

On the positive z-axis, p > 0, v = 0, g = |u| and 

Le sors r le 
x= — (sinh +p), aa oar : (107k, 1] 

7 

On the end OB of the obstacle, where » = 0, OS v< 7, g= |v| and 

h 
y= (sin v + v); 0 = U tan ; [107m, n] 

7 2 

On the face AB, p> 0, y=v=7, q= |u| and 

h 
=~ —(sinh p~y),u=- 0 coth — : [107o, p] 

7 a 

These velocities are most easily calculated thus: on OB, for example, dy = (h/7) (cos v+1)dv, 

d & =-(AU/m) sin vdv, hence v = - d¢/dy = — U sin v/(cos v + 1) = - U tan (v/2). 

If the total force on OB is calculated by integrating the Bernoulli pressure and evalu- 

ating the improper integral in the usual way, the force is found to be zero provided the pres- 

sure in the undisturbed stream is zero. This result is correct, as will be shown in the next 

section. It is unsafe, however, to integrate the pressure up to a point at which qg>~; see 

Section 85. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 2, Section 10.6.) 
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108. STRAIGHT CHANNEL VARIED IN WIDTH. 

Consider the flow along a two-dimensional channel of infinite length which has parallel 

straight sides but whose width undergoes a sudden change at one point from A, to A,, as illus- 

trated in Figure 178. Let the fluid approach from the right at uniform speed U. Then its veloc- 

ity will ultimately become uniform again at the value h, U/h,, since the same volume must 

pass all cross sections. 

Figure 178 — Treatment of a straight channel abruptly varied in width. 
See Section 108. 

The mathematical problem is an extension of that in the last section. The walls taken 

together in the order ABCDEF as labeled in Figure 178 can be regarded as an infinite polygon 

with two vertices at infinity, AF and BC. At BC, where a change in direction of 7 occurs, 

let ¢ = 0; at D and E, with exterior angles -7/2 and 7/2, let ¢=1 and ¢= a> 1, respectively. 

Then the Schwarz-Christoffel Equation [31a] becomes 

dz Kp gi V2 
fare ee ; [108a] 
dt t\t-a 
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Integrating by means of the substitution 

Fe NC ek Wl (Gata? 

t-1 1-+?f bmi 

lift 1 a--r 
z2=K aS + —= In ——H}+L. ({108c] 

Here it can be assumed that the amplitudes of ¢, t- 1, ¢ - a, and hence also of (¢ — a)/(t - 1) 

range only from 0 to z, inclusively, those ofr, 1+ 7 and /a+ 7 from 0 to 7/2, and those of 

1-7 and /a- 7 from -7z to 0. 

As t» +0, 7 +1; hence the real part of z becomes infinite. Thus ¢ = ~ at F and 

¢t =-— at A, since ¢ increases from A to B. Thus, on the ¢-plane the streamline AB becomes 

the negative real axis, the line CDEF, the positive real axis. Since the flow is toward BC, 

the transformed flow on the ¢-plane must be one of convergence toward ¢ = 0. The simplest 

type of such convergent flow is that due to a line sink at ¢ = 0, for which the complex potential 

may be written 

w=clnt, [108d] 

from Section 40, where w = ¢ + zw and c is a real constant. 

To fix the constants, take the z-axis parallel to the channel. Then, to provide the 

assumed inflow at AF, it is necessary that at AF w > Uz + constant or dw/dz > U; see 

Section 35. But ° 

dw dw /dz e ft=a \*/2 
eS a |S ; [108e] 

When |¢| is large, the last fraction becomes unity. Hence it is necessary that 

| It S [108f] \ 

As BC or t = 0 is approached, dw/dz must reduce similarly to 4, U/h,. Hence, from 

Equation [108e], 

= [108g] 

The fact that it is thus obviously possible to make the solution represent the assumed 

flow in distant parts of the channel confirms the choice of was a function of é. 
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Furthermore, if ¢ has a large negative real value, 1 < 7 < Va; if ¢ is large and positive, 

0<7<1. Hence, as ¢ changes from a large negative to a large positive real value, all of 

the four binomials whose logarithms occur in Equation [108c] remain real, but 1 — + changes 

from negative to positive, and its amplitude from —7 to 0. The imaginary part of z is thereby 

increased by -i7 Kk. But, on the diagram, z changes from A to F; hence the change in its 

imaginary part is also -ih,. Thus -i7Kk =-7h,. From this result and Equations [108f, g] 

hy h, U he 
K=—, c= Mo [108h,i, j] 

7 7 h2 
2 

Finally, at FE or ¢=a, tT = 0, 2 = L by Equation [108c]. Hence, if the origin is placed 

at E, L = 0. Then, from Equations [108c], [108h,i,j], [108b] and [108d], 

ari Lar Ay ht 
z2=@2+ty=— [h, In rtgloe UD aaa par: , [108k] 

7 1-T hy + A,T 

amw/(h, U) 1/2 
Repelesi Bits 1 2 

oe |) = ,w=o4ity. 1081, m] 
2 mw/(hy U) ; 

a2 (e =i) 

These equations fix ¢ and yw as functions of x and y, but their interpretation is involved. 

For the velocity, from Equations [108b,e] and Equations [108h, il, 

2 dw 

| dz 

t-a 

t-1 

2 q 2 dU a [108n] 

On all walls parallel to U, t is real and positive, so that, from Equation [108n], 

T= @/U. On AB, t<0,1< r<Va=h,/h,; on CD, 0<t<1, 7 >/a= h,/hy; on EF, 

t>a,7<1. Hence, from Equation [108n] and Equation [108k], 

on AB: 

1 q+U A, U-hygq 
U<q<h,U/h,, ©=— | A, In Sl LO ee 

7 qg-U A, U+hig 

on CD: 

1 q+U Ayq-h,U 
g>h, U/h,, f= — {hy In GaSe el tote cap omras |e 

7 q-U Aoqg+h,U 
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on EF: 

h,U-h,g 
a4 +h, In 

1 
US A | (tl SS 

; a \e U-q 2 h,U+h,g 

On DE, 1<t< a, 7 is imaginary and T = 7g¢/U, and 

The force on DE due to the Bernoulli pressure in steady motion is most easily found 

from the conservation of momentum. Consider the fluid between two transverse planes drawn 

far away from DE and on opposite sides of it. 

In a second, the net effect of the motion is the same as if a volume A, U of this fluid 

were removed from the neighborhood of the rear plane (at the right) and inserted just ahead 

of the forward plane, gaining thereby momentum 

hy hy 
OA Neat ag = phy Oe aa md Nine [1080] 

2 

The momentum in the remainder of the space between the planes is unaltered. During the 

same time the difference of pressure between the two planes delivers momentum to the fluid 

of magnitude equal to the differential force multiplied by the time or 

2 

Eton Fate pal qe mtee ei te i 1 [108pl BepU Sa = || ies Pe sre Nae lal p 2 2? 42 2 hy 

The remainder of the gain in momentum must be furnished by a force due to negative pressure 

over DE; the reaction is a force of suction on DE, directed oppositely to the stream, of 

magnitude equal to Equation [1080] minus Equation [108p] or, per unit of length perpendicular 

to the flow, 

1 h 

F. = — pU? (4, — h,)- [108q] 
2 hy 

The force F, exceeds the force of suction on an equal area in the approaching stream 
1 

by A Fy =F, - > pU? (hy ~ hg) ox 
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a [108r] 

in terms of the exit velocity U, = h, U/h,. 

If kh, — A, is held constant while 4, » ~, the case of the last section is reproduced, and 

in this case A F, + 0. If, on the other hand, h,,/A, is very small, AF, = ph, Us 7/2, approximately. 

This is the familiar suction force due to deficit of pressure on the walls of a vessel in the 

neighborhood of a relatively small orifice. 

By putting together two flows of this type, one reversed as if by reflection in the direc- 

tion of y, the flow can be represented through a plane-sided orifice of width 2h,, located in 

the plane end of a two-dimensional semi-infinite tank whose sides are 2h, apart. 

The velocity may be reversed at all points without affecting qg or the geometrical flow 

net. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 2, Section 10.7.) 

109. CHANNELS OF VARIOUS FORMS. 

Channels with sides variously composed of straight lines, or in part curved, are de- 

scribed by Love®® and Miyadzu;!7° for the introduction of a gate see Reference 177. Channels 

with curved walls are described by Sakurai.*5? 

Branching channels are treated in Reference 2, Section 10.8; see also articles by 

Agostinelli,!7® Cisotti,!79 and Boverio.!8° 

FREE STREAMLINES 

110. NATURE OF FREE STREAMLINES. 

Where a free surface occurs, as at the top of a mass of liquid or on the boundary of a 

region of cavitation, the usual requirement is uniformity of pressure. Problems involving this 

boundary condition are often difficult to solve. 

If the motion is steady, however, and if gravity is absent, constancy of pressure is 

equivalent to constancy of g, the magnitude of the velocity, as is evident from the Bernoulli 

Equation [10d]. Furthermore, in steady motion the free surface is composed of streamlines. 

Thus in steady motion the boundary condition along a free streamline is that g is constant. 

This boundary condition is readily handled. 

Alternatively, the space adjacent to the moving fluid, instead of being empty or filled 

with gas of negligible density, may be assumed to be filled with fluid of the same kind but at 

rest. The steady motion of the remaining fluid is not thereby affected, provided viscosity is 

entirely absent; it suffices to assume that the pressure in the stationary fluid or wake is the 

same as the constant pressure along the boundary surface between the two. At this boundary 

the velocity is then discontinuous, and the motion is there rotational; a sheet of vortices may 
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be supposed to exist on the boundary. The general principles and theorems that hold for 

irrotational motion will hold within the moving fluid taken by itself, but they may not be 

applicable throughout a region that includes part of the surface of discontinuity. 

The theoretical flow of a frictionless fluid past an obstacle as obtained on such an 

assumption shows more resemblance to the flow of an actual fluid than the theoretical flow in 

which the motion is everywhere continuous. In particular, a force is exerted on the obstacle. 

But in real cases a great deal of vortex motion is observed to exist in the wake. 

In the mathematical theory of two-dimensional motion, constancy of the velocity g 

implies constancy of |dw/dz| along a free streamline. It is found convenient to work with 

the variable 

dz 
CS = |. {110a] 

dw 

or, in terms of the velocity components wu and v, 

dw \-1 il u+ wv 
fe = (== ee . {110b] 

dz -—uU+ iW 2 

where the last member is obtained by rationalizing the denominator and using q” = u? + 07. 

Thus |¢| = 1/¢. 

Regarded as a function of z, €(z) effects a transformation from the z-plane onto a 

¢-plane. Let this plane be drawn parallel to the z-plane and with the real axis of ¢ parallel 

to the z-axis. Then the vector representing ¢€ has the same direction as the particle velocity 

at the corresponding point on the z-plane, since it makes with its real axis the angle 

tan~! (v/u). Therein lies the special utility of the variable ¢. 

Each streamline on the z-plane transforms into a curve on the ¢-plane, and this curve 

can be regarded as the corresponding streamline in a transformed motion. From the properties 

of ¢ it is clear that any straight portion of a z streamline will transform into a segment of a 

parallel radius from the origin. As the z point traces a curved free streamline, on the other 

hand, along which q is constant, the € point traces the arc of a circle of radius 1,/g, centered 

at the origin. 

Further transformations may then be made in terms of other variables until the problem 

is converted into a form in which the solution can be guessed. 

In the alternative ‘‘hodograph method”’ of Prandtl, dw/dz, or -1/¢, is used as an 

auxiliary variable instead of ¢; see, for example, Betz and Petersohn.!®! 

(For notation; see Section 34.) 
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111. EFFLUX FROM A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ORIFICE. 

Consider the steady irrotational outflow of a liquid through a parallel-sided slot of 

width 2a in the infinite plane wall of a tank. Let gravity be assumed not to act. In Section 61 

the problem was solved on the assumption that the liquid remains in contact with the outer 

face of the wall. It will now be assumed that the issuing liquid separates from the wall in the 

form of a jet bounded on each side by free streamlines. 

On the z-plane let the slot be represented by the segment (-a, 0) to (a, 0) of the real 

axis, as in Figure 179; and, for simplicity, let the constant velocity along the free streamlines 

beg =i. 

Figure 179 — Efflux from a two-dimensional orifice. See Section 111. 

As explained in the last section, the motion is first studied in terms of the variable 

(Ga e eae [111] 



Along the wall AB the fluid velocity is directed toward B and its magnitude g increases from 

zero at A, or at infinity, to unity at B. Hence the ¢ vector, of magnitude 1,/g, les on its 

positive real axis, and its end moves on the ¢-plane from ~ when z is at A to €=1 at B. 

Along the curving free streamline BC, ¢ then moves along the unit circle below its real axis; 

the direction of the ¢ vector is at each point that of the tangent to BC. A similar streamline 

coming from the right transforms into the negative real axis of ¢ from - ~ to — 1, together with 

another part of the unit circle below the axis. Finally, because of the obvious symmetry, 

there must be a central streamline /J which is straight throughout and becomes part of the 

imaginary axis of ¢. 

The boundary ABB’ A’ thus traced on the ¢-plane, consisting of two segments of the 

real axis and a semicircle, is next transformed into the entire real axis of another variable ¢. 

For this purpose a transformation is first made to a new variable 

In €=1n |¢| +2 amp € [111b] 

where In |¢| stands for the ordinary real logarithm. This converts the boundary into a semi- 

infinite rectangle. AB becomes the positive real axis of In €. On the unit circle, In |¢| = 0 

and amp C ranges from 0 to —7; hence the semicircle below the real axis of ¢ becomes the 

segmert of the imaginary axis from In €=0 to ln €=-i7. On A’B’, amp ¢ = —- 77, hence, on 

the plane of In Z, A’B’ becomes a line parallel to AB at a distance 77 below it. 

The Schwarz-Christoffel transformation, discussed in Section 31, is now used to con- 

vert the rectangle ABB’A’ on the plane of In € inte the real axis of ¢. The space between 

AB and A’B’ is to be regarded as the interior of the rectangle, since, as the boundary 

ABCJC’B’A’ on the z-plane is traced, the fluid lies on the left. Hence exterior angles of 

7/2 occur at B and B’. Let the corresponding values of ¢ be chosen as -1 and +1. 

Then, putting a, =-1, a, = 1/2, a, =1, a, = 1/2 in Equation [81a], 

d 
= EY (GCP Bn 0 (eB ns [111¢] 

and, integrating, 

19/2 
Ine = in eat — a ae ioe [111d] 

The choice of amplitudes here is as in Section 107. 

The constants K and L can now be adjusted to bring the corners B and B’” into the 

correct position on the plane of In ¢. Inserting into Equation [111d] ¢ = -—1 for In € = 0, then 

t=1 for In €=-i7: 

Vakoln(-1) hiedn KL, tr eel 
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whence Kk =1 and 

2 1/2 ; -1 . 
In €=In[¢+(é -1) )-ia=cosh™ t¢t-i7z, {111e] 

2 1/2 1 = =-t-(P 1), t=-> (4 o™), [111f, g] 

1/2 
since e~'” = —1. Here, when ¢ is real and negative, (¢* - 1) gel 

Now, as 2 traces one of the streamlines ABC or A’B’C’, ¢ moves along its real axis 

from — ~, or from + «©, toward 0; and wy obviously has different values on these two stream- 

lines, which bound a jet of fluid. Hence the flow on the ¢-plane resembles that toward a sink 

located at the origin. This fact suggests the following trial assumption as to the complex 

potential: 

weoln tye =e *, 

where c is real; see Section 40. According to this assumption, the free streamlines extend 

up to the point ¢ = 0, or €=-2. 

Then dw = cdt/t and, from Equation [111a] and Equation [111f], integrating, 

1/2) 
dz=-Cdw=clt+(t*-1) 1] dt/t; 

1/2 1 E 
BG [ (eo = 1h) +sin™ +] +h. {111h] 

1/2 
For the significance of (¢7 —1 see Section 107. g 

To evaluate sin), consider, in general, sin-! z. Write 

Sint, f= ve. 

where v and are real. Then 2=2+ ty =sin (v+7&)=sin vy cosh €+2cos v sinh € 

and 

2=sinvcosh €, y=cos v sinh é. (111i, j] 

Thus € and v serve as elliptic coordinates on the z-plane and can be found for any point; 

see Section 82, where 7 = (7/2) = v. 

In analogy with Equations [82e, f], 

1 
cosh &= — {[(m + i)? 4: ee PL sig lee [111k] 
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; 

sin v = a {[(@ +1)? + yal Bela Ie yl [1111] 

1 On the real axis of z, where |z| <1, €=Oand sin” z= sin = v and has its ordinary 

meaning; where |a| > 1, cos v = 0, ex = + cosh é, and & may have either sign. so that 

if > 1. 

ife< = 15 

aes - Tsetse -1 sin g=sin @=-— = =zcosh ~ (-2), 

where either sign may be chosen. 

The variables v and € are doubly many valued, hence so is sin7} 
i 

z; as with real angles, 

if one value is sin’ z = u, then others are u + 27n where n is any integer, and also 

(1 +2n)2-u. This complication can be removed only at the expense of introducing discontin- 
7 

uities. A convenient range for v may be - 3 <v<7/2. Using this range, sin! 2 is dis- 

continuous along the z-axis where |z| = cosh & > 1; there the sign of € is indeterminate, where- 

as elsewhere € has the sign of y. With this convention, Figure 127 may be used by assuming 

that on the plot c = 1 and 7 = (7/2) - v. 

'n the present problem the values of 1/t lie on or below the real axis. For such values 

continuity can be preserved with use of the ranges € < 0, - 7/2 < v < 7/2, provided it is agreed 

that, for a real number a, in terms of the positive cosh! 2; 

If els 

sin”! gz = = -icosh7! 2g; {111m] 

ifa<-1, 

stein. ies il sin #=- 7a zcosh~ a. {111n] 

At B’, oratt=1, 2=a; at B, or t=-1, 2=-a. Inserting these values in Equation 

[111h] and evaluating c and &, it is found that 

2a 2 
c= , w= Inve; [1110, p] 

Qin +7 

2a 1/2 : 1 
Z= ED (arm + sin! a [111q] 

Q+a t 

Since w= ¢+ iw, ¢ and w are now fixed, but they cannot be expressed in terms of z by means 

of ordinary functions. 

The velocity of the fluid at any point is given by 

: dw 1 
= 2) = —— = — —— 

dz c 
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On the free streamlines g=1. On the side A’B’ of the wall of the tank, ¢ is real and ¢> 1; 

hence 

-1 1/2 aley fal 1/2 
Ge suslei? Sty ~~] =o (Sea) @-0 lt 

ple a <a fr 
| 

See 

Also, 2 is real and z= 2. Thus, from Equation [111q], 

2a 1 2q 
[111s] 

qQ +1 

where sin! is in the first quadrant. The side A’B’ is symmetrical to AB. 

Along the median plane, or // in Figure 179, 

; 1/2 1/2 
Padel(to Se tate ((te io, e 

Thus 

a4 
Ey eee aie a 

dl (+ -1) (1) (4. Ve 
q q 

Also, if s = sin7* (1/t) = sin! (1/2 |¢|, then 1/|¢| = 7 sin s = sinh (is), hence s =-i sinh! 

(1/|¢|). Finally, 2 = zy. Hence, from Equation [111q]. 

oer au lis 2 
yo —— |—-sinbt 2 | (111t] 

ae ot Ths q T=so0 

In describing the form of the free streamlines, a more convenient parameter than ¢ is 

and 

the angle 0, actually negative, between the z-axis and the tangent to the streamline; and a 

fresh integration is less troublesome, because of the singularity at ¢ = 0. On a free streamline 

, 1 
¢=¢'? cos = a Gis Cres [111u, v] 

Hence, using Equations [111a] and [111p], 

2a . sin 0 
dz=dx+idy=- €dw= (cos 6 +72 sin @) dé. 

2+ 0 
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Separating dz and dy and integrating along the left-hand streamline, 

2D == (7 +2 cos 6), [111w] 
2+7 

2a 1 il : 
y= Intan{— 7+— @]-sin@]. [111x] 

2+7 4 2 

Here - = <6<0. The right-hand streamline is then the mirror image in the y-axis of this 

one. 

The issuing jet eventually becomes straight; its limiting width is twice the value of 

|x| when 6 = - 7/2 or 27a/(2 + 7). The ratio of contraction, relative to the width of the orifice 

or 2a, is thus 

=" 06st: 
Qin 

Since the velocity in the ultimate jet is uniform, the volume of fluid that issues per second, 

per unit length, is 27a/(2 + 7). 

Thus on the z-plane the streamlines do not converge at infinity, as is indicated by the 

distinct labeling C, J, C’ in Figure 179, but on the ¢-, In ¢-, and ¢-planes they converge to a 

finite point, as at €=-zort=0. 

At 6 = 0, or the edge of the orifice, dy/dz = sin? 6/cos 7 @ = 0, but d@/dx « 1/sin 06>. 

Thus, although there is no discontinuity in the slope of the streamline, its curvature at the 

edge is infinite. 

The free streamlines are plotted to scale in Figure 179, and an enlarged plot of one 

half of the symmetrical diagram is shown in Figure 180. 

Figure 180 — Efflux as in Figure 179: 
one side of the issuing jet in 
more detail. (Copied from 

Reference 1.) 



If the velocity along the free streamlines is made U instead of unity, the only effect is 

to replace Equation [111p] by w = 2aU In ¢/(2 + 7), and to multiply all velocities by U; q¢ is 

then replaced in all formulas by ¢/U. The flow pattern is unaltered. U may be negative, so 

that the fluid is entering through the slot. 

If p,, is the pressure at infinity in the mass of fluid where g = 0, and Pr the pressure at 

the surface of the jet itself, then, from the Bernoulli equation 

This equation fixes U? when Dorie is given. 

In the presence of gravity the velocity is not uniform along the free surface and the 

problem is more difficult. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 75, where a is replaced 

by (7 + 2) b/m; Reference 2, Section 11.53.) 

112. TWO-DIMENSIONAL BORDA’S MOUTHPIECE. 

The transformations in the last section are easily modified so as to allow the plane 

boundaries to be inclined to each other at any angle, with preservation of the symmetry. 

The integration is simple if the planes are made parallel, so as to form a parallel-sided 

mouthpiece enclosing the issuing jet. Let the x-axis be rotated so as to lie in the plane of 

symmetry, with the edges of the sides at (0, a), (0, - @), as in Figure 181. 

On the é-plane, the boundaries AB, A‘’B’ now coincide and lie on the positive real 

axis; in the figure they are drawn slightly separated for clarity. If amp ¢ = 0 on AB, 

amp €=-270n A’B’; for, on the 2-plane the direction of the velocity rotates through a 

clockwise angle of 360 deg in passing from AB through the fluid to A°B’% The ¢ diagram is 

the same as before, and Equation [111d] holds again. Substituting in it, first In € = 0 when 

t=-1, then In ¢ = - 27i when ¢ = 1, noting that here In (-1) = 72, In (0) = 0, and determining 

K and L, Equation [111d] becomes 

Ly2 

In €=2 nee Si). lone 

whence, since e 27! =1, 

Gabe = 1)" ee [112a] 

As before, 

w=d+tiw=clnt {112b] 
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Figure 181 — The two-dimensional Borda’s mouthpiece. See Section 112. 

where c is real. Hence, using Equations [111a] and [112a], 

1/2 
dz = - Cdw =- c[2t7 -1%2t(¢ -1) 1] dt/t, 

1/2 12 
Bact = ine eainieee = a) ee [112c] 

Here the amplitudes of the algebraic functions of ¢, except ¢ and t? —1, are confined to the 

range from 0 to 7. At Bor z=ia,t=-13 at a2 =-ia,t=1. Hence, 

: [112d,e] 
7 7 

ajfsi- 1 + 
Po fy th [112¢] 

7 29 2q 



whereas,’ along the median plane or the z-axis, g = — wu and 

1 i .= 
peace ME a ye (112h] 

7 2q 2q 

To trace the upper free streamline, to which the lower is symmetrical, introduce again 

the angle 6, which is here negative. Then 

: 6 6 0 1 
1/2 i0/2 ae Sac pels he eae i/2 =e = cos + z@sin , cos = —— G 5 5 eee (Co 4 ¢ ) 

f) a meN2 0 dé 
dz=dz+idy=-Cdw=c co are en pe 

a na! 7] a ; rap 
(sin — -—lnsec — ], y= — (6-sin 6) +a, {112i, j] 

é 2 Qn 

after integrating and using Equation [112d]. As 0>-7, 2»--« and y+ a@/2. Thus the entire 

jet is ultimately only 2a - a or a wide, and the ratio of contraction is a@/2a = 1,/2. The volume 

of fluid issuing per second and per unit length is a. 

One side of the jet is plotted in Figure 182. 

Figure 182 — Borda’s mouthpiece: one side 

of the jet. (Copied from Reference 1.) 

Line of Symmetry 

The same remarks hold here as in the last section in regard to the terminal form of the 
free streamlines, the pressure, the velocity and the effect of gravity. 

(For notation and method see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 74, where 6 = a/2; 

Reference 2, Section 11.51.) 
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113. INFINITELY WIDE STREAM INCIDENT NORMALLY ON A PLANE LAMINA. 

Let a steady uniform stream impinge perpendicularly on a fixed plane lamina of breadth 

J and continue beyond it with two free boundaries; see Figure 183. 

From the symmetry, there will be a central streamline which is straight until it meets 

the lamina at its center C, then divides and follows the lamina to its edges, from which each 

half continues as a free streamline A/ or A’/’, on which the constant velocity will be assumed 

to be unity. The general method described in Section 110 is applicable, and the mathematical 

Figure 183 — Plate in a stream with wake behind it. See Section 1138, 



treatment of Section 111 requires only certain changes in order to fit the present case. The 

point C is a stagnation point, from which the fluid flows away toward both sides. Hence the 

parts CA and CA’ of the lamina are represented by segments of the real axis of ¢, as shown 

in Figure 183, while the free streamlines follow the unit circle below the real axis as before. 

The geometrical boundary on the ¢-plane is thus the same as in Section 111, and the same 

transformation from ¢ to ¢ can be used: 

ce Bet eS (eS). [113a, bl 
dw 2 ¢ ; 

For the amplitudes, see Section 107. 

The flow on the ¢-plane is again along the real axis toward the origin, but in the pre- 

sent case w has the same value on the two halves of the axis, which represent on the z-plane 

parts of a single divided streamline. Hence there cannot be a source or sink at the origin; 

the fluid must flow away along the imaginary axis. A simple flow of this type is that of 

Section 38, whose complex potential may be written 

S egey eae [118c¢] 

In this flow the axial streamlines continue to the origin; on the ¢-plane, therefore, the corre- 

sponding curves continue to the point / or €=- 2. It follows that the free streamlines become 

parallel at infinity. 

From Equation [113a], dz = - €dw. After substituting from Equations [113a] and [113c], 

integrating with the help of the substitution ¢ = 1/w and choosing c and the constant of inte- 

gration so as to make z = + 1/2 at A and A’ or ¢ = ¥ 1, it is found that 

ore ‘ [113d] 
7 +4 

21 1 at 1/2 il 1 
g=- = Ci = 1) Se Sree le [113e] 

feos 4 G of? 2 iF 

a 
Here, for real ¢, and |¢| > 1, -7/2 < sin” — < 7/2. za = — 

The particle velocity at any point is obtainable from the equation 

dw 1 1/2 
=U + ios =— S=— ata(f =1) _, [113f] 

dz (a 



Clearly |2| + ~ only as ¢+ 0, or as ¢ + ~ 7; then, also, w+ 0, v»-1. Thus, in particular, 

the velocity at infinity is -1 in the approaching stream. Mathematically, the point / or €=-i 

corresponds to all directions of recession to infinity on the z-plane, such as those labeled /, 

I’, 1°’ in Figure 183. In the same way, C, C’, and C’’on the ¢-plane all correspond to the 

single point C on the z-plane. At these points there is a failure of one or more of the conformal 

transformations. 

By proceeding as in Section 111 it is found that on A’A 

21 Bera f 2 
BAe) +— sin"! Zi ; [113¢] 

7+4 (1 + Gy 9 ieee y’ 

whereas along the median streamline /’’ C, or the positive y-axis, 

21 3 iq7 il 2 
Se | a [113h] 

a+4 (i=a)3 
tig 

Along the right-hand free streamline, proceeding as in Section 111, where Equations 

[111u, v] still hold but w is now given by Equation [113c] and ¢ by Equation [113d], 

dz+idy=- C€dw= (cos. 6 + 7 sin 6) 
aw cos? 6 

2] z 1 PES az 
TS ( sec a+), He sec @ tan 6 - In tan E + A , [113i] 

4 4 7+4 2 4 

after integrating and choosing the constants of integration to make x = 1/2, y = 0 at A, where 

6=0. The other free streamline is symmetrical with this one. 

As 6+ — 7/2, which is the lower limit for 6, z+ ~ and y»-—-~. Thus the free stream- 

lines eventually approach parallelism to the direction of incidence. They also become parallel 

to each other, but so slowly that the separation between them continues to increase without 

limit. A larger plot of one free streamline is shown in Figure 184, and a few streamlines near 

the lamina are shown in Figure 185. 

The pressure on the free surface must be the same as the pressure in the fluid at 

infinity, since the velocity in both locations is unity. On the upper surface of the lamina it 

is higher. The total net force on the lamina in the direction of the stream per unit of its 

length is, from the Bernoulli equation, 

1 1/2 

F= BoP (1 - q*) de. [113]] 

—1/2 
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Line of Symmetry 

Figure 184 — Plate in a stream: one of the free 

streamlines. (Copied from Reference 1.) 

ae 
~ 

Figure 185 — Plate in a stream: 
few streamlines. (Copied from 

Reference 8.) 

On the lamina the variables are real, so that 

dt, pte a 
dx =dz=- €dw=-2c€ — , gq’ = 

8 

-1 fos) oe) 

1 \ dt dt 
F, =- pe + €-—|]— =4pce | VP? -1 — [113k] 

- 1 6 8 1 e° 

dw 

dz 

and 

mpl : 
Fy = ae [1131] 

using Equation [113a] and Equation [118d]; the integrals can be simplified by substituting 

t = 1/u, and the integral from -~ to —1 equals that from 1 to +~ by symmetry. 

In the more general case in which the velocity at infinity is U, the functions w, ¢, w 

and all velocities are multiplied by U, but the geometry of the flow net is unaltered. The 

force is multiplied by U?. 
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For a solution in which the pressure on the free surface is different from that at 

infinity; see Reference 7, page 134. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 76; Reference 2, 

Section 12.20.) 

114. INFINITE STREAM OBLIQUE TO A PLANE LAMINA. 

The solution of the last section is easily modified so as to allow the stream to impinge 

at an angle a with the plane of the lamina, as illustrated in Figure 186. Let a be measured 

from the positive z-axis. As before, let the velocity on the free streamlines and at infinity 

be unity. 

Figure 186 — Plate in a stream incident obliquely, with a wake behind it. 

See Section 114. 

The dividing streamline will now meet the lamina perpendicularly at a stagnation 

point C that is displaced from the center. The transformations from ¢ to In ¢ and ¢ are 

unaltered; but, at the point corresponding to infinity in the approaching stream, the vector 

representing ¢, having the direction of the velocity, must lie on the radius, 6 =a@ - 7, and 

the corresponding value of ¢ will lie to the right of the origin, as shown in Figure 187. When 

f= e!@-7) _~_ cosa -isin a, then ¢=cos a by Equation [113b]. The flow on the ¢-plane 

is easily displaced so as to transfer its central point from the origin to ¢ = cos @ ; in place of 

Equation [113c], let 
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Figure 187 — Diagram for oblique incidence on a plate. See Section 114. 

G 
b= = {114a] 

(t - cosa)? 

Then, from Equations [113a] and [114al, 

’ 20e dt 
dew = Cu ateye = 1) — Ss [114b] 

(t-cosa)? 

After integrating, by means of the substitution u = (¢ - cosa )7!, and choosing ¢ and the 

constant of integration to make z = + 1/2 for t = ¥ 1, it is found that 

4 
2 sin Cog ae [114] 
4+75Sina 

l cosa—-2t . tcosa-1 1/2 
a Oe ae sin4 @ + ————._ (#?- 1) © sin’a 

fm SIMO (P= cosa )e (t - cosa)? 

. 1 §cosa - 1 (3 2 
+ sina sin’. ——— + cosa (3-cos*e)}. } 

t¢-cosa@ ) [114d] 
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1/2 1 
Here, for real ¢ and |¢| > 1, Gad) has the sign of ¢, and — 7/2 < sin7} Ps < 2/2. 

For the particle velocity, Equation [113f] still holds. 

On the lamina itself, ¢ is real and |¢| > 1, also g = + u, hence, from Equation [113f], 

2 ae es : Gay Bee [114e, f] 

the sign is negative where z > z,, positive where x < x,, where «, is the coordinate of C. 

These equations and Equation [114d], in which now z = 2, connect g with x The distance of 

C from the center 0 is the value of 2 at |¢| = ~ or 

l 
2a E cos a (1 +sinta) + (2 -a) sina | ; (114¢] Le - 

447sS1na 2 

where @ is in radians. 

The treatment of the free streamlines is nearly the same as that in Section 113. Taking 

w from Equation [114a] instead of Equation [113c], 

: sin 6 dé 
dz = dx + idy = 2c (cos 6+7sin @) 

(cos 0 + cosa)? 

After separating real and imaginary parts, w and y are found by integrating and adjusting the 

constant of integration. The formulas are most conveniently written in terms of distances 

and angles measured positively with the stream, or y’=- y, 0°=- 0,0” =@04+7=7-0% 

Right-hand streamline, 0 < 0’<7-a: 

' 1 sin4 2 cos 0’+ cosa 2+ cos 
eo aa Se ee ; {114h] 

2 4£+7sin@ \ (cos 6’+ cosa)” (1 + cosa)? 

s lsine sina sin 0’(1 + cosa cos 0”) 1 +cos (a- 6’) 
= —_—_—_—_—_—_ — —_ n ss 

z 44+7sine (cos 07+ cos a 2 cos 0+ cosa 

{114i] 

Left-hand streamline, 0 < 0’’<a: 

l Zsin4 o 2 cos 0° -cose 2-cosa ; 
oi = = SSS SSS Se ee ’ [114] 

2  4+7sine \ (cos 6’- cosa)” (1 - cose )? 
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f lsina = sin 6’’(1 — cosa cos 0”’) i 1 - cos (a+ 0°’) 
|| I at 

as 44+7sine (cos 6” - cosa )” cos 0’°~ cose 

[114k] 

1+ 0 6 ( crea Nt cos (0 +a) _ £08 6+ cosa ) 

cos 6+ cosa 1+cos (0-«a) 

The free streamlines for a = 55° are plotted to scale in Figure 186. 

The force F, on the lamina per unit of its length can be found, as in Equations [113j, k], 

using dx = dz from Equation [114b], ¢c from Equation [114c], and evaluating ine and is 

separately. When the velocity at infinity and on the free streamlines is U instead of ian. 

7plU? sin’ 
ane Sa [1141] 

447 Sine 

The force acts perpendicularly on the lamina. 

The center of pressure, at which F, may be supposed to act, is displaced from the. 

center to the position x = % where 

3 lcosa 
ee [114m] 

4 4+ 75ina@ 

The deduction of % is given in Section 77 of Lamb’s Hydrodynamics,’ where Equation [15] 

is equivalent to Equation [114b] here; a table of values of F,, «, and & for various values of 

a is also given. 

(For notation and method; see Section 34; Reference 1, Article 77; Reference 2, 

Section 12.3). 

115. INFINITE STREAM ON A V-SHAPED LAMINA. 

Let a steady stream impinge symmetrically on a lamina whose section consists of 

two equal straight lines meeting at an angle 2a as measured on the downstream side. 

The solution in Section 113 can be modified to suit this problem by interposing a 

transformation 

oe et U72 T7T™-a) aealale {115a] 

Since only values of ¢ and ¢, on or below the real axis are involved, let all amplitudes 6 

be taken in the range - 7 < @<7. Then the positive real axis of ¢,, on which 0 = 0, becomes 

1 
on the ¢-plane a radius inclined downward at the angle - 5 7 a] ; whereas the negative 

a 
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iL 2a 
half, on which 6 = - z, makes with the real axis of ¢ the angle — (- 7 a) - (=) T= — 

(- 7+ a) . These two lines on the ¢-plane thus enclose an angle 2a between Hel below 

them; and the arc included between them on the unit circle for ¢ corresponds to the entire 

lower half of the unit circle on the ¢,-plane; see Figure 188, in which the free streamlines are 

copied from Tumlirz.}8® 

If ¢ is then assumed to be related to 2 by the usual Equation [110a] or dz = - ¢dw, the 

two lines and the enclosed arc correctly represent the dividing streamline, /’’C Al, 1’°CA’T’, 

on the z-plane, of which the portions A/ and A’/’ are free; see Figure 188. The variable ¢, 

may be assumed to be related to ¢ and w in the same way as € was in Section 113. Then, 

from Equation [118c] and Equation [113a], 

c , 1/2 
dz=—- Cdw, w=- er ¢,=-t-(-1) .. [115b,c,d] 

t 

I’ (~) (2°) / 

Figure 188 — Symmetrical angle-lamina in a stream with wake behind it. 
(The free streamlines are copied from Reference 188, Volume 121.) 

On the right-hand half of the lamina, ¢ is real and ¢ < - 1 as before; hence, for continuity, 
Ye 

(Pat Sen 2 Sand 

1 
Cesta? =), —S=t- VF 1. 

If ds is an element of length along the lamina and dz the corresponding element of 2, from 

Figure 188 
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(2 ) 
joa ae cape eatale anes : 

whence 

) 

il> @3w-a dt 
anes d= 2, eo 

3 
t 

from Equations [115a,b,c]. Hence, if 6 is the half-width of the lamina, 

dt 
b= fds==2e f(t yF 17°07 — = 

8 

The integral can be evaluated numerically, and the equation then fixes c in terms of 6. 

Also, on the right-hand half of the lamina 

il 2 —4 
— ae) ce Gi oe 

¢ 

since ¢, is real and positive. Hence, the force on the entire lamina per unit of its length, in 

the direction of the stream, is 

1 

1 

Fy = e(sina) fa - q°) ds = - 2cp(sina) / (GPRM b ee 2A) cee 

= 

--20Asina) f [es Pay — Pays [115e] 
t 

—oo 

The evaluation of the integrals is discussed in Article 78 of Lamb’s Hydrodynamics;! 

the last integral there written is evaluated by complex integration on page 363 of Wilson’s 

Advanced Calculus.!8? In the location first cited is given a table of values of the force, 

there called ‘‘pressure.”’ 

(For nonsymmetrical cases; see Reference 2, Section 12.50 and Morton;!97 see 

Reference 1, Article 78; Reference 2, Section 12.52.) 
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116. JET ON A WALL. 

Let a two-dimensional jet of width a fall upon an infinite plane wall, approaching with 

uniform velocity U at an anglea with the face of the wall, as in Figure 189. Part of the fluid 

in the jet will flow away toward one side, part toward the other. 

Figure 189 — Two-dimensional jet 
striking a wall. 

In the two departing jets, of widths a, and a,, the velocity will ultimately become 

uniform and equal to that in the incident jet, since, as in Section 41, it is uniform along the 

free streamlines. Hence, the incompressibility of the fluid requires that a, + a, = 4. 

Furthermore, the component of momentum parallel_to the wall must be conserved, since no 

force acts on the fluid in this direction. In unit time a mass paU of fluid, carrying momentum 

paU”, is lost from the incident jet and reappears as masses pa,U and pa,U in the departing 

jets; hence paU? cosa = pa, U? — pa, U?, and acosa = a, — @,- From these two equations 

a a a Rte 
a, = 5 (1 +cosa), a, aaa - cosa), —— = tan aoe [116a, b,c] 

1 

The decrease in the component of momentum perpendicular to the wall, on the other 

hand, equals the total force on the wall, so that 

F, = paU? sine [116d] 

where F, is the force per unit of length of the wall in a direction perpendicular to the planes 

of flow. The effective line of action of F, can be found from the conservation of moment of 

momentum. About the axis M along which the median plane of the incident stream cuts the 

wall, the incident stream has a zero moment of momentum because of symmetry; but the median 

planes of the departing jets lie at distances a,/2 and a,/2 from M. Hence, in unit time the 
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combined’ moment of momentum of these jets increases by 

pa, U?(a,/2) ~ pa,U? (a,/2) = (af - a,') pU?/2, 

in a clockwise direction. The reaction on the wall must be an equal counterclockwise moment 

of force about M. Hence the force F, must act at a point displaced from M to the left, or 

toward the stagnation point C, through a distance e such that eF, = (a? - az) pU?/2 or, from 

Equation [116d] and Equations [116a,bl, 

2 a 
= Coun. {116e] 

2a sine 2 

Further details can be discovered by resorting to the method of complex variables. 

Only a few results will be cited here. 

The distance / from M to the stagnation point C is 

a a 7 : 
Leanne oh +— [ (cose) (2 sina) + In cot 24 (= - a) sine | . [116f] 

7 

At perpendicular incidence or a = 7/2, the equations for the free streamlines, with the 

origin taken at the stagnation point C or M and with the z-axis drawn along the wall, are 

Pye a 0 it Pee 7 8 
e=+a|(— +— Incot —}, y=a ee eS ae ,  [116g,h] 

2 7 2 7 2 

where @ is the angle, taken positive, between the direction of the tangent to the streamline and 

the wall. On the median plane, where 2 = 0, in terms of the velocity g, if U> 0, 

U U 
epee ie OR SO a ee ras Be [1163] 

7 U-4q qd 

Along the wall the absolute value of x is given in terms of g by the same expression that 

represents y along the median plane. Each half of the jet has a plane of symmetry through 

C inclined at 45 deg to the wall. 

Flow nets for a = 7/2 and a = 37/4 are reproduced from Reference 183 in Figures 190 

and 191. In the figures v, stands for U, and ¢ and y are reversed in sign in accord with the 

older convention. The numerical values refer to the case a=1, 7, = U=1. The broken curves 

are curves of constant velocity, the value of the ratio w = ¢/U being indicated for each. 

(See Reference 2, Section 11.41; Reference 50 and 183.) 
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Figure 190 — Flow net for a two-dimensional jet striking a wall perpendicularly 

(Copied from Reference 183.) 

Figure 191 — Flow net for a two-dimensional jet striking a wall at 45 degrees. 

(Copied from Reference 183.) 

117. OTHER FREE-STREAMLINE PROBLEMS. 

The literature on potential flow with free streamlines is extensive. A good summary up 
186 to 1920 was given by Jaffe 185 Many authors have followed Levi Civita in using, instead 

of t, a variable on whose plane the 2-plane corresponds to a semicircle; in terms of this variable 

w is everywhere analytic. The later general discussions given by Cisotti® and by Bergmann!87 

may be mentioned; see also Reference 2, Sections 12.40—12.47. 
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Efflux 

The efflux of a liquid through a slot in the side of a vessel whose contour is a polygon 

is easily handled, and many cases have been solved. A simple case is shown in Figure 192a; 

streamlines inside the vessel and a few equipotential curves are shown for the same case but 

with a narrower slot in Figure 192b. Three other cases are shown in Figure 193. See Tumlirz 18° 

Cisotti,!89 von Mises,!9° and Eck.!9 

Figure 192a Figure 192b 

Figure 192 — Efflux from a tank of finite width. See Section 117. 
(Copied from Reference 188, Volume 126.) 

Figure 193a 

a 
Figure 193b Figure 193c 

Figure 193 — Three other cases of efflux; the sides of the issuing jet are shown. 
(Copied from Reference 188, Volume 121.) 
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Efflux from a two-dimensional vase with curved sides was treated by Cisotti;!9? see 

also Reference 2, Section 11.54. 

Deadwater or Wake in an Infinite Stream 

A ‘‘deadwater,’’ that is a region occupied by stationary fluid or by gas at suitable 

t.193,194 A similar pressure, ahead of a concave angle was shown to be possible by Villa 

deadwater can occur ahead of a convex angle, in addition to the usual wake behind it, when a 

stream is incident unsymmetrically. The extent of the deadwater is indeterminate; see Thiry,1°5 

Jaffe, 185 196 and Morton;!97 see also Yokota.'9® The indeterminateness is perhaps no more 

surprising than the arbitrariness in the direction of the incident stream; it may be supposed that 

the size of the deadwater was fixed by the manner in which the flow was established in the 

first place. 

The wake behind a lamina with a rim on the forward side was treated by Love,°° behind 

a lamina with flaps folded back by Schmieden,!°° behind a curved lamina by Leathem,’* 

Cisotti,?>° and Argeanicoff.!°? 

Deadwater regions on the sides of a rectangle immersed in a stream parallel to the sides 

110 who also gives values of the inertia coefficient. were described by Riabouchinsky, 

A deadwater extending from one plane lamina to another was also described by 

Riabouchinsky.!!° When the laminas are oppositely inclined to the stream there is circula- 

tion around them as a whole. 

The wake behind circular and elliptic cylinders placed in a uniform stream was studied 

by Brodetsky?°° and by Ford,*°! and for the circular case in further detail by Schmieden.!9° 29 

The symmetrically disposed free streamlines behind a circular cylinder, on which the 

velocity is the same as that in the incident stream, may separate from the cylinder at any 

angular position from @ = 55° to @ = 120°, approximately, where 6 is measured from the stag- 

nation line on the forward side. If they separate at 55 deg, they are concave toward the wake 

throughout their course; at intermediate angles they are convex near the cylinder and concave 

beyond; at the largest angle they are convex throughout and meet asymptotically at infinity; 

see Figures 194, 195. 

The flow through a grating of laminas or other cylinders, with a wake behind each, has 

been considered by von Mises,!°° Betz and Petersohn,!®! and Schmieden.?°3 

Free Streamlines in a Channel 

The wake behind a body in a channel was considered in a simple case by Cis otti?®? 

and more generally by Villat?°4: 194 and by Bergmann.!8’ A deadwater ahead of such a 

body, or in front of the projecting bend of wall where a channel divides, was considered by 

Agostinelli.2°° For a channel interrupted by openings where free streamlines occur, see 

Colonetti,2°° and Miyadzu.!’° The flow past a triangular ridge on a wall with a wake behind 

the ridge is illustrated in Figure 196, as found by Tumlirz.18 
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i\ 

Figure 194 — Some streamlines, on one side of the plane of symmetry, past a 
cylinder with a wake of maximum size behind it. 

10 

Figure 195 — Pressure on a cylinder in a 
stream with a wake behind it. 

The ordinate represents excess of pressure above pressure at infinity, divided by pu? /2 where U is the velocity 

in the approaching stream. Curves I and III are for the limiting forms of the free streamlines, leaving the cylinder 

at 55° or 120°, these and Curve II continue through the wake along the 0 axis. Curve IV is for the theoretical 

continuous flow of Section 67. The broken curves represent observed pressures, under conditions of laminar flow 

(Rs 10°) and of fully turbulent flow (R > 2.3 x 10°); R is Reynold’s number. See Section 117, ‘‘Circular 

Cylinder.’’ (Copied from Reference 199,) 

Figure 196 — Streamlines past a wall carrying 
a triangular bridge, back of which a wake 
exists. (Copied from Reference 188.) 
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Free Surface or a Wall 

The following cases may be listed: rise of the free surface over a laminar riffle, 

Cisotti;?°7 change in trend of the wall, Boggio;?°° deadwater in an angle, Agostinelli;?°° 

source against a wall, Masotti.?5? 

209 and in Milne-Thomson’s 

210 

Gliding of a plate on a free surface is treated by Green 

book (Reference 2, Section 12.3); of a slightly curved plate, by Franke. 

A jet of finite width striking a cylinder of the following shape has been studied: a 

plate, with a wake behind it, by Morton and Harvey,7!! Tomotika,?!? Cisotti,2!? Havelock,>? 

Stokalo,?*9 or without a wake, by Tomotika;?!? a circular arc without a wake, or a circular 

cylinder, by Jacob.*!4 The jet may issue from a two-dimensional orifice and hit an obstacle; 

216 and Hartmann.*!7 A cylinder may have both a wake behind it 

205 

see Valcovici,*!°> Tumlirz, 

and a deadwater in front; see Agostinelli. 

Jets or currents of fluid bounded by free surfaces, or in part by walls, may present 

the following features: branches, Cisotti,*!® also Reference 2, Sections 11.30-11.43; a 

219 and Caldonazzo,*° perhaps with one issuing from a vessel, 

213 and Brusoni;?7? an enclosed 

point of union, Boggio 

Agostinelli;??! enclosed deadwater, Caldonazzo,??? Cisotti, 

source, Hopkinson?74 and Masotti;??> an enclosed vortex, Hopkinson,*?*4 Imai,??° and 

Simmons.??7: 

A jet issuing from a slot in a plane wall and entering a similar slot in a parallel wall 

was described by Riabouchinsky.11° 
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CHAPTER IV 

CASES GF THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW 

118. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter the principal cases of three-dimensional potential flow that have been 

worked out will be described, or at least listed. The mathematical solution of problems is 

much more difficult in three dimensions than in two, since the method of complex variables is 

no longer available. The usual procedure is to obtain solutions of the Laplace equation by 

any means whatever, and then by superposing solutions to work out proper combinations for 

certain specified boundary conditions. A stream function wy can be defined only for the case 

of axial symmetry, as described in Section 16. 

For the components of the particle velocity of the fluid in the directions of Cartesian 

or z, y, 2 axes the symbols w, v, w will be written without repetition of their definition and, 

as usual, ga will denote the speed, so that 

q=+ (u24+ v2 + w2)” {118a] 

Confusion with the use of w for the complex potential in the last chapter should not arise, 

since in two-dimensional motion the third velocity component w is always zero. The com- 

ponents of the velocity are understood to be calculated from the velocity potential ¢ by means 

of the usual equations 

ere: i Uetgeea ek Gap eene [118b,c,d] 

If polar coordinates 7, 6, w are used, or cylindrical coordinates x, @, w as described 

in Section 6, the components of the velocity in the corresponding coordinate directions are, 

as in Squations [6k, 1, m, p, a, rl, 

fe) 1 0 Gt ates le ge ee (118e,f,¢] 
i or r 00 ® rsin@ dw 

or 

Od Od 1 dd ws 
fe ge So {118h,i,j] 

I ae 8 ae @ do : 

‘vhen the motion is steady, the pressure is given by the Bernoulli equation, which may 

be written as in [34h] or 
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1 2 2 aa We =O) ce ape, {118k] 

where U is the uniform velocity of the fluid at infinity and p, is the pressure there; p is the 

density of the fluid. Cases in which a body is moving in steady translation with the fluid 

at rest at infinity can be reduced as usual to the case of steady motion of the fluid by impart- 

ing to everything a velocity equal and opposite to that of the body; the pressure and the forces 

on the body are not thereby affected. 

119. POTENTIAL AND STREAM FUNCTIONS FOR A UNIFORM STREAM, 
A POINT SOURCE OR A POINT DIPOLE 

The velocity potential for a uniform stream having velocity U toward negative z can 

be written 

b = Ux [119a] 

for then, by (118b,c,d), w=-U, v=0, we=0. The streamlines are straight lines parallel 

to the w-axis. 

For some purposes it is convenient to regard such a stream as having axial symmetry 

about some chosen line parallel to the velocity, and to define an axisymmetric stream function 

with respect to this line. Let the positive direction along the line be taken toward positive 2, 

and through any point P or (z, y, 2) draw a circle of radius @ about the chosen line QQ’ as 

axis, as in Figure 197. Then, across any surface bounded by this circle there flows in unit 

time a volume z@~U of fluid. Hence, according to the usual definition as stated in Section 16, 

the axisymmetric or Stokes stream function at P is 7@?U/2z or 

i 
was U5? ({119b] 

In general, any line parallel to the flow may be chosen as the axis of symmetry, and 

© represents the distance of P from this line. If the z-axis itself is chosen, @? = y*+27. 

If the velocity of the uniform stream is U toward a direction whose direction cosines 

are 1, m, and n, the velocity potential becomes 

b&b =- U(le+my+nz) {119c] 

as is easily verified from [119a] by a rotation of axes. 

For the point source, the velocity potential ¢ at a point (x,y,z) is, from Section 12, 

[119d] 
A 

aes 
T 
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where 7 denotes distance of (a,y,2) from 

the location of the source, and A is a 

constant, positive for an actual source and 

negative for a sink. The quantity 47A 

represents the volume of fluid emitted by 

the source per second. The streamlines 

are radii drawn from the source. 

An axis of symmetry may be drawn 

through the source in any direction; let it be 

taken as the axis of polar coordinates 

7, 9, @ with origin at the source. Leta ss ag 

circle be drawn as before, with the axis of CE aa 

symmetry as its axis, but now consider 

this circle as the perimeter of a spherical 
Figure 197 — Symbols for flow symmetric 

cap C cut out of a sphere centered at the about a line Q Q”. 

source; see Figure 197 again, where a 

source is now understood to be located at Q, and U=0. The area of this cap is S = 2ar? 

(1-cos 0), where rand @ refer to any point on the circle, and the rate of outflow of fluid 

across it is S, = SA/r*, because of the symmetry. Hence the value of the stream function at 

P is — SA/r? divided by 27 or, after inserting the value of S and dropping the constant term — A, 

Ww =Acos 0 {119e] 

The total range in the values of w from 6 = 0 to 6 =z is thus —2A, which equals the 

volume output from the source per second or 47A reversed in sign and divided by 27. 

If Cartesian axes are introduced and the z-axis is drawn parallel to the axis of symmetry 

and toward 6 = 0, and if the source is at (21, Yp 21) as in Figure 198, then 

% 
r=[(x-2,)? + (y-y,)? + (2-2,)7] 

and 

[119f] 

For a point dipole, let polar coordinates r, 6, w be employed for the moment, with the 

origin at the dipole and the axis for 6 lying along the axis of the dipole. Then the potential 

is, as in [12d] 

cos 6 
je [1192] 
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where p is a constant, the dipole moment. The physical axis of the dipole is directed toward 

O6=0 if p> 0, toward 0=7if p <0. 

The fluid velocity lies in a plane through the axis of the dipole, which is an axis of 

symmetry. Its components in the 7, 6 directions are, from [118e, f, g], 

2ucos 6 psin 0 ie 
q,=——» = gy 00 [119h,i,j] 

3 r r 

The stream function y, like 4, is most 

2 P(z,y, 2) easily found by differentiating that for a point 

source, but it can also be found by direct 

— Q integration. Through any point P draw a 

circle as before, with the axis of the dipole 

yoy’) as its axis; let its radius be @, and let the 

distance of its plane from the dipole at Q 

be 4. On the plane of the circle take a 

ring-shaped element of area centered on the 

axis; see Figure 197 again, in which there 

is now a dipole at Q with its axis along 

QQ’, and again U=0. The area of the ring 

Hieupe les dipole BY ON ine aba dea es where ca? is tecntdi 
with its axis parallel to the z-axis. 3 

and @’ is the radius of either perimeter; and, 

because of the symmetry, the rate of flow across it will be 279,0 do’ where 7, 1s the com- 

ponent of the velocity in the direction of the axis. The flow across the entire circle is thus 

oO 

fa2maraa” 
0 

Now, by projection, if 7’, 0’ are the values of 7 and @ on the elementary ring, 

9, = 9, COS 0’— 9g sin 0’ = Z (2 cos? 6’— sin? 6’) 
23 Tr 

Vine al 
ae (8 c0s70’-1) =n(—— - 

r’3 n> r’3 

See Figure 197. Thus the flow across the circle is 
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a) 
3h? je, eo @? 

Qru - o@’°dw” = 2m — 
3 0 r 

Y; ? 2 : 
since r’= (2402). Hence, if the positive axis for the dipole moment is chosen also as the 

positive axis in defining the axisymmetric stream function w, 

ae 
wy =- p — {119k] 

r3 

Tere @ denotes distance from the axis of the dipole. If x denotes distance along the 

axis, measured from the dipole, 

x ” : 
] ,cos 0=—, sin @= 

T 

r= [(x27+@2 
+e 

The variables x and @ may also be regarded as two out of a set of cylindrical coordinates 

®,@,@, and in terms of them the potential and the corresponding components of velocity are 

oO 
3—-1], 15 = 38u — {119],m,n] 

2 5 

and 9) 2108 

Or, if Cartesian coordinates are used, with the z-axis drawn in the direction of the 

dipole moment for positive yu, and if the dipole is at (z,,7,,2,), as in Figure 198, 

2 2 22 =~ 2 217 
r= [(r- 2.) + (y= 4¥;) + (2-2,)°] ’ o =[(y-y,) (Sey) 

and the potential and the three velocity components may be written, from [119g] and [118b,c,d], 

Z-2y 

O= ip [1190] 
3 

pyle ae 3(@-2,) (y-94) 3(#—2,) (2~2,) 
uw = —| ——— -1], v=p ————, v= p ——_ 

3 Pe) = He 

[119p,q,r] 

If the z-axis is otherwise drawn, let the direction of the dipole axis for positive p have 

direction cosines J,m,n. Then, by rotation of axes it is seen that 



2] 

——, Axis of Symmetry 

Figure 199 — Some streamlines due to a dipole, for equally spaced values of w. 

= ~ [a ay) + m(y-y,) + n(2-2,)) [119s] 
A 

Since mu(y-y)/r? and ny(2- a)/r obviously represent potentials due to dipoles with axes 

directed toward y or toward 2, respectively, the potential can be regarded as the sum of the 

potentials due to three component dipoles having moments ly, mu, nu; these moments represent 

the vector components of the moment y regarded as a vector. 

Streamlines selected for equally spaced values of w, including the z-axis, are shown 

in Figure 199, which may refer to any plane through the dipole axis. Only half of the symmetric 

diagram in this plane is shown. 

Reversing the sign of » reverses the direction of the axis of the dipole and reverses 

all velocities. As an alternative, » may be kept positive and the axis for @ may be drawn in 

the opposite direction. (See Reference 1, Article 95; Reference 2, Section 15.20, 15.22, 15.26.) 

120. VARIABLE POINT SOURCE, OR FLOW NEAR A SPHERICAL CAVITY 

In the flow from a point source, the potential ¢ and the velocity 9,, taken positive when 

directed outward from the source, are 

A 
Ci ee ere [120a,b] 

zt 
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where r denotes distance from the source. The pressure at any point in the fluid, from the 

usual pressure equation for incompressible frictionless fluid moving irrotationally or 

Equation [9g], is 

Oe ly 1dA A? 
p =p |(— -— 9%} + constant = p | — — - — ]}+p, {120c] 

a r dt 974 

where p,, is the pressure at infinity. For, at a given point, only the factor A in ¢ varies, so 

that 

The point source is an ideal abstraction that is useful in building up solutions of 

practical problems. 

Consider, for example, a sphere whose radius Ff varies with the time; or, it may be simply 

a spherical cavity in the fluid, or a bubble of gas. Let the fluid motion be spherically symmet- 

rical about the center P of the sphere or cavity. Then it can be represented by the formulas 

appropriate to a point source located at P; see Figure 200. 

Figure 200 — A spherical cavity of 
variable radius R. 

At the sphere, r= & and q, = dk/dt. Thus, from [120b], 

dR 
A= R* — {120d] 

dt 

and in the surrounding fluid 

R?2 dR R\? dR 
=e ay Sy (|) [120e,f] 

r dt F r/ dt 

lod. dR\ 1(/R\ /(dRY Be cel fey =)- (2) (= A [1208] 
“ te | dt We =) Poo . 
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If the pressure in the cavity or bubble is pp, then pp = p at r= FR or 

iL al 2 dR 1 = neat 
=p|— — — }-—| — + 2 

BRC ae dt} 2 \dt Poo 

If pp is known as a function of F, this differential equation determines F as a function of 

the time. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid is 

foe} 

[ee 2 (4nr?) dr = 2np A? 9 er aa [120i] =a q,° (407°) dr = 2p! | ie ways sus rs 201 

from [120d]. (See Reference 1, Articles 56, 91a; Reference 2, Section 15.20.) 

121. POINT SOURCE IN A UNIFORM STREAM 

Let the flow due to a point source be superposed upon a uniform streaming motion. 

Take the origin 0 at the source and the z-axis parallel to the flow at infinity. Since the motion 

is then axisymmetric about the z-axis, it suffices to take as a second coordinate the distance 

@ from the axis, and to study the flow ina single plane; see Figure 201. 

U 

Figure 201 — A point source at 0, in a uniform stream. See Section 121. 

The potential and stream functions can be written, from Equations [119a,b] and [119f], 

o? 1, 2% ~2 o=U (:+ hwo ons b -), r= V27+0 {121a,b,c] 
r 2 r 

Here 4 is a positive constant and U denotes the velocity at infinity, taken positive when 

directed toward negative z. The x and @ components of velocity are, from [118h,i], 
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fs) ) oO a2 Sa 01-2 =), ge he ah [121d,e] 
x rp 0@ r 

whence 

de 34 
P= G2 + G2 = U2 1-2 eheaeat —| (121f] 

A stagnation point Q occurs on the z-axis where, to make g= 0, o=0, so that r=r= b, 

Clearly on the entire positive x-axis y = 6?U and is constant. But wy = 6?U also ona 

surface of revolution S defined by the equation 

OE (1-=)= 992 (l= cos8) (1212) 
7: 

where cos 6 = z/r. On this surface © has a maximum value of 2) at 0 = 7, or as 2 > — o and 

r+ |a2|. As x increases algebraically, @ decreases, and vanishes when @=0. To find z at 

2 this latter point, substitute 7 = x7? +? and rationalize, obtaining 

w+ + (w2-4b2) D2 + 462 (62-2?) = 0 [121h] 

At®@=0, x= b. Also, differentiating (121h], [403 + 2(x?-452)a] (da/dz) + 2(52- 462) x = 0, 

whence, as @ > 0, do/dx > — ~. Uence the surface S cuts the x-axis perpendicularly at the 

stagnation point Q or 2 = 6b. 

Thus the streamline for w = 62U, approaching from both sides along the z-axis, divides 

at Y into a sheaf of lines that extend off to infinity along S. The surface S divides space 

into an exterior region occupied by fluid belonging to the incident stream and an interior 

region occupied by fluid that has come from the source. 

If a solid boundary is introduced along S, no singularities occur outside it. Hence 

the formulas represent flow past a body of this shape, or a blunt-nosed cylinder of asymptotic 

diameter 46. Its shape is fixed uniquely, since, if 6 is changed, Equation [121g] remains 

satisfied when all coordinates are changed in proportion to 3d. 

In Figure 202 are shown some of the streamlines on a typical plane through the axis 

of symmetry; the lines are equally spaced at infinity and thus differ by equal increments of 

the quantity w/o. The excess of the pressure p above the pressure p,, in the stream at 

infinity, when the motion is steady, is also plotted, for points on S or on the a-axis in front 

of it. On S, p= p,, at Qra = 6? or x= b/V6 = 0.408b. 

To find the total force on the solid, which must be parallel to the axis by symmetry, 

select a narrow ring cut from its surface by two planes perpendicular to the axis, as 

illustrated in Figure 200. The circumference of the ring is 27a, hence its area is 27ads, 
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b Axis of Symmetry 

Figure 202 — Streamlines past a semi-infinite solid of revolution obtained 

from a point source at 0, and plot of the pressure along the axis 
and over the solid. See Section 121 

where ds is its width along the tangent to S in a plane through the z-axis. Let the normal to 

the surface at any point on the ring meet the axis at an angle € . Then the force due to the 

pressure p on any element of the ring has a component along the axis equal to the force 

multiplied by cos € , and, since p and € are uniform around the ring, the total component of 

force due to the ring is dF = p (27@ ds) cos € . But dd = ds cose where do is the element 

of @ corresponding to ds. Hence the total force orf the solid, measured positively toward 

negative z, is 

P= [roas [121i] 

This formula holds for any surface and any pressure distribution which have a common axis 

of symmetry. 

For steady motion, the excess pressure, p— p,, = p (U2 — q*)/2, may be inserted for p in 

this formula. It is simpler to change to 7 as a variable of integration. Substituting 

Dies? x - ©” in Equation [121h], and then differentiating, 

dr [121j,k] 

Eliminating 2/r from Equation [121f] by means of [121g] and [121j], 

2b? 354 
[1211] Po ee 

2 rt 
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on the solid. The limits of integration for 7 are from r= b at Q to ©. Fivaluation of the 

integral gives 

f= an { S (U2- 9?) dx = 0 

Thus, if the motion is steady, the total force on the solid is the same as if the pressure 

in the fluid were uniform and equal to its actual value at infinity. 

The formulas would also represent the flow inside a shell having the shape of S, due to 

a source on its axis. The volume of fluid emitted per second by the source is 47 6? U. 

Changing the sign of U merely reverses the velocity at all points. To reverse the 

solid lengthwise, the z-axis may be drawn in the opposite direction. (See Reference 2, 

Section 15.23.) 

122. POINT SOURCE AND SINK IN UNIFOKM STREAM; RANKINE SOLIDS 

Upon a uniform stream with velocity U in the direction of negative xz, Superpose the 

flow due to a point source on the z-axis at x = a and also that due to a sink of equal strength 

at 2 =-—a. The resulting potential and stream function, from Equations [119a,b] and [119d,el, 

can be written 

1 
YW = > Ula? + 6? (cos 0, -cos 0,)] [122b] 

where 4 is a positive constant and the significance of 711 Tq 94, 9, is shown in Figure 203. 

The figure refers to any plane through the z-axis, about which the flow is symmetrical. In 

particular, 

VY; GE 

r, =U(2-a)2 +57) , r= U(e+a)? +07) 

The flow net is symmetrical also with respect to the plane x= 0. For, the second 

term in the brackets in [122b] can also be written ~ 6?[cos (7-0,) + cos @,], and it is then 

clear that y is unaltered whereas ¢ is reversed in sign if x, r,, and 7-0, are interchanged 

with -a,7,, and O05. 

The components of velocity are, from [118h,i,j], 7 = 0 and 

b? = 
veo[-140 5 (2 === || [122] 

2 Pe) 73 
1 
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Figure 203 — Point source and sink at + a, 
in a stream. See Section 122. 

1 it al 
q~ = — b? ite - = [122d] 

2 3 

On the z-axis wherever z > a, 7, =2-aandr,= 2+ @; 

where x2<- a, tT, =@-2, 7, =-(a+2). 

2 ab? |x| 
Wa | Sal eee eee {122e] 

(2"- a2)? 

and q= |u|. Stagnation points Y, and Y, occur where x = + / and / is given by 

Hence at such points 

2 

9 ab21 = (1? -a”) [192f] 

In the plane x= 0, g= |u|, 7, = 7, = Vo? +0”, and 

ab2 
Ck Ae are [1229] 

(2 + a”) 

On the z-axis, w = 0 where x > aor x < — a, so that 0, = 95. Between x =+ a, 0, =7, 

0, =0, p=- 07U. 

The value w = 0 occurs also on the surface of revolution S defined by the equation 

@2 = b2 (cos 6,- cos 0,) [122h] 

By writing cos 8, — cos 0, = (cos Oo = cos” 0,)/ (cos 6, + cos 6,) and then expressing 

cos 6, and cos @, in terms of 2, @, and a, the equation can also be put into the form 
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4ab2 x = 7,7 [(r+a) 7, + (x-a) rol {1291] 

It is then easily seen that the surface passes through both stagnation points. It is broadest 

in the middle; its half width h is the value of @ when z = 0 and is given by 

h? = 2 ab2/Va? +h? [122j] 

since cos 6, =- cos 0, = a/Va2 +h when x = 0. 

This equation and [112f] can also be written 

which shows that the shape, being fixed when A/a and //a are known, depends only on the 

constant b/a. 

The surface S acts again as a dividing surface. The fluid brought up by the stream 

remains outside of S; the space inside it is occupied by fluid that is on its way from the 

source to the sink. The streamline w = 0 follows the z-axis to Y,, divides into a sheaf of 

lines which pass around S to reunite at @., and continues along the z-axis. 

The formulas may represent streaming flow past a solid whose surface is S. Solids 

having such shapes are called Rankine solids. Given the length 2/7 and the maximum breadth 

2h of the solid, @ and } can be found from [122f}] and [122j]. The velocity is most conveniently 

found by adding vectorially the component velocities due to the stream and the two sources. 

An example of the streamlines is shown in Figure 204, for b7/a? = 0.7, h/a = 0.97, 

1/a = 1.58. Streamlines are drawn for equally spaced values of w/a. 

The formulas could also be used for the flow inside a shell having the shape of S, 

caused by a source and a sink at the proper points. 

If U> 0, there is a positive source at zx = a, anda sink atr=-a. If U<0, all 

velocities are reversed and the source and sink are interchanged, but the solid is unaffected. 

(See Reference 1, Article 97; Reference 2, Section 15.27.) 

123. LINE DISTRIBUTIONS OF POINT SOURCE 

For some purposes it is useful to imagine point sources distributed continuously along 

a line or curve. Let the algebraic strength of the sources per unit of length along the curve 

be a , so that, from a length ds, 47 ads units of volume of fluid are emitted per second. Then 

from [119d], in which ads replaces A, the potential due to the sources on ds at a distance r 

from ds will be ads/r, and the total potential at any point (z, y, 2) due to all sources on the 

curve will be 
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Figure 204 — Streamlines past a rankine solid of revolution, obtained from a 
source and sink at + a. 

ads 
d -| [123a] 

c 

where 7 denotes distance from ds to (z, y, z) and the integral is to be extended over the entire 

curve. Both @ and 7 may vary along the curve. 

The uniform line distribution. As an importaht special case, let o be uniform along 

the z-axis from z = a to x= b. In the integral for ¢ write dx’ for ds and 2’ for the value 

of zat ds, Then 

dx’ Vs 

BO, ee N(pae t+ Ol [123b,c] 
a 

where @ denotes distance from the z-axis. In this case an antisymmetric stream function wy 

also exists; integration of [119f] gives for it 

See Figure 205. 

Evaluation of the integrals gives 

x ‘=b 

, 2 —2 2 , 
dé =-aln {((a -—2)*+@*] -(z -x)} 

x ‘=a 
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or ti +e-a ri+ty+b-a 

¢ = aln ——— = aln —————_ {123d] 
tpt a—b a Mal 02 

wy = a(t, -7p) [123e] 

where r, and r, denote distances from the ends of the line of sources, or 

Bena Payee 
r= (=a) + ols r, = [(x—b)2 + D2] 

The identity of the two forms given for @ is easily verified by eliminating z. 

The components of velocity are, from [118h,i], 

ad ieee ad e-a 2-6 
a,-- S$ -«(—-—}, 17 S| - =} [12382] 

. —~—?) 2 

since @* =7* — (2-a)? = ee =(e— yo 

The equipotential or @ surfaces are ellipsoids, the stream surfaces for y = constant 

are hyperboloids; all have common foci at (a,0,0), (,0,0). 

If a < 0, there is a line of sinks instead of actual sources. (See Reference 2, Section 

15.24; Reference 7, p.60.) 

124. LINE OF POINT SCURCES IN A STREAM 

Suppose that a uniform distribution of point sources exists along the stretch of the 

x-axis from 2 = — ato x = 0, and that the fluid at infinity is also streaming at velocity U 

toward negative x; see Figure 205. From [119a,b] and [123d,el, in which now a+- a, b> 0, 

rytae+a r+7,+a 
b = Ur+ aln —— = Ur+ aln ——— [124a] 

T+e T+T,-a 

1 ~2 wb = > UB" +4 (7, -7) [124b] 

where 

BORE Pcie 
r= (274+07), r, =U(a+a)2 +07)" 

and @ denotes distance from the z-axis. The volume of fluid emitted per second from unit 

length of the line of sources is 47 @. Let @ and U have the same sign. 
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Figure 205 — A line distribution ad of point 
sources. See Section 123. 

The components of velocity are, using Equation [123f,g] with a= —a, b=0, 7, =7,, 7, =" 

i cal L+a @ 
Ne SES U +o(- _ ~) 5 IG = = (== = =) (124c,d] 

Tr ry @ ual Tr 

On the positive z-axis r= x, 7, = x + a; and it is obvious from symmetry that 9>= 0. 

Hence a stagnation point Q occurs where, to make 4, = 0, 

a // a 
a =) [124e] 

On the positive z-axis y = aa; also, y = aa on the surface of revolution S defined by 

9 « 

5? = —(atr-1,) [124f] 
U 

By expanding 7 and 7, in powers of 2, it is readily shown that S crosses the z-axis perpendic- 

ularly at Q@. Since everywhere on S 

— da zx wx+a 
gees = < (cos 6 - cos 6,) < 0 

e U\ - r U 

the surface S is broadest at 2 = — ©, where, since @ cannot increase without limit on S, ~r, 

For the definition of @ and 0, see Figure 206. Thus, if & is the saandoa>2/aa/U. 

maximum radius of S; 

ad 1 = relate Se PU cP es R=2 Tico (ve a) 4 a) {124¢,h] 

At the middle of the line of sources or at 2 = — @/2, where 7 = r,, on S 

2aa R 
~ [124i] 



Axis of Symmetry 

Figure 206 — Dividing surface § for a Figure 207 — Streamlines for a uniform line 
uniform line of sources in a of sources in a uniform stream. The 
stream. See Section 124. heavy curve is the dividing surface 

S. See Section 124. (Copied 
from Reference 7.) 

The surface S is a dividing surface, and the formulas may represent the flow past a 

solid of revolution whose surface is S. Its shape depends upon the dimensionless quantity 

a/aU, and its size upon the length a of the line of sources, since [124f] can be written 

so that, for fixed a /aU, all dimensions vary as a. If a+ 0 while a@ remains constant, the 

shape becomes that of Section 121. 

Streamlines drawn for equally spaced values of y/o, for the same shape of S as in 

Figure 206, are shown in Figure 207. Here tq = 0.17 a, & = 0.90 a. 

Changing the signs of both U and @ merely reverses all velocities and the signs of 

¢@ and yw. To reverse the solid end for end, the z-axis’ may be drawn in the opposite direction. 

(See Reference 2, Section 15.24; Reference 7, p.61.) 

125. AlRSHIP FORMS 

Any combination of sources and sinks immersed in a uniform stream, as in the last two 

cases, gives rise to a dividing surface which separates the fluid in the stream from that be- 

longing to the sources and sinks. This surface can be taken as the surface of a solid body, 

and the formulas for the combined field then represent streaming flow past this body; or it may 

be the surface of a shell containing within it the sources and sinks. In the latter case, the 

introduction into the mathematical formulas of terms representing a uniform stream serves 

merely to procure satisfaction of the boundary condition on the shell. 

The dividing surface will be of finite extent provided the total strengths of sources 

and sinks are equal. Otherwise it will extend to infinity, in the direction of the stream if 
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sources predominate, so that fluid must be carried away on the whole, or in the opposite 

direction if sinks predominate. 

Figure 208 — Diagram for a source at 0 and 
a compensating line of sinks, in a 

stream. See Section 125. 

As a further example, suppose that sinks are distributed continuously and uniformly 

along the z-axis from — a to 0 and that there is also a single source at the origin of strength 

numerically equal to the total strength of the sinks, together with a superposed uniform flow 

at velocity U toward negative x; see Figure 208. 

Let - 47a@ denote the volume of fluid absorbed by the sinks on unit length of the 

axis; a is thus a negative number and represents algebraically the source density on the axis. 

Then, if the volume emitted per second by the single source is 474, 47A = - 4naa@ and 

A 
a=-—. [125a] 

a 

The total potential ¢ and stream function wat any point P or (z,@), where @ denotes 

distance from the z-axis, can be written, from [119a,b,d,f] and [123d,e], 

5 1 1 r,+e2+a 1 il r+r,t+a 

db=U |x+b Gea ol = ula? | [125b] 
r 6a r+2x r r+r,—a 

2 2 
1 Git 7 (iene? 

ya u[pars (= - )|-o[ 32+ 2@ [125c] 
2 r a 2 2ar 

where 52 = 4/U and 7,,7 are the distances of P from the two ends of the line of sinks or, as 

illustrated in Figure 208, 

Y, Y, 
r= (a24+02) , r,=((e +a)? + at 
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The.a-axis is a line of symmetry. The components of velocity are 

nou f1-"[2-26-2)]} [125d] 
PES More isonet 

a ond 1 Lite, 

Compare [123f,g]. 

On the positive z-axis r= 2, 7; = x+a, and 

ab? pie (anced (1951 
x? (x+ a) 

Thus a stagnation point @, occurs on the z-axis at x= 1, where 

1,2 (1, +a) = ad? [125g] 

Again, where e<-@, r=-@, 7,=-2-4, 

and 

ab? 
q,=-U (: + =| [125h] 

x2 (x +a) 

Thus a second stagnation point @, occurs at x = — 1, where J, > a 

and 

1,2 (1,- a) = ab? [125i] 

Cn the z-axis, except on the segment from - ato 0, Y = 0. Furthermore, w = 0 on the 

surface S whose equation is 

T.-T a? - (7 -r)? 

( ee! i OO [1954] 
ar 

By expanding r, and r, in powers of @, using the binomial theorem, and then dividing through 

by @2, it can be verified that S has rounded ends at , and @,. Its shape depends only on the 

value of 6/a, while its size is proportional to 5, since the equation remains satisfied when b 

and all linear dimensions including a are changed in the same ratio. The outline becomes 

more slender, especially toward the rear, as b/a is diminished. 
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Figure 209 — Airship form constructed with use of a source and a line of sinks. 

Streamlines due to the source and sinks alone are shown above, resultant 

streamlines below. See Section 125. (Copied from Reference 8.) 

Figure 210 — Two airship forms constructed by Fuhrmann. 

In the upper two figures the assumed distribution of sources and sinks is plotted along the axis, 

and streamlines due to them alone are shown above the axis; resultant streamlines in the flow past 

the solid are shown below the axis. In the lower figures the calculated pressure distribution is 

shown by a solid curve in comparison with pressures as observed on a model in air, represented by 

small circles. The flow is from the left. See Section 125. (Copied from Reference 133.) 
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Some of the streamlines on one side are shown in Figure 209, past the lower side of a 

body with 4/a = 0.054. 

Changing the sign of U in the formulas changes sources into sinks and vice versa, and 

reverses all velocities. 

To reverse the solid lengthwise, the z-axis may be drawn in the opposite direction. 

Other shapes can be obtained by using various distributions of sources and sinks along 

the axis. It is not possible to produce in this manner any given arbitrary shape, but many 

practical airship forms can be imitated closely by dividing the axis into segments and assuming 

the proper source strength on each segment. Graphical methods for this purpose were discussed 

by Weinig.228 
229 Two shapes thus obtained by Fuhrman are shown in Figure 210. (See reference 1. 

Article 97; Reference 2, Section 15.25; Reference 7, page 633; Reference 229. 

126. SPACE DISTRIBUTIONS OF POINT SOURCES 

The flow due to any assigned distribution of point sources can be found by integration 

of the formulas for a single point source. The potential is mathematically identical with the 

electrostatic potential due to a corresponding distribution of electrical charges in empty space; 

each unit charge in the electrical problem represents an emission of 47 units of volume per 

second in the hydrodynamical problem. 

The potential due to an axially symmetric distribution of sources on a plane can be 

expressed in terms of Bessel functions. See Reference 1, Article 102, where the particular 

cases of a uniform distribution over a circular area and of a distribution proportional to 

(a?-r*) ” are treated. 

127. TRANSLATION OF A SPHERE IN INFINITE FLUID 

Consider a sphere of radius a moving at velocity U through fluid that is at rest at 

infinity, as illustrated in Figure 211. The boundary condition to be satisfied at the surface 

of the sphere is that the fluid and the sphere must have a common component of velocity 

nornial to the surface. The magnitude of this component is U cos @ in terms of angular 

position on the sphere measured from a radius drawn in the direction of motion. 

A known type of flow in which the radial velocity varies as cos @ and in whith the 

velocity vanishes at infinity is that of a point dipole. The radial velocity due to a dipole 

located at the center of the sphere can be written, in terms of its moment p, as in [119h], 

At r= a this equals U cos 6 for all values of 6 provided p = a3U/2. 
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AKo\ Figure 211 — A sphere in translation. 

See Section 127. 

Axis of Symmetry Figure 212 — Streamlines due to a 
moving sphere. (Copied from 

Reference 1.) 

Using also Equation [119g], the potential ¢ and stream function y in the fluid as thus 

found are 

a> U cos @ aU sin? 0 
d ye ae 5 w a {127a,b] 

2 Pe 2 r 

The radial and tangential components of velocity are 

a 36 10 a°U sin 4 Tike ON Oa oes ee CP eee eee : [127c,d] 
or 3 r oO 2 re) 



and 

6 [2 a’ U 3 
Ce qe + 16° = (1-2 sin? a) [127e] 

Cn the sphere qo = U2 (1- 3/4 sin? 4), so that g has the minimum value U/®2 at @ = 7/2, where 

the fluid is moving directly backward. At front and rear q = U. 

The streamlines are illustrated for equally spaced values of y% in Figure 212. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid, if its density is p, is 

7 1 fo =) 

raze f nat 7? 2x sin 640 -— p a3 U? [127f] 

= ‘a 0 

IYere, because of the symmetry, a ring-shaped element of volume, represented 

by 277? sin @d@dr, has been employed. (See Reference 1, Articles 92, 96; Reference 2, 

Section 15.32.) 

128. STREAMING FLOW PAST A SPHERE 

The flow around a stationary sphere when the fluid at infinity has a uniform velocity U 

is obtained from the results of the last section by imparting to everything an additional 

uniform velocity —U. With appropriate terms added from [119a,b], in which 7 cos @ and rsin 0 

replace z and @, the total potential and stream function are 

@=U[r+ a co os eS ey = —_ sé, we 2 U [r*--— ) sin“ é [128a,b] 
r 

Qr2 

Here, for U > 0, the flow at infinity is toward @ = 7. 

Thus Ww = 0 when 6 = 0 or 0 = 7, and also if r= a. This shows that a streamline 

approaches along the radius @ = 0, divides, passes around the sphere, reunites and continues 

along the radius 6 = 7. 

The velocity components of interest are 

Ge a3 
= tilde cos 6, gg = U(1+ — | sino {128c,d] 

Tr 2r3 

Gn the sphere, where r= a, =| go| = 3/2 |U| sin 6, so that 7 has a maximum value of 

3U/2 on the equator at 0 = 7/2. Stagnation points occur at 6 = 0 and 0 =7. 

If the motion is steady, the pressure on the sphere, by the Bernoulli equation, is 
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al 9 
ies (29 Vee =p Ua (1- 5 sino) Poo [128e] 

9 9 d 

where p,, is the pressure at infinity. 

Thus p= p,, at 0 = 41° 49’ and at 138° 11% On the radii 0 = 0 or O=7, 9 = |,| and 

6 an) 
phere IO)? (2 = Bees [128K] 

2 AS 78 

In the equatorial plane, where @ = 7/2, q = |qg| and 

1 2 a? Ge 
al Pas [128¢] 

2 fu Aro 

The streamlines are illustrated in Figure 213, on a typical plane through the axis of 

symmetry. The lines drawn are equally spaced at infinity and differ by equal increments of 

the quantity Y/(r sin 0). The curves labeled p—p,, show on an arbitrary scale the excess of 

~ 
@ 

Axis of Symmetry 

Figure 213 — Streamlines past a sphere, and pressure distribution along the axis of symmetry, 
over the sphere, and over the equatorial plane. See Section 128. 
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pressure along the x-axis and over the sphere for positive 2, also along the y-axis, where 

the pressure is plotted horizontally with negative values toward the left. The pressure is 

symmetrical on front and rear. For this reason it is obvious that there is no resultant force 

on the sphere. 

The sphere can be regarded as a Rankine solid for which the source and sink, while 

increasing indefinitely in strength, have come together to form a dipole. 

The formulas will also represent the flow inside a spherical shell caused by a dipole 

of moment » = a3U/2 at the center. In this case both U and p, represent mathematical 

constants. 

Changing the sign of U reverses all velocities. (See Reference 2, Section 15.30.) 

129. SPHERE WITHIN A CONCENTRIC SPHERE 

If the moving sphere of Section 126 is surrounded by a fixed concentric spherical 

shell of radius 6, there are two boundary conditions to be satisfied by the field of velocity 

in the intervening fluid: at r= a, 7,= U cos 0; at r= 6, g,=0. In order to have two adjustable 

constants, let a potential function be assumed of such a form as to represent the superposition 

of uniform and dipole flow, namely, from Section 128, 

where the angle @ is measured from the direction of motion, and the constants U’ and A are 

to be determined, The boundary conditions require that 

QA 2A 
UE A a0 te = NO 

B3 
a 

Solving for U’ and A and adding the stream function y from [128b] 

3 3 3 a U b a’ U b 
hd = Z (+ at =, cos @, =—_— (?-— |sin? é [129a,b] 

b3 a3 Ore 2. (3 — a3) a 

aU Pb a3U BK wet 
q,= (a cos 6, 1g = (1+ —; sine [129c,d] 

Ba \ b3 a3 Ore 

The possibility of satisfying the boundary conditions in this way for all values of 4 

arises from the choice of a suitable function for ¢. The solution is exact, however, only at 

the instant at which the centers of sphere and shell coincide. Streamlines for equally spaced 

values of w are shown in Figure 214. 
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Figure 214 — Streamlines due to a moving 
sphere momentarily concentric with a 

surrounding stationary spherical 

shell. See Section 129. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid is, from [17c], in which g, = 0 on the shell and r= a 

on the sphere, 

il 1 634923 
T=— p|¢9,dS=—7 p a> U? [129e] 

2 3 $3 —@3 

The integration extends only over the sphere, where 7 = a, dS = 27a? sin 6 dé. 

All of these formulas hold momentarily only, as the center of the moving sphere passes 

the center of the shell. (See Reference 1, Article 93.) 

130. SPHERE AND A WALL; TWO SPHERES 

The flow caused by a small sphere moving in the presence of a rigid wall can be 

found to the first order of approximation by elementary methods. Let a be the radius of the 

sphere and z the distance of its center C from the wall; let it be moving at speed U ina 

direction inclined at an angle a toa line OCT drawn perpendicularly away from the wall, as 

shown in Figure 215. Using the method of successive approximation, let three flows be 

superposed, as follows: 

Figure 215 — Diagram for a small sphere 
near a wall. See Section 130. 



1. Assume first the flow caused by the sphere in unbounded fluid. Its potential is that of 

a dipole at C or, as in Equation [127al], 

aU cos @ 

1 9 r2 

where 7 denotes distance from C and the angle 9 is measured from a line CQ drawn in the 

direction of U. 

2. To satisfy the boundary condition on the wall, add an equal dipole at the mirror image C’’ 

of C in the wall, with axis C’Q’ in the plane YCT but inclined at an angle z —a@ to OT produced 

backward; see Figure 215. The potential of this dipole is, similarly, 

, 
a>U cos @” 

1S 5 
72 

where 0” is measured from CQ’, 

3. At the sphere, since a/z is small, the partial flow due to },” is practically uniform, 

with components of velocity wu in the direction CT and v in a perpendicular direction CF lying 

in the plane QCT where, from [127c,d], in which 7 = 7r’= 2x and 0 = 0’=7-a, 

These two uniform components of flow, in interaction with the sphere, add a potential that may 

be obtained from [128a] by first replacing U by —w and 6 by 6,, where 6, is measured from CT, 

then replacing U by —v and @ by @,, where §, is measured from CR, and adding the results. 

The value of this potential will be needed only on the surface of the sphere, where 7 = a. 

There its value is 

a3U 8a fi : 
= = oe (cos 6, cosa + 5 cos 0, sing] 

The potential ¢, includes the variable part of #3 a constant part equal to the value of py at 

the center C has been omitted, but this omission has no effect upon the result to be obtained. 

Now introduce also an angle w, so that r, 0, w are polar coordinates with origin at C; 

let w be measured from the plane QCT; see Figure 216, where P is any point on the unit 

sphere about C. By projection of CP on CT and CF it is seen that 
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Figure 216 — Polar coordinates for a small 
sphere near a wall. 

cos 6, = cos 6 cosa -sin @ cos w sina, 

cos 0, =cos 0 sina +sin@ COS wm cos a. 

The kinetic energy T of the fluid may then be found by substituting in Equation [17c] 

pd = Oy Py with 7 = a, also In = U cos 6 and dS = a? sin 6d@da, and integrating over the 

sphere. It is 

eee ees orp lathes a = (1 2 [130a] eget an Eee +cos*a) |. a g PP In ee 16 3 ) 

The forces on the sphere may now be found by means of Lagrange’s equation, 

where gq stands for any coordinate of the sphere and g = dq/dt. 

In terms of the Cartesian coordinates x and y of the center of the sphere, with 

velocities z = U cosa, y= U sina, 

1 3 a>\, 32 agai 
T =— npa 1+— —)a?74[1+— — Jy? |. [130b] 

3 Bo ye Lr .3 

For z and y as coordinates, the generalized forces Q are simply the ordinary components of 

the force on the fluid, or —-X for 2 and ~Y for y where X and Y are the components of the 

force exerted by the fluid on the sphere, respectively away from and parallel to the wall. 
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Taking q =a, then g=y, 

whence 

ye Saige Nee eo Haas ; ioe 
A=—-— pa | 4. — — le 7 —— 79.07 — (2 cose a —'sin a), ll sve) 

eo Sues 16 é 

2Q7 3 3  @ oa) a Boy : 
Ya = —— a i tp Ue SIN a COS on 130d] 

3 1 ie 8 of 

Here %, / are the components of the acceleration of the sphere. The term in U? in X repre- 

sents a repulsion by the wall on a sphere moving toward or away from it, proportional to 

1/e*, or an attraction half as large on a sphere moving parallel to it. 

(See Reference 1, Articles 98, 99, 137, 138; Reference 2, Section 16.30.) 

Two Spheres 

Instead of a wall, there may be a similar sphere centered at 0’ and moving at speed U 

in the direction 6’=0, so as to secure complete symmetry of motion. 

The general motion of two spheres of any size can be treated in terms of series of 

spherical harmonics!; the motion has also been treated in terms of images by Hicks,??° 

otherwise by Bassett,°’ 731 and in terms of bipolar coordinates by Endo.* 3? 

131. POINT DIPOLES NEAR A SPHERE 

Consider two point dipoles located at (5,, 0, 0) and (5,, 0, 0), with their axes parallel 

to the z-axis but oppositely directed; let their moments be ,, 1, where yp, and p, have 

opposite signs. The resulting stream function, if the fluid is at rest at infinity, is, from 

Equation [119k], 

w= py a | {131a] 

a " 
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where 

B= (y? + 2%)", r, =((x- 5,)? + aI", r, = U(a- b,)? + 37". [131b, c,d] 

The stream surface for w = 0 is given by 

ne/e? =- Ho/Hy> or r2/r? =k 

where 

ke = (-Hy/)°/? > 0, 

or also, after replacing 7, and 7, by their equivalents, 

(w@- b,)? +0? =k [(@- 3,)° +3") 

or 

(1 — ) (#2 +B?) +2 (hb, - 8,) c= kb? - 82. 

This is the equation of a sphere. 

Let the origin be transferred to its center. Then the term in 2 disappears from its 

equation; hence the new values of 5, and 6, are such that kb, = 6,, and the radius a of the 

sphere is given by 

2° [131e] Ce he a? 

Thus the dipoles are located at inverse points with respect to the sphere; see Figure 217, 

in which two alternative cases are illustrated. Either 6, or 6, must exceed a. 

The formulas may represent either, if 6, > a, the flow around a sphere of radius a 

caused by a dipole of moment ,, placed at a distance 4, from the center of the sphere and 

with its axis directed radially, or, if 6, <a, the flow inside a spherical shell of radius a 

caused by a dipole similarly placed inside it. In either case the z-axis is to be drawn from 

the center through the location of the dipole; and the second dipole, at a distance 

6, = a*/b, from the center, becomes a fictitious one that can be regarded as the image of 

the first. If 4, > 0, the axis of the dipole is directed outward from the center. The potential 

and stream function are 



Figure 217 — Point dipole », either outside 
or inside of a fixed spherical surface. 

See Section 131. 

3 ae 3 

{131f, g] 

Here wy is given by Equation [131a], with & taken from Equation [131e], and ¢ is found by 

comparison with Equations [119k] and [1190]. 

The velocity at any point can be found by adding vectorially the velocities due to 

the two dipoles. 

On the sphere itself r,/t, = a/b, by similar triangles, hence w = 0 and 

d = — 7, =(a? +b2-2 ab, cos 6)”, 
1 1 1 

where @ is the polar angle at the center measured from a line through the dipole. Thus on 

the sphere 

[131h] 

and, since the velocity is tangential to the sphere, g = lggl- 
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If the dipole is at the center of a spherical shell, however, a limiting form of ¢ is 

needed; for, as 6, > 0, 6, > ~. Expanding by the binomial theorem in descending powers 

of bos 

—3/2 -3/2 3 thy 2 
t= (bs = 2b, e+e +o ye =(b5) oa D> ae 

(22, c+ oP ary ne = 05 FB 0g wt ee 

hence 

BG) ty Sa Bye a” as seaiaaein's 

since b, 6, = a*, The term -a® b, contributes a constant term in ¢ and may be omitted. 

Then, as 4, > 0, Equations [131f, g] become 

ee 6, w e(t_+ (131i, j] = — +— )cos 6,yW=- —_— - — ip P = fly 2 + 3 fy @ 3 3 ] 

% 
with use of polar coordinates at the center of the sphere such that r = (x? +O") = f= TiCOsiG. 

All other terms in the series vanish as 6, > ~. The components of velocity are 

Od 1 1 1 dd 1 2 
=- — =2y,{[— - — )cos 8, igi — ee ay (= + —)sine. 

4, or oy ees) 3 ela ee r a ij r a 

(131k, 1] 

Thus the presence of the shell superposes a uniform backward flow, with components of 

velocity -2, cos 6/a> and 2, sin 0/a>, upon the flow due to the dipole alone. 

The force F on the sphere or shell is of magnitude 

3 2 1 ; ee 24mp a> by BY 
|F| = ei pq cos 6 (27a* sin 6d0) = ——————— [131m] 

G2) 

(The integration is long but easy.) The force tends to draw the nearest part of the sphere or 

spherical shell toward the dipole. 

Streamlines for equally spaced values of w, on a typical half-plane through the axis of 

symmetry or #-axis, are shown for an exterior dipole as solid lines in Figure 218. 

(See Reference 1, Article 96; Reference 2, Section 15.43.) 
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Axis of Symmetry 

Figure 218 — Streamlines due to a point dipole at 5, near a sphere. See Section 131. 

132. LINE OF TRANSVERSE DIPOLES 

Suppose that point dipoles are distributed continuously along a line with their axes 

lying perpendicularly to the line but in a common plane. Let the z-axis be taken along the 

line and the y-axis in the direction of the dipole axes, and let the dipole strength per unit 

length be v. Then the potential due to the dipoles on an element dz’ located at 2 = 2’, as 

found by writing in Equation [119s] p=vde’,z,=27, y, = 2, =0,l=n=O0and m=1, is 

dx’ 1/2 Te ee eee ae [132a, b] 
[o> + (2 =")? ) 

The total potential at (x, y, z) is then fd¢ which can be evaluated when'v is known as a 

function of z. 
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If v is constant between z = Cy and w= c, and zero elsewhere, 

y dx’ vy Cine 
g=v ————— = 

[o? + (a -2’)*] ee oe lee *y2] fe se cy @ +(x- 2") x°=e, 

Let w denote an angle about the 2-axis measured from the zy-plane, so that 2, @, w constitute 

cylindrical coordinates. Then y = @ cos @ and 

Vv 

¢ == (cos 6, - cos 6,) cos w [132c] 
@ 

where 6, and @, are the angles between the positive z-axis and lines drawn to (z, y, 2) from 

the ends of the line of dipoles; see Figure 219. 

(2, @, o) = (2, uw 2) 

Figure 219 — A line of transverse 

- point dipoles. See Section 132. 

If the dipoles extend over the entire z-axis, CG, > = yO, > 0, 6, = 0, 6, = 7, and 

Qv 2vy 
p= —— COS @ = 

(a) ~2 
[132d] 

as for a uniform line dipole; see Sections 15 and 37. 

If the dipoles extend only over the positive z-axis, 0, = 7 but 6, = @ where 6 is 

measured from the z-axis to a radius drawn from the origin, and 

Vv Vv az 

¢ = — (1+ cos 0) cos w= = (: + eos @ [132e] 
@ @ 



1/2 3 : 
where 7 = (@ + a”) ; or, if 7, 6, and w are employed as polar coordinates, 

v 1+cos@ 
o=— ———— "Cosa: ({132f] 

r sin @ 

(See Reference 7, page 70.) 

133. TRANSVERSE FLOW PAST A SOLID OF REVOLUTION 

Let the uniform line of transverse dipoles on the z-axis as described in the first part 

of the last section be immersed in a uniform stream having velocity V toward negative y. 

For the stream, ¢ = Vy = V © cos ao, hence the resultant potential is, from Equation [132c], 

d = [ v @ + = (cos 6, ~ cos 0,)| COS @. {138a] 

Both the zy- and zz-planes are planes of geometrical symmetry; the equipotential sur- 

face for 6 = — ¢, is the mirror reflection in the 2z-plane of that for ¢ = ¢,, so that the stream- 

lines are symmetrically disposed. A third plane of symmetry is the bisector of the segment 

ce, ¢,- All of the equipotential surfaces are asymptotic at infinity to planes perpendicular to 

the y-axis; that for d = 0 is the zz-plane itself, on which w = = 7/2. 

On any plane through the line of dipoles or the z-axis, the trace of an equipotential 

surface is a curve defined by 

Vv 

Va+— (cos 6, - cos 6,) = = constant. [133b] 
@ * COS w 

Clearly the same geometrical set of equipotential curves occurs on all of these planes but 

the value of ¢ attached to a given curve is proportional to cos ow. 

It suffices, therefore, to study the curves on the zy-plane, where |cos @| = 1. 

Assume that V > 0, v > 0. Then, since cos @, - cos 6, 2 0, it is clear that, on the part of 

the plane on which y > 0, 6 > ~ both as y = @ > ~ and as y > 0 with x lying between c, and 

Cy, So that 6, > 0, 0, > 7. Hence, in particular, on the line 2 = (c, + ¢,)/2, a relative mini- 

mum of ¢ must occur at some point Q; see Figure 219. From the character of the flow caused 

by dipoles, it is clear that the fluid will flow away from Q both toward x > 0 and toward 

x <0, and hence that the potential must decrease in both of these directions. The point Q 

is thus a saddle point for ¢, and hence also a stagnation point, since the w-component of the 

velocity vanishes by symmetry. On the half-plane where y < 0, symmetrical relations occur. 



The equipotential curves will thus have the general character of those shown in Figure 220, 

where the axes are so placed that c, = - c,. The broken lines show the equipotentials that 

meet at Q. 
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Figure 220 — For a uniform line of transverse point dipoles in a stream flowing 

perpendicularly to the line, traces of the equipotential surfaces are shown on a 

plane drawn through the line of dipoles and parallel to the stream. 

The equipotential surfaces may be those of the transverse flow 
past a certain solid of revolution which is represented, in a 
section through its axis of symmetry, by the heavy closed 

curve. See Section 133. (Copied from Reference 7.) 

The streamlines will be three-dimensional, in general, but in the zy-plane they will be 

plane curves orthogonal to the equipotential curves. Clearly there will be one streamline 

which, approaching with y decreasing, divides at Q and passes around the line of dipoles 

along a closed dividing curve C, then re-unites at the other stagnation point and proceeds to 

y =-%. The same geometrical curve C can be drawn on any plane through the w-axis; and on 

all planes it will have the property that at any point the component of the velocity lying in 

the plane will be tangent to the curve, since both this component and the curve C must be 

perpendicular to the equipotential curve through the point. The surface of revolution generated 

by rotation of the curve C about the z-axis is thus a dividing surface and may be taken as the 

surface of a solid body. The formulas then represent the transverse flow past this body, or, 

also, the flow caused by the line of dipoles inside of a similar shell. 
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An example of the equipotential curves in the zy-plane is shown in Figure 220, where 

c, = ¢, c, =-c and the heavy curve is C or the trace of the dividing surface of revolution. 1 2 

Further mathematical details will be given only for the case in which the line of 

dipoles extends to infinity in one direction. 

Half-Infinite Solid of Revolution 

Let the dipoles extend from x = 0 to a+. Then 6, = 0, where @ is the polar angle 

at the origin, cos 6, =— 1 and 

ies ly ay Salar eos | COs @. [133¢] 
@ 

11/2 
Here cos 9 = 2/r, r= Ge + a”) ,@=rsin 6. Hence, 

fo) ~_ 

Ape pc Ina aN TE 5 [1334] 
m ox 3 

oes) v RD 
Q~= - — = | -V + — (1+ cos 04+ s8in* 6 cos 9) | cos a, [133e] 
@ Io ~2 

Laid 
Ia = er = = i + = (1 + cos | sin o. [133f] 

or 

dd F v 1+cos 0 
qd, =- — = |-Vsin 6+ — ——— |cos a, [133g] 

or 72 sin @ 

1 odd vy i1+cos @ 
Gate ot eal —V cos 6+ — ——— ]} Cos a, [133h] 

r 06 r? sin? 9 

il 0 » 1+cos 6 
q¢,.=-— sa ts eee [1331] 
© rsind dw pe sane) 

The speed g may be found from q? = qa, + I+ 0 = qe + q16 + 9, é 

As 2+ ~, r+, G+ 0; hence g, + 0, and, at @ = JV2v/V, IW 0 while Gq = 2V sin o. 

The streamlines are thus tangent at 2 = + » to a cylinder of diameter 2,/2v,/V. The solid of 

revolution must, therefore, be asymptotic to this cylinder. 

Some of the equipotential curves and streamlines in the zy-plane are shown in Figure 

221; the heavy curve is the outline of the solid. The equipotential curves are extended in- 

ward toward the line of dipoles. (In this figure V is denoted by U.) 
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Figure 221 — Similar to Figure 220, but the line of dipoles and the solid of revolution 
extend to infinity. A few streamlines outside the solid are shown by broken curves. 

See Section 133. (Copied from Reference 7.) 

An attempt to produce forms resembling actual airship hulls more closely was made by 

Lotz,?33 using a nonuniform distribution of dipoles on the axis, but point sources spread over 

the surface were found to work better. (See Reference 7, page 69.) 

134. POINT SOURCE NEAR A SPHERE 

Problems involving given boundary conditions can often be solved by superposing 

solutions satisfying the given conditions. Sometimes the process of superposition involves 

an integration. 

The field of a point source, for example, is easily obtained by integrating that of a 

dipole. This corresponds to the fact that physical dipoles, each consisting of a source and 

equal sink close together, can be laid out in a row so that each source is canceled by a 

superposed sink, except at the ends of the row. 
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In this way a dipole located near a sphere, as in Section 131, can be replaced by a 

point source. In the formulas of Section 131 let 6, be replaced by 2,’ and yp, by -Adz where 

A is a constant. Then the flow is represented due to a dipole of moment ~ A dz,’, located on 

the element dz,’ of the x-axis at the position a,. Let such dipoles be located on all elements 

“= c, to + ~; and integrate to obtain the flow due to all of them. The potential ¢ and from x : 
1 

stream function w thus obtained are, from Equations [131f, g], 

where 

V/2 1/2 
, 2 , , ZNe pod, ° a\2 2 ayaa /eyrfa(e-ayy +o) ,ral(e@-2yy +o). 

Here zx and @ are the coordinates of a fixed point in space and are constant in the integration; 

see Figure 222. 

Figure 222 — See Section 134. 

The first term of the integral for ¢ can be evaluated at once. In the second term take 

z, as the variable of integration with limits 0 and c, where 

= a/c; 5 (134a] 
Dy) 



and integrate once by parts. Then 

Cc 

tes vee ip a ee 
¢=Al— +— —-— [134b] 

where 

1/2 
7, =((e- oe iS el scies = U(x - G,)2 Sic | 

This is the potential due to a point source of strength A located on the z-axis at x= c,, 

and a line of sinks of 

3° The 

second source and the line of sinks may be regarded as the image of the first source in the 

together with that due to another source of strength aA/c, at =, 

uniform strength - A/a per unit length extending from the origin to the point z= c 

rigid sphere of radius a. It must be assumed that c, > a. 

Evaluating the last integral, and treating w similarly and dropping a useless constant 

term, 

iL a i al r+e 1 a 1 il tii Lip) am (5, 
d6=Al— +— — -— 1] = — +— — -—I1n ; 

ry Cy Py a Tm +@— Cy r, Cy w) a i Uigy = Go 

[134c] 

v— Cy a v— Cy ais) 

p=A + — = Peal Bo Oe [134d,e] 
r Cy i) a 

These formulas represent the flow in fluid that is at rest at infinity, caused by a 

source outside a fixed sphere of radius a. With the origin at the center of the sphere, the 

source is on the z-axis at @ = c,; O = y” + 2° and denotes distance from the z-axis. If 

A <0, the source becomes a sink and all velocities are reversed. 

On the sphere itself 7 = a, r,,/7, = a/c, = c,/a by similar triangles, z = a cos 6 and 

Boe: 2 1/2 tT, =(a° + cy - 2ac, cos @) 

in terms of the polar angle 6 measured from a radius drawn toward the source. Hence, on the 

sphere, wy = — A, which shows that the sphere is a stream surface, and 

2c a+r, +C A 2 2 2 
d = — | — — In ee Sere ae lis, {134f] 

a r a+, — Cy 
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also 

2 
I od ecco 4 fa 1 

ipa 3 SS it [134g] 
-c 

and the particle speed is g = Iggl- 

In Figure 223 streamlines are drawn which leave the source in the same plane in 

directions 22.5 deg apart, and eventually become parallel to these same directions, which 

are also indicated in the figure. (See Reference 1, Article 96; Reference 2, Section 15.40.) 

Figure 223 — Streamlines due to a point source at c, near a sphere. See Section 134. 

135. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IN ROTATION 

The general boundary condition, that the fluid and the boundary must have a common 

component of velocity normal to the boundary, can be put into a useful special form when the 

boundary is rotating as a rigid body. 

Let the boundary rotate at angular velocity @, about the z-axis. Then any point on it 

located at (x, y, 2) is moving parallel to the zy-plane with a linear velocity w, (x? + yy: 

and, by similar triangles, as illustrated in Figure 224, its 2 and y components of velocity are 

U=-w, y,V=o, %,W=0 



Figure 224 — Velocity due to rotation. 

The component @, normal to the boundary, at a point on the boundary where the direction 

cosines of its normal are /, m, n, is then 

Q, =U + mV + nW = w, (mex - ly). [135a] 

For rotation at velocity , about the z-axis, or Oy about the y-axis, similarly, 

Q, = Ox (ny — mz), Q, = @y (lz — na). [135b, c] 

The three types of rotation may be superposed in order to obtain the most general type of 

rotation about an axis through the origin. 

The normal component of the velocity of the fluid, on the other hand, in terms of its 

cartesian components 1, v, w, is 

q, = uU+ mv + nw. 

Equating q, to @, gives as the boundary condition for the most general case 

lu+mv+nw=a, (ny -— mz) + Wy (12 — nz) + w, (mz - ly). [135d] 

If the equation of the surface of the boundary is given as 

f (x, y, 2) = 0, [135e] 
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the direction cosines of its normal at any point z, y, 2 can be found as 

Ca ao, Te: pa agar [135f, g,h] 

where 

2 2 ea anaes 
k = (24) + (<4) + (22 | [135i] 

Or Oy \ 02 

2 in order to make 7? + m2 +n?=1. The sign of & must be determined by inspection. 

For, if the point is displaced over the given surface through an elementary distance 

ds, whose components are dz, dy, dz, in the direction of a tangent whose direction cosines 
, 

are 1’, m’, n’, from Equation [135e] 

of of of 
af = de —— + dy —— + dz— = 0. 

Ow Oy 02 

Substituting here dr = 1’ds, dy = mds, dz = n’ds and multiplying through by &/ds, 

of Ce) 0 
Fee rep al A A in 

Ox Oy dz 

Now a line can certainly be drawn through (a, y, 2) whose direction cosines are /, m, nas 

defined by Equations [1385f,g,h]. Then, from the last equation, 7°27 + m’m + n’n = 0, so that 
’ 

the line thus drawn is perpendicular to the tangent whose direction is (1’, m’, n”). Since the 

latter may be any tangent to the surface at (a, y, 2), the line (/, m, n) must be the normal to 

the surface. 

136. GENERAL FORMULAS FOR ORTHOGONAL CURVILINEAR COORDINATES 

It is convenient at this point to generalize certain ideas and formulas so that they may 

be used with any type of orthogonal coordinates. 

A coordinate system may be regarded as set up by means of three families of coordi- 

nate surfaces. The surfaces of any one family do not cut each other, and are numbered with 

the values of one of the coordinates. Usually the three surfaces that intersect at a given 

point meet there orthogonally. 

For example, for Cartesian coordinates the surfaces consist of three sets of parallel 

planes. For the polar coordinates defined in Section 7, the surfaces are concentric spheres 
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for 7, cones for 6 and planes through the axis for w. For cylindrical coordinates as defined in 

Section 7 the surfaces are planes perpendicular to the axis for z, cylinders for @, and planes 

through the axis for w. 

At any point there are three coordinate directions, in each of which one coordinate in- 

creases while the other two remain constant; see Figure 225. These directions are tangent 

to the curves of intersection of the three coordinate surfaces through the point. If the coor- 

dinates are orthogonal, the three coordinate directions at a given point are mutually perpen- 

dicular, and they are also perpendicular to the corresponding coordinate surfaces. 

Figure 225 — Diagram illustrating coordinate directions. See Section 136. 

When the coordinate A of a point is given an elementary increase 5A while the other two 

coordinates remain fixed, the variables 2, y, and 2 receive certain elementary increments which 

can be written 

5 ea WY sy 5 oF ss LON === Oe = ——— ON’ 
ey aia”: a A an 

The total displacement of the point is then 

2, 
68) = (Say + dy + d2y) 

and 

1/2 
58) dx \ dy\? dz \? oy aces ake Le We nace [136a] 
on On Or Ov 
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Furthermore, let 7, m, n be the direction cosines of the coordinate direction for A, which is 

the direction of the displacement 5s). Then 

day = lés), oN =m dS), 52) = nbs). 

Hence 

l= — — ,m= — — ,n= — —. [136b, c,d] 

If the coordinates are orthogonal, /, m, n are also the direction cosines of the normal to the 

surface A = constant. The ratio 6s)/6A is easily calculated from the formulas connecting the 

coordinates with 2, y, 2. 

For cartesian coordinates this ratio is unity. For spherical polar coordinates 7, 6, w 

as defined in Section 7, 6s_/dr = 1, 689/60 =?, bs. /d@ = 7 sin 0; for, increasing w by da, for 

example, displaces the point (7, 6, @) through a distance 7 sin 65 along a circle of radius r 

sin 6 whose axis is the polar axis. For cylindrical coordinates 2, @, w as defined in Section 7, 

5s, /dx =1, b8—/ 0B =1, 68 ,/6o = ©, since the variation dm produces a displacement Guw 

along a circle of radius ©. 

In a flow having a velocity potential ¢, the component of the velocity in the coordinate 

direction of any coordinate \ can be written, from Equation [6f], 

qQ=-— = [136e] 

since in this direction ds = 6s), db = 6X 0¢/0A; 

see Figure 225. If the three coordinates A, p, v are orthogonal, the magnitude of the velocity 

g is given by 

2 2 2 PaKtat+ay. 

A general form of the Laplace equation may be obtained by expressing the continuity 

equation for an incompressible fluid in terms of the orthogonal curvilinear coordinates A, p, v. 

Consider the element of volume bounded by the six surfaces that are defined by the following 

equations: 

A=), fe = py vev, 

A=)A,+0A py, t+ dp var, + dv 

where A,, #,, v, refer to any given point in space. If 5A, dy, dv are small, the element is 

sensibly rectangular in shape, as illustrated in Figure 226. Since the fluid is assumed to be 

incompressible, as much fluid must enter this element as leaves it. 
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Figure 226 — Illustrating the equation of 
continuity in terms of the orthogonal 

curvilinear coordinates A, p, v. 

(Ay 1 Hy 91) 

Consider first the pair of faces approximately perpendicular to the coordinate direction 

for 4. The face at which A= A, has sides of length bs, 5s, and an area oe, ds. Fluid is 

entering the element across this face at a rate q) Oop ds, The rate at which it is leaving the 

element across the opposite face, on which A = A, + 6A, can be written 

0 
qn os), ds, + OA ae (Q 5s, 5s ),). 

The difference between this expression and the last, or 

Bes OA es (2 oe, 5s, )), 

is the net rate at which fluid is leaving the element by passing across this pair of faces. 

Treating the other two pairs of faces in a similar way, and adding the three expressions 

thus found to obtain the total rate of outflow, which must be zero, it is found that 

ts) 0 ft) 
ox ae CN ds, 5s) + Op am (2, ds, 68) + dv aa (q,, OS 5s ,,) = 0. 

Dividing by 6A 6p 6v and noting that 5A, du, dv are constants, 

g [ os os ei 5s), 58) =) 58) 5s, 

fy | = 0. [186f] 
4p ov \ dX Op ty 

we. ae Pipelined el 
Adel bv Mec sdNry oO) 

This is the equation of continuity for an incompressible fluid expressed in terms of any 

orthogonal coordinates. 
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If the motion is irrotational, substitution in the last equation from such equations as 

[186e] gives the Laplace equation for the potential ¢: 

3( 8, sr ap\ a eS 2) ou vai 0 = O84 dv ) ; 
+ 4a a ee 

OA\ 6p dv bs, OA On \ dv dA Oe Ou dv 

In some problems the mass of fluid under consideration is actually bounded by a coor- 

dinate surface. For example, let A be constant over the boundary. Then, provided the fluid 

at infinity is at rest, formula [17c] for the kinetic energy 7 of the fluid can be written 

os, 68 oe ds OX i mM Vv _“yv 
— dud ~~, dd 

\\ Ou Ov eas (eee Op Ov a ae 

where p is the density of the fluid and the surface integral extends over the entire finite 

= a [136h] 
1 

te le 

boundary. For, the element of area on the surface dS can be taken in the form of an elementary 

rectangle with sides drawn in coordinate directions, so that along two opposite sides pz 

changes by dy = dy, and along the other two v changes by dv = dv; see Figure 225. Thus dS 

can be replaced by the area of this rectangle or 

bs, 83, = (3s,,/dn) (88,/dv) dudv. 

The normal component of the velocity is g, = £ q, Where qg) 1s given by Equation [136e]. 

The sign in this latter equation is necessarily the same over the coordinate surface; and the 

absolute value of the integral is taken because T is necessarily positive. 

For axisymmetric flow, the angle w around the axis of symmetry is usually employed 

as one orthogonal coordinate: the other two, say \ and p, then function as two-dimensional 

coordinates on any plane drawn through the axis. Any orthogonal coordinates may be used for 

AX and p. The following relations between the A and » components of the velocity and the axi- 

symmetric stream function Ww may be noted: 

=i. (136i, j] 

where @ denotes distance from the axis, which may be expressed in terms of A and p. The 

proper sign to use in these equations is easily chosen in a given case, or the following rule 

may be used: at a given point, the upper sign is to be taken in both equations when the coor- 

dinate direction for A is carried into that for » by a rotation of 90 deg in the direction from the 

assumed positive end of the axis of symmetry toward the point as in Figure 227: otherwise, 



(A+6A, 1) 

Axis of Symmetry 

Figure 227 — Relations in axisymmetric flow. 

See Section 136. 

the lower signs are to be taken. The equations are easily obtained from the definition of y, 

as given in Section 16. For example, the flow between two circles drawn with the axis of 

symmetry as axis and through two points (A, ) and (A + dA, p) is 27d = £ 27GSs8y 4,5 insertion 

of 5p = dA dy./dA and division by 276s, gives Equation [136j]. 

If a velocity potential ¢ also exists, it follows by comparison of Equations [136i,j] with 

Equation [136e] and its analog for q that 
e 

SE a Se SOT CPCL SMa cTE A AS pm apeisa CCLeteh (136k, 1] 
1 

8s, A © bs, dn” 83, dq w 88, On 

The signs are explained under Equations [136i,j]. Because of the symmetry, the third term 

in the Laplace Equation [136g], in which now v = @, disappears. A corresponding equation 

for w is obtained by substituting for d¢/dA and d¢/dp from Equations [136k, |] in the identity 

d7b/dpdd = 07°h/dAOpS 

oa fi Om br av) a f 1 PX dh ap eae 
OA\ O Sp 58) Or Ou \ @ OA bs), Ou 

= 0. {136m] 
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137. OVARY ELLIPSOIDS (OR PROLATE SPHEROIDS) 

Problems involving an ellipsoid are most easily handled in terms of some form of ellip- 

soidal coordinates. Special types are used when two axes are equal. 

For an ovary ellipsoid, or prolate spheroid, the prolate-spheroidal coordinates ¢, p, 

are most conveniently defined inversely, thus: 

a2=kyd, y=Ocos wo, 2=OS8in a, {137a, b, c] 

Sak(l = 1)” (= eye. [137d] 

where & is an arbitrary positive constant and positive values of the radicals are intended. Thus 

oS? iat See SR ee [137e] 

Here w is an angle representing position about the x-axis; ¢, », and w are dimensionless, 

whereas & represents a fundamental length. The coordinate surfaces for € and p are confocal 

ellipsoids and hyperboloids of revolution, with foci on the z-axis at 2 = + 4; their equations, 

obtained by eliminating either p or ¢, are 

x2 eye v2 ae 

ee eee SS ik (137f, g] 
+2 bic? © eo(c? aad) hy? k? (1 =p?) 

The traces of the coordinate surfaces on any plane through the z-axis are confocal el- 

lipses and hyperbolas; it was seen in Section 61 that such curves cut each other orthogonally. 

It will be simplest to treat the two halves of such a plane as separate planes, distinguished 

by complementary values of w. On each half-plane either x and @ or and y then serve as 

single-valued coordinates and @ > 0. Convenient ranges of values for ¢ and p, as indicated 

in Figure 228, are: 1 < €,-1<p<1. 

The coordinates ¢, p are simply the elliptic coordinates of Section 82 in disguise: 

¢= cosh €, » = cos n, and here & = c. Formulas for ¢ and , in terms of z and y can be written 

down at once from Equations [82e, f]. 

The semiaxes of any € ellipsoid and its ellipticity are 

? , +2 1/2 , & ss Ga= CG 0a— hh (Ga le eee iC. {137h,i, j] 

In terms of these, x = a’p,@ = b’V1-p?. Also, k=a’e’ On the z-axis, for #>k, p =1, 

a=k¢; for a<g-k, p=-1,2=-k¢. For |2| < hk, €=1, a’ =kand eg=kp. On the a-axis, 
~ | 2 

h=Oand@d=4 VC -1. 



Figure 228 — Choice of signs for 
prolate-spheroidal coordinates. 

See Section 137. 

alas Axis of Symmetry 

1/ 1/2 
Toward infinity, > ~ and, approximately, @ = &¢ (1 - u) and r= (a? aa) =ké, 

so that ¢ = 7/k, p = «/k€ = x/r = cos @ in terms of the polar angle 0. 

The elements of distance in the coordinate directions, calculated from Equation [136a], 

are 

a = ri 1/2 ae - a 

88 y= k|——— bg, ds,=k Spy (137k, J 

1/2 1/2 
8s. = @dw =k (227-1) °° (1-7) feces [137m] 

The coordinate direction for w is perpendicular to the plane through the z-axis; that for ¢ is 

perpendicularly outward across the ellipsoids, that for » is tangential to them and from p< 0 

or x < 0 around toward p > 0 or x > 0. These two directions make angles Oe Ds with the 

positive z-axis such that 0 < Ge gm, -7/2< Ga < 7/2, and, from Equations [136b, c,d], 

a2 

Cat 
. {137n] 

2 2 
Ce it 

cos a -—sin O,=# 

The components of velocity in the coordinate directions are, from Equation [136e], 

6L Oo 6 fe) 6 fe] 
pds ape ce [1370, p,q] 
Pe or ie > Gey 58, Jo 
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Laplace’s equation for the potential ¢ becomes, from Equation [136g], 

‘ 

2 2 2 

= & ST) =|. sh c a) aac ie GOH una, oo = 0; [137r] 

2 g68 Ww Hd y) (2-1) do? 

and the antisymmetric stream function w, defined on the basis of a positive axis drawn toward 

u = 1, according to Equations [136k, 1], is related to ¢ as follows: 

OU hay ee Uae ae, [137s, t] 

2 2 2 
z we 
se ian [137ul 
a b? 

Then its ellipticity is e = (a* - Bayt as so that 6 = a\/1 - e?; and for this ellipsoid 

a’=a, b’=b, C=, F a/k =1/e. Thus k = ea = \/a? — b?, and on this ellipsoid 

w= ap, @= 6(1-p7) 

Five cases of the flow around the solid ellipsoid will be treated. In each case ¢ as 

stated may be verified to satisfy Equation [137r], and y, if it exists, to satisfy Equations 

[137s,t]. The general case can be constructed by superposing flows of two or more of these 

five types. 

Case 1. Translation of a Prolate Spheroid Parallel to its Axis of Symmetry at velocity 

U, toward p =1, with g = 0 in the fluid at infinity; see Figure 229. 

pope so el (137 p= 9,% LL 9 € In Be = 3 vl 

1 ¢ 1 Can 
ae gah Ue =) ean) cae oe In e241)? [137w] 

+ -1 
So 1 aed e€ 1 deere es 

Coa a ee! 1 - e? Z 1l-e 
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Figure 229 — Streamlines due to translation 

of a prolate spheroid in the direction of 
its axis. The foci are shown by dots. 

See Section 137, Case 1. 

Now, for any number é, 

= 

In S47 oi tae Vs eee g ee os R 

E=i ¢ € aa 4 2 

hence, expanding, for |é| > 1, 

ant eal 1 1 1 1 (4 1 1 
In oe UU NSE 1 ees ne een ees ee 

ee ee = é 92 . 3é 

1 1 2 9) 2 
sgt AE eae: =— 4 —  |\— [137y] 

44 & € 36 52 

$ : : Z : {137z] 

Hence, if e > 0 and thus ¢, > ~, erg, = Ces = (2/3 +++ “\re » 3/2. Again, as 

e+ 1and ¢, > 1, both In (1 + e) and In (1 - e) become numerically negligible in comparison 

with e/(1 - e”); hence g, > 0, g,/(1 - 7) +1. 
Toward infinity ¢ + ~ and, from Equation [137v], since ¢ > r/k and k = ea, 

approximately. 
ik iL 3 3 cos 0 

b= 9,0 nl eles =) ——6 9,4 

3 2? 3 
OG tie 
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Thus the flow becomes that of a dipole of moment e° 94 a> U/3 located at the center of the 

ellipsoid. If e is small, the coefficient e° 91/3 becomes 1/2, as for a sphere; see Section 127. 

The velocity components are g = 0 and 

2. 2 -1 it +1 
q¢=9, Ub : BSS. vin z , [137a‘] 
a 29 C2 = tip es net 2 €-1 

1/2 
i ea ie 1 +1 

Gg £ a . [137b 7] 

a 243 a €-1 

On the w-axis, »= +1, |a| = k¢, q = |u| and 

kle 1 zl) +k 
u=Fqr=9,U id tay eel ; [137¢ “] 

: me ae 2 jal —k 

: , 1/2 
on the equatorial or yz-plane p =0,@7=(€* -1)  , g= |u| and 

1 VO? 4k? +k k ‘ 
wag ie> 9, Ul ho [137d “] 

4 Se +k hk aot 4k? 

on the equatorial circumference of the ellipsoid itself ¢ = a = 1/e and 

1 1lt+e . 
Umea es Yial) eee ‘ [137e 7] 

A few streamlines for equidistant values of w are shown in Figure 229. Here 

a/b = 2, e = 0.866, g, = 0.466. 
The kinetic energy of the fluid, as found by substituting ¢, p, w for A, pw, v in 

Equation [136h], using Equations [137k,1,m] and [137vl, k = ae, 6? = a (ley 

ie yu? dp = 2/8, i dw = 27, and setting ¢ = ¢, = 1/e, is 

e3 
Ua 

mp ab2 U7 (— : ol [137f7] 
l-e 

=} rT 
eo | bo 

Case 2. Flow Past a Prolate Spheroid Parallel to the Axis of Symmetry. Let the fluid 

at infinity flow at velocity U toward » =-1. Adding, from Equations [119a,b], Ux to ¢ and 

Us" /2 to w as given by Equations [137v, w], to represent the superposed uniform flow, 

1 il 
d= kUp E 9, (+ é1n = -1)| ; [137g 7] 
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1 1 1 yes PU(e-N0-p) fis, eS a salt [13 7h] 

Hence q,, = 0, and, if a prime denotes values as given by Equations [137a‘%,b J. 

2, We? 

. Cu ; 1 = 4? a 
DE Lee un( ; oe et Pi UC a : keine stalls 

on the z-axis and in the yz2-plane g = |u| and w= u’- U. 

On the ellipsoid itself, where ¢ = ¢) = 1,/e, W = 0, so that this is a stream surface. 

Also, de 0,qg= l2,.! and 

1/2 3 GU ofag a2 / Brag U eit aetna NUL? ; 
aie oy ape =e ——— ’ Berea 

ce te Ging? Nig® nope ne 

since = ay. As €, >, e +0, e? 9, 7 3/2, and Tt (3,/2) U Ja? - az’/a, as for a sphere. 

ASG ee 1g 1 e? and a U; the ellipse has then become a cylinder. 

Some of the streamlines, for e = 0.866, 7, = 0.466, are shown in Figure 230; they are 

selected to be equally spaced at infinity. The excess of pressure above that in the stream, 

= 

JN 

Figure 230 — Streamlines for flow past a prolate spheroid in the direction of its major axis. 

The pressure is shown along the axis, over the spheroid and outward along a minor 
axis. The foci are shown by dots. See Section 187, Case 2. 
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for steady motion, is also plotted as p - p,, on an arbitrary scale. It is shown along the 

a-axis, then over the ellipsoid, where p = p,, at 2 = 0.807a, and along the y-axis, where 

negative values are plotted horizontally toward the left. 

Case 3. Translation of a Prolate Spheroid Perpendicularly to lis Axis of Symmetry 

at velocity V toward positive y or w = 0; see Figure 231. 

b= hy kV(C Saye se (1 el “ - i In aa COS a, {1371 7] 

CE as ee 
-1 y) 

1 Cot 2 2 i lie e(l=2e2) 
In -———— =({— In - ———— pe = 

oo (02 =) oo Ge iene nme 1s Nig 
[137m “J 

As e>1, and ¢,>0, the logarithmic term becomes unimportant and h, >0, h,/(1-e*) 1. 

As e>0 and ¢, >», e° h, > 3/4, as appears from Equation [137y] and the expansion, 

= ee. [137n‘] 

Figure 231 — Diagram for translation of a prolate spheroid in the direction of a minor axis. 
The foci are shown by dots. See Section 137, Case 3. 
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1/2 
Toward infinity € > r/k > ~, (Be - 1) » €and, from Equations [137y, z], 

approximately, 

1/2 1COS' @ 

C 

2 2 
= — hk, kV Gp) Ss eS [1370 ‘] 

3 3 3 

since k = ae. The flow is again that of a dipole, but this time with its axis in the y direction; 

and for small values of e agreement with the result for a sphere is obtained, since then 

2e% h,/3 + 1/2. 
The velocity components in the coordinate directions are, from Equations [137o, p, q] 

and Equations [137k, 1, ml, 

Nee hs Col Cee _ + — 

gr=h,V s —eln - COS @, [137p ’] 
G1 ne 2 1 id . o~ rt 

1/2 2 -1 il 1 
g,=h,Vp ¢ 6 - —lIn st COS a, [137q 7] 
Boot C2? C24 2 Caw 

al 1 
rah? ( = Series — sin o. {137r 7] 

Al cs 

On the axes the velocity is in the direction of + V and g = |v|. On the yaxis, cos w = 20 
1/2 

w=0, y=tk(C2-1) and 

(137s 7] 

L/f2 

e= 2 h(e =1). and 

i V224 ke 4k 
ici, | eetadicceee ia ciel 

2 am ako ak 

(137t 7] 
k 

O= Fg hv a are = 

2 
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Over the surface of the ellipsoid itself, where ¢ = ¢, and is constant, the transverse 

component q,, varies relatively in the same manner as over a Sphere. Furthermore, around the 

circumference in the za-plane, where sin w = aie gis constant, since 

69 1 Cor e 1 lie 
In z = h,V -—lIn 

Gio 1-2 2 l-e 
GANG tv = . 13704] 

=o ra 

The kinetic energy of the fluid, found from Equation [136h] in analogy with Equation 

[137f’] but with use of the integrals me ~ p*) du =4/3 and [?"cos* wdw =17, is 
= 0 

2 e il It ee 
T=— zph, ab? Vv? -—In I. [137v ‘] 

3 1l-e 

Case 4. Flow Past a Prolate Spheroid Perpendicularly to Its Axis of Symmetry. Let the 

fluid at infinity flow at velocity V toward negative yor »=0, w =7. Adding Vy for the 

uniform stream, 

7 te ped G  -ta GH! , 
b=kV(C -1) (1 - 1“) Bete ules [137w 7] 

If a prime denotes values given by Equations [137p‘4q‘%4r°]; from Equations [1370,p,q], 

aN a72 : 1/2 

PY aga aaa cos @. [137x4y7] Ss =q’4+V cos a, g, = 9+ Vi 

Go = Io t+ V sin o. [1372.7] 

Everywhere » = v’— V, and on all three axes gq = |o|. 

On the ellipsoid itself, where ¢ = bo = le; I¢= 0 and 

9 23 Oras 
Beh 1. COS @ Be Ti Va = seat 

GO _ , ££, = —— SI, LS fame bial 
B 1/2 Bese o ieee 

(ies pf) 

where » = @/a. The same remarks concerning d,, 2pply here as in Case 3, except that here 

around the circumference of the ellipsoid in the zaplane g = |q..| where |q,| is given by 
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Equation [137b“’] with sin » omitted. The coefficient 2 e°h (1 - e”) becomes 2, as for a 

cylinder, as e > 1, and 3/2, as for a sphere, as e > 0. 

Case 5. Rotation of a Prolate Spheroid about an Equatorial Avis. Let the spheroid 

represented by Equation [137u] rotate at angular velocity © about the y-axis, in fluid at rest 

at infinity. 

At any instant, the velocity potential ¢ can be expressed in terms of ellipsoidal co- 

ordinates whose axes coincide with those of the ellipsoid, and the component of the fluid 

velocity that is normal to the surface of the ellipsoid at any point will then be given by Equa- 

tion [1370]. The direction cosines of the normal to the surface, on the other hand, are, from 

Equations [1386b, c, dl, 

_ oS 9% _ 8S ay _ 86 de 
"B57 aC’ mn B8e 8’ "bse a 

Substitution of these values for qi l, m, n, and of Oy =O, = 0, Oy = Q, in Equation [135d] 

gives as the boundary condition at the surface of the rotating ellipsoid 

Od Ox dz 
—= -O/2— -«# —}. {137¢ “’] 
0g 0g 0g 

From Equations [137a, c] 

Ox dz Se pees Beep 2-172 S| 2) 172 sin ce ag Mag C(e>-—1) (1 - 2°) @ 

The following potential will be found to satisfy both the boundary condition and the 

Laplace Equation [137r]: 

3 Ba 1 
ean? 1) 2 (2 =n — oS ——— sin oy. , (aera 

WY) €-1 (eel 

3 Co+1 So . 
A= k?0 | — (225 - 1) m= =66,4¢——— |) [137e “] 

4 on ce 1 
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At large distances, using Equations [137y, z], 

approximately, since k¢ > rand k# = ea. Thus the disturbance of the fluid extends effectively 

to only a short distance. 

The velocity components are 

Apt tape \i/2 6 8 1 q¢-— E ee ae — 5 (26?-In a sin w, [13 GE 4] 
k C2 hie (el = 

A = \ape a 23 1 
Tu oT (1-27) : (. seh cin = i} Q@, [137g °'] 

Cap? Gat ie 

A 1 3} etal 
Ga eae lh [panne oN 7 COS a. [137h “7] 

k eas 2 €-1 

The pressure in this case can be found from Equation [11c] or Equation [11d]. The kinetic 

energy is given in Reference 1 and in the table following Section 147, Case 29(3). 

In the last three cases there is no axis of symmetry, hence no stream function exists. 

An extensive comparison of the theoretical formulas for the pressure with observation, 

resulting in general good agreement except in the wake, was reported by Jones.?34 (See 

Reference 1, Article 105, 106; Reference 2, Section 15.57; Zahm. !°?: 7a) 

138. PLANETARY ELLIPSOIDS (OR OBLATE SPHEROIDS) AND CIRCULAR DISKS 

For an ellipsoid of planetary form, or an oblate spheroid, the treatment of the last 

section requires only minor modifications. 

For this case, oblate-spheroidal coordinates ¢, p, w are defined thus: 

a = kd, y =O COS a, Z2=@0SiN o, : [138a, b, c] 

@eR(C 41)? Gee [138d] 



The surfaces € = constant are again ellipsoids of revolution, but those for » = constant are 

now hyperboloids of one sheet, with circular apertures lying in the yz-plane; the equations 

are 

x? (ae o? x? 
Nae meen eS ee =1. [138e, f] 

keg? h(¢? +1) TAU Th ge iat 

In any plane through the z-axis the intercepts are orthogonal ellipses and hyperbolas with 

common foci lying on the focal ring defined by x = 0, @ =k. See Figure 232, on which again 

only a half-plane is shown. Assume 20. Then -1 Su S14! 

a 
=0 im 

pal x 

Axis of Symmetry 

Figure 232 — Choice of signs for oblate-spheroidal coordinates. 
See Section 138. 

The relation with the elliptic coordinates of Section 82 is now: k= c, ¢=sinh €, 

y= Sin n; and z and y are replaced, respectively by @ and zx. Formulas for ¢ and p in terms 

of x and y are easily written down from Equations [82e, f]. 

The polar and equatorial radii of any ellipsoid, in the x and @ directions, respectively, 

and the eccentricity of its meridian section are 

an he net SRC 4A) 2, el alee a 2/673 141) '”?; [138g, h, i] 



whence 

he Ct Cie a b= aI = ae Coo ay ne aeem [138j, k] 

a2=au, @=c’(1—p7)/2, [138], m] 

The ellipsoid for € = 0 is a circular disk of radius @ = c’ = # in the yz-plane, on which 

@ = k 1-7; the remainder of the yz-plane is the hyperboloid p = 0, on which @ = k V¢7 +1. 

The hyperboloid for = + 1 is the entire z-axis, on which 2 = + &é. 

Toward infinity, €+ and, approximately, a = &€(1-7)!/2, r= (x? +457)1/2 = &C, so 

that € = 7/k, p = #/k € = x/r = cos 6 in terms of the polar angle 0. 

The coordinate elements of distance are 

+2 Dole /2 2 Deel / 2 
+ 

bse=h{- S| ye ss, 4( 6 “) Se [138n, o] 
Got t—1- 

Os = Goo = h(C.4 tue (a7) ba: [138p] 

The coordinate directions for € and » make angles Oe On with the positive z-axis which lie 

7 

pe sy) : 7 5 
in the ranges 0 s Ge Ui ore ghee ae and are given by 

ip, 2 

2 1/2 +1 
6 I ; [138q] 

Co pt 
cos a= -sin On | 

and the velocity components in the coordinate directions are given by Equations [1370, p, q] 

or 

De ee oe ue ae [138r, s, t] 

D d ad rd 2 2 
sz [en | Sl ~19 8 | ee [138u] 

eal ue On| (C74. ty Gane) et 
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ay Jb dp ab i ee) ee en Ce [138v, w] ag (1-2) an Bh (Gurl) Ie 

Suppose now, that a solid ellipsoid is given whose surface is defined by 

x Alege 
eat NEES ils GS [138x] 
a? Ga 

Then its ellipticity is e = (c?-a*)!/?/c; and for this ellipsoid a’ = a, c’ = c, so that, if on 

it € = ¢,, from Equation [138], kl], 

k=ec= Vc*-a?, 6 )2a/k=a/Vc?-a* =1-e? /e, ea(Cae ie, [138y, z, a’] 

and on this ellipsoid 

B= aft, @ =cvV1-p?. [138b; c’] 

Five cases of the flow around such an ellipsoid or oblate spheroid will be treated. The 

general case can be handled by superposing flows of two or more of these five types. 

Case 1. Oblate spheroid or Circular Disk, Moving Parallel to its Axis of Symmetry. Let 

its velocity be U toward p = 1; see Figure 233. Then 

Figure 233 — Diagram for translation of an oblate spheroid in the direction 
of its axis. 
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b = 9k Up(1-¢ cot? ¢), [138d ‘] 

1 da age UC). Gew| otal Sei [1386 7 
= eee 

oo = =I 

Jn = cot} Cus ; =(sinle-eVyi-e? | . [138f *] 
Gora 

If e = 1, so that Co = 0, 9 = 2/m7. As e>0, and bo? eg, 3/2, as is easily verified by 

using Equation [138x ‘] and the series, obtained from Equation [33k] and valid for any real 

number € 21, 

cot™! €=tan7!— = T= [138¢ “] es & 
1 

S 

Toward infinity, with use of the last series, 

cos @ 1 et} 33.43 b= HkU — =~ 089,07 U 
o 2 

approximately, since k = ec. Thus the flow is that of a dipole. As e>0 and e3g, +3/2, 

¢2c?Ucos 6/2r?, as for a sphere of radius c; see Section 127. 

The velocity components in the coordinate directions are g,, = 0 and 

+2 172 1 
1¢ =I Up is es cot7} C- ¢ ; {138h ‘] 

= Cece C741 

1-2 \1/2 
Gn = — 924 t=“cot ae | 2 [1381 ‘] 

Co +i 

u=t I¢= GU [or - He) } [138] ‘] 
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On the equatorial or yz-plane, p = 0, a= kV 7 +1, ¢ = |u| and 

k 
wag, -g,U So Pain ee ; [138k 7] 

in particular, on the circumference of the ellipsoid itself, 

C= by), @=kV¥Cf+1 =k/e and 

e 
u= 0 ( : -sin'} ; [13817] 

Vl-e 

For a figure, see Figure 234 as explained a little later. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid, found by the method that was employed in obtaining 

Equation [137f"], is 

2 
Pat peg, UO” (.-Vi-e sin! °) [138m ‘] 

Circular Disk 

If ¢, = 0, e = 1, a= 0 and the ellipsoid becomes a circular disk of radius c = & moving 

perpendicularly to its surface. Then g, = 2/7. On the disk @ = c(1-7)!/2 and w= -Ua/2. 

Also, on its front face, Gea w= U and 

2U See a ) 
We = = ——— l—-p fam ee a ea {138n ] 

B 7 7 (e272) 172 

Here » increases inward, @ outward, hence the negative sign. At the edge ga+~. On the 

rear face p = -(1-@7/c*)!/? and the velocity is reversed. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid is, from Equation [138m], 

4 35,9 ’ 
ih ree U*. [1380 *] 

Some lines of flow near a moving circular disk, drawn for equidistant values of yw, are 

shown in Figure 234. 
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The same diagram will serve to illustrate the motion outside of any oblate spheroid 

placed so that its focal circle coincides with the perimeter of the disk, such as the one shown 

in outline by the elliptical curve in Figure 234. The ellipsoid is assumed to be in translation 

along its axis of symmetry. For, if # is fixed, variation of ¢, changes only the factor of pro- 

portionality g, in y, which changes y at all points in the same ratio but does not alter the 

geometrical pattern of the streamlines. 

Figure 234 — See Section 138, Case 1. (Copied from Reference 1.) 

Case 2. Flow Past an Oblate Spheroid or a Circular Disk, Parallel to its Axis. Let the 

velocity of the fluid at infinity be U toward » = -1. Adding to the expressions for ¢ and 

in Equations [138d ’, e’] Ux for ¢ and U3?/2 for yw, 

o=kUple+g,(1-¢ cot7! ¢)l, [138p ‘] 

1 G 
= — he OC Oy) 1-9, [cot f4 } [138q ‘] 

2 er 

Here again ~ 0; and, if a prime denotes values as given by Equations [138h’% to 138k], g Voy g y iq : 

Sree eae sgt UC ia (1384, s‘] g¢=9¢- Up ce ee co, 2 : 

On the z-axis and in the yz-plane g = |u| and wu = u’~ U. 
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On the ellipsoid itself, where ¢ = ¢,, using the value of g,, y = 0, Vie 0, hence 

q= Gal , and, after combining terms, 

GUE tee \ YC2 ~ 
i 26) [138t ‘J 

Co+ C+ Coen ae 

from Equations [138y, z] and Equation [138d]. 

A circular disk is obtained again by setting e = 1, ¢)= 0. Then on the disk q = \Zoy| 

where g~ equals + I, and is again given by Equation [138n°]. In steady motion the excess 

of pressure at points on the disk above that at infinity is 

1 1 Air © 8G52 
pore porn og ov(i- 4 e i [138u ‘] 

Thus p = p,, at © = 0.844 c. 

Streamlines selected to be equidistant at infinity are shown in Figure 235 for an el- 

lipsoid with ¢, = 0.577, e = 0.866, 7, = 1.628, and for a disk in Figure 236. For the ellips- 

oid, p — p,, is shown on an arbitrary scale; it vanishes at p = 0.68, w= 0.73 c¢. Values of 

p - p,, are shown along the z-axis and along the ellipsoid, also, plotted horizontally, along 

the @-axis above the ellipsoid. 

~ 
@ 

= aa SS 

Axis of Symmetry “a Le 

of 

/ 
Q 

Figure 235 — Streamlines for flow past an oblate spheroid in the direction of its axis 
of symmetry. The distribution of pressure p is shown along the axis, then over 
the spheroid, and outward along a transverse axis. See Section 138, Case 2. 
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Figure 236 — Flow past a circular disk. 

See Section 138, Case 2. 

Axis of Symmetry z 

Case 3. Motion of an Oblate Spheroid Perpendicular to its Axis of Symmetry. At ve- 

locity V toward positive y, as in Figure 237, if ¢ = ¢, on the ellipsoid, 

b = hkV (C7 41)'7? 1—p7)!/2 | cot! ¢= COS @, [138v‘] 
(eG) 

2 -1 Cot2 s Pare ae -1 
hy =| ————. - cot * = = Sieg 6 |) re [138w 7] 

(62 +1) eo 

As e>0 and €)>~%, e*h, 38/4, as appears from the series (1 - e*)~!/2 = 14 e7/24.... and 

the series for sin~! e as obtained from Equation [33j]. As e>1 and € 970, 4,70. Thus ¢ 

equals 0 for a disk, as it must. 

Toward infinity, ¢+7/k = 7/ec and, using Equation [138g’] and the series 

1 feNaet Sep it ¢ “z{3] LM Style [138x 1 
Co ea 1G es (6 & 

y, cos @ 2) 
oe AV an == e%h,c3y 4 [138y ‘] 

3 (ed 3 pr? 

approximately, which is the potential of a dipole with its axis parallel to y. As ¢,>~, and 

e +0, since eh, + 3/4, ¢ + c3 Vy/2r3, as for a moving sphere of radius c. 
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Figure 237 — Diagram for translation of an 
oblate spheroid parallel to an equatorial 

axis. Dots indicate traces of a focal 
circle. See Section 138, Case 3. 

w=0 
@ 7 

The components of velocity in the coordinate directions are, from Equations [138r, s, tl, 

ebeor NEO No 
q¢=h Vv Bal Sis -fcot! ¢] cos a, 

eotaTe Coed is 

[138z ‘] 

P) 2 +1 G 
Wy = hy Vu : : cat, f= 5 COS w, [138a *’] 

Cr +p Cr+ 

Go = byV eo C- 2 sin @. [138b “’] 
Cr+ 

On the y-axis and on the 2z-plane the velocity is in the direction of + V and g = |v]. On the 

y-axis cos o = 21, »=0, y=2k(6741)'”2, C= (y?/k?-1)'/2, and 

sin 
y? [y? —K? ly| 

k(y?+k?) ema a ve tagehyy (SES -sin7=! ——}. [138¢ “’] 
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On the z-axis ec = + ké and, from the limit of -4, as pot with w =0, 

k 
v= =D cot7! eal - ile E {138d 7] 

a? 4 he? 

On the z-axis p= 0, sinw =11,2= k(¢7+1)1/, and 

ewe 
a 2h, Vi sin” * — = Sa [138e “’] 

Over the surface of the ellipsoid itself, on which ¢€ = Ge and is constant, the relative 

variation of g,, is similar to that over a moving sphere. Furthermore, around the circumference 

in the transverse or 2z-plane, the velocity g is uniform, since |sin w, = 1, and, using Equa- 

tions [138z, a‘], 

gq = filo 7 aor ere (138f 7] 

The kinetic energy of the fluid, found by the method employed in obtaining Equation 

{137f 7], is 

9 

if aa nph,c?V? Vi—e2 (sin-? e-ev1- a [138g “’] 

Case 4. Flow Past an Oblate Spheroid Perpendicular to its Axis of Symmetry. Let the 

fluid at infinity flow toward negative y at velocity V. Then, adding Vy in ¢, 

b = RV (C7 #1)'/2 =p?) | 14h, (cots? ¢- é COS aw. (138h “’] 
(aon | 

If a prime denotes values given by Equations [138z’, a“, b“’], 

epee Ne Pe 
acee- Vel i COS a, Ga et Ve 6 COS @, (1381-7 

C2 +p? C2 4p? 
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Gu 7%otV sino. [188k ’*] 

On the y-axis and in the zaz-plane g= |v| and v=v’-V. 

On the ellipsoid itself, where ¢ = 5, I¢= 0 and, using Equation [138w’] and Equa- 

tions [138z, a/], 

2e3h.V 
2 cos 

= E 2 [13817] q EEO Ss 

ig (iaet)t/2 (1-e72+4e2p2)1/2 

2e°hV 
sino. [138m *’] 
@ (1-e2)1/2 

The same remark concerning the variation of ls applies here as in Case 3. Around the cir- 

cumference of the ellipsoid in the za-plane, g = |q,,| and q,, is given by Equation [138m “’] 

with sinw = 1. As e>0, the coefficient 2e%h,/(1-e7)!/? +3/2, as for a moving sphere. 

Case 5. Rotation of an Oblate Spheroid or a Circular Disk about an Equatorial Avis. 

Let the angular velocity be 0 about the y-axis. Then 

=3:¢ cotr-¢,\\sina, [138n “’] ae ACGe eel). 2 dite) wae Ges 

(el 

[1380 “*] 2 2 -1 A =k*Q | 3(2¢5+1) cot™” ¢,-6¢, - = 
Cot ek 

At ¢ = ¢, this satisfies the boundary cond ition stated in Equation [137c ““], which is easily 

seen to hold for planetary coordinates as well. The axes are assumed to share in the rotation. 

At large distances from the ellipsoid where ¢@ is large, it is found, by expanding in 

powers of 1/¢ as in previous cases, using Equation [138g], that approximately, 

ex] vo 
oe 
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The velocity components are 

y fyi 72 
I¢ = AL a a 3(207 * 1), cots) G66 = 6 sin o, [1388p *’] 

(Ga) ar! 

A 192 2 1/2 ae : ” q,= a a (€*4+1) 3¢ cot” * €-3+4+ sin a, [138q “’] 
(C2 4 p2)1/2 eee 

A os -1 - 1 
oer Gs ear 3¢ cot™! €-3+ COS w. [138r“’] 

Cao 

For a circular disk, obtained by letting a>0, so that €)+0 and k>c, A= 2c? O/3n, 

and on the disk itself y=c(1-p?)!/? cosa, 2=c(1-p?)!/? sina, and cp = +(c?-y? -22)1/2. 

Thus, on the side on which p > 0, 

4 
Sie Q 2 (0c? -y?2 =22)1/2, [138s *’] 

7 

and the y and z components of velocity tangential to the disk are 

a6 40 ee Oe EE ER Sap [138t 7] 

= ———_—_————_... (138u “’] 
02 

On the opposite side of the disk ¢ , v, and w are reversed in sign. 

Over most of the disk the fluid flows rather as if to go round the axis in the direction 

of rotation of the disk. Close to the edge the values of u and v are such that the radial com- 

ponent of the velocity predominates, becoming infinite at the edge, and its direction is that 

of a flow around the edge in opposition to the rotation. 

The kinetic energy of the surrounding fluid of density p is 

8 
T =— pora?, [138w “’] 

45 
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For, the velocity normal to the disk is that of the disk itself or g, = 2; hence writing 

y = cosa, Z = OSina, and dS = Gdoda, Equation [17c] gives, integrated over both faces, 

c 27 

1 4 
Plat=p 4,48 = of = 02953 (ec? - )1/2 aga f  sin2w do. 

7 

(0) 0 

The pressure can be found from Equation [11c] or Equation [11d]. 

In the last three cases there is no axis of symmetry, hence no stream function exists. 

(See Reference 1, Article 107, 109; Reference 2, Section 15.54, 15.55; Zahm. 192,174) 

139. CIRCULAR APERTURE 

The oblate-spheroidal coordinates described in the last section may be used also to 

obtain the flow through a circular aperture in an infinite plane. 

For this purpose # is taken equal to c, the radius of the aperture, so that from 

Equations [138a, b] 

Cn, @ =j(C 41)! * aye: [139a, bl 8 i] 

and the ranges, -~<¢<~, o0S,8 1 are used, so that, as in Figure 238, »=1 on the entire 

z-axis. : 

Axis of Symmetry 

Figure 238 — Flow through a circular aperture in an infinite 
plane using oblate-spheroidal coordinates. 
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In this way the discontinuity in the coordinates on the plane z = 0 is displaced to the 

outlying part where @ > = c, which is now a rigid boundary; the two halves of each coordi- 

nate ellipsoid meet there with opposite values of ¢. The central part of the plane, on which 

@<k =, represents a circular aperture. In the last section, discontinuities of » were allow- 

ed to occur on the central disk of radius 4, but this part was there enclosed in a rigid body. 

Thus in each case continuity of coordinates is preserved throughout the entire space occupied 

by fluid. 

It will be found that the differential Equations [138u] and [138v, w] are satisfied by 

@=Acot!¢, w=Acu. [139c, d] 

The velocity is in the €-direction, so that g = lgcl, and from Equations [138r, n]} 

tag = Sie Via (eee ae [1396] 

On either face of the plane boundary, p = 0, 2 = 0 and @ = c(€7 + iD ee! or 

Ga Ja? -02/e; hence q = lg-| and 

A is 
Is a ae: (Zt) fds 2 ae {139f] 

The sign + is to be taken the same as the sign of ¢. 

In the plane of the opening ¢ = 0, x = 0, @ = c(1-”)1/2, q = |u|, and 

u=qe=— ==. [139¢] 

On the axis of symmetry or z-axis, p= 1, 2 = ce, g = |u| and 

A cA 
eg, = =z [139h] 

Ce Ai). ea 4 ee 

The velocity is thus infinite at the edge of the opening. 
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The volume of fluid flowing per second through the opening is, using Equation [139g] 

for u, 

Qe Onietiad a= oO ncAe [139i] 
0 

Some lines of flow for equidistant values of w are shown in Figure 239. By adding a 

uniform flow parallel to the plane, more general cases can be treated. 

(See Reference 1, Article 108.) 

yh 
Figure 239 — Symmetrical streamlines for flow through 

a circular aperture in an infinite plane wall. 

140. ROTATING ELLIPSOIDAL SHELL 

Consider the fluid inside a shell whose surface is the ellipsoid 

22 2 22 

ED OF Fee a, Cn {140a] 
2 a b? C2 

The direction cosines of the normal at any point of the surface are, from Equations [136b, c, dl, 

x Z 
1=9k —, m=2k —, n= 2k —. 

a? b? ce 



Let the ellipsoid rotate about the z-axis with angular velocity w,. Then, by substitut- 

ing for £, m, n in Equation [135d], and also w= -0¢/da, v= -dd/dy, w= -0¢/02, =O, =0, 

the boundary condition to be satisfied by ¢ is 

A solution of the last equation which is also a solution of the Laplace Equation or 

Equation [7a] is 

bes 
p=- Ste [140b] 

b“+¢ 

The components of velocity are 

boa cA bores 
u=0, v= @,2, Ws o, Ys [140c, d, e] 

bo es bee 

The flow thus proceeds in planes perpendicular to the z-axis, and it is the same in all of 

these planes, except for variation in the size of the occupied elliptical cross section. The 

flow pattern is, in fact, the same as that inside an elliptical cylinder rotating about its axis, 

as illustrated in Figure 173. 

The kinetic energy of the fluid is 

2 
pa, [42_ 62\2 j 5 ; on (bA—e7)- 

T = (y? +27) dz dydz=— pabe ——— w?. [1406] 
Y b24.¢2 15 Rema z 

To evaluate the integral, substitute z = az’, y = br’cos 0, 2 =cr’sin 0. 

Analogous results hold for rotation about the y- or z-axes; and by combining rotations 

about the coordinate axes the general case can be represented of rotation about any axis 

passing through the center of the ellipsoid. 

The axes rotate, of course, with the shell. 

(See Reference 1, Article 110; Zahm.!7*) 
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141. ELLIPSOID WITH UNEQUAL AXES 

For the general ellipsoid with equation 

me y? By: 

eS eee {141a] 
a b? 2 

the appropriate ellipsoidal coordinates A,, 4,, A, are defined in terms of z, y, 2 as the three 

roots of a cubic in A, which can be written 

x2 y? 22 

+ 

Goan bo 4A a eee 
=1. [141b] 

The use of these orthogonal coordinates in potential problems involves special functions 

known as Lame’ functions, and no further details will be given here. 

For translation of the ellipsoid through fluid at rest at infinity, parallel to one of its 

axes, which will be taken as the a-axis without regard to its relative magnitude, the kinetic 

energy of the fluid is found to be 

20 2 
T = == 9 abe U2, [141c] 

BIC 3 4 

a dn 
a, = ave ff : [141d] 

f (acne 2b Ae A (e24r)17 4 

The definite integral can be expressed in terms of elliptic integrals, which are tabulated; 

see Reference 3 or Reference 235, as listed later, where a>d>c. 

For rotation at angular velocity w about an axis, here taken as the a-axis, 

(57-07)? (y)- Bo) ; 
T = —W________ —_,, abe po’, [141e] 

9(62=62) 467 +7) (Bo=Yo) 2 

By = abe f aE ee, [1416] 
0 (a2+))1/2 (G24 )j7 2 (era)? 
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co 

rN 
Yo = abe f Se [141g] 

b (aztexye/2 (Cee nae (G24 ins 

If one axis is reduced to zero, the ellipsoid becomes an elliptical disk. 

(See Reference 1, Articles 112-115; Durand,* Volume I, p- 293; Tuckerman; ??5 TRANG 1) 

142. ELLIPSOID CHANGING SHAPE 

If the semiaxes of the ellipsoid defined by the equation 

eS ey ee re es ea) {142a] 

change with time at the rates a, b, ¢, without rotation of the ellipsoid and with its center at 

rest, and if a point moves with components of velocity 2, y, 2, in such a way as to remain al- 

ways on the surface of the ellipsoid, then at this point Equation [142a] is always satisfied, 

and, differentiating Equation [142a] with respect to the time, 

SE gt de et sire eas eae MEE a ER, [142] 

Now according to Equations [135f, g, h] the direction cosines of the normal to the ellipsoid 

at the point 2, y, 2 are 

where & is a constant of proportionality. After substituting in Equation [142b], the combina- 

tion lz + my + nz occurs; this represents the normal component of the velocity of the surface, 

which must equal the same component of the fluid velocity or 

b6  _ ag st) 
i/— n— lu+mv+nw= - 4 
Ox oy dz 
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in terms of the velocity potential ¢. Hence, after eliminating 7, m, n from the last expression, 

Equation [142b] gives for the boundary condition for ¢ 

Bets iy /S0NG EP eee, Cys eis 0. [142c] 
gz Ox B2 9Y c2 92 a3 33 c3 

This equation is satisfied by 

1fa 5 C 
ce) eee, — x2 A= y? + —z2 ; {142d] 

2\a b c 

But this is merely the condition that the volume of the fluid enclosed in the ellipsoid or 

47 abc/3 shall remain constant, so that (d/dt) [log, (abc)] = 0. 

The velocity components of the fluid are 

[142e, f, gl 

(See Reference 1, Article 110.) 

143. FLOW PAST A PARABOLOID 

Consider the steady flow parallel to the axis of a solid body having the form of a pa- 

raboloidal solid of revolution. With the origin at its focus and the z-axis of cylindrical coor- 

dinates along its axis, let the equation of the surface of the solid be 

@* =a? - Qaz, {143a] 

where 2 denotes distance from the axis. Its apex is at 2 = a@/2 and it extends toward nega- 

tive z. Let the fluid approach at velocity U from 2 = +~. 



It is convenient to introduce also parabolic coordinates \,, A,, nearly as in Section 87, 

so that 

2 2 ae 2 2 B= > (AZ-Afy TH Arg 2,20, 2420; 

A, =vr-@, A, Hvr+e, ¢ =V274+0" {143b, c, d] 

The surfaces, A, = constant or A, = constant, are confocal paraboloids opening, respectively, 

toward positive and negative x. Their traces on a plane through the axis are illustrated in 

Figure 137. On the z-axis, 4, = 0 and a = 2/2 for « 2 0, whereas A, = 0 and «= -A7/2 for 
< z=0. 

By introducing also for the moment y = @cosw and z = @Sin w where w is the angle 

about the axis, it is found from Equation [136a] that 

58) hae 5s 1 1 

bs a (24 ayer i aeenie ara [148e, f] BA, AA, Ba. {¢ OA Ag 

@ 

The surface of the given solid, on which 2<a, is the paraboloid A, =\Va; as is easily 

verified from Equation [143c]. On this surface the stream function w must be constant. Fur- 

thermore, in the surrounding space, as A, »~, w+, and in the limit it is necessary that 

p2UG7/2 = U d2A2/2; see Equation [119b] for a uniform stream. The differential Equa- 

tion [136m] for y becomes here 

) 1 ) ) 1 do 
ee re Ae esc | MRL ec ao [1432] 
JA, \ AA, OA, JA, \AA, dAy 

This equation and the two boundary conditions are satisfied if 

ere Le 
Ww = ry Udrz(A5 - 2) = ry UG -a(r-z)}. {143h] 

Then yw = 0 on the solid and also where x>0 on the a-axis. 
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The corresponding potential, obtained by integrating Equations [136k, 1], in which the 

lower signs are to be taken if A = A,, » = A,, and the components and magnitude of the velocity 

are 

1 1 : 
= 5 UO2- MD ~aU Ind, = Ua migial In(r +2), [143i] 

te shies sie ei eee az: (143j, k, 1] ue os — |, =— : = -—+ . > K, 
Ix i Qr fos 2 r(rt+za) a Pi Qa(r-+ a) ) 

On the solid, since r+ a = 2 =a, gq? = U*(1 - a/2r). 

The excess of pressure over that at infinity is everywhere positive. On the solid it is 

p-~?., = p aU? /4r; on the z-axis ahead of it, where 7 = 2, 

1 
DP ian — -— |. [143m] 

The streamlines are illustrated on half of a plane through the axis in Figure 240. The 

streamlines shown are equally spaced in the uniform stream and correspond to equal increments 

of w/a. The value of p - p,, at points along the axis and on the paraboloid is also shown, on 

an arbitrary scale and for steady motion. 

(See Reference 2, Section 15.58.) 

o 

Hl 

( : 
Diz P oo \ LS Poo 

0) es Axis of Symmetry x 

2 

Figure 240 — Symmetrical flow past a paraboloid of revolution. The pressure 

along the axis and over the paraboloid is also shown. The focus is at 0. 
See Section 143. 
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144. AXISYMMETRIC JETS 

A few cases of axisymmetric jets have been worked out by elaborate methods of approx- 

imation. A weakly contracting jet was treated by Reissner.??° 

Schack studied a round jet falling normally upon a plate;77 his plot of the flow net, 

labeled in terms of the older convention as to the signs of the velocity potential ¢ and the 

stream function wW, is reproduced in Figure 241. The figure shows half of a plane through the 

axis OD of the jet; the plate lies along OA produced both ways. 

A jet issuing through a round hole in the infinite plane bottom of a tank, under the in- 

fluence of internal pressure but not of gravity, was studied by Trefftz.7°® His plot of the 

flow net is reproduced in Figure 242; it also is labeled in terms of the older convention as to 

the signs of dé and w. The axis of the hole lies along the vertical line at A. 

N _ 

$(B) + 5.380 

Z 
BEEEEESS + + HT uo ~ o uo EREREE 

a EH $(C) 

BERae E E -_ — o nm o uo 

UAH BLELEL 
3 

oe! ere 
SEE i ee \ i OO So 

(x xs 
$(B) = 3,031 

oO) Seas 55 

25 0 5 1 15 20 

Figure 241 — Some streamlines and traces of equipotential surfaces, in a plane through 

the axis OD, for a round jet of fluid striking a rigid plate OA. The surface of the 

fluid is at CB. See Section 144. (Copied from Reference 237.) 
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wy = 0.0507 

y= 0.1014 

Figure 242 — Some streamlines and traces 

of equipotential surfaces in a plane through 

the axis at A, for fluid issuing through a 
ys = 0.2028 round hole in an infinite plane wall, shown 

in part as CD. The surface of the issuing 

yy = 0.1521 

UE 

b~ HC) Wietiea3s jet hes along CB. See Section 144. 

Taro = 0.3042 (Copied from Reference 238.) 
QO = 9) [US S35 

+ 0.4 ig 

145. OTHER THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASES 

The following cases of relative motion between bodies and fluid have been treated: 

(a) A spherical bowl, — see Basset, ° I. p. 149; 

(b) An anchor ring, — see references on p. 156 of Reference 2. 

240 (c) Solid produced by revolving a limacon about its axis, by Bateman, — see end of 

Chapter V. 

(d) Solids of revolution in general, by Kaplan.*! 

(e) Certain special shapes of bodies by Kolossoff**! and Greenhill. 242 

(f) Ellipsoid moving in a curved stream by Tallmien.??° 

(g) A point source on a sphere, by Masotti,?4% 
circular disk or near a round hole in a plate, by Nicholson; 

or on the axis of an oblate spheroid or a 
244 

(h) A line vortex near a spheroid, by Poggi;?*4> 

(1) Motion of two spheroids, by Sens2e” 

(j) Two coaxial circular disks in a stream, by Sircar2*” and Nomura.**® The disks repel 

each other in proportion to cos? d, where ¢ is the angle between the direction of the 

stream at infinity and the normal to the disks, and also experience torques tending to 

increase cos” d. 
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CHAPTER V 

COEFFICIENTS OF INERTIA 

146. EFFECTS OF FLUID INERTIA. 

When a solid body submerged in an incompressible nonviscous fluid is acted upon by 

an external force, an acceleration is produced which is less than that for the same body in a 

vacuum, since the external force must also accelerate the fluid surrounding the body. It will 

be shown that the effect of the fluid can be represented by assigning to the solid an equiva- 

lent mass greater than the mass of the solid itself. 

If the motion of the body is one of translation at velocity U in a fixed direction while 

the fluid is at rest at infinity, the velocity of the fluid at every point will be proportional to 

U and its kinetic energy will be proportional to U2. Hence, the total kinetic energy of body 

and fluid can be expressed in the form 

1 2 [= 5 (M+kM’) U [146a] 

where M_ is the mass of the body, 

M’ is the mass of fluid displaced by it, and 

k is a constant of proportionality called the coefficient of inertia. 

The value of & will depend upon the size and shape of the body and, in general, upon its orien- 

tation relative to the direction of motion. 

If F is the external force acting on the body in the direction of the motion, the rate at 

which F does work must be equal to the rate of increase of the total kinetic energy; 

h Fu ote aley sy oe e =—-= — 
ae Pra lea Se aie 7 

d Sad F = (M+ kM) a [146b] 

Thus the acceleration produced is the same as if the mass of the body were increased from 

MtoM+kM’. The added term kM’ may be considered as an effective mass due to the pres- 

ence of the fluid. 

If U is constant, F = 0, so that no force is required to keep a body in motion provided 

there is no fluid friction. The coefficient of inertia has significance in cases of acceleration 

only. 
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For a body rotating about a fixed axis, similar considerations hold. The kinetic energy 

of body and fluid can be written 

1 uae 
Fess (h abl ).e [146c] 

where /_ is the moment of inertia of the body about the axis of rotation, 

I’ is the moment of inertia of the displaced fluid when rotating as if solid, and 

® is the angular velocity. 

The rate at which work is done then takes the form 

(i aE C ene 
OTe kk a ae 

where G is the torque acting on the body. 

~ ado 
Hence G=(1+kI’) Te [146d] 

This equation shows that no torque is required for constant angular rotation about a 

fixed axis in an ideal medium. The constant & is here the coefficient of inertia for rotation 

about the given axis, and its value for rotation is usually different from that for translation. 

Two-dimensional flow, as described in Section 13, is an important special case of fluid 

flow in which the motion occurs in a set of parallel planes, so that there is no component of 

velocity or acceleration in the direction perpendicular to these planes. In two-dimensional 

cases it will be understood that all quantities refer to the portion of the body and of the fluid 

that is contained between two planes drawn parallel to the planes of motion and unit distance 

apart, and 7,, My, My, 1/,, /7, will be written as referring to this portion. The coefficient of 

inertia, on the other hand, being merely a constant of proportionality, does not require a subscript. 

It has been assumed that the motion is irrotational and is therefore entirely determined 

by the motion of the body. This assumption is essential. Furthermore, in defining the coef- 

ficient of inertia, only one component of the force or torque was considered; and the discus- 

sion was limited to certain special types of motion. It is of interest to consider how the coef- 

ficient of inertia may be used in certain other cases; and certain other features of the force 

action of fluids upon moving bodies may also be mentioned without proof. 

For a given body of finite dimensions, with its mass distributed in any given manner, 

it can be shown that there is always at least one set of mutually perpendicular directions, 

fixed relative to the body, in any one of which the body can move through frictionless fluid 

without the action of any forces upon it and without exhibiting any tendency to rotate. These 
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may be called directions of free translation. Directions perpendicular to a plane of geomet- 

rical symmetry for the surface of the body always have this property. As a general rule, if 

the body moves in any other direction, the fluid exerts a torque upon it, and this torque must 

be balanced by external forces if rotation is to be prevented. In cases of special symmetry 

there may be many directions of free translation; and some bodies, such as a sphere, can move 

freely in any direction. 

A force applied in a direction of free translation produces acceleration in that direction 

only. A force applied in any other direction can be resolved into three perpendicular compo- 

nents, each of which acts in a direction of free translation. Each component will then produce 

a component of acceleration in its own direction, of the same magnitude as if the other com- 

ponents of force were absent; and the total acceleration will be the vector sum of the three 

component accelerations so produced. It the coefficients of inertia are different in the three 

directions, the resultant vector force and the resultant vector acceleration will not be parallel. 

As a simple example, to accelerate a massless thin disk through the fluid in a direction ob- 

lique to its plane, the applied force must necessarily be perpendicular to the plane of the disk. 

To prevent rotational acceleration, it may be necessary also to apply a suitable torque. 

Besides pure translation, other types of steady motion not requiring the application 

of external forces are possible. The most important case is that in which the surface of the 

body has two planes of symmetry and the line of intersection of these planes passes through 

the center of gravity of the body itself and is a principal axis of inertia for the body. Then a 

steady rotation is possible about that axis; and a torque applied about such an axis generates 

rotation about it in accord with the formula previously described. In special cases several or 

many such axes of free rotation may exist. 

Two-dimensional motion may be further complicated by the presence of circulation about 

the body, which then necessarily has the form of an infinite cylinder. In translational motion 

the circulation gives rise to the familiar transverse force or lift; and the presence of circula- 

tion may make steady rotation of the cylinder impossible in the absence of external forces. 

Otherwise the statements that have been made for the three-dimensional case held also for 

two-dimensional motion. 

In any case, the forces required to produce a given acceleration, translational or rota- 

tional, are independent of the motion already existing and are the same as if the fluid were 

at rest. This is easily seen from the pressure equation, as stated in Equation [9e]. Accel- 

eration of the fluid motion is equivalent, at any time ¢,, to the superposition upon the flow 

already existing at that time of an incremental flow that starts from rest. Since this added 

flow does not alter the velocities as they exist at time ¢,, its only effect on the pressure at 

time ¢, is to add to the value of d¢/d¢ a term that depends upon the acceleration but not on 

the existing motion. It may happen that part of the total acceleration is actually due to hydro- 

dynamical forces brought into play by the motion of the body through the fluid, such as the 

forces that have just been described; then the additional! acceleration produced by the external 

forces is the same as it would be if these hydrodynamical accelerations were absent. 
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In the same way it can be seen that the forces required to produce two or more types of 

acceleration simultaneously are simply the vector sums of the forces required to produce each 

type separately. 

In the last two chapters many expressions have been obtained for the kinetic energy, 

kM U?/2 or kI’w?/2, of the fluid surrounding a moving or rotating body. To obtain & from these 

expressions, it is only necessary to introduce the known value of M’ or J’ and to divide the 

kinetic energy by MU?/2 or I’7/2. The values of the kinetic energy and of & are collected 

for convenience of reference in a table following the next section. A self-explanatory picto- 

rial representation of the body is appended in each case. 

147, NOTE ON UNITS. 

In the formulas a consistent set of dynamical units is understood to be employed, as 

was explained in detail in Section 18. The coefficient of inertia kis a pure numeric. 

To illustrate the use of the units the following problem will be solved. 

An ellipsoidal body, with semiaxes 6 feet, 3 feet, and 3 feet, weighing 25,000 pounds, 

is suspended in sea water with its major axis vertical. When released, what will be its initial 

acceleration? The density of sea water is 64 pounds per cubic foot. 

Solution: The resultant force on the body acts vertically downward and is equal to the 

weight of the body minus the buoyant force. 

4 
Force = 25,000 Ses 6 x 3 x 8 x 64 = 10,500 pounds. 

5,000 lb-sec2 2 
Th f the body is —~—— = = 5 e mass of the body is oer 776 slugs = 776 FL 

The coefficient of inertia for prolate spheroids moving ‘‘end on,’’ with a/b = 2.0, is & = 0.209. 

Hence the effective mass of the fluid is 

64 
gem 8 oid x 5 x 0.209 = 94.0 slugs, 

and the total effective mass of body and fluid is 776 + 94.0 = 870 slugs. From Newton’s 

second law of motion the acceleration is the resultant force divided by the mass or 

10,500 

870 
= 12.0 ft/sec?. 
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148. TABLE OF ENERGIES AND INERTIA COEFFICIENTS 

In translation, 

In rotation, 

Radius of a circle or semiaxis of an ellipse or ellipsoid, 
or half-width or width of a lamina 

Ellipticity 

Coefficient of inertia, a dimensionless constant 

i apparent increase in mass 
cE 3 

mass of displaced fluid 

2T 27, 
k= or : 

M‘U? M,U? 

apparent increase in moment of inertia 

~ moment of inertia of displaced fluid 

oT zn 
k= or é 

feo Fi w? 

Moment of inertia of displaced fluid rotating as a rigid body 
about the assumed axis of rotation 

See under 7, 

Mass of fluid displaced by body 

See under 7, 

Kinetic energy of fluid 

Values of 7, 1’, M’ for fluid between two planes parallel to 

the motion and unit distance apart, in cases of two- 
dimentional motion 

Velocity of translation of body 

An angle in radians 

Density of the fluid, in dynamical units 

Angular velocity of rotation of a body, in radians per 
second. 

The fluid is assumed to surround the body and to be of infinite extent and at rest at 

infinity, except where other conditions are indicated. In regard to units, see Sections 18, 147. 
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A. TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASES 

1. Circular cylinder in translation perpendicular to its axis: 

1 
(”) if ag CEA OER as in Equation [68:1], 

U 

My = pi a, [ir le 

2. Elliptic cylinder in translation parallel to an axis, called the a-axis, either a>} as shown 
or b>a: 

al Bor 2 : 
1g i= ——pm 0" US, from Equation [841], , 

a My = pz ab, k = b/a. 

3. Plane lamina in translation perpendicular to its faces: 

| ib seas a7 U7 as in Equation [86b] l ue iL D) 9 9 

kM, = pz ae 

as » Elliptic cylinder rotating about its axis: 

1 
T, = ai p7(a*—b*)? 7, as in Equation [106z], 

a hoe" az —b2 2 

“Axis of I, =—pr ab(a*+d7), ke Sold ee ; 
Rotation 4 2ab (a7 +67) 

SH Plane lamina rotating about its central axis: 

Axis of 
1 

eo T= see” Go, as in Equation [106a’], 

ee 
a = il as) Q Q as 

6. Plane lamina rotating about one edge: 

9 4-5 : 2 
Axis of it a ee Equation [106b ‘] 

tee with 8 = 1, 
is} 

vi or 4 
7 Apparent increase in moment of inertia 9 px a'/8 3 

Moment of inertia of fluid displaced bya — 3 pr a4/2 4 
cylinder of radius a rotating as if rigid 
about a generator 



7. Fluid inside elliptic-cylindrical shell rotating about its axis: 

Axis of 1 (a2 - b2y2 

Rotation T, = — prab- ————- w”,_ as in Equation [105m], 
/ nS pale q 

a2+6? 

Pelt Bho a7 —b2 \2 
If =— pz ab (a* +b"), k= 6 

8 a? br, b2 

8. Fluid inside semicircular cylindrical shell rotating about axis of the semicircle 

ptt te) I eates plore ae 4 o) . . 

eee T= r ( Baie pa*q@*, as in Equation [102e], 

Rotation a 

<u , 7 8 1 
7 I =— pat, k=2/|—-—|=0.62i1. 

4 oie see 

it 
T, = ——p so’, as in Equation [108k] 

t 80a | a ag 

1 2 
fe esl ed kh=—. te AG TRS han? 5 

10. Lamina bent in form of circular arc, in translation at angle @ with chord: 

1 aa 
r za pu (s2sin20. v2, as in Equation [78r]. 

11. Cylinder with contour consisting of two similar circular arcs; see Section 89. 

= 180 f 
degrees . c2 

1. Cross-sectional area S= [pa-/ m7™+sin 2 0] 
6 = 180 f a4 

2c degrees sin* 6 

: 1 2 aloes ee 
1. Translation parallel to chord AB. 7,=— pk SU2, =-—/—-1)—-1. 

2 3 f? S 

: : 1 2 Q7 f 1 2 
2. Translation perpendicular to chord AB: Etta SU*, hae (ee a -1. 



12. Cylinder with contour formed by two similar parabolic arcs meeting perpendicularly; see 

Section 91(d): 

4 

2. Translation perpendicular to chord AB: k= - 1 = 2.049. 
7 

Here K = 1.8541, the complete elliptic integral of modulus V 1/2. 

13. Cylinder whose contour is formed by four equal semicircles: 

1 7 a pee 
M,= a (2+7) ph’; for translation in any direction 

1 B 2 T,=— kM, U*, k= k* -1 =1.100. 
2 Q+7 

For K, see the preceding case. See Section 91(e). 

14. Double circular cylinder, each cylinder of radius a; see Section 90: 

, 2 

2 2 

1. Translation parallel to line of axes AB: T,=pz 0u>(= - i ; k= ~1=0.645. 

2 
2. Translation perpendicular to line of axes AB: T, =pz aU = -1) ; =~ 1= 2.290, 

15. Cylinder of radius a sliding along fixed plane wall; see Section 90. 

2 
Fluid y T eee (2) 

amd ee” 3 

Wall 2 

, 2 i 9¢ 
My = pz a", aa 
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16. Cylinder of rhombic cross-section, in translation along a diagonal; see Section 91(c). 

My =p s? sin 6 

20 I (3/2) 

sin 0 ( -) ( =) 4 
1 EP [eet 

277, 2 27 

Here @ is in radians and I’ stands for the gamma function. 

8s\ 3 T= —kM,.U? k= 
19 oy a s 

17. Rectangular cylinder in translation parallel to a side; see Section 91(b) for references. 

h 
ry " M,’= kM, = apparent increase in mass, 

3 ———S 

M = paw?/4 or M,’ for a plane lamina of width w. 

h/w=0 0.025 0.111 0.298 0.676 1.478 3.555 9.007 40.03 

My7M,,=1 1.05 1.16 1.29 1.42 1.65 2.00 2.50 3.50 

18. Circular cylinder with symmetrical fins: 

1 
: £ ag: kM, ie as in Equation [91g], 

1 5 ee 
My =— px D?, faLe| 3) 3 

4 \D A 

19. Cylinder of radius a in translation and instantaneously coaxial with enclosing fixed cylinder 

of radius 6: 

Fixed 
2 baa" . . 

1, == paarU- A as in Equation [104f ] 
page 

: 3 ba +a" 
My= pz a*, = 5 

boa 

20. Cylinder of radius a in translation in any direction across axis of enclosing fixed square 

cylinder of side s, a@/s small; see Section 91(1). 

a2 
8 1 

De =— pra*U? 1+6.88 ea0e 9 

U 1 9 32 

| oF 2 
5 a 

Fluid M,'= pz a”, k=1+6.88 Fee 
Ss 
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21. Cylinder of radius a in translation in any direction near a fixed infinite wall, a/h small: 

ime: Be a? ; 
Ur 17 Q ene U Lp see , as in Equation [95g] 

ai es 
Fluid “> 

7 a2 
Wall My = pz a”, ial ora pe 

2h? 

(Only the force required to accelerate the cylinder is considered here.) 

22. Cylinder of radius a moving symmetrically between fixed infinite walls h apart, a/A rather 
small: 

Wall at fl 9 ae 2 ; 

Fluid T,=—p7a°U al 75 +... |, as in Equation [46q] 

ror 
= 2 29 na? 

Al M, = pz a’, are 2 Sago 

23. Plane lamina of width 6 moving symmetrically between fixed infinite rigid walls / apart, 
b/hA rather small: 

=) ; as in Equation [651] 

For the general case, see Section 65. 

24. For kinetic energy around a Rankine cylinder, see Section 54. 

B. THREE-DIMENSIONAL CASES 

25. Sphere in translatory motion 

T=—pas?, as in Equation [127f], 

ue 
1 

M’=—mp a3 ke . p a, P 
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. Sphere moving perpendicularly to infinite rigid plane boundary, a// small: 

4 Fluid T=—pa 1+ Peo U*, as in Equation [130a] 

Re cre 
witha = 0, 

Ra 

AO Re i Beas 
M’=—7p a”, = ecw ine 

3 2 8 3 

Only the force required to accelerate the sphere is considered here; see Section 130. 

27. Sphere moving parallel to infinite rigid plane boundary, @/h small: 

3 3 as 2 ; \ 
T=—pa>{1+— — +....] U*, as in Equation [130a] 

fu 3 16 23 
with @ = 90 deg, 

ae : ie og 1 3 a3 
M’=— 7p a”, pme ern |} 

28. Sphere moving past center of fixed spherical shell: 

7 3 b342a3 2 . ; 
T =— pa®> ——— U*, as in Equation [129e], 

6343 

ed 3 173? 290° 
Mo=— mpia-, KS=-. ase 

3 2 p3—q3 

29. Prolate spheroid (or ovary ellipsoid), a>d; see Section 137: 

Let e = eccentricity of sections through axis of symmetry, 

. 1-e? 1 1l+e 
= ne = 

g e3 1l-e ale 

6 ee e aL , l+e 
= -— In 

Gar SR eng ones ise 
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(1) Translation ‘fend on’’: 

=a 

a0 
=— pr ab?, Gale : 

2-ay 

(2) Translation ‘‘broadside on’’: 

2 Bo 
T = — pm ab? U? ; 

3 2-B, 

4 2 Bo 
Mp7 aba, k=k, = : 

3 2-B, 

(8) Rotation about an axis perpendicular to axis of symmetry: 

1 4 
cae T=a—kle?, 1=— pr ab? (a?+82), 
otation , ) 15 

2_ 72,2 <a. =, (a? 82)" (By) 
7: rae ~— (a2452) [2(a?~B%) ~ (a? +6) (By - a4) 

See Table 1, taken from Reference (1). 

30. Oblate spheroid (or planetary ellipsoid), a < b, see Section 138, where }b = ce: 

Let e = eccentricity of sections through axis of symmetry, 

2 Vane 
ao =—(e- 1-e7 sin71e), 

e3 

[ Vie? ‘sinvte —e4(1—e7)]. 
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TABLE I 

Coefficients of Inertia for Prolate Spheéroid 

ky k, ke 
Translation Translation Rotation about 

“end on’? “broadside on”’ Minor Axis 

(2) Translation ‘‘edge on’’ or perpendicular to axis: 

fu 2 Bo 
/ T =— pr ab? U? 

(i 3 2-68,” 
= = . 

7 Bo 

M b? h=k, ~ : i are aa , = 2-B, 

(8) Rotation about axis perpendicular to axis of symmetry: 

if 4 is Sea ae - 2D 2 pr ee or i= aa aoe (a* +6), 

eee (32-7) (ag~ Bo) 

See Table II, in which &, and &, are from Reference (102). 
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TABLE II 

Coefficients of Inertia for Oblate Spheroid 

ky ky k’ 
Translation Translation Rotation about 

““edge on” ‘broadside on” Equatorial Axis 

+ 37/2 F F T= eae a Us, as in Equation [13807]; 

(apparent increase in mass) 2 

(spherical mass of fluid of radius a) oe 

32. Circular disk rotating about a diameter; see Section 138: 

Y eee a> 2. 

eee 
Ww 

oan V4 (apparent increase in moment of inertia) 2 

Axis of GC (moment of inertia of sphere of fluid of 3 
Rotation radius aor 8 pz a°/15) 
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33. Elliptic disk of ellipticity e in translation perpendicular to its faces, a > 6; References 

(240) and (235): 

2 1 
P= —— pa°bU?, en = Via bo 

a 

(apparent increase in mass) so as 

n gir” 
(— pz ab = ellipsoidal mass of fluid with 
3 axes a, a, b) 

7/2 

e- f Vi-e* sin? 6 d6, the complete elliptic integral of the second kind to modulus e; 

0) for table, see Peirce (20). 

a/b=1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 2.5 3 4 6 9 

hk’ =0.637 0.705 0.756 0.795 0.826 0.869 0.898 0.932 0.964 0.981 

34. Ellipsoid, any ratio of the axes a, 6, c; see Section 141: 

dr 
Let. ee ; 

(a? +r)3/2 (b2+a)¥2 (c7.4)1/2 

dd 
Bo = abe f We EDEN 2 Ceara IEEE; 

(a*4-Ay> (620) (6? ))7/2 

dX 
Yo = abe f SSS SSS SS SSS 

, (apa) (52 4a) ¥2 (c2 +A)3/2 

(1) Translation parallel to the a-axis: 

{i= 7 ab =__— Cc \ re Ue 

4 
erage pz abe, k= 
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(2) Rotation about the a-axis: 

lee 9 (6-07)? (Yo-Bo) 
: T = — pz abe @% — A 

Ghee ‘ (57 -c?) + (6? +0) (Bo-Yo) 
fon 

\J 

is 4 (57-0)? (y9- Bo) 
I’= iE pn abe(b? +07), k’= rae were CES = 

2(b"-c") + (b%+0°)" (By~yo) 

For the expression of &,, By, yg in terms of elliptic integrals, see N.A.C.A. Report 210 

by Tuckerman (235) or Volume I of Durand’s Aerodynamic Theory (3). Some values of & and of 

k’, distinguished by a subscript to denote the axis of the motion, were given by Zahm (174). 

35. Fluid inside ellipsoidal shell rotating about its a-axis, any relative magnitudes of a, b, c 

(see last figure): 

2 (racr\e ; 
T= — px abe ——— w? as in Equation [140f], 

15 b2402 

4 b2—@7 \2 
I’= — pm abc (67 +07), k= {| ——— 

15 Bo nce 

36. Solid of revolution formed by revolving about its axis of symmetry the limason defined by 

r=6(s + cos 6)/(s? - 1) where 4 and s are constants. The curve for s = 11s a cardioid. A 

few values of & are given by Bateman in Reference (240): 

Sul algal 12 2 3 oo 

k=0.578 0.573 0.569 0.548 0.527 0.500. 
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